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Summary of the “Workshop on Beam Acceleration in Crystals and 
Nanostructures” (Fermilab, June 24-25, 2019)* 

V. Shiltsev†  
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, MS312 

Batavia, IL, 60510, USA 
†E-mail: shiltsev@fnal.gov 

T. Tajima 
University of California Irvine, Department of Physics and Astronomy 

Irvine, CA 92697-4575, USA 
E-mail: ttajima@uci.edu 

Here we present a short summary of the “Workshop on Beam Acceleration in Crystals and 
Nanostructures” which has taken place at Fermilab on June 24-25, 2019.   

Keywords: Accelerators; crystals; carbon nanotubes; nanostructures. 

1.   General information about the Workshop 

The concept of beam acceleration in solid-state plasma of crystals or nanostructures 
like CNTs (or alumna honeycomb holes) has the promise of ultra-high accelerating 
gradients O(1-10) TeV/m, continuous focusing and small emittances of, e.g., muon 
beams and, thus, may be of interest for future high energy physics colliders. The goal of 
the "Workshop on Beam Acceleration in Crystals and Nanostructures" which took place 
at Fermilab on June 24 and 25, 2019, was to assess the progress of the concept over the 
past two decades and to discuss key issues toward proof-of-principle demonstrations and 
next steps in theory, modeling and experiment. The Workshop was endorsed by the 
American Physical Society (APS) Division of Physics of Beams (DPB) and the APS 
Topical Group in Plasma Astrophysics (GPAP), the International Committee on Ultra-
High Intensity Lasers (ICUIL) and the International Committee on Future Accelerators’s 
Panel on Advanced and Novel Accelerators  (ICFA ANA). 

The Workshop had 40 participants from 6 countries, representing all relevant areas 
of research such as accelerators and beam physics, plasma physics, laser physics, and 
astrophysics. More than 20 presentations covered a broad range of topics relevant to 
acceleration in crystals and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), including: 

  1. overview of the past and present theoretical developments toward crystal 
acceleration, ultimate possibilities of the concept;  

  2. concepts and prospects of PeV colliders for HEP;  

                                                           
* Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory is operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC 
under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy. 
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  3. effective crystal wake drivers: beams, lasers, other;  
  4. beam dynamics in crystal acceleration;  
  5. instabilities in crystal acceleration (filamentation, etc.);  
  6. acceleration in nanostructures (CNTs, etc);  
  7. muon sources for crystal acceleration;  
  8. application of crystal accelerators (X-ray sources, etc.); 
  9. astrophysical evidence of wakefield acceleration processes; 
  10. steps toward "proof-of-principle": 1 GeV gain over 1 mm, open theory 

questions, modeling and simulations;  
  11. possible experiments at FACET-II, FAST, AWAKE, AWA, RHIC, LHC, 

CEBAF, or elsewhere 
There were many vivid discussions on these subjects. All the talks and summaries of 

the discussions are available at  https://indico.fnal.gov/event/19478/ . 

2.   Major Outcomes 

Several interesting proposals for further explorations or experimental tests were made by 
Sahel Hakimi, et al. (University of California, Irvine, on how to drive wakes in CNTs  by 
ultimate or existing X-ray pulses from, e.g., the LCLS SASE FEL);  by Aakash Sahai, et 
al. (University of Colorado, on production of detectable number of muons and their 
subsequent acceleration either at BELLA or FACET-II facilities); by Vladimir Shiltsev, 
et al. (Fermilab,  on demonstration of effective micromodulation of electron beams at 
FAST and FACET-II and subsequent experiments with micromodulated beams sent 
through CNTs at FAST with kA peak current type beams and then at the FACET-II 
facility with upto 300 kA bunches, e.g., to demonstrate the CNT channeling or to study 
the electron beam filamentation phenomena in structured materials); by Gennady 
Stupakov (SLAC, on possibility to use 1-nm-SASE-modulated electron bunches at the 
end of LCLS-I undulators to excite crystals and demonstrate acceleration); by Johnathan 
Wheeler, et al., (Ecole Polytechnique, to use the APOLLO laser facility to demonstrate 
Peta-Watt optical pulses/single cycle pulses via thin-film-compression technique); by  
Valery Lebedev (FNAL, to explore effectiveness of the wake excitation in crystals or 
CNTs by high-Z high energy ions, e.g. by 450 GeV ion beams from the CERN SPS 
available at the AWAKE facility, and observation of possible acceleration of externally 
injected electrons).   
 
Formation of the research teams has began and follow-up presentations are being planned 
for the  FACET-II Annual Science Workshop (SLAC, October 29 – November 1,  2019).  
 
These Proceedings of the Workshop are co-edited by Profs. Gerard Mourou (Ecole 
Polytech, 2018 Nobel Prize in Physics), Toshiki Tajima (UCI), Swapan Chattapdhyay 
(NIU) and Vladimir Shiltsev (Fermilab). 
 

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/19478/
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/19478/
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Fig. 1.  Group photo of the Workshop. 
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Ultimate Colliders for Particle Physics : Limits and Possibilities

V. D. Shiltsev∗

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, MS 312,
Batavia, IL 60510, USA

∗E-mail: shiltsev@fnal.gov

The future of the world-wide HEP community critically depends on the feasibility of the

concepts for the post-LHC Higgs factories and energy frontier future colliders. Here we
overview the accelerator options based on traditional technologies and consider the need

for plasma colliders, particularly, muon crystal circular colliders. We briefly address the

ultimate energy reach of such accelerators, their advantages, disadvantages and limits in
the view of perspectives for the far future of the accelerator-based particle physics and

outline possible directions of R&D to address the most critical issues.

Keywords: Colliders; accelerators; plasma accelerators; muons, crystals.

1. Current landscape of accelerator-based particle physics

Colliding beam facilities which produce high-energy collisions (interactions) between

particles of approximately oppositely directed beams have been on the forefront of

particle physics for more than half a century and. In total, 31 colliders ever reached

operational stage and six of them are operational now1,2,3,4. These facilities es-

sentially shaped the modern particle physics as their energy has been on average

increasing by an order of magnitude every decade until about the mid-1990s. Since

then, following the demands of high energy physics (HEP), the paths of the col-

liders diverged: to reach record high energies in the particle reaction the Large

Hadron Collider was built at CERN, while record high luminosity e+e− colliders

called particle factories were focused on detailed exploration of phenomena at much

lower energies. Currently, the HEP landscape is dominated by the LHC. The next

generation of colliders is expected to lead the exploration of the smallest dimensions

beyond the current Standard Model.

Given the cost, complexity and long construction time of the collider facilities,

the international HEP community regularly goes through extensive planning exer-

cises. For example, in the recent past and at present we have the European Strategy

planning (2012-2013), the US US Snowmass and P5 plan (2013-2014), the Euro-

pean Strategy Update (2018-2020), under consideration now is the ILC250 project

in Japan (decision by Spring 2020) and potential CepC project in China, the next

US Snowmass and P5 process is set for 2019-2022. Discussions at the most recent

2019 European Particle Physics Strategy Update symposium (EPPSU, May 2019,

Granada, Spain)5 were focused on two types of the longer term (20-50 yrs) HEP

facilities: Higgs Factories(HF) and the Energy Frontier (50-100 TeV pp or 6-15 TeV

lepton). There are four possible concepts fof these machines: linear e+e− colliders,
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Table 1. Main parameters of proposed colliders for high energy particle physics
research6.

Project Type Energy Int.Lumi./ Power Cost

TeV, c.m.e. Oper.Time. years B(unit)

ILC e+e− 0.25 2 ab−1 / 11yrs. 129 5.3ILCU
0.5 4 ab−1 / 10 yrs. 163(204) 7.8ILCU

1 300 ?

CLIC e+e− 0.38 1 ab−1 / 8yrs. 168 5.9CHF
1.5 2.5 ab−1 / 7 yrs. 370 +5.1CHF

3 5ab−1 / 8 yrs. 590 +7.3CHF

CEPC e+e− 0.091 16 ab−1 / 4 yrs. 149 5 $
0.24 5.6 ab−1 / 7yrs. 266 +?

FCC-ee e+e− 0.091 150 ab−1/ 4 yrs. 259 10.5CHF

0.24 5 ab−1 / 3 yrs. 282
0.365 1.5 ab−1 / 4 yrs. 340 +1.1 CHF

LHeC ep 0.06/7 1 ab−1 / 12 yrs. (+100) 1.75 CHF

HE-LHC pp 27 20 ab−1 / 20 yrs. 220 7.2 CHF

FCC-hh pp 100 30 ab−1 / 25 yrs. 580 24 CHF
µµColl. µµ 14 50 ab−1 / 15 yrs. 230 10.7∗ CHF

circular e+e− colliders, pp/ep colliders, and muon colliders. (Table 1 summarizes

main parameters of the future facilities, paramters of the muon collider are given

according to7.) They all have limitations in the energy, luminosity, AC power con-

suption, and cost which in turn mostly depend on five basic underlying accelerator

technologies: normal-conducting (NC) magnets, superconducting (SC) magnets,

NC RF, SC RF and plasma. The technologies are at different level of performance

and readiness, cost efficiency and required R&D6.

Feasibility of the future colliders depends on their energy reach, luminosity,

cost, length and power efficiency. So far, the most advanced of the proposals for the

energy frontier collidsers call for acceleration by wakefields in plasma which can be

excited by: lasers (demonstrated electron energy gain of about 8 GeV over 20 cm

of plasma with density 3·1017 cm−3 at the BELLA facility in LBNL); very short

electron bunches (9 GeV gain over 1.3m of ∼1017 cm−3 plasma at FACET facility in

SLAC) and by proton bunches (some 2 GeV gain over 10 m of 1015 cm−3 plasma at

the AWAKE experiment at CERN). In principle, the plasma wake field acceleration

(PWFA) is thought to make possible multi-TeV e+e− colliders. There is a number

of critical issues to resolve along that path, though, such as the power efficiency

of the laser/beam PWFA schemes; acceleration of positrons (which are defocused

when accelerated in plasma); efficiency of staging (beam transfer and matching from

one short plasma accelerator cell to another); beam emittance control in scattering

media; the beamstrahlung effect that leads to the rms energy spread at IP of about

30% for 10 TeV machines and 80% for 30 TeV collider.

An attempt to assess options for ultimate future energy frontier collider facil-

ity with c.o.m. energies of 300-1000 TeV (20-100 times the LHC) was made in8.

There it was argued that for the same reason the circular e+e− collider energies do

not extend beyond the Higgs factory range (∼ 0.25 TeV), there will be no circular
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proton-proton colliders beyond 100 TeV because of unacceptable synchrotron radi-

ation power therefore, the colliders will have to be linear. Moreover, electrons and

positrons even in linear accelerators become impractical above about 3 TeV due to

beam-strahlung (radiation due to interaction) at the IPs and beyond about 10 TeV

due to the radiation in the focusing channel. That leaves only µ+µ− or pp options

for the far future colliders. If one goes further and requests such a flagship machine

not to exceed ∼10 km in length then an accelerator technology is needed to provide

average accelerating gradient of over 30 GeV/m (to be compared with ∼0.5 GeV

per meter in the LHC). There is only one such option known now: super-dense

plasma as in, e.g., crystals9, but that excludes protons because of nuclear interac-

tions and leaves us with muons as the particles of choice. Acceleration of muons

(instead of electrons or hadrons) in crystals or carbon nanotubes with charge car-

rier density ∼1022 cm−3 has the promise of the maximum theoretical accelerating

gradients of 1-10 TeV/m allowing to envision a compact 1 PeV linear crystal muon

collider1. High luminosity can not be expected for such a facility if the beam power

P is limited (e.g., to keep the total facility site power to some affordable level of

P ∼100MW). In that case, the beam current will have to go down with the particle

energy as I = P/Ep, and, consequently, the luminosity will need to go down with

energy Ep. Therefore, there is a need in the paradigm shift for the particle colliders

which in the past expected the luminosity to scale as L ∝ E2
p .

2. Acceleration in Crystals and Nanostructures

The very first proposal to accelerate muons in crystals9 assumed excitation of solid

plasmas by short intense X-ray pulses. The density of charge carriers (conduction

electrons) in solids n0 ∼ 1022−24cm−3 is significantly higher than that in gaseous

plasma, and correspondingly, the longitudinal accelerating fields of upto 100-1000

GeV/cm (10-100 TV/m) are possible according to

E[GV/m] ≈ 100
√
n0[1018cm−3]. (1)

The are several critical phenomena in the solid plasma due to intense energy radi-

ation in high fields and increased scattering rates which result in fast pitch-angle

diffusion over distances of ld[m]∼Ep[TeV]. The latter leads to particles escaping from

the driving field; thus, it was suggested that particles(muons) have to be acceler-

ated in solids along major crystallographic directions, which provide a channeling

effect in combination with low emittance determined by an Angstrom-scale aperture

of the atomic tubes10,11. Channeling in the nanotubes was later brought up as a

promising option12–14. Positively charged particles are channeled more robustly, as

they are repelled from ions and thus experience weaker scattering. Radiation emis-

sion due to the betatron oscillations between the atomic planes is thought to be the

major source of energy dissipation, and the maximum beam energies are limited to

about 0.3 TeV for positrons, 104 TeV for muons and 106 TeV for protons10. For

energies of 1 to 10 PeV, muons offer much more attraction because they are point-
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like particles and, contrary to protons, do not carry an intrinsic energy spread of

elementary constituents; and they can much easier propagate in solid plasma than

protons which will extinct due to nuclear interactions. The muon decay becomes

practically irrelevant in the proposed very fast acceleration scheme as the muon life-

time quickly grows with energy as 2.2µs ×γ. Very high gradient crystal accelerators

have to be disposable if the externally excited fields exceed the ionization thresholds

and destroy the periodic atomic structure of the crystal (so acceleration will take

place only in a short time before full dissociation of the lattice). For the fields of

about 1 GV/cm=0.1 TV/m or less, reusable crystal accelerators can probably be

built which can survive multiple pulses. Possible conceptual scheme of a crystal lin-

Fig. 1. Concept of a linear X-ray crystal muon collider (adapted from1).

ear muon collider - see - includes two high brightness muon sources, two continuous

crystal linacs of a total length of 1 to 10 km driven by numerous X-ray sources (or

other type of drivers) to reach 1-10 PeV c.m.e. at the interaction point with a crys-

tal funnel1. Initial luminosity analysis of such machine assumes the minimal overlap

area of the colliding beams to the crystal lattice cell size A ∼ 1 Å2=10-16cm-2 and

that the crystals in each collider arm are aligned channel to channel. The num-

ber of muons per bunch N also can not be made arbitrary high due to the beam

loading effect and should be N∼103. Excitation many parallel atomic channels nch
can increase the luminosityL=fnch N2/A=f·1016·106·nch[cm-2s-1] which can reach

1030cm-2s-1 at, e.g., f=106 Hz and nch∼100. Exceeding the value of the product

fnch beyond 108 Hz can be very costly as the total beam power P= fnchNEp will

get beyond a practical limit of ∼10 MW. Instead, using some kind of crystal funnel

to bring microbeams from many channels into one can increase the luminosity by a

factor of nch to some 1032cm-2s-1.
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3. Challenges and Open Questions

Until now, crystals were of interest for particle accelerators because of their strong

inter-planar electric fields ∼10V/Å=1GV/cm15. Given their unique radiation hard-

ness and stability, crystals were used even in the highest energy hadron colliders like

the 2 TeV Tevatron and the 14 TeV LHC for particle focusing and/or for deflection

(with efficiency notably growing with the energy, e.g. better than ∼95% in the

Tevatron and over 99% in the LHC for some 4 mm bent crystals16,17).

Several methods can be envisioned for the wakefield excitation in the crystals18

- see Fig.2. Historically first was the suggestion to use ultrashort and powerful

40 keV X-ray pulses injected in the crystal at a proper angle to achieve Bormann

anamalous transmission over longer distances9. Extreme X-ray pulse power density

O(1023−24W/cm2) can now be achieved at the SASE FELs like LCLS at SLAC,

and the gradients of about 0.2[TV/m]·a20 are predicated in CNTs which can lead to

100s of MeV of acceleration in few micron long structures13,14 (here a0 ∼ O(1) is

the normalized field intensity of a O(1nm) wavelength laser). Further opportunities

to increase the laser intensities can be offered by recently proposed ICAN and thin

film compression schemes.

Bunches of charged particles can excite plasma effectively if their transverse and

longitudinal sizes are comparable or shorter than the plasma wavelength of λp ∼ 0.3

µm for n0 = 1022 cm−3 and the total number of particles in that volume approaches

the number of free electrons in the solid plasma n0λ
3
p. Arguably the closest to such

conditions are the electron bunches prepared for the FACET-II experiments at

SLAC - at the initial stage of 3D compression they will by 8×7×2 µm that for the

total charge of 2 nC results in ne = 6 ·1018 cm−3, while at the ultimate compression

2×2×0.4 µm the density will be about ne = 2 · 1020 cm−3 (and corresponding peak

current of about 300 kA).

Relativistic fully stripped heavy ions can offer yet another possibility for wake-

fields excitation in crystals or carbon nanotubes18 as the fields they leave behind

in the media are about the ionization loss gradient of

Ei ≈ 2[MeV/(g/cm2)]× Z2, (2)

that gives Ei ≈2 TV/m for Z=70-80 in silicon. Naturally, one can envision these

ions either channeling in crystals ahead of the accelerating particles (e.g., muons) or

being well aligned with them so the latter are always kept in sync with accelerating

wake. At present, the highest energy heavy ions are available at RHIC (100 GeV/u

gold, Z=79) and LHC (2.5 TeV/u lead, Z=82) and the dephasing length 2γ2pλp can

be as long as few cm - few meters.

Figs. 2d) and 2e) conceptually depict two other possibilities to excite structured

solid plasmas by either pre-modulated high density bunches of charged particles or

by initially unmodulated long bunches which get microbunched while propagating

in the media due to self modulation instability (SMI). In both cases it is important

that the drive beam density modulation is resonant to the plasma waves, i.e. occurs
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Fig. 2. Possible ways to excite plasma wakefields in crystals or/and nanostructures: a) by short

X-ray laser pulses; b) by short high density bunches of charged particles; c) by heavy high-Z ions;

d) by modulated high current beams; d) by longer bunches experiencing self modulation instability
in the media.

at λp so the waves excited by individual microbunches add up coherently. The

first of these methods can employ, e.g. either the nanomodulated bunches at the

end of SASE (self amplified spontaneous emission) process in modern X-ray FELs

or micromodulated beams obtained via slit-masking in chicanes as, e.g., it was

proposed in19. The SMI in longer proton bunches traversing low density gaseous

plasma has been demonstrated in the AWAKE experiment at CERN. Of course, in

the solid plasma of crystals or CNTs the SMI will compete with other phenomena,

such as the Weibel or filamentation instabilities and that issue requires detail study.

In general, there are many important topics for future research on acceleration in

crystals and nanostructures, including: a) critical overview of the past and present

theoretical developments toward crystal acceleration, exploration of the ultimate

possibilities of the concept; b) further development of the concepts and most optimal

schemes of PeV crystal colliders for HEP; c) theory, modeling and experiments on

effective crystal wave drivers such as beams (including self-modulation instability),

lasers , other schemes; d) particle and beam dynamics in crystal acceleration chan-

nels; e) instabilities in crystal acceleration channels, such as filamentation/Weibel

instability, etc; f) acceleration in nanostructures (CNTs, alumna honeycomb holes,

zeolites, others); g) high brightness muon sources for crystal acceleration; h) possible
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practical applications of crystal accelerators (X-ray sources, etc); i) comprehensive

study of possible steps toward ”proof-of-principle” experiment to demonstrate 1

GeV energy gain over 1 mm; j) preparation of possible crystal acceleration exper-

iments at FACET-II, FAST, BELLA, AWAKE, AWA, RHIC, LHC or elsewhere

(including addressing open theory questions, modeling and simulation, hardware

and diagnostics development, etc).

4. Conclusions

The concept of beam acceleration in solid-state plasma of crystals or nanostructures

like CNTs (or alumna honeycomb holes) has the promise of ultra-high accelerating

gradients O(1-10) TeV/m, continuous focusing and small emittances of, e.g., muon

beams and, thus, may be of interest for future high energy physics colliders. Recent

advances in the acceleration in gaseous beam- or laser-driven plasma and muon

production and cooling, progress in the intense X-ray pulse generation, production

of short very high peak current bunches of charged particles, development of so-

phisticated high-performance PIC codes to model high density plasmas - all that

paves the way for comprehensive studies of the theory, corresponding modeling,

and eventually experiments on the wakefield excitation in solid plasmas, accelera-

tion of particles in crystals or CNTs, muon production and detection, etc. Some

schemes of the crystal/CNT excitation can be tested at the beam test facilities such

FACET-II at SLAC, FAST at Fermilab, BELLA at LBNL and AWAKE at CERN.

One can also explore opportunities for proof-of-principle experimental studies with

either high energy high-Z ions available at RHIC or LHC or to exploit unique prop-

erties of the self-modulated electron beams in the SASE FEL facilities, like, e.g.

the LCLS-I and -II at SLAC. Past experience with crystals in high energy particle

accelerators as well as available hardware might very helpful for the initial studies.
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TeV center-of-mass energy electron-positron linear colliders comprising seamlessly staged capillary 
laser-plasma accelerators are presented. A moderate intensity laser pulse coupled with the single 
electromagnetic hybrid mode in a gas-filled capillary can generate plasma waves in the linear regime, 
where laser wakefields can accelerate equally focused electron and positron beams. In multiple stage 
capillary accelerators, a particle beam with respect to the laser wakefield can undergo consecutive 
acceleration up to TeV energies, associated with continuous transverse focusing in a beam size down 
to a nanometer level, being capable of a promising electron-positron linear collider with very high 
luminosities of the order of 1034 cm-2s-1. The transverse and longitudinal beam dynamics of beam 
particles in plasma wakefields with the effects of radiation reaction and multiple Coulomb scattering 
are investigated numerically to estimate the luminosities in beam-beam collisions with the effects of 
beamstrahlung radiation and bunch disruption. 

Keywords: Laser-plasma accelerator; Linear collider; CAN laser. 

1.   Introduction 

Laser-driven plasma accelerators (LPAs) [1-3] can support a wide range of potential 
applications requiring high-energy and high-quality electron/positron beams. In particular, 
field gradients, energy conversion efficiency and repetition rates are essential factors for 
practical applications such as compact x-ray free electron lasers [4, 5] and high energy 
frontier colliders [6-9]. For such applications, LPAs have some drawbacks in laser 
guiding and dephasing that limit energy gains despite their high accelerating gradients. In 
the LPA concept [1], one of the critical issues is optical guiding of relativistic laser pulses 
in underdense plasma to the extent of a dephasing length, which scales as 3/ 2

en−∝ , where 

en  is the operating plasma density of LPAs [2]. The propagation of laser pulses in 
plasmas is described by refractive guiding, in which the refractive index can be modified 
from the linear free space value mainly by relativistic self-focusing, ponderomotive 
channeling and a preformed plasma channel [10]. The self-guided LPA [11-13] relies 
only on intrinsic effects of relativistic laser-plasma interactions such as relativistic self-
focusing and ponderomotive channeling. On the other hand, the channel-guided LPA 
exploits a plasma waveguide with a preformed density channel [14-16] or a gas-filled 
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capillary waveguide made of metallic or dielectric materials [17]. The plasma waveguide 
with preformed density channel is likely to propagate a single mode laser pulse through a 
radially parabolic distribution of the refractive index and generate plasma waves inside 
the density channel, the properties of which are largely affected by a plasma density 
profile and laser power. In a capillary waveguide filled with gas, a laser pulse is guided 
via Fresnel reflection at the inner capillary wall and plasma waves are generated in 
initially homogeneous plasma, relying on neither laser power nor plasma density as long 
as the laser intensity on the capillary wall is kept below the material breakdown [18, 19]. 

One challenging application of LPAs is the future high-energy electron-positron 
linear colliders (LC) being capable of providing TeV center-of-mass (c.m.) energies at 
the luminosities of more than 1034 cm-2 s-1 [20]. It is very reasonable in conventional 
fashion that two-linac complex comprising successive LPA stages accelerate 
electron/positron beams to the high-energies required and then deliver the colliding 
beams focused to the minuscule dimensions at the interaction point to produce a high-
enough event rate required for particle physics experiments. In each of these linacs, an 
independent laser is synchronously operated at a considerably high-repetition rate to 
drive the plasma waves of the LPA. Recent progress of multi-GeV LPA experiments [12-
16] and high-average power lasers at kHz-level repetition rate [21] may make a laser-
plasma-based collider concept feasible, achieving considerable reduction in a structural 
size and simplicity, compared to the proposed designs of the future electron-positron 
colliders based on both conventional technology [20] and so-called advanced accelerator 
concepts [22]. Despite rapid progress and growing interest in laser-plasma accelerators, 
there are few studies on a full-scale model to explore beam dynamics and beam-beam 
interactions in multistage laser-plasma-based electron-positron colliders in the multi-TeV 
energy range, apart from visionary parameter scaling based on single-stage, small-scale 
model studies [6-9]. Previously only one study [23] on the particle dynamics in 
multistage LPAs for a conceptual collider has been carried out by using a linear particle 
transport model based on a simple harmonic oscillator approximation for the betatron 
motion in plasma wakefields, while missing considerations on effects of synchrotron 
(betatron) radiation and multiple Coulomb scattering as well as the beam loading, i.e., 
beam self-field. This study points out that increasing drift length turns out to encounter a 
“blow out” of the betatron amplitude because the stability condition for the trace of the 
particle transfer matrix will be violated [23]. 

For the electron-positron collider design, a most essential requirement is the 
capability of generating a substantial event rate of the fundamental particle reaction of 
interest, characterized by Y σ= L  where L  is the luminosity and σ  is the collision 
cross section for the reaction e e e e+ − + −→  at a c.m. energy 0W . Since this cross section 
scales as 2

0Wσ −∝ , a reasonable guideline for the luminosity may be imposed as 
34 2 1 2

0[10 cm s ] [TeV]W− −

∼L �  [6] such that the event rate in particle physics experiments 
becomes constant regardless of c.m. energies. This requirement often yields high-density 
bunches of colliding highly relativistic electron and positron beams that lead to two major 
effects, namely, beamstrahlung [24, 25] and disruption [26, 27], arising from the beam-
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beam interaction with strong electromagnetic fields created in the oppositely oncoming 
bunch. While strong disruption contributes to enhancement of the luminosity, the 
associated beamstrahlung effects induce radiation loss of the particle energies and 
degradation of the resolution in c.m. energies. 

In this paper, we present a novel scheme of laser-plasma-based electron-positron 
linear collider comprising multiple gas-filled capillary waveguides without coupling drift 
spaces for avoiding a “blow out” of betatron oscillations. Each of which is driven by a 
laser pulse formed from the lowest order capillary eigenmode, so-called electromagnetic 
hybrid mode EH11 [18]. The numerical model on the bunched beam dynamics in laser 
wakefields, based on the exact solution of single particle betatron motion, taking into 
account radiation reaction and multiple Coulomb scattering, shows that the normalized 
transverse emittance and beam radius can be consecutively reduced during continuous 
acceleration in the presence of optimally phased recurrence of longitudinal and transverse 
wakefields in the multistage LPAs, leading to three orders of magnitude smaller values. 
The final properties of the particle beams reached the energy objective, thus meeting the 
luminosity requirements without resorting to an additional focusing system. The 
remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the complete descriptions 
on laser wakefields generated by the single electromagnetic hybrid mode with moderate 
intensity and the beam dynamics of a single particle (electron or positron) in laser 
wakefields, beam loading and self-focusing fields are provided. The numerical 
calculation on particle transport based on the solution of betatron motion is described, 
taking into account radiation reaction and multiple Coulomb scattering. In Sec. 3, the 
numerical results of the particle transport calculation for the multistage capillary 
accelerators are shown and the analytical estimates on the evolution of bunch radius, 
transverse normalized emittance and radiative energy loss are presented. In Sec. 4, the 
effects of beam-beam interactions of the colliding electron and positron beams extracted 
from the capillary accelerating structure on the c.m. energy and luminosity are evaluated 
in terms of beamstrahlung and disruption for various vacuum drift distances between the 
plasma accelerator and the interaction point. In Sec. 5, an embodiment of the LPA stage 
is envisioned by exploiting a tens kW-level high average power laser such as a coherent 
amplification network (CAN) consisting of fiber laser systems. In Sec. 6, design 
examples of the multi-TeV laser-plasma-capillary collider are discussed. 

2.   Beam Dynamics in a Capillary Accelerator 

1.1.    Laser wakefield and acceleration driven by a single capillary mode 

Considering the electromagnetic hybrid modes EH1n [18] to which the most efficient 
coupling of a linearly polarized laser pulse in vacuum occurs, the normalized vector 
potential for the eigenmode of the n-th order is written by [28] 

2

0 0 02 2

( )
( , , ) ~ exp cos( )

2
gln

n n n zn
c

z v tu r
a r z t a J k z t k z

R c
ω

τ

 −  − − −       
,               (1) 
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where 0na  is the amplitude of the normalized vector potential for the EH1n mode, 0J  the 
zero-order Bessel function of the first kind, nu  the n-th zero of 0J , r  the radial 
coordinate of the capillary in cylindrical symmetry, cR  the capillary radius, z  the 
longitudinal coordinate, τ  the pulse duration and 0ω  the laser frequency. The 
longitudinal wave number znk , the damping coefficient lnk  and the group velocity of the 
n-th mode gv  are given by [18] 

1/22
2
0 2

n
zn

c

u
k k

R

 = −  
,  

2

2 3 1/2

(1 )

2 ( 1)
l n r
n

zn c r

u
k

k R

ε

ε

+
=

−
,  

1/22

2 2
0

1 n
g

c

u
v c

k R

 −  
� ,         (2) 

where 0 0 /k cω=  is the laser wavenumber and rε  is the relative dielectric constant. The 
coupling efficiency nC  defined by an input laser energy with a spot radius 0r  and 
amplitude 0a   coupled to the E1n mode in the capillary is calculated for a linearly 
polarized Gaussian beam, 

 

22 2 2
1

020
0 1 0

8 exp( ) ( )
( )
c c

n n
n

R x R
C x J u x dx

r J u r

  = −      ∫ ,              (3) 

and for an Airy beam, 

 

2
1

1
1 02 0

01

4
( ) ( )

( )
c

n n

n

R x
C J J u x dx

rJ u

ν =   ∫ ,                       (4) 

where 1 3.8317ν =  is the first root of the equation of 1( ) 0J x =  [18]. When a linearly 
polarized Gaussian beam is focused at the capillary entrance ( 0z= ), the maximum 
coupling coefficient is given by 1 0.981C �  at c 0/ 1.55R r �  (or 0 c/ 0.65r R � ). For an 
Airy beam, the maximum coupling efficiency is 1 0.837C �  at c 0/ 0.95R r �  (or 

0 c/ 1.05r R � ). 
In the linear limit 2| | | | /( ) 1ee m c=a A � , the ponderomotive force exerted on 

plasma electrons by the capillary laser field na  is given by 2 2 / 2p e g nm c aβ= − ∇F , where 
2

em c  is the electron rest energy, /g gv cβ =  and 2
na  is defined by averaging the 

nonlinear force over the laser period 02 /π ω , i.e., using 2 2
0 0n na C a= , 

2
2 2 2

0 0 2 2

( )1
( , , ) exp 2

2
gln

n n n
c

z v tu r
a r z t C a J k z

R cτ

 − = − −       
.               (5) 

The electrostatic potential ( , )r tΦ  of the wake excited in plasma with electron density en  
by a laser pulse propagating the capillary is obtained from the equation [2] 

 
2 22

2 2
2

( , ) ( , )
2

p e g
p n

m c
r t a r t

et

ω βω ∂ + Φ = ∂ 
,                      (6) 

where 2 1/2(4 / )p e ee n mω π=  is the plasma frequency. The solution of Eq. (6) is given by 
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,              (7) 

where /p p gk vω=  is the plasma wavenumber in the capillary and 

 ( ) erfc
2

g pz v t k c
C z i

c

τ

τ

− = −ℜ +  
,   ( ) erf

2
g pz v t k c

S z i
c

τ

τ

− = ℑ +  
,           (8) 

with the real (ℜ ) and imaginary (ℑ ) part of the error function 
2

0erf (2 / ) z se dsz π −∫=  
and erfc 1 erfz z= − .  For l

n pk k� , the longitudinal electric field can be obtained from 
/zE z= −∂Φ ∂  as 
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p
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c
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α γωπ
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.            (9) 

The transverse focusing force is obtained from ( ) /r rF e E B rϕ= − = −∂Φ ∂  as 
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,        (10) 

where 1 0( ) ( )J z J z′= −  is the Bessel function of the first order.  Here, while propagating 
through plasma and generating wakefields, the laser pulse loses its energy as 

pd/ /L Lz L∂ ∂ −∼E E  [29], where pdL  is the characteristic scale length of laser energy 
deposition into plasma wave excitation, referred to as the pump depletion length. In the 
quasi-linear wakefield regime, i.e., 2 2

0 0 1n na C a= ≤ , the pump depletion length is 
2 2

pd 0/ ( )p g dk L aγ α=  [7, 29], where 0 /g pγ ω ω=  and /17.4d nCα �  for a Gaussian laser 
pulse. Assuming that the pulse duration is fixed, the laser energy evolution in the 
capillary can be written as 2 2 2

0 0( ) exp[ ( / ) ]
l
nk z l

L n d g p nz a a e k z k zα γ−

∝ − −E  as indicated in Eqs. 
(9) and (10).  

In the linear wakefields excited by the single hybrid mode, the longitudinal motion of 
electron (− ) and positron (+ ) moving along the capillary axis at a normalized velocity 

/ 1z zv cβ = ≈  is described as [2, 10] 

 0

0

z
p

Ed
k

dz E

γ = ± ,     
2

1 (1 )
2

p p
p p g

z g

kd
k k

dz

β ββ γ
 Ψ = − ≈ − ≈  

,         (11) 

where 2
em c γ  is the electron energy, 0 (0, , )z zE E z t=  the accelerating field at 0r = , 

0 /e pE m c eω=  the nonrelativistic wave-breaking field, 0( / )z
p p zk z v dz vΨ = − ∫  the 

particle phase with respect to the plasma wave, 2 2 1/2
0/ / (1 / )p p g g pv c v cβ β ω ω= ≈ = = −  
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the phase velocity of the plasma wave and 2 1/2(1 ) 1g gγ β −

= − � . In Eq. (9), taking into 
account ( ) 2C z → −  and ( ) 0S z →  for gz v t cτ− −� , and setting the pulse duration of a 
drive laser pulse with a Gaussian temporal profile to be the optimum length 2pk cτ = , 
the accelerating field is given by 

 
2
0(1 4 )/220

0
0

1
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2 2
daz
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E
a C e

E
απ − + Ψ= Ψ .                       (12) 

Integrating the equations of motion, the energy gain and phase of the particle can be 
obtained as 

 2
0( ) / (2 )p gz k z γΨ = Ψ + ,                                     (13) 

2
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d
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a
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α
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πγ γ γ α
α

α

− + Ψ

− + Ψ

= ± Ψ − Ψ
+

− Ψ − Ψ

,          (14) 

where 0Ψ  is the initial phase of the particle with respect to the wakefield and 2
0em cγ  is 

the initial particle energy. 

Fig. 1. The evolution of the beam energy (a) for 1.2 TeV LC comprising 180 stages per beam and (b) for 11 TeV 
LC comprising 1800 stages per beam as a function of the number of capillary LPA stages, where the beam 
energy reaches 589.3 GeV and 5720 GeV, respectively, from the injection energy of 2.5 GeV. The inset in (a) 
shows the energy evolution in the initial 5 stages and the inset in (b) that in the final 5 stages, respectively. The 
parameters of the LPA stage is shown in Table 1. 
 

As an example, for the multistage capillary accelerator with 17 31 10 cmen −= ×

( 2 41.115 10gγ = × ) driven by a Gaussian laser pulse with 2
0 1a =  and 79 fsτ ≈  

( 2pk cτ = ), coupled to the EH11 mode with the efficiency 1 0.981C � , Figure 1 shows 
the evolution of the particle beam energy 2

em c γ  up to 589.3 GeV with the injection 
energy of 2.5 GeV over 180 stages (95.4 m) in (a), corresponding the average 
accelerating gradient of 6.15 GeV/m and up to 5720.4 GeV over 1800 stages (953.7 m) in 
(b), corresponding the average accelerating gradient of 6.0 GeV/m. This reduction of the 
accelerating gradient is attributed to the effects of beam loading of 91 10bN = ×  particles 
in a bunch and radiation reaction force, both of which are induced by transverse beam 
dynamics of beam particles. 
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1.2.    Beam-driven wakefields and beam loading 

In the linear regime, where a plasma density perturbation is e en n n nδ = − � , the 
wakefield ( , )zbE rξ  excited by an electron beam with a profile ( , )bn rξ  is described as 

2
2 2

2
b

p p
e e

n n
k k

n n

δ
ξ

 ∂ + = − ∂  ,   ( )2 2

0

zb
p p

e

E n
k k

E n

δ
ξ⊥
∂∇ − = −
∂

,               (15) 

where z ctξ = −  is the coordinate in the co-moving frame of a relativistic electron beam 
with zv c�  and r  is the radial, transverse coordinate of an electron beam having a 
cylindrical symmetry [30]. The Green’s function for the beam-driven wakefield excited 
by a charge bunch with density distribution ( ) ( )b rρ ρ ρ ξ⊥= �

 is read as 
( , ) ( ) ( )zbE r Z R rξ ξ=  with ( ) 4 ( )cos ( )pZ d kξξ π ξ ρ ξ ξ ξ∞ ′ ′ ′= − −∫ �  and 

22
00 0( ) ( / 2 ) ( ) ( )p pR r k d r dr r K k r rππ θ ρ∞

⊥′ ′ ′ ′= −∫ ∫ � � , where 0K  is the modified Bessel 
function of the second kind [31]. For a Gaussian longitudinal density profile 

2 2/2( ) z
bqn e ξ σρ ξ −

=
�

 with the root-mean-square (rms) bunch length zσ  and the particle 
charge q  ( e+  for a positron bunch and e−  for an electron bunch), the longitudinal 
plasma response is given by 

 
2 2

3/ 2 2
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ik ik
Z qn e k k
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.     (16) 

The transverse plasma response for a Gaussian radial density profile 
2 2/ 2( ) rrr e σρ −

⊥ =  
with the rms bunch radius rσ  is calculated inside the bunch (r r ′< ) as 
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∫ ∫
∫

,        (17) 

where 1( , ) t
xx e t dtαα
∞ − −Γ = ∫  is the incomplete Gamma function of the second kind. Here 

we use the formula 2 2
0( 2 cos ) ( ) ( ) in

n n
n

K z z K z J e zθζ ζ θ ζ ζ∞

=−∞

+ − = <∑  and 
/2 /2

0( , ) (2 / (1 )) [2 ]x tx x e e t K xt dtα α

αα α
∞− − −Γ = Γ − ∫  for Re 1α < .  Combining the longitudinal and 

transverse solutions, the wakefield excited by a bi-Gaussian shaped bunch is 

 

2 2 2 2/2 /2 2 2
0 0( , ) / ( / ) (0, / 2) ( )

/ /
                      cos erfc sin erf

2 2

p z p rk k
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E r E q e k r N e e k J k r

ik ik
k k

σ σξ σ
ξ σ σ ξ σ σξ ξ

−= − Γ
+ + × ℜ + ℑ  

,       (18) 

where 3/2 2(2 )b r z bN nπ σ σ=  is the total particle number contained in the bunch and 
2 2/e er e m c=  is the electron classical radius. The net longitudinal electric field on the 

propagation axis 0r = , i.e., the beam loading field, experienced by the particle beam 
located at bΨ = Ψ  in the laser co-moving frame, i.e., p bk ξ ≈ Ψ −Ψ , yields 

0( ) ( ) (0, )zBL z zb bE E EΨ = Ψ + Ψ −Ψ . At the bunch center 0ξ = , the beam particle undergoes 
the decelerating field, 
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,                 (19) 

associated with the energy loss in the phase advance 0∆Ψ = Ψ −Ψ  

 
2 2 2 2
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,              (20) 

and the rms energy spread due to the beam loading is estimated as 
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2 2
/22 1/4 22 0, ( )
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where 
2 2 / 21/2( ) (2 / ) erf( / 2)p zk

p z p z p zS k k e kσ
σ π σ σ

−

= −  has the minimum 0.35S=  at 
1.26p zk σ = . 

Transverse wakefield excited by the particle bunch is obtained from Eq. (18) 
according to the Panofsky-Wenzel theorem [32], / ( ) /z rE r E Bθ ξ∂ ∂ = ∂ − ∂ , leading to 
the beam focusing force 
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and the beam focusing strength 
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At the bunch center 0ξ = , the on-axis focusing strength is 
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where 
2 2 /2erf ( / 2) (2 / ) F( / 2)p zk

p z p zik i e kσ
σ π σ=  and 

2 2

0F( ) xx zx e e dz−= ∫  is the 
Dawson’s integral. A beam particle within either an electron bunch or a positron bunch 
undergoes a focusing force toward the beam axis [33]. 

The validity and usefulness of the linear model for beam-driven wakefields have 
been investigated in Ref. [31], showing the comparison between the wakefield solution 
derived from the linear fluid theory and that of the particle-in-cell simulation as a 
function of the normalized beam density 2 2/ / ( )b e p rn n k σ= Λ , where 

1/2(2 / ) /e b zr Nπ σΛ =  is the normalized charge per unit bunch length. Since the 
relativistic electron (positron) bunch keeps a total charge bN  and bunch length zσ  fixed, 
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i.e., constantΛ = ,  during the acceleration process, the beam density /b en n  can be 
changed as 2( )p rk σ −∝  according to the transverse beam dynamics. For the matched 
beam condition with a constant normalized transverse emittance 0nε  and focusing 
gradient 2

0/ ( )r pK F E k r= ∂ ∂  in the plasma wakefield, where 2 2 1/2
0 /p r p nk k Kσ γ ε−

= , the 
beam density 1/2/b en n γ∝  can be varied from / 1b en n <  to / 1b en n >  by a factor of 

1/2
0( / )fγ γ  during the acceleration process from the injection energy 2

0em c γ  to the final 
energy 2

e fm c γ . This results in the breakdown of the linear fluid theory for the electron 
bunch with / 10b en n ≥  and positron bunch with / 1b en n > , associated with appearance 
of nonlinear effects for very narrow bunches because an electron beam predominantly 
expels plasma electrons radially outward, while a positron beam sack them in [31]. For 
the case of interest, 91 10bN = ×  and 3p zk σ = , corresponding to 4~ 4 10 1−Λ × � , 
however, the decelerating wakefield, i.e., the beam loading field, saturates over roughly 

/ 25b en n ≥ , remaining the sinusoidal wave form for all bunch radii [31], because the 
blowout radius 2p bmk r ≈ Λ , where Λ  is the charge neutralizing radius, becomes 
much larger than the bunch radius / ( / )p r b ek n nσ = Λ  as / 2 / 10bm r b er n nσ ≈ ≥  so 
that any further reduction in the bunch radius can only cause a small change to the beam-
driven wakefield [31]. Furthermore, for much higher beam density / 100b en n > , 
although the wakefield deviates from the linear theory, showing strong nonlinear effects 
such as the wavelength elongation and peak field decrease, the linear prediction of the 
peak field provides us with the upper limit of the beam-driven wakefield. In such sense, 
considerations on the beam-driven wakefield and beam loading based on the linear fluid 
theory are valid and consistent for the broad range of the bunch radius rσ  , 
correspondingly the normalized beam density /b en n . 

Figure 2 shows the beam-driven longitudinal wakefield in (a) and focusing strength 
in (b) with respect to the amplitude of the accelerating and focusing gradient excited by 
the laser pulse, respectively. As expected from Eqs. (19) and (24), the beam-driven 
longitudinal and transverse wakefields are rapidly increased by the bunch radius being 
converged from an initial value, leading to the equilibrium in about 10 stages. 
 

 
Fig. 2. (a) The evolution of a fraction of the beam-driven decelerating wakefield zbE  to the amplitude of the 
accelerating laser wakefield 0zE . (b) The ratio of the beam self-focusing strength bK  to the amplitude of the 
laser transverse wakefield WK as a function of the stage number. Both results are obtained from the single 
particle dynamics simulation for case A. 
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1.3.    Single particle dynamics in the single stage 

Consider the motion of electrons (positrons) propagating laser wakefields generated by 
the single hybrid mode EH1n with the optimum pulse length of 2pk cτ =  and 

2 2 2/ (2 ) / (2 ) 1/ ( 2 )p g p g gk z k cγ τ γ γΨ = =� . In the wakefield, a relativistic beam particle 
moving along z axis is exerted by a focusing force at the transverse displacement x and 
exhibits betatron motion that induces synchrotron (betatron) radiation at high energies. 
The synchrotron radiation induces the radiation damping of particles and affects the 
energy spread and transverse emittance via the radiation reaction force. On the contrary 
to vacuum-based accelerators, an unavoidable drawback for the collider application of 
plasma-based accelerators would be multiple Coulomb scattering between beam particles 
and plasma ions, which counteracts the effects of beam focusing and radiation damping 
on the beam emittance and energy spread during the particle acceleration. The motion of 
a beam particle traveling along the z-axis is described as 

R S

2 2
x x x

e e

du F duF

cdt cdtm c m c
⊥= + + ,    

R

2
0

z z z
p

e

du E F
k

cdt E m c
= ± + ,            (25) 

where / em c=u p  is the normalized particle momentum, RF  the radiation reaction force 
and S

x xu γθ≈  the transverse kick in momentum projected onto the x-plane due to multiple 
Coulomb scattering through small deflection angles θ .  Here, the focusing force is 

 
2
0

2
(1 4 )/20

0 1
0

sin
2

dan n n nr

p c c c

a u C u r u rF
J J e

E k R R R
απ − + Ψ   = − Ψ      

.             (26) 

Taking into account ~ ( / )rF F r r⊥ ± ∂ ∂  near the z-axis 0r ≈ , the focusing force is written 
by 2 2/ ( / )e rF m c F r x K x⊥ = ± ∂ ∂ = − , where 1/2( / )rK F r= ∂ ∂∓  is the focusing constant.  
Near-axis particles experience the accelerating field with the beam loading at 0r =  , as 
given by Eqs. (12) and (19), 

 
2 2 2 22

0

2 2
/2 /2(1 4 )/22

0
0

1
cos 0,

2 2 2
p z p rd

k k p raz
z n b p e

kE q
E a C e N k r e e

E e
σ σα

σπ −− + Ψ   ≡ = Ψ − Γ       
,     (27) 

and the focusing strength with beam self-focusing at 0r =  from Eqs. (24) and (26)  

 
2 2

2
0

2 2 2
(1 4 ) / 22 2 2

0
0

1
sin 0, F

2 2 2 2

p r

d

k
p e p r p zar n

n
p p c

k r N k kF u
K a C e e

E k r k R

σ

α
σ σπ

π

− + Ψ      ∂≡ = ± Ψ + Γ       ∂    
∓ .   (28) 

Employing the classical expression of the radiation reaction force 
2 2R ( / )( / ) [/ ( ) ( / ) ( / ) ]e Rm c d dt d dt d dt d dtτ γ γ γ= + −F u u u  [34], where 2(1 )uγ = +  is 

the relativistic Lorentz factor of the particle and 242 / 3 6.26 10 sR er cτ −= ×� , and 
assuming z xu u�  and / / /x x zdx dt cu cu uγ= � , the radiation reaction force is 
approximately given by [35] 
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R

2 2 2
2

(1 )x
R x

e

F
c K u K x

m c
τ γ− +� ,     

R
4 2 2

2
z

R
e

F
c K x

m c
τ γ−� .              (29) 

Since the scale length of the radiation reaction, i.e., 2 / 3 1.9 fmR ec rτ = � is much smaller 
than that of the betatron motion, i.e., ~ pλ γ , the radiation reaction force is a 
perturbation for the particle acceleration and betatron motion induced by the accelerating 
and focusing wakefields. 

A beam electron (positron) of the incident momentum ep m vγ= , passing a nucleus 
of charge Ze at impact parameter b in the plasma, suffers an angular deflection 

2/ 2 / ( )p p e Z pbvθ = ∆ �  due to Coulomb scattering [36]. The successive collisions of 
the relativistic beam particle with ~v c  while traversing the plasma of ion density 

/i en n Z=  results in an increase of the mean square deflection angle at a rate [6, 36] 

 
2 22 2

max
2 2

min

28
ln lnp ei e D

N

d k r Zn Z r b

cdt b R

θ π λ
γ γ

  = =      
,                (30) 

where 2 1/2
max ( / 4 )D e eb T n eλ π= =  is the plasma Debye length at the temperature eT  and 

1/31.4 fmNR A≈  is the effective Coulomb radius of the nucleus with the mass number A. 
Here, the logarithm max minln( / )b b  is approximated as ln( / )D NRλ ≈  

2/324.7[1 0.047 log( )]e en T A+  for 16 3[10 cm ]en −  and [eV]eT [37]. The multiple-scattering 
distribution for the projected angle xθ  is approximately Gaussian for small deflection 
angles, given by the probability distribution function ( )xP θ =

2 1/2 2 21/ ( ) exp( / )xπ θ θ θ− . Thus, the transverse momentum S
x xu γθ≈  is obtained using 

the normal distribution with the standard deviation 2 1/ 2( / 2)θ  around the mean angle 0 
at the successive time step along the particle trajectory. 

Since the radiation reaction force and multiple Coulomb scattering are expected to be 
the perturbation in the motion of the beam particle driven by laser wakefields, the 
equations of motion is written as [38] 

 
2 2

2
0zEd x dx K

x
dtdt γ γ± + = ,     z

d
E

dt

γ = ±                       (31) 

where px k x=  and pt tω=  are the normalized variables of x and t, respectively. If one 
can assume that zE  and K  are constant along the particle trajectory, introducing a new 
variable 2 2 1/ 2(4 / )zs K Eγ=  to obtain the differential equation 

 
2

2
0

d x dx
s sx

dsds
+ + = ,                                   (32) 

general solutions of which are the Bessel functions of the first kind 0( )J s  and the second 
kind 0( )Y s , the solutions of the coupled equations are given by [38] 

 0 0
0

0 0

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )x x

x s x s
s s

s sβ β
   =      M ,                             (33) 
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and 

 0 0( ) ( )γ γ= +Γ Ψ −Γ Ψ ,                                 (34) 

where 

 
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]

0
0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
0

0 0
1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

0

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
4 2

z

z z

z

s J s Y s Y s J s J s Y s Y s J s
E

s s
E s s E

J s Y s Y s J s s J s Y s Y s J s
E

π πγ

π π γ
γ γ

 − −  =  − − −  
M ,      (35) 

 ( )
2
0(1 4 )/2

2 2 2
0 02 4

0

( ) sin 2 cos
2 1 4

da

n g d
d

e
a C a

a

απ γ α
α

− + Ψ

Γ Ψ = ± Ψ − Ψ
+

,              (36) 

 ( / )x g dx dtβ β=  and subscripts “0” denote the initial values. When the electron stays in 
the focusing region of the wakefield, i.e., / 0rF r∂ ∂ > , the electron exhibits betatron 
oscillation at the frequency given by 1/2/ /pds dt Kβω ω γ= = . Contrarily, when the 
electron moves to the defocusing region where / 0rF r∂ ∂ <  and s becomes imaginary, the 
amplitude of the electron trajectory increases monotonically as a result of the Bessel 
functions being transformed to the modified Bessel functions, leading to ejection of the 
particle from the wakefield [38]. The particle orbit and energy are obtained from the 
coupled equations describing the single particle motion in the segmented phase, where 

zE  and K  are assumed to be constant over the phase advance ∆Ψ . Provided the initial 
values of 0x  and 0xβ  are specified from the energy 0γ  , relative energy spread 0/γ γ∆  
and normalized emittance 0nε  of the injected beam, ( )sγ , ( )x s  and ( )x sβ  are first 
calculated from the coupled equations using ( )s Ψ , where 0Ψ = Ψ +∆Ψ  is the phase at 
the next step.  Then, the effects of the radiation reaction and multiple Coulomb scattering 
are corrected as follows: 

 B R S
0 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x x x xs s s sβ β β β= + ∆ + ∆ ,  A R

0( ) ( ) ( )γ γ γΨ = Ψ + ∆ Ψ ,        (37) 

where B ( )x sβ  and A ( )γ Ψ  are the solutions obtained from Eqs. (33) and (34), 
respectively, R

0( )x sβ∆  and R
0( )γ∆ Ψ  correction terms for the effect of the radiation 

reaction force, given by 

 R 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 02 (1 )x R g xC K K xβ γ β γ∆ = − + ∆Ψ ,  R 2 2 2

0 0 0 0( ) 2 R gC K xγ γ γ∆ Ψ = − ∆Ψ ,      (38) 

with 9(2 / 3) 11.8 10 [ m] /R p R g p e g LC k c k rτ γ γ µ λ−= = = ×  and 2 2
0 0( )K K= Ψ , and 

S
0( )x xsβ θ∆ =  a projected angle due to multiple Coulomb scattering, the standard 

deviation of which is obtained from Eq. (30) for 1 mLλ µ=  and 1gβ �  as 

 

1/22 4

0

2.66 10
ln

2x

D
g

NRθ

θ λσ γγ
−   ×= ≈ ∆Ψ     

.                (39) 

The radiated power of the electron in the classical limit is given by
2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 3

rad ext ext(2 / 3 )[( / ) ( / ) ] (2 / 3 )[ / ]eP e c d dt d dt e m cγ γ γ γ= − = − ⋅u F F u  [35], 
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where extF  is the external force and ext/ /em cd dtγ γ= ⋅F u is used. For a relativistic 
electron with 2 2

xu γ� and ~zu γ , taking into account ext x zF F⊥= +F e e
�

 with 
2 2

eF m c K x⊥ = −  and zF eE= −
�

, the radiated power can be written as 
2 2 2 2 3 4 2 4 2

rad 2 / (3 ) RP e F m c mc K xγ τ γ⊥= = , which means the radiative damping rate 
2 2 4 2

rad / ( )R e RP m c c K xν γ τ γ= = . Thus, a total radiation energy loss along the particle 
orbit is estimated as 

 R
rad rad 02 0

1
( ) ( )

t

e

dtP t
m c

γ γ∆ = = ∆ Ψ∑∫ .                   (40) 

Numerical calculations of the single particle dynamics can be carried out throughout 
the segments in phase Ψ  for a set of test particles under the initial conditions, and then 
the underlying beam parameters can be obtained as an ensemble average over test 
particles; for instance, the mean energy is calculated as /i i pNγ γ= ∑ , where iγ  is the 
energy of the i-th particle and pN  the number of test particles, and the energy spread is 
defined as 22 1/2( )γσ γ γ= − . The normalized transverse emittance is obtained from 

 
1/222 2( ) ( ) ( )( )n x x x xx x u u x x u uε  = − − − − −  ,             (41) 

where x xu γβ=  is the dimensionless momentum. 

1.4.    Numerical results on single particle dynamics 

The particle orbit and energy can be numerically tracked by using the solutions of the 
single particle motion, Eqs. (33) and (34), associated with the perturbation arising from 
the effects of the radiation reaction and multiple Coulomb scattering, as given by Eqs. 
(38) and (39), respectively. The particle tracking simulation has been carried out by using 
an ensemble of 104 test particles, for which the initial values at the injection and the 
deflection angles due to multiple Coulomb scattering at each segment in a phase step 

stage / 9∆Ψ , where stage∆Ψ  is the phase advance per stage, are obtained from the random 
number generator for the normal distribution, assuming that the particle beam with rms 
bunch length 50 mzσ µ= ( 3p zk σ = ) containing 109 electrons or positrons (0.16 nC) is 
injected into the capillary accelerator operated at the plasma density of 17 31 10 cmen −= ×  
from the external injector at an energy 2

0 2.5 GeVem c γ =  with the relative energy spread 

0/ 0.1δγ γ =  and the initial normalized transverse emittance 0nε  in the condition initially 
matched to laser wakefields, namely, the initial bunch radius 

2 1/4
0 0 0 0/ ( )p p nx k k Kσ ε γ= =  and momentum 2 1/4

0 0 0 0( ) p nK kγ β γ ε=  with the 
focusing strength 2K , given by Eq. (28).  The simulation results for case A comprising 
180 stages with 0 10 mnε µ= , the initial phase 0iΨ = °  and final phase 81fΨ = ° , case 
B comprising 100 stages with 0 10 mnε µ= , 50iΨ = − °  and 42.75fΨ = ° , and case C 
comprising 100 stages with 0 0.1 mnε µ= , 51iΨ = − °  and 40fΨ = °  are shown in 
Figure 3 with regard to the normalized phase space in the p xk x γβ−  ( xx u− ) coordinates 
at the final energies 589 GeV (case A), 539 GeV (case B) and 522 GeV (case C), 
respectively, the evolution of the rms bunch radius and relative energy spread over the 
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whole stages. In this simulation, the multiple Coulomb scattering has been considered for 
a helium plasma with 4A= , 2Z =  and 100 eVeT = . 
 

Fig. 3. The results of single particle dynamics simulation on normalized phase space at the final stage (a, b, c), 
rms bunch radius (d, e, f) and relative energy spread (g, h, i) as a function of the stage number for case A (180 
stages), B (100 stages) and C (100 stages), respectively, corresponding to the normalized emittance converging, 
conserving and growing cases. The insets show the evolution of the bunch radius in the initial 20 stages for case 
A and B, and in the final 11 stages for case C. 

3.   Beam Dynamics in the Multistage Capillary Accelerator 

1.5.    Evolution of betatron amplitude 

A gas-filled capillary waveguide made of metallic or dielectric materials can make it 
possible to comprise a seamless staging without the coupling section, where a fresh laser 
pulse and accelerated particle beam from the previous stage are injected so as to 
minimize coupling loss in both laser and particle beams and the emittance growth of 
particle beams due to the mismatch between the injected beam and plasma channel. For 
dephasing limited laser wakefield accelerators, the total linac length will be minimized by 
choosing the coupling distance to be equal to a half of the dephasing length. A side 
coupling of laser pulse through a curved capillary waveguide diminishes the beam 
matching section consisting of a vacuum drift space and focusing magnet beamline [7]. 
Furthermore, the proposed scheme comprising seamless capillary waveguides can 
provide us with suppression of synchrotron radiation from high-energy electron 
(positron) beams generated by betatron oscillation in plasma focusing channels and 
delivery of remarkably small normalized emittance from the linac to the beam collision 
region in electron-positron colliders. 

For 1s� , the asymptotic form of betatron motion Eqs. (33) and (35) yields 
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1/22

2 0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0

2
( ) ~ cos( )x

z

s
x s x s s

s E s

γ β δ
   + − +    

,                (42) 

 

1/22

2 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 0

2
( ) ~ sin( )

2
xz

x
z

E
s x ss s s

s E

γ ββ δγ
   + − −    

,               (43) 

where 0 0 0 0 0 0tan 2 / ( )x zs x Eδ γ β= . The variation of the betatron amplitude with respect to 
the initial amplitude in the k-th stage is given by 

 

1/2 1/2

1/4 1/4( ) ( ) ( )( )
~ ( ) ~ ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
ki ki z ki ki z

ki z ki z ki

s E K Ex

x s E K E

γ γ
γ γ

Ψ Ψ ΨΨ =
Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ

,          (44) 

where ( 1)ki k i+Ψ ≤ Ψ ≤ Ψ  ( 1, 2,k = � ) is the particle phase Ψ  with respect to the plasma 
wave, kiΨ  the initial phase and kiγ  is corresponding to the initial energy of the particle in 
the k-th stage, respectively, assuming an approximately constant focusing strength

( ) ~ ( )kiK KΨ Ψ  over the stage. As expected, the betatron amplitude is simply 
proportional to 1/4( / )kiγ γ  for the constant accelerating field ( )zE Ψ  during the stage. In 
the capillary accelerator system comprising the periodic accelerating structure, i.e., 

( ) ( )z ki z liE EΨ + ∆Ψ = Ψ + ∆Ψ  for a phase advance ∆Ψ  in the k-th and l-th stages, the 
ratio of the accelerating field amplitude is given by 

 
2
02 ( )( ) / ( ) cos / cosd kia

z z ki kiE E e α− Ψ−ΨΨ Ψ = Ψ Ψ .                (45) 

In the accelerator system consisting of Ns stages, the final betatron amplitude at the Ns-th 
stage yields 

 

1/ 4

/2 20
0 0 0( ) ~ exp[ ( )]sN

f d f

f

x x R a
γ α
γ

 Ψ − Ψ −Ψ   
,                (46) 

where fΨ , 2
e fm c γ  are the final phase and energy of the particle at the N-th stage, 

respectively, 1i iΨ = Ψ , 1f fΨ = Ψ  are the initial and final phase in the single stage, 
respectively, and cos / cosf iR= Ψ Ψ  is the ratio of the amplitude between the final and 
initial phases. 
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Fig. 4. The evolution of radiative energy loss 2
RADem c γ∆  (red solid line) as a function of the stage number (a) 

for case A, (b) for case B and (c) for case C up to the final beam energy of 589 GeV, 539 GeV and 522 GeV, 
respectively, and (d) for case A up to the final beam energy of 5720 GeV. Blue solid lines indicate the analytical 
predictions given by Eq. (50) for 2.0Σ= , 2 0.52K =  in (a), ~ 0Σ , 2 0.2K =  in (b), 0.018Σ=− , 2 0.46K =  
in (c) and 2.0Σ= ,  2 0.62K =  in (d), respectively. 

1.6.    Betatron radiation loss 

Radiation energy due to betatron motion of the single particle moving through sN  stages 
during the time ft  is estimated from 

 3 4 2 1 2 2
RAD RAD0

1

( ) 2
s

f kf

ki

N
t

e R g p
k

E P t dt m c K k x dτ γ γ
Ψ−

Ψ
=

∆ = = Ψ∑∫ ∫ .             (47) 

Here we assume that the focusing strength K  is constant over the accelerator system. 
Substituting Eq. (34) for ( )γ Ψ  and Eq. (46) for ( )x Ψ  to Eq. (47), the radiation energy is 
obtained from 

 
2
0

5/24 2 1/2
2 5/20 0 1RAD

RAD 2
1

2
1

5 ( )

s

d

N
k ak kR

k
kg ke z f

K xE C
R e

m c E
αγ γγ γ

γ γ
− ∆Ψ −

=

    ∆  ∆ = ≈ −     Ψ      
∑ ,         (48) 

where kf ki∆Ψ = Ψ −Ψ  is a phase advance in the single stage.  Considering the energy of 
k-th stage 2

e km c γ  is approximately given by 

 
2
0(1 4 )/22 2

0~ sin
2

da
k g nk a C e απγ γ − + ∆Ψ ∆Ψ ,                      (49) 

the radiation energy over 1sN �  is approximately calculated as 
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2
0

5/2
4 2 1/2

3(1 4 )/43/4 3 3/2 4 0 0
RAD 0

sin
~ (2 ) ( ) ( )

cos
d a

R n g s
f

K x
C a C e Nα γγ π γ − + ∆Ψ  ∆Ψ  ∆ Θ Σ −Θ Σ    Ψ Σ 

,      (50) 

where 2
02 lnda RαΣ ≡ ∆Ψ −  and ( )zΘ  is a function, given by 

( ) (3 / 4)erf ( ) ( 3 / 2)zz z e z zπ −Θ = − −  with the error function erf ( )z  for 0Σ > , 
( ) [(3 / 2) F( ) ( 3 / 2)]zz e z z zΘ = + −  with the Dawson’s integral F( )z  for 0Σ <  and 

5/2( ) (2 / 5)z zΘ =  for 0Σ = , i.e., 
5/2 5/2[ ( ) ( )] / 1s sN NΘ Σ −Θ Σ Σ = − . It is noted that the 

initial and final phases at the single stage must be chosen so as to be 2
0exp(2 )dR aα< ∆Ψ . 

Figure 4 shows the evolution of radiative energy loss over the whole stages for case 
A, case B and case C, corresponding to 2.0 0Σ = > , 0.049 ~ 0Σ =  and 0.018 0Σ = − < , 
respectively,  in comparison with the analytical estimates obtained from Eq. (50) with the 
dimensionless focusing strength 2 0.52K =  (case A), 2 0.2K =  (case B) and 2 0.46K =  
(case C), respectively. 

1.7.    Evolution of the normalized transverse emittance 

Consider the evolution of the normalized transverse emittance for the particle beam 
acceleration in the multistage capillary accelerator. According to Appendix A, taking into 
account the transverse emittance of the particle beam with initial energy spread that 
dominates decoherence, the normalized emittance for dect t� , where 

dec / ( )t β γπ γ ω σ�  is the decoherence time [35], is given by 

2
02 2

0 0 0 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0

1 1

2 2
xz z

nx m
z z

uE E
K x K x

E E K
ε γ γ

γ

  = = +  
,          (51) 

where nx p nxkε ε=  is the dimensionless normalized emittance. If the beam is initially 
matched to the laser wakefield focusing channel, i.e., 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 02 / ( ) / ( )x z xx s E u Kγ β γ= = , such that in the absence of radiation the beam 
radial envelope undergoes no betatron oscillation, the normalized emittance can be 
expressed as 

 2
0 0 0 0

0 0

z z
nx nx

z z

E E
K x

E E
ε γ ε= = .                       (52) 

This indicates that in the absence of radiation and multiple Coulomb scattering, the 
transverse normalized emittance of an initially matched beam is conserved in laser 
wakefield acceleration when the amplitude of accelerating field has no variation, i.e., 

0z zE E= . Note that decreasing the accelerating field at the final phase results in a 
decrease of the normalized emittance of the injected beam matched to the laser wakefield 
at the initial phase in the single stage. For the multistage laser wakefield acceleration 
without a vacuum drift space in the coupling section, properly choosing the initial and 
final phases enables continuous reduction of the normalized emittance in the absence of 
synchrotron radiation and multiple Coulomb scattering with plasma ions. In Eq. (52), 
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since the initial values of the displacement x  and normalized momentum xu  at the 
next stage are expressed as 

 02 21 0
1 0

0 1 1

1

2
z

m
z

E K
x x

E K

γ
γ

� ,   2 21
1 0 1 0 1 0

0

1

2
z

x m
z

E
u K K x

E
γ γ� ,      (53) 

the initial amplitude of betatron oscillation at the next stage is 

 
2
1 02 2 201

11 0
1 1 0 1 1

x z
m m

z

u KE
x x x

K E K

γ
γ γ
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Thus, the emittance at the k-th stage is calculated as 
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Assuming 0( ) ( )f iK K KΨ ≈ Ψ = , the dimensionless normalized emittance at the k-th 
stage yields 
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where 
2
02( ) / ( ) da

z f z iE E Re α− ∆ΨΨ Ψ =  is the ratio of the accelerating field amplitude at 
the final phase fΨ  to that at the initial phase iΨ  with cos / cosf iR= Ψ Ψ  and 

f i∆Ψ = Ψ −Ψ . Setting 2
0 0 02m nK xγ ε= , the normalized emittance increases or 

decreases monotonically, depending on 
2
02 d aR e α ∆Ψ>  or 

2
02 d aR e α ∆Ψ<  as the particles 

moves along the stage in absence of radiation and multiple Coulomb scattering. 
For an application of laser-plasma accelerators to electron-positron colliders, it is of 

most importance to achieve the smallest possible normalized emittance at the final stage 
of the accelerator system, overwhelming the emittance growth due to multiple Coulomb 
scattering off plasma ions, which is increased in proportion to the square root of the beam 
energy. We consider the effect of multiple Coulomb scattering on the emittance growth 
and evaluate an achievable normalized emittance at the end of the accelerator system 
comprising Ns stages. Using the growth rate of the mean square deflection angle Eq. (30) 
due to multiple Coulomb scattering, the growth of the normalized transverse emittance is 
estimated as 
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where /k Kβ γ=  is the wave number of betatron oscillation [6, 36]. In the single stage,  
transverse normalized emittance of the particles undergoing the wakefield evolves the 
growth in the same manner as the injected particle beam without multiple Coulomb 
scattering as 
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At the Ns-th stage, the normalized emittance can be obtained from 
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Assuming that the beam energy at the k-th stage is approximately given by Eq. (49), Eq. 
(59) can be calculated as 
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where 917.7 10 [ m] /S p e g LC k r γ µ λ−= = × , 2
02 ln 0da RαΣ = ∆Ψ − > , i.e., 

2
02 d aR e α ∆Ψ<  and 

F( )x  is the Dawson’s integral. For 
2
02 d aR e α ∆Ψ> , setting Π = −Σ , the growth of 

normalized emittance is expressed by 
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For 
2
02 d aR e α ∆Ψ= , i.e., ( ) / ( ) 1z f z iE EΨ Ψ = , the normalized emittance at the Ns-th stage is 

simply calculated as 
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Figure 5 shows the evolution of the normalized emittance over the whole stages for case 
A, case B and case C, corresponding to 2.0 0Σ = > , 0.049 ~ 0Σ =  and 0.018 0Σ = − < , 
respectively, in comparison with the analytical estimates obtained from Eq. (60), (62) and 
(61) with the initial dimensionless focusing strength 8iK =  (case A), 0.1iK =  (case B) 
and 0.1iK =  and the growth rate per stage 1.8Π = − Σ  (case C), respectively. As 
expected, the normalized emittance in the multistage accelerator operated with the 
constant accelerating field is conserved to the initial normalized emittance, then limited 
by an increasing growth due to multiple Coulomb scattering. For 

2
02 d aR e α ∆Ψ> , the initial 

emittance of the injected beam dominates an exponential growth of the normalized 
emittance, while for 

2
02 d aR eα ∆Ψ< , an exponential decrease of the initial normalized 

emittance is followed by a slow decrease of the normalized emittance originated from 
multiple Coulomb scattering. 
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Fig. 5. The evolution of normalized emittance nxε  as a function of the stage number (a) for case A, (b) for case 
B and (c) for case C up to the final beam energy of 589 GeV, 539 GeV and 522 GeV, respectively, and (d) for 
case A with 0 1 mnε µ=  up to the final beam energy of 5720 GeV. Blue solid lines indicate the analytical 
predictions given by Eq. (60) with 2.0Σ= , 8iK =  in (a), by Eq. (62) with 0.1iK =  in (b), and by Eq. (61) 
with 0.032Π= , 0.1iK =  in (c) and by Eq. (60) with 2.0Σ= ,  8iK =  in (d), respectively. The inset in (d) 
shows the simulation result (red solid curve) and its analytical prediction (blue solid curve) in the initial 20 
stages. 

4.   Consideration on Luminosity and Beam-beam Interaction 

Electron and positron beams being reached to the final energies in the multistage 
capillary plasma accelerator are extracted at a phase corresponding to the minimum 
transverse normalized emittance, followed by propagating a drift space in vacuum and a 
final focusing system to the beam-beam collisions at the interaction point. Outside 
plasma in a vacuum drift space, the particle beam changes the spatial and temporal 
dimensions of the bunch proportional to the propagation distance due to the finite 
emittance and energy spread of the accelerated bunch. The evolution of the bunch 
envelope in vacuum without the external focusing force is expressed by the equation 

2 2 2 2 3/ / ( )b n bd dzσ ε γ σ= , where bσ  is the rms bunch envelope radius and z  is the 
propagation coordinate. Taking into account the solution given by 

2 22
0

2
0 [1 ])( / bb z z Zσ σ= + −  [38], where 0σ  is an initial radius and 2

0 /b nZ σ γ ε=  is the 
characteristic distance of the bunch size growth, the bunch radius after propagation of the 
distance colL  between the plasma accelerator and interaction point is estimated to be 
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,                               (63) 

where bσ ∗  is the rms bunch radius at the interaction point and bfσ , nfε  the rms bunch 
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radius and normalized emittance at the exit of the plasma accelerator, respectively. A 
finite energy spread and divergence of beam particles in the bunch result in bunch 
lengthening during the propagation distance colL  to the extent of 

2 2
col col~ ( / )( / ) ( / 2 )z bL Lσ δγ γ γ σ ∗∆ + , where /δγ γ  is the relative energy spread. Thus, 

after propagation to the interaction point the particle bunch is lengthened as 
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where zσ ∗  and zfσ  are the rms bunch length at the interaction point and at the exit of 
plasma accelerator, respectively, and ( / ) fδγ γ  is the relative energy spread at the exit of 
plasma accelerator. 

In collisions between high energy electron and positron bunches from the 
accelerators, the beam particles emit synchrotron radiation due to the interaction, so-
called beamstrahlung, with the electromagnetic fields generated by the 
counterpropagating beam. The beamstrahlung effect leads to substantial beam energy loss 
and degradation on energy resolution for the high-energy experiments in electron-
positron linear colliders [25]. Intensive research on beamstrahlung radiation has been 
explored [24-27], being of relevance to the design of e e+ −  linear colliders in the TeV c.m. 
energies, for which two major effects should be taken into account: namely, the 
disruption effect bending particle trajectories by the oncoming beam generated-
electromagnetic fields and beamstrahlung effect yielding radiation loss of the particle 
energies induced by bending their trajectories due to the disruption. Since beamstrahlung 
radiation is generated from the interaction with intense fields in a relatively short bunch 
length, the photon emission has the quantum mechanical nature with a small number of 
photons emitted per particle and a significant fraction of the initial particle energy, 
exhibiting a spectrum quite different from classical radiation [25]. The quantum 
mechanical nature of beamstrahlung can be characterized by the Lorentz-invariant 
parameter 2 / cE Fγϒ �  in units of the Schwinger critical field 2 3 /c eF m c e= �  
( 13 164.4 10 G 1.3 10 V/cm× ×� � ) [25], expressed by using electromagnetic fields in the 
laboratory frame. Here classical radiation corresponds to 1ϒ � , for which the classical 
synchrotron critical photon energy is given by 23 / 2c em cω γ= ϒ� , while 1ϒ �  
corresponds to extreme quantum radiation in which the peak position of the synchrotron 
power spectrum approaches the incident particle energy. In the case of disruption 
neglected, where two colliding beams are not deformed during the collision, the radiative 
energy loss due to beamstrahlung for a Gaussian beam can be estimated in terms of the 
beamstrahlung parameter [25] 
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where 2 /e cα = �  ( 1/137.036� ) is the fine-structure constant and /A x yR σ σ∗ ∗=  is the 
beam aspect ratio at the interaction point. According to the beamstrahlung simulations, 
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the average number of emitted photon per electron and the average fractional energy loss 
are  

 ( ) 1/32/32.54 1n Bγ γ
−

∗ ∗≈ ϒ + ϒ ,      
22 2/31.24 1 (3 / 2)b Bγδ

−

∗ ∗ ≈ ϒ + ϒ  ,          (66) 

where 2 2/ ( ) / ( )z e g p z sB r k Cγ α σ γ α γ σ γ∗ ∗= =  [25]. Using these parameters, the average 
c.m. energy loss and rms c.m. energy spread can be calculated as 
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where 2
0 2 eW m cγ=  is the c.m. energy [25]. In the quantum beamstrahlung regime, the 

collider design must consider the c.m. energy loss and spread such that their requirements 
can be reached as well as that of the luminosity. The geometric luminosity is given by 
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where cf  is the collision frequency. Complying with the luminosity guideline for the 

future e e+ −  linear colliders, approximately given as 2 34 2 1
0 0( [TeV]) 10 [cm s ]W − −≈ ×L  [6, 

7], the transverse particle line density is constrained as 
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k f
γ γ
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= × ,                           (70) 

where 2
0 / 2em c Wγ ∗ =  is the nominal beam energy required. For 1∗ϒ � , the c.m. energy 

loss 2/3
0/ ( ) / 0.33W W Bγγ γ γ∗ ∗ ∗∆ = − ≈ ϒ  and beamstrahlung parameter Eq. (67) provide 

the equation on the accelerator beam energy required 2
em c γ : 
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It is noted that the beam energy reduction due to beamstrahlung scales as 
1/3 1/3( )p z Ak Rσ −

∗∝  for 1AR � , while the particle density required for a given luminosity 
scales as 1/2

AR∝ . 
It is pointed out that an appreciable disruption effect turns out to the luminosity 

enhancement as a result of significant increase of the transverse particle density 
/ ( )b p yN k σ ∗  through the pinch effect arising from the attraction of the oppositely 

charged beams [26, 27]. For Gaussian beams, the disruption parameters for the horizontal 
and vertical directions are [25, 27] 
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which is defined as the ratio of the bunch length to the focal length of a thin lens. For 
round beams with 1AR = , i.e., x yD D D≡ = , the luminosity enhancement factor being 
defined as the ratio of the effective luminosity L  induced by the disruption to the 
geometric luminosity in the absence of disruption 0L  has been found from the 
simulations on the beam-beam interaction of electron-positron beams: 
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where 2/ ( ) / ( )n z y n e bA D r Nε σ γσ ε∗ ∗= =  is the inherent divergence of the incoming beam 
[27]. Here, the maximum disruption angle max

disruptθ  , which is the important information for 
the linear collider design to avoid the debris from the beam-beam collision, has been 
estimated at 0A=  as max

disrupt 0.87 /y zDθ σ σ∗ ∗�  for 1D �   and max
disrupt 1.84 /y zDθ σ σ∗ ∗�  

for 1D � , respectively [27].  

Fig. 6. Beam-beam interaction parameters at various distances of the interaction point colL  from the exit of LPA 
as a function of c.m. energy 0W : (a) beamstrahlung parameter ∗ϒ , (b) number of emitted photons per electron 
(positron) nγ , (c) disruption parameter D  and (d) luminosity enhancement factor DH . 
 

These parameters on electron-positron beam-beam interactions can be evaluated 
from using the outputs of numerical calculations on energy 2

e fm c γ , relative energy 
spread ( / ) fδγ γ , bunch radius bfσ , transverse normalized emittance nfε  at the Ns-th final 
stage, taking into account the evolution of bunch radius yσ ∗  and zσ ∗  in the vacuum 
propagation distance colL , as obtained from Eqs. (65) and (66).  Figures 6 and 7 show 
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important parameters on the beam-beam interaction and collider performance at various 
distances of the interaction point colL  from the exit of the plasma linac as a function of 
c.m. energy 0W . 

Fig. 7. Collider parameters on (a) geometric luminosity 0L , (b) effective luminosity L , (c) effective c.m. 
energy 0W W− ∆  and (d) rms c.m. energy spread 0/W Wσ  as a function of c.m. energy 0W  for various 
distances of the interaction point from the exit of LPA. 

5.   Coherent Amplification Network Laser 

An application such as LPA requires a high peak and average power laser system in 
order to be a feasible driver for a LC. The Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA) of short 
pulse lasers [39] allows for high peak power systems of sufficient energy and short pulse 
duration to achieve a02 = 1 but the repetition rate of these systems is still quite low. The 
highest energy systems of modern laser facilities are typically on the order of 1 shot/min 
or at most a few Hz. This is primarily due to the thermal management required of their 
amplification media. The ability to cool along the length of a fiber makes an improved 
heat removal possible within a fiber-based amplification system. So high repetition rates 
are made possible due to the better optimization of thermal management within the laser 
amplification chain. In addition there is the benefit of fulfilling another requirement for a 
practical use within a LC design when compared to crystal or glass based laser systems: 
greater wall-plug efficiency. There are two contributions to this efficiency: the diode laser 
lasers pumping the fiber amplifier are far more efficient than the systems employed in 
traditional high power laser; and the effective transfer of energy from the pump photons 
into the laser pulse within the fiber amplifier. Despite these benefits, the primary problem 
for a fiber-based CPA is the low energy within the individual pulses that must be 
maintained in order to prevent distortion or destruction of the laser within the long 
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interaction length of the fiber. Therefore the high repetition rate desired for a LC is 
possible with fiber-based lasers providing up to MHz pulse trains but these while being 
high average power laser systems do not provide adequate peak power required of 
individual pulses. 

Just as the coherence of laser light has revolutionized so many areas with their 
application, here it provides the solution to the high peak and average challenge through 
coherent beam combining (CBC). The small energy of a single fiber can be overcome by 
combining several such amplifiers in parallel. This laser architecture concept is known as 
the coherent amplification network (CAN) and has been introduced for the application to 
accelerators in Refs. [40, 41] with its design parameters further explored in Ref. [42].  

 
Fig. 8 Schematic of the coherent amplification network (CAN) laser architecture. A femtosecond seed laser 
pulse is repeatedly split and amplified through this network composed of amplifying and transport fibers. The 
resulting pulses are then recombined coherently. (Figure from Ref. 42.) 

 
As depicted in Fig. 8, a short pulse seed laser source is chirped within an optical 

pulse stretcher before being split into a parallel array of fiber-based amplifiers. A single 
high average and peak power laser source results through the coherent combination of 
these phased-locked channels. The CBC requires an active phase-locking of the separate 
fiber channels in order to maintain control of the delay and relative phase between the 
channels. A kHz interferometric sampling of the beams at the point of recombination is 
adequate to maintain the required coherence between the channels. While there are 
several possible design geometries for CBC, one that is being demonstrated for short 
pulsed femtosecond lasers through the development of a 61-fiber prototype based on 
flexible Ytterbium-doped amplifying fibers within the XCAN project [43]. From the 
initial laser source the laser system remains within fiber until the CBC stage which 
minimizes instabilities within the system. A precision mount for the fibers permits the 
beams to exit each channel with minimal deviation in separation, pointing, and depth of 
field. A microlens array recollimates the individual beams exiting the fibers before a 
single lens then combines the beams at its focus where a pinhole selects the central peak. 
After the beam combination step is sent to a typical grating compressor so that the 
amplified combined beam can be compressed back to its transform-limited pulse 
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duration. In the case of the 61-fiber prototype, the design parameters have the goal to 
achieve a pulse energy of 3 mJ, with 300 fs pulse duration at a repetition rate of 200 kHz 
and a laser wavelength of 1054 nm after the grating compressor. Along the way to this 
goal, intermediate systems consisting of 7 and 19 fibers have already been reported [44, 
45]. The CAN laser is envisioned to benefit from increased scaling in the number of 
parallel channels, both in cost per unit channel and in the reduction in noise due to small 
errors in the combination channels. Ultimately, the development of CAN lasers of 106 
fiber-channels is foreseeable for major applications such as a LC facility. 

The bandwidth limitations of a fiber-based amplifier places the minimum pulse 
duration near 300 fs. In order to reach the design requirements closer to a 80 fs pulse 
duration, a post-compression stage can be implemented such as a Thin Film Compressor 
(TFC) proposed in Ref. [46] or an unguided gas-cell based compressor [47]. Both 
methods work by increasing the intrinsic bandwidth of the pulse through a nonlinear 
interaction within either a thin transparent film or a dilute gas. The TFC for this level of 
compression relies on the high intensity of the pulse and makes a single pass of the 
unfocused beam through the nonlinear medium during its transport to the final interaction 
point. Ideally the beam to be compressed should be a flat-top in order to use the simplest 
film geometry. The resultant pulse is then brought to the optimized pulse duration by 
reflecting from dispersion-controlled mirrors, also referred to as chirped mirrors. The 
second option of an unguided gas-cell relies on focusing of the beam through the gas and 
passes through the nonlinear medium multiple times. The slightly modified pulse is 
recompressed following each short interaction using similar dispersion-compensating 
mirrors. This process is repeated until the desired compression factor is achieved. A post-
compression factor of 4, from a pulse of 300 fs to 75 fs, is achievable for this type of 
CAN laser system. 

The development of an efficient and scalable CAN laser system gives access to an 
economical and flexible tool capable to meet the requirements to drive the multiple stages 
of acceleration within a LC facility. 

6.   Discussions and Conclusions 

In this work, we have investigated the dynamics of electron and positron beams in a 
laser-plasma-based linear collider with the TeV c.m. energies, comprising seamlessly 
consecutive multi-stages of gas-filled capillary accelerators. Here the numerical 
simulation model for particle tracking has been first derived by integrating the basic 
coupled equations of a single particle motion in laser longitudinal and transverse 
wakefields, using the analytic solutions that are exactly valid in a segmented region with 
a constant wakefield and then corrected in order to account for the radiation reaction 
force and deflection due to multiple Coulomb scattering exerted on the single particle 
motion as the perturbation. In this model, the collective effects of the bunched beam 
dynamics arising from beam-driven wakefields in plasma have been taken into account at 
each step of the particle orbit, leading to the beam loading energy loss and self-focusing. 
The depletion of the laser pulse energy due to the generation of wakefields is considered 
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as the amplitude attenuation of the laser vector potential with an intact shape in the pump 
depletion length pdL  for the quasi-linear laser wakefield, while the amplitude damping of 
the electromagnetic hybrid mode EH11 during propagation in the capillary can be 
neglected for the condition of the mode attenuation length 

1 1 pd stage stage1/ /l l
pL k L L k= ≥ = ∆Ψ� , where stageL  is the stage length with phase advance 

stage∆Ψ . Furthermore, the simple analytic formulae presented can account for the 
evolution of radiative energy loss and normalized emittance over numerous stages, i.e., 

1sN � . Note that an important finding is the criteria given by the amplitude ratio of the 
accelerating field between the initial and final phase in the stage, i.e., 

2
0cos / cos exp( 2 )i f d aαΨ Ψ > − ∆Ψ , under which the normalized emittance converges on 

the equilibrium with the emittance growth due to multiple Coulomb scattering within 10 
stages for the present case. After the equilibrium, since the bunch radius reduces 
adiabatically as 1/4γ −  and the self-focusing strength arising from the beam-driven 
wakefield increases concurrently when the particle beam energy increases, the 
normalized emittance continues to decrease until the end of the plasma linac. As a 
consequence, the radiative energy loss due to betatron radiation can be suppressed to an 
extremely small fraction. This scenario allows us to transport both beams into the 
interaction point through no extra focusing devices, which often induce the degradation 
of beam qualities prior to their interactions. In this scheme, the vacuum drift region from 
the end of the plasma linac to the interaction point may be used for control of the 
transverse beam size that strongly affect the luminosity and c.m. energy through the 
beamstrahlung radiation and disruption. 

A typical design example of the LPA stage using a gas-filled capillary operated in the 
electromagnetic hybrid mode EH11 is shown in Table 1.  An embodiment of the LPA stage 
may be envisioned by exploiting a tens kW-level high average power laser such as a 
coherent amplification network of fiber lasers [41]. This scheme restricts the laser 
intensity such that the plasma response is within the quasi-linear regime, i.e., 2

0 1a ≤  for 
two reasons; the one is avoidance of the nonlinear plasma response such as in the bubble 
regime, where symmetric wakefields for the electron and positron beams cannot be 
obtained for the application to electron-positron colliders [6, 7] and the degradation of the 
beam quality due to the self-injection from the background plasma electrons. The other is 
an inherent demand that the laser intensity guided in a capillary should be lower enough 
than the threshold of material damage on the capillary wall. The maximum intensity that 
can be guided through a capillary tube without wall ionization can be estimated by taking 
into account the normalized maximum flux for EH1m mode at the capillary wall, 

2 2 2
1 0[( 1) / 2 1] ( ) / ( )m

w r r m m cF u J u k Rε ε+ −� , defined as the ratio of the radial component 
of the Poynting vector at cr R=  to the longitudinal component of the on-axis Poynting 
vector [18]. For the single mode EH11, the normalized wall flux amounts to 

1 6
1 ~ 8.0 10wC F −×  for a glass capillary with the relative permittivity 2.25rε � . The 

energy fluence traversing the capillary wall yields 1 2
wall 1~ ~ 0.9 J/cmw L LC F I τF  for the 

peak intensity 18 21.37 10 W/cmLI = × ( 2
0 1a = ) and the pulse duration 79 fsLτ = . The 

experimental study of laser-induced breakdown in fused silica (SiO2) [48] suggests that 
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the fluence breakdown threshold is scaled to be 2
th ~ 50 J/cmF  for 79 fsLτ = . 

Table 1. Parameters of the laser-plasma accelerator stage 

Plasma density ne [cm-3] 171 10×  
Plasma wavelength λp [µm] 106 
Capillary radius Rc [µm] 84 
Capillary stage length [m] 0.53 
Laser wavelength λ [µm] 1 
Laser spot radius r0 [µm] 54 
Laser pulse duration τ [fs] 79 
Normalized vector potential a0 1 
Electromagnetic hybrid mode EH11 
Coupling efficiency C1 0.98 
Bunch initial and final phase (Ψi, Ψf) (0, 0.45π) 
Average accelerating gradient [GeV/m] 6 
Laser peak power PL [TW] 63 
Laser pulse energy UL [J] 5 
Repetition frequency fc [kHz] 10 
Laser average power per stage [kW] 50 
Laser depletion pdη  [%] 15 

 

Table 2. Parameters for 1 – 10 TeV novel laser-plasma linear colliders. 

Center-of-mass energy  W0 [TeV] 1.2 3.5 5.8 11 
Beam energy [GeV] 589 1741 2884 5720 
Particle per bunch Nb [109] 1 1 1 1 
Collision frequency fc [kHz] 10 10 10 10 
Total beam power [MW] 1.89 5.58 9.24 18.3 
Geometric luminosity L0 [1034 cm-2s-1] 0.017 0.15 0.28 1.16 
Effective luminosity L [1034 cm-2s-1] 1.41 16.6 32.9 168 
Effective c.m. energy W0-∆W [TeV] 1.14 2.91 4.55 7.68 
c.m. energy spread σW/W0 [%] 8.1 24.2 28.5 32.8 
Bunch length σz [µm] 50 50 50 50 
Beam radius at IP σb* [nm] 22 7.3 5.3 2.6 
Beam aspect ratio RA 1 1 1 1 
Normalized emittance at IP εnf [pm] 0.27 0.12 0.068 0.022 
Distance to IP Lcol [m] 4 4 5 5 
Beamstrahlung parameter ϒ∗ 0.48 4.2 9.5 38.5 
Beamstrahlung photons nγ 0.85 1.9 2.3 3.6 
Disruption parameter D* 27 83 94 196 
Luminosity enhancement HD 84 110 117 145 
Number of stages per beam Ns 180 540 900 1800 
Linac length per beam [m] 95.4 286 477 954 
Power requirement for lasers [MW] 18 54 90 180 

 
 

Table 2 summarizes key parameters on the performance of electron-positron linear 
collider, assuming the round beam option, i.e., the beam aspect ratio 1AR = , for 
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simplicity. A sort of engineering discussions on the total power requirement, referred to 
as a wall plug power, and the accelerator efficiencies will be reserved for the future work 
till the advance of relevant technologies such as CAN lasers [40-47] and seamless long 
staging of LPAs [49, 50] as well as the electron/positron external injectors matched to the 
LPA. 

In conclusion, a new scheme of TeV electron-positron linear collider comprising 
properly phased multi-stage LPAs using a gas-filled capillary can provide an alternative 
approach in collider applications to the scheme proposed by Schroeder et al. [9] using 
hollow plasma channels relying on a technically hypothetical plasma density structure. 
The novel scheme presented resorts two major mechanisms pertaining to laser wakefield 
acceleration, that is, dephasing and strong focusing force as well as very high-gradient 
accelerating field, which are largely reduced in a hollow plasma channel having an 
analogy to vacuum-based accelerating structures. More intriguingly in physics point of 
view, it is noted that the normalized emittance at the end of LPA stages in multi-TeV 
energies may reach the quantum mechanical limit min / 2 0.2 pmn eε = � � determined 
from the uncertainty principle [51], where /e em c=� �  is the electron Compton 
wavelength. In this point, the quantum mechanical consideration on the beam dynamics 
of the radiative process would be investigated in the future work.  
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Appendix A: Emittance expression in terms of the ensemble averaged quantities 

The definition of transverse normalized emittance given by Eq. (41) is expressed as 

22 2 2
nx x xx u x uε δ δ δ δ= − ,                         (A.1) 

where x x xδ = −  and x x xu u uδ = −  are the deviation from the mean transverse 
displacement x  and normalized momentum x xu γβ= , respectively. The particle 
orbits undergoing the betatron motion is written for 1s�  from Eq. (42) 
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ensemble averaged quantities can be obtained as 
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Assuming that the energy distribution about the mean energy γ , i.e., the δγ γ γ= −  
distribution, is Gaussian with width γσ , the energy is approximated about its mean value 
to the first order in /δγ γ , i.e., γ γ δγ= + , 0 (1 / 2 )β βω ω δγ γ−� , and 

0 (1 / 2 )tβϕ ω δγ γ−� . The ensemble averaged quantities can be calculated as averages 
over the distribution of energy deviations [35]: 
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where 0 / (2 )δϕ ϕ δγ γ= −  and 0 / ( 8 )ε β γν ω σ γ=  is the frequency corresponding to 
decoherence time dec / ( )t β γπ γ ω σ�  [35], defined as the time when the phase 
difference between the low energy part of the beam and the high energy part is 

/dtβ γϕ ω σ γ π∆ =∫� . 
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Plasma Based Acceleration in Crystals and Nanostructures: Advantages 
and Limitations* 
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The paper presents a short overview of main physics phenomena which determine how the beam 
can be accelerated in plasma, crystal or a nanotube.   
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1.   Traditional Linacs versus plasma-based linacs 

Traditional linacs are based on the electromagnetic field excited inside cavities with well 
conducting walls. In difference to a plasma, which for small amplitudes responds at the 
plasma frequency only, cavities respond at a large number of modes oscillating at different 
frequencies. An intense bunch coming through these cavities gets energy from the 
fundamental accelerating mode and, consequently, reduces it amplitude. However, it also 
excites other modes which typically have larger frequencies and therefore are called the 
high order modes (HOM). An excitation of these HOMs limits the efficiency of energy 
transfer for the case of single bunch operation. To mitigate these problem as well as to 
obtain reasonably small momentum spread in the accelerated bunch and high efficiency of 
energy transfer, the multiple bunches are used in accelerated. ILC [1] represents a typical 
example of such high efficiency acceleration where the energy transfer from a cavity field 
to a single bunch is about ~1%. 

Although there is no HOMs in a plasma in a linear regime the high efficiency 
acceleration in a plasma also problematic due to beam interaction with plasma electrons 
located at the beam path [2]. Therefore, only acceleration in in the strong bubble regime, 
where electrons are removed from the axis, suits such a choice. In this case a plasma 
response has low quality factor. Consequently, that limits the operation to the single bunch 
mode.  

Theoretically, close to 100% efficiency of energy transfer is potentially achievable in the 
bubble regime. It requires accurate profiling of bunch density along the bunch. However, 
even if this is achieved an acceleration to the high energy is limited by the beam break-up 
instability [3]. An increase of efficiency makes the bunch more unstable and limits the 
achievable energy gain. In the strong bubble regime the beam transverse stability is 
supported by very strong transverse focusing coming from the plasma itself, or in other 
words from the ions located at the beam path. The motion of these ions is not excited by 
plasma wave due to their large masses. Unfortunately, this focusing does not work for 
positrons. Therefore, an acceleration of bright positron bunches is presently infeasible. 

                                                            
* Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory is operated by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC 

under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the United States Department of Energy. 
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2.   Properties of acceleration in a plasma 

In this section we shortly consider relationships connecting parameters of the beam and 
plasma in the strong bubble regime of acceleration. We will use the Lu equation [4] for 
description of bubble properties [3]. In the strong bubble regime, the plasma electrons are 
pushed out from the beam path so that there is a cavity formed around a bunch (or laser 
pulse) exciting the plasma. While electrons are absent in the cavity the motion of ions is 
still weakly affected. All electrons pushed out of the cavity are located in the thin layer 
surrounding it. The cavity has almost spherical shape and the electric field at its axis can 
be approximated by the following equation [3]: 
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where Rb is the cavity radius, b  ≈ 0.847Rb is its half-length, the coordinate  is directed 
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Fig. 1.  Dependence of the dimensionless electric field on distance from the bubble center. 

 
The power transferred to the bubble is uniquely determined by the parameter Rbkp: 
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Assuming that 100% of this energy one obtains the maximum number of particles which 
can be accelerated by this wave.   

The beam focusing in the plasma is supported by the uncompensated space charge of 
plasma ions located at the beam path. The focusing strength is orders of magnitude stronger 
than what can be achieved with conventional magnets. The corresponding equilibrium 
beta-function is: 

 1
2f

p

M
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where M is the mass of accelerated particles, and  is their relativistic parameter. 
We also introduce the normalized acceptance of the bubble as following: 
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Scattering at the plasma ions results in an emittance growth in the accelerated beam. The 
corresponding emittance increase is equal to: 
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Here Zv is the number of free electrons per atom, Lc is the Coulomb logarithm, and in and 
fin are the relativistic factors at the beginning and the end of acceleration.  

All above equations were written so that to express them through dimensionless 
parameters. The parameter Rbkp characterizes the strength of the perturbation. In further 
estimates we put Rbkp = 2. In this case choosing a coordinate of accelerated bunch not to 
close to the bubble end we can estimate the accelerating field E/E0 = 1 (see Fig. 1). 
Assuming these two parameters we obtain other relevant parameters. Their values are 
presented in Table 1 for the cases of typical plasma acceleration and for the acceleration in 
a solid silicon.  

Table 1: Plasma and beam parameters for the cases of typical plasma acceleration 
and for an acceleration in solid silicon 

 Hydrogen plasma Solid silicon 
Nuclear density 1017 5·1022 
Z/A 1/1 14/28 
Number of valence electrons  0 4 
Electron density, ne   1017 2·1023 
Basic wavelength, 2kp

-1   100 m 750 Ǻ 
Acceptance, mm mrad  47 /m M  0.034 /m M  

“Maximum” field, E0  300 MeV/cm 430 GeV/cm 
Relative emittance growth, (d n/ n)  ~10-7 ~0.003 
Energy stored in plasma, mJ/GeV 60 0.04 
Maximum number of accelerated particles* 1.8·108 1.3·105 
     * 100% energy efficiency is implied 

Comparing the two columns one can see that there are the following challenges for 
acceleration in a solid medium.  

First, to excite a plasma wave one needs to have the rms beam sizes of the driving beam 
less or about kp

-1 or <120 Ǻ. Note that the longitudinal size may be larger if the envelope 
instability is used (like in AWAKE experiment [5]), but in this case an efficiency of the 
excitation is strongly suppressed  and the modulation depth is reduced making impossible 
an acceleration of a bright bunch.  

Second, if the full amplitude of electric field is excited the field is so large that it will 
induce the impact ionization of inner shell of the atoms. It is not a problem in a hydrogen 
plasma implied in the first column.  

Third, due to much larger accelerating gradient the maximum number of accelerated 
particles is quite small ≤105.  

Fourth, an acceleration of muons is greatly complicated by small acceptances of the 
plasma channel. This is correct for both the longitudinal and transverse planes. In 
particular, n ~34 nm for 10 GeV muons and grows as  .   
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First proposals for multistage acceleration in plasma base accelerators are under 

investigation now. However, a multi-stage acceleration in a crystal is not presently feasible. 
There are two leading reasons. The first one is the focusing chromaticity at transition 
between consecutive accelerating stages; and the second one is relative transverse and 
longitudinal stability of the driving beams.    

The power efficiency is another important characteristic to be considered in the 
technology choice for an accelerator. Initial considerations of plasma acceleration in the 
bubble regime looked very promising. Computer simulations showed that in some 
conditions the power efficiency can achieve ~90% if accurate profiling of particle 
distribution along the bunch can be realized. However, more detailed consideration [3], 
which accounts relationship between the longitudinal and transverse wakes in the plasma 
bubble, showed that an increase of power efficiency reduces the transverse beam stability. 
High power efficiency implies large charge in the accelerated bunch which, in its turn, 
generates strong transverse head-tail effects in the course of bunch acceleration. We will 
characterize the transverse wake strength by parameter t equal to the wake deflecting force 
at the bunch end for uniformly displaced bunch to the focusing force coming from plasma. 
Then the relationship between the transverse and longitudinal wakes binds t and the power 
efficiency of energy transfer from plasma to the beam, p, so that [3]: 
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An analysis of beam stability in a beam acceleration to very high energy requires 0.01.t 

That yields p≈18%.   

3.   Channeling in crystals and nonotubes  

Particle channeling in a crystal greatly reduces the multiple scattering in a medium. It 
focuses positive particles to the channel center with gradient ~4·1017 V/cm2 for a silicon 
crystal. An excitation of the plasma wave in this crystal in the strong bubble regime expels 
all “free” electron from the axis and introduces a charge density perturbation with the 
transverse size about two orders of magnitude larger than the channel width. For a silicon 
crystal the defocusing coming from the plasma wave is about half of the focusing coming 
from channeling. Figure 2 demonstrates an electric field between two crystal planes in 
silicon (left) and its change when plasma wave in a strong bubble regime is excited (right, 
four planes are shown). As one can see from the right pane only the central channel may 
be used for particle acceleration because the defocusing field of the plasma wave exceeds 
the focusing field of the channeling in other channels. The acceptance of the channel is 
about 4 orders of magnitude smaller compared to the acceptance of a plasma wave in the 
plasma of the same electron density. Here the particle charge is changed from positive to 
negative. Typical acceptance of single channel is about 5 pm for 10 GeV muons. We need 
to stress that channeling of negative particles implies particle focusing around the crystal 
plane/axis. That greatly amplifies multiple scattering. Also, an acceleration to high energy 
requires focusing in both transverse planes, and, consequently, the axial channeling must 
be used.  

Although channeling removes scattering on the nuclei the scattering on electrons is still 
present.  For silicon a reduction in scattering is about 2 orders of magnitude but the channel 
acceptance is 4 orders of magnitude smaller than in the plasma bubble operation in the 
absence of channeling. Note that both the normalized emittance growth due to scattering 
at electrons, 
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grow as  . That implies that the scattering in the channel does not limit the maximum 

energy if  
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Fig. 2. Dependence of electric field on distance between two crystal planes in silicon taken from Ref. [6] (left) 
and its change when a plasma wave in a strong bubble regime is excited (right). 

 
To fulfil this requirement in acceleration of +, the required electric field has to be Eacc/E0 
>10; i.e. the acceleration at the maximum possible rate is desirable. It is more forgiving for 
positrons which have smaller mass.  

The hollow beam channel [7] was proposed to overcome scattering on the ions and to 
prevent the pinching of ions by the electric field of bright electron bunch. However, this 
method usage is limited to an acceleration of small intensity beams. Obtaining the 
transverse stability in the presence of large transverse impedance of the plasma channel 
requires considerable momentum spread in the bunch and very strong focusing which can 
be supported by plasma focusing only.  External focusing, supplied by conventional 
magnets, will be 3-4 orders of magnitude weaker.  

An acceleration in carbon nonotubes is somewhat similar to the hollow channel. It also 
suits well for acceleration of relatively small intensity bunch. The average density in a 
bunch of nanotubes is one-two orders of magnitude smaller than in a crystal. Although that 
decreases the maximum achievable electric field, it still stays at a very high value. What is 
more important, a usage of nanotubes greatly reduces multiple scattering which only 
happens when a particle approaches the tube wall to be reflected from it. The same as for 
channeling only positive particles are reflected. Although the reflections from walls 
represent very non-linear focusing the beam transverse emittance is conserved in the 
acceleration of small intensity beam: the transverse size and transverse momentum are not 
changed. However, with intensity increase an absence of focusing in the center of the 
channel may lead to the emittance growth due to beam breakup instability.  



6 
Conclusions 

 Plasma-based acceleration is a very interesting subject. A beam acceleration in a solid 
material represents a tremendous step in technology of plasma acceleration. Presently it 
does not look as a promising avenue for construction of high luminosity collider. However, 
an acceleration of small intensity bunch to extremely high energy looks as interesting 
possibility. Although the basic principles and limitations for such accelerator are similar to 
the already demonstrated plasma-based accelerators the experimental demonstration of 
such a system, if possible, will require considerable time and effort.   
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Aspirations of modern high energy particle physics call for compact and cost efficient lepton and 
hadron colliders with energy reach and luminosity significantly beyond the modern HEP facilities. 
Strong interplanar fields in crystals of the order of 10 – 100 V/Å can effectively guide and collimate 
high energy particles. Besides continuous focusing crystals plasma, if properly excited, can be used 
for particle acceleration with exceptionally high gradients O(TeV/m). However, the angstrom-scale 
size of channels in crystals might be too small to accept and accelerate significant number of particles. 
Carbon-based nano-structures such as carbon-nanotubes (CNTs) and graphenes have a large degree of 
dimensional flexibility and thermo-mechanical strength and thus could be more suitable for channeling 
acceleration of high intensity beams. Nano-channels of the synthetic crystals can accept a few orders 
of magnitude larger phase-space volume of channeled particles with much higher thermal tolerance 
than natural crystals.  

This paper presents conceptual foundations of   the CNT acceleration, including underlying theory, 
practical outline and technical challenges of the proof-of-principle experiment. Also, an analytic 
description of the plasmon-assisted laser acceleration is detailed with practical acceleration 
parameters, in particular with specifications of a typical tabletop femtosecond laser system. The 
maximally achievable acceleration gradients and energy gains within dephasing lengths and CNT 
lengths are discussed with respect to laser-incident angles and the CNT-filling ratios. 

 

Keywords: carbon nanotubes, CNT, channeling, crystals, TeV/m, acceleration. 

 

1.   Introduction 

1.1.   Background 

Presently, international high energy community actively discusses options for a post-
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) machine, such as the International Linear Collider (ILC), 
Compact Linear Collider (CLIC), or Future Circular Collider (FCC). These machines can 
sufficiently expand the center-of-mass (CM) energy reach and luminosity for the next 
generation particle physics experiments1,2,3. The next energy frontier super-colliders are 
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envisioned to achieve ~ 100 TeV in CM energy and O(1035 cm-2s-1 ) luminosity. To be 
feasible, such CM energy and luminosity should be achieved within a realistic facility 
footprint and within reasonable AC wall plug power envelope, with the maximum possible 
efficiency of the power conversion to the beams. Ideally, the future machine should be 
about 10 kilometer or shorter, and operate with beam power of less than a few tens of 
MWs4. How can such colliders reach the energies of interest, namely, 100 – 1000 TeV? 
Currently available acceleration technologies cannot be extended to meet the challenge. To 
obtain the energies of interest within the given footprint, one has to develop new methods 
of ultra-fast acceleration with tight phase-space control of high-power beams for future 
lepton and hadron colliders and it can only be possible with multidisciplinary and 
multilateral approaches. 

1.2.   Crystal acceleration – TeV/m gradient 

Electromagnetic wakefield waves in an ionized plasma media, excited by short 
relativistic bunches of charged particles or by short high power laser pulses, have been of 
great interest due to  the promise to offer extremely high acceleration gradients of G (max. 
gradient) = mecωp/e ≈ 96 × n0

1/2 [V/m], where ωp = (4πnpe2/me)1/2 is the electron plasma 
frequency and np is the ambient plasma density of [cm-3], me and e are the electron mass 
and charge, respectively, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. However, a practically 
obtainable plasma density (np) in ionized gas is about ~ 1018 cm-3, which in principle 
corresponds to wakefields up to ~ 100 GV/m5,6,7, and it is realistically very difficult to 
create a stable gas plasma with a charge density beyond that. Metallic crystals offer 
naturally existing dense plasma media which is completely full with a large number of 
conduction electrons available for the wakefield interactions. The density of charge carriers 
(conduction electrons) in solids n0 = ~ 1020 – 1023 cm-3 is significantly higher than what was 
considered above in gaseous plasma, and correspondingly the wakefield strength of 
conduction electrons in solids, if excited, can possibly reach 10 TV/m in principle.  

Figure 1 shows our simulation graphs of a beam-driven wakefield acceleration in a 
homogeneous plasma model with solid-level charge densities, 1025 m-3 and 1.6 × 1022 cm-

3, which might be in the lower and upper limits of electron density of solid-state media 
(acceleration gradient and energy gain versus beam charge density)8. The densities are 
considered for the assessment as the corresponding plasma wavelengths, 10 µm and 0.264 
µm, are also in the spectral range of available beam-modulating sources such as IR/UV 
lasers or magnetic undulators (inverse FELs)9 for strong beam-plasma coupling in the 
beam-driven acceleration. As shown in the figure, with the beam-driven acceleration the 
acceleration gradient ranges from 0.1 TeV/m to 10 TeV/m with the solid plasma densities 
at the linear beam-plasma coupling condition (nb ~ np). The gradient corresponds to 10 – 
30 MeV of energy gain with a channel length of 10 plasma wavelengths. Also, it appears 
that the beam is strongly focused and collimated by the large transverse fields generated 
from the oscillating plasma over the distance (Figs. 1(c) and (d)). Apparently, this effective 
plasma simulation model shows TeV/m range gradient with solid state level plasma 
density. However, in spite of the exceptionally large amplitude of accelerating and focusing 
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fields, in reality if charged particles are injected into either an amorphous solid or a random 
orientation of a single phase crystal, they will encounter a large stopping power from 
nuclear and electron scatterings. Also, irregular head-on collisions at atomic sites 
completely spread the particles all over, accompanied with phase-space volume expansion. 
Particles will thus be quickly repelled from a driving field due to fast pitch-angle diffusion 
of large scattering rates/angles from non-uniformly distributed atoms. 

            
Fig. 1.  Acceleration gradient versus normalized charge density graphs (top: (a) and (c)) and beam/plasma charge 
distributions (bottom: (b) and (d)) of multi-bunched beam with (a) and (b) np = 1019 cm-3 and (c) and (d) np = 1.6 
× 1022 cm-3 

       
The channels between atomic lattices or lattice planes aligned in a crystal orientation 

of natural crystals like silicon or germanium are sparse spaces with relatively low electron 
densities10. Charged particles, injected into a crystal orientation of a mono-crystalline 
(homogeneous and isotropic) target material, undergo much lower nucleus and electron 
scatterings. The channeled particles can be accelerated in two different ways, depending 
upon how they gain energies from driving sources (lasers or particle-beams) through 
plasma wakefields of conduction electrons, or diffracted EM fields confined in the crystal 
channels. Plasma wakefields in crystals, if excited by a strong driving source, either a short 
particle-bunch or a high power laser, can accelerate particles along the space in the lattice 
channel. For the channeling acceleration with confined x-ray diffraction, the atomic 
channel can hold > 1013 V/cm transverse and 109 V/cm longitudinal fields of diffracted 
traveling EM-waves from an x-ray laser coupled to a crystal at the Bragg diffraction angle 
(λ/2a = sinθB), where a is the lattice constant and θB is the diffraction angle). However, to 
accelerate channeled particles with high gradients by confined x-ray fields, the acceleration 
requires coherent hard x-rays (ħω ≈ 40 keV) of  power density ≥ 3 × 1019 W/cm2 to 
overcome radiation losses of channeled muons11, which exceed those conceivable today. 
The x-ray pumping method thus fits for heavy particles, e.g. muons and protons, which 
have relatively smaller radiation losses. For electrons (and positrons), the beam-driven 
acceleration is more favorably applicable to channeling acceleration as the energy losses 
of a drive beam can be transformed into the acceleration energy of a witness beam12. The 
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maximum particle energies, Emax ≈ (Mb/Mp)2(ΛG)1/2{G/(z3×100 [GV/cm])}1/2105 [TeV], 
can reach  0.3 TeV for electrons/positrons, 104 TeV for muons, and 106 TeV for protons 
(Mb is the mass of the channeled particle, Mp is the proton rest mass, Λ is the de-channeling 
length per unit energy, and z is the charge of the channeled particle)13. Here, channeling 
radiation of betatron oscillations between atomic planes is the major source of energy 
dissipation. The de-channeling length (Λ) is also a critical factor, in particular in the low 
energy regime, since it scales as E1/2 14. The idea of accelerating charged particles in solids 
along major crystallographic directions was suggested by several scientists such as Pisen 
Chen, Robert Noble, Richard Carrigan, and Toshiki Tajima in the 1980’s and 
1990’s15,16,17,18 for the possible advantage that periodically aligned electrostatic potentials 
in crystal lattices are capable of providing a channeling effect19,20,21,22,23,24,25 in 
combination with low emittance determined by an Ångström-scale aperture of the atomic 
“tubes”. The basic concepts of atomic accelerator with short pulse driving sources like high 
power lasers or ultra-short bunches have been considered theoretically. However, the idea 
has never been demonstrated by experiment or simulation due to the extremely tight 
interaction condition of the Angstrom-size atomic channels in natural crystals and the 
complexity of electron dynamics in solid-plasma. 

2.   Channeling acceleration in carbon nanotubes 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are a synthetic nanostructure, which is a roll of a graphene 
sheet, and its tube diameter can be easily increased up to sub-micron by optimizing 
fabrication processes (chemical vapor deposition, CVD). For channeling applications of 
high-power beams, carbon nanostructures have various advantages over crystals26. 
Particles are normally de-channeled when the transverse forces are larger than the maximal 
electric field acting on channeled particles from crystal atoms, which is described by the 
critical angle (εcn (normalized rms acceptance) = (1/2)γaθc, where θc is the critical angle). 
The dechanneling rate is significantly reduced and the beam acceptance is dramatically 
increased by the large size of the channels, e.g., a 100 nm wide CNT channel has larger 
acceptance than a silicon channel by three orders of magnitude. Some previous studies27 
on the radiative interaction in a continuous focusing channel present an efficient method to 
damp the transverse emittance of the beam without diluting the longitudinal phase space 
significantly. CNTs can efficiently cool channeled particles similar to natural crystals. The 
strong focusing in a CNT channel results in a small beta function, so that it is quite feasible 
to create a beam of small transverse emittance.  

If the channel size is increased from angstroms to nanometers (Figs. 2(a) and (b)), the 
maximally reachable acceleration gradient would be lowered from ~ 100 TeV/m to ~ 1  
TeV/m due to the decrease of effective plasma charge density. However, the nanotube 
channels still provide sufficiently large transverse and longitudinal fields in the range of 
TV/m. For the crystal channels in angstrom scale, the lattice dissociation time of atomic 
structures ( ( )( )pei mmt ωπ2≈∆ , where mi and me are the masses of ion (carbon) and 
electron respectively28) is in the range of sub-100 fs with 1 TV/m fields, corresponding to 
1019 W/cm3. For beam driven acceleration, a bunch length with a sufficient charge density 
would need to be in the range of the plasma wavelength to properly excite plasma 
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wakefields, and channeled particle acceleration with the wakefields must occur before the 
ions in the lattices move beyond the restoring threshold and the atomic structure is fully 
destroyed. It is extremely difficult to compress a particle bunch within a time scale of 
femto-seconds since the bunch charge required for plasma wave excitation and the beam 
power corresponding to the time scale will exceed the damage threshold of the crystal. The 
disassociation time is, however, noticeably extended, to the order of pico-seconds, by 
increasing the channel size to nanometers because the effective plasma density and 
corresponding plasma frequency are decreased by a few orders of magnitude, as shown in 
Fig. 2(a). The constraint on the required bunch length is thus significantly mitigated (Fig. 
2(c)) and  the level of power required for an external driving source could be lowered by a 
few orders of magnitude, although the acceleration gradient will be lowered accordingly29. 

               
Fig. 2.  (a) Effective plasma density, (b) acceleration gradient, (c) dissociation time scale, and (d) dephasing 
length versus channel size (carbon-based). 

Furthermore, dephasing length30 is appreciably increased with the larger channel, which 
enables channeled particles to gain a sufficient amount of energy (Fig. 2(d)). The atomic 
channels in natural crystals, even if they provide extremely high potential gradients, are 
limited to angstroms and are unchangeable due to the fixed lattice constants. The fixed 
atomic spaces make the channeling acceleration parameters impractically demanding, but 
CNTs could relax the constraints to more realistic regimes. The carbon structures 
comprised entirely of covalent bonds (sp2) are extremely stable and thermally and 
mechanically stronger than crystals, steel, or even diamonds (sp3 bond). It is known that 
thermal conductivity of CNTs is about 20 times higher than that of natural crystals (e.g. 
silicon) and the melting point of a freestanding single-tip CNT is 3,000 – 4,000 Kelvin. 
Carbon based channels thus have significantly improved physical tolerance against 
intensive thermal and mechanical impacts from high power beams. 
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3.   Theory 

3.1.   Beam-Driven Acceleration 

Figure 3 shows time-tagged snapshots of a two-beam accelerating system with a ~10λp 
hollow plasma channel that is modeled with np ~ 1025m-3. The simulation condition also 
includes the drive-witness coupling distance of ~ 1.6λp, σ = ~ 0.1λp. and a linear regime 
bunch charge density of nb ~ np. For this simulation, the plasma channel is designed with a 
tunnel of r = 0.1λp. Just like a uniformly filled one, the drive bunch generates tailing wakes 
in the hollow channel due to the repulsive space charge force. The plasma waves travel 
along the hollow channel with the density modulation in the same velocity with the witness 
beam. Note that the bunch shape of the drive beam in the tunnel remains relatively longer 
than in the cylindrical plasma column. The energy versus distance plots in Fig. 3 (bottom) 
shows that sinusoidal energy modulation apparently occurs in the plasma channel perturbed 
by two bunches. Here, the relative position of the drive beam corresponds to the first 
maximum energy loss, while that of the witness beam does to the first maximum energy 
gain. The traveling wakes around the tunnel continuously transform acceleration energy 
from the drive beam to the witness one.  

                           
Fig. 3.  Time-tagged charge distribution of a hollow plasma acceleration (np = nb) with a drive and witness beam 
(top) 3D charge distribution (middle) 2D distribution (bottom) spatial energy distribution. 
 

The energy gain and acceleration gradient are fairly limited by the radius and length of 
the tunnel with respect to plasma wavelength and bunch charge density. Bunch parameters 
of the beam-driven acceleration system have thus been analyzed with various tunnel radii, 
as shown in Fig. 4. For the analysis, the bunch charge density was swept from 1 to 300, 
normalized by plasma density, np, for five different tunnel radii from 0.2 to 0.6λp and 
relativistic beam energy 20MeV. While in the linear regime nb = ~ 1 – 10np, the maximum 
acceleration gradient drops off with an increase of the tunnel radius from 0.2 to 0.6, it 
increases in the blowout regime, nb = ~ 10 – 100np. The maximum acceleration gradient is 
increased from ~ 0.82 TeV/m of r = 0.2 λp to ~ 1.02 TeV/m of r = 0.6 λp with nb = 100np, 
corresponding to ~ 20% improvement. The energy transformer ratio follows a similar 
tendency with the acceleration gradient curve in the linear and blowout regimes. In the 
linear regime (nb/np ~ 1 – 10), scattering is negligibly small, which does not perturb particle 
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distribution of the bunch within the hollow channel. The repulsive space charge force 
between the bunch and the plasma is increased in the inversely proportional to their 
spacing. The channeled bunch thus undergoes the higher acceleration gradient as the 
channel gets smaller, as shown in Fig. 4. However, in the blowout regime (nb/np ~ 10 –
100), the repulsive space charge force from an excessive amount of the bunch charge 
density against the plasma channel is strong as to heavily perturb the bunch and to scatter 
electrons out of the bunch. The strength of space charge force is decreased with the channel 
radius, so the electrons in the bunch is less scattered with an increase of the channel radius. 
The gradient is thus lowered with an increase of the channel radius accordingly. The similar 
tendency also appears on the transformer ratio, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The energy is more 
efficiently converted from the drive beam to the witness one with the larger channel in the 
blowout regime, although the transformer ratio does not similarly follow the tendency of 
accelerating gradient with the channel size in the linear regime. The un-similarity between 
the acceleration gradient and transformer ratio with respect to the channel size in the linear 
regime might be attributed to the insufficient channel length, 10λp. The plasma oscillation 
from the small bunch charge density is not strong enough to properly convert the beam 
energies from deceleration to acceleration. The result implies that a hollow channel thus 
has a higher gradient than a homogeneously filled plasma column in the blowout regime, 
and the plasma wakefield acceleration gradient is effectively increased by enlarging the 
channel size. This result opens the possibility of controlling beam parameters of plasma 
accelerators for higher gradient and large energy conversion efficiency. 

                         
Fig. 4.  (a) maximum acceleration gradient and (b) transformer ratio versus bunch charge distribution normalized 
by bunch charge density with various tunnel radii (r = 0.2 – 0.6λp). 

3.2.   Laser-Driven Acceleration 

Figure 5 depicts the concept of the plasmon-driven acceleration in a laser-pumped 
nanotube. In the substrate target, particles channeled in the nanotube are repeatedly 
accelerated and focused by the confined fields of the laser-excited plasmon along the 
nanotubes embedded in the nano-holes under the phase-velocity matching condition. The 
energy gain of accelerated particles, if any, is limited by the dephasing length. Continuous 
phase velocity matching between particles and quantized waves can be extended by 
tapering the longitudinal plasma density in a target. In a CNT-target, the longitudinal 
plasma density profile can be controlled by selectively adjusting the tube dimensions. 
When an intense short pulse laser illuminates the near-critical density plasma, the inductive 
acceleration field moves with a speed υg, which is less than υp, depending on the plasma 
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density:  , where c is the speed of light, ωp is the electron plasma 
frequency, and ω is the laser frequency. The accelerating ions have a progressively higher 
speed along the targets, so the inductively accelerated ions are kept accelerating for a long 
time inside the near-critical density plasma target. The distance between the two adjacent 
targets are also adjusted accordingly. The acceleration mechanism of the laser-excited sub-
λ plasmon is conceptually depicted in Fig. 5, illustrating accelerating particles in a laser-
pumped CNT channel. The laser irradiating a target modulates the electron gas along a tube 
wall and quickly induces a plasma oscillation a one-dimensional Fermi-liquid, Luttinger-
liquid. The photo-excited density fluctuation induces electromagnetic fields in the CNT 
and the oscillating evanescent fields penetrate in the tube within the attenuation length31,32. 
The charged particles channeling through a tube are accelerated by the induced plasmons 
at their phase-matching condition. The energy gain remains until the particles begin to 
outrun the plasma wave and are dephased from the wave. A proper target thickness would 
therefore be mostly determined by the dephasing length if there is no additional phase-
matching mechanism implemented in the single target acceleration. 

 
Fig. 5.  Conceptual drawings of (a) optically pumped nanotube (b) x-ray radiation of photo-excited CNT. 
 

The effective density of an electron plasma over CNTs is mostly controlled by tube 
diameter, number of walls, and spacing between the tubes in a unit area (~λL

2). The lattice 
constant of carbon-bonding in a honey-comb unit cell on a CNT wall is a0 ~ 1.4 Angstrom 
and wall-to-wall spacing is normally 3.4 Angstrom. A local tube wall density is about 8 × 
1022 cm-3 and the typical diameter of a CNT ranges up to a few hundred nanometers, which 
is usually related to the tube length. Given that a single CNT is sized from a few tens of 
nanometers up to 1 µm in diameter, which would be effectively the same as a few hundred 
square nanometers to a few square microns of unit area on a target, the effective electron 
plasma density averaged over a volume of CNT ranges from 1 × 1021 – 6 × 1023 e-/cm3. The 
density corresponds to 1020 – 1022 e-/cm3 over a CNT-embedded unit area (~ λL

2), as 
depicted in Fig. 5.  
   In the given condition, a CNT channel can be described by a homogenized model with 
effective dielectric parameters. Let us consider an array of parallel nanotubes of areal 
density Nc, with axes parallel to z (Fig. 5). The separation between the nanotubes is d = Nc

-

1/2, the free electron density inside a nanotube is ne, and the tube radius is rc. A nanotube 
can be treated as a superposition of overlapping cylinders of free electrons and immobile 
ions. The dispersion/absorption relation of the periodic array is given by  
                                                        𝜅𝜅 = 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟 + 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖                                                            (1) 
, where                           

221 ωωυ pg c −=
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                                                                                                                                           (3) 

Here, 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝 = �𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2

𝜀𝜀0𝑚𝑚
, ne = Zn0 , and 𝜔𝜔′

𝑝𝑝
2 = 𝑠𝑠𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝2 (n0 is the ion density of a single CNT and 𝑠𝑠 =

𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟2/𝑑𝑑2 is the aerial CNT-filling ratio). For εL = 5.5 (for graphite), ne = 1021 cm-3, rc = 50 
nm, d = 150 nm, πrc

2Nc ~ 0.35, and ν/ωp ~ 0.001, the dispersion/absorption relations of a 
CNT-confined plasmon with respect to a p-polarized laser is plotted in Fig. 2. 

                       
Fig. 6.  Normalized (a) dispersion (kr) and (b) absorption (ki) graphs of the laser-excited SPP in a CNT array with 
respect to laser-incident angles (θin = 0° (red), 30° (blue), and 90° (green)). 
 
   It is apparent that confined modes are excited at the harmonic excitation conditions with 
the light line (laser photon). At the resonance condition, the laser-light is thus coupled into 
the sub-wavelength CNT and the electronic density on the wall is modulated with the laser 
wavelength (λL = λp > rcnt, where rcnt is the radius of CNT). The laser-excited plasmonic 
wave moves along the tube within the absorption length and subsequently forms a standing 
plasma wave (plasma oscillation) when the photon-plasmon energy transfer reaches 
equilibrium. With a sufficiently narrow energy spread, the particles channeled in the tube, 
if simultaneously injected into the CNTs during the excitation, can be accelerated by the 
quantized fields confined in the sub-λ CNT at the phase-velocity matching condition.  
   In general, with λL = 1.056 µm and 5 mJ of pulse energy, PL = 125 GW of laser power 
(pulse duration: τ = 40 fs) would be a maximally affordable laser power from a tabletop-
scale femtosecond laser system. The minimum laser spot size on a target is determined by 
the damage threshold of the target material. An anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) 
membrane can be a good target material as it is a naturally formed capillary substrate with 
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periodic nano-holes. Straight CNTs can be vertically grown along the holes with a high 
dimensional aspect ratio up to 1: 1000, e.g. 100 nm in diameter and 100 µm in length. The 
CNT-embedded AAO substrate (AAO-CNT) would efficiently transport the charged 
particles through a nano-channel in the range of a micrometer in length. Channeling 
through AAO-CNTs was already demonstrated with an H+ ion beam by Zhu33. The 
substrate material, aluminum oxide (Al2O3), is known to have the highest ablation 
threshold, ranging from 2.5 – 3 × 1013 W/cm2. A laser beam illuminated on an AAO-CNT 
target can be focused down to a spot size of rL = 350 µm while still avoiding target damage. 
The laser spot size varies in distance with respect to the Rayleigh length which is a function 
of the laser wavelength, so that 

                                                         𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐(𝑧𝑧) = 𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿�1 + � 𝑧𝑧
𝑍𝑍𝑅𝑅
�
2
                                             (4) 

where 𝑍𝑍𝑅𝑅 = 𝜅𝜅𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿
2

2
is the Rayleigh length and 𝜅𝜅 = 2𝜋𝜋

𝜆𝜆𝐿𝐿
 is the wave number of the driving laser. 

As shown in Fig. 7(a), the laser beam size remains within 450 µm over 0.7 m, so that the 
laser intensity will remain relatively constant over the distance. Let us consider the 
interaction of a laser with nanotubes. The laser beam has a Gaussian field distribution along 
the propagating direction such as  
                                                 𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿 = 𝐴𝐴0𝑒𝑒−𝑟𝑟

2/4𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠2𝑒𝑒−𝑖𝑖(𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔−𝑘𝑘𝑧𝑧)                                                  (5) 

, where 𝐴𝐴0 = �2𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿
𝜀𝜀0𝑐𝑐

= 15[𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺/𝑚𝑚] with IL = 2.75 × 1013 W/cm2, as plotted in Fig. 7(b). 

                               
Fig. 7.  (a) Laser beam size versus propagating distance and (b) electric field plot of laser with a Gaussian 
distribution. 
 
As illustrated in Fig. 5, if the laser beam is coupled into the CNT array with an incident 
angle, θ, then the electric field of a p-polarized laser beam is  
                                                     𝐸𝐸�⃗ 𝐿𝐿 = 𝑥𝑥�𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥 + �̂�𝑧𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧                                                           (6) 
where 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥 = 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒(𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧) and 𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧 = 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧𝑒𝑒(𝑥𝑥, 𝑧𝑧) (𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 = 𝐴𝐴0 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃 and 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 = 𝐴𝐴0 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃). At a laser-
coupling condition, the electron plasma density of a nanotube modulated by the laser-
excited LLP is defined as  

                                               𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 = 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠0 �1 + 𝑎𝑎0𝑒𝑒
− 𝑟𝑟2

2𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠2�
−2

𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖(𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧−𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝜔𝜔)                                  (7) 

where  
                                                        𝑎𝑎0 = 𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴0 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝜃𝜃⋅√𝑐𝑐

𝑚𝑚�𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟
2 −𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝2/2�𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐

                                                 (8) 

Also, the transmitted wave has the electric field components  

𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥 = 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠0𝑒𝑒
𝜀𝜀0

𝑎𝑎0𝜉𝜉𝑒𝑒
− 𝑟𝑟2

2𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠2𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖(𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧−𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝜔𝜔) 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 and 𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧 = 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠0𝑒𝑒
𝜀𝜀0

𝑎𝑎0𝜉𝜉𝑒𝑒
− 𝑟𝑟2

2𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠2𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖(𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧−𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝜔𝜔) 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶        
                                                                                                                                           (9) 
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where ξ is the distance from the tube axis and θCNT is the refraction angle of the transmitted 
wave in the substrate, defined as 
                                                     𝜃𝜃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠−1 �𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃

𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
�.                                                  (10) 

Here, 𝑠𝑠𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟
𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟 𝑐𝑐⁄

, where kr = kr(ω = ωlaser). The electric fields averaged over the tube 
radius, rc, therefore, are 

                       ⟨𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥⟩ = 1
𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐
∫ 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥(𝜉𝜉)𝑑𝑑𝜉𝜉𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐
0 = 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠0𝑒𝑒

2𝜀𝜀0
𝑎𝑎0𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒

− 𝑟𝑟2

2𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠2𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖(𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧−𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝜔𝜔) 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶                (11) 
and 

                          ⟨𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧⟩ = 1
𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐
∫ 𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧(𝜉𝜉)𝑑𝑑𝜉𝜉𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐
0 = 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠0𝑒𝑒

2𝜀𝜀0
𝑎𝑎0𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒

− 𝑟𝑟2

2𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠2𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖(𝜅𝜅𝑧𝑧−𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝜔𝜔) 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶.           (12) 
Note that the averaged fields have no dependence upon the tube radius. The transverse 
field, <Ex>, and longitudinal one, <Ez>, act to focus and accelerate the ions channeling 
through a nanotube at the phase-velocity matching condition respectively. The energy gain 
of accelerated ions along the CNT is given by integrating <Ez> over the acceleration length 
as follows,  

                                      𝑊𝑊𝑧𝑧 = �𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠0𝑒𝑒
2𝜀𝜀0

� �𝑎𝑎0𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒
− 𝑟𝑟2

2𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠2� �1−𝑒𝑒
−𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧

𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖
� 𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠 𝜃𝜃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶                          (13) 

Figure 8 shows axial distributions of the normalized plasma density and electric fields with 
θ = 50°, n0 = 3.2 × 1020 cm-3 (Z = 6, ne (r = 0, z = 0, and t = 0) = 2 × 1021 cm-3) and CNT 
aerial filling ratio of 4.9 %. Figure 5 shows angle-dependent optical response parameters 
(κ = kr + iki, nr, and θCNT) of a CNT-implanted substrate illuminated by a laser of λlaser = 
1.054 µm and Plaser = 125 GW. 

 
Fig. 8.  (a) Normalized electron plasma density and (b) electric field amplitudes (Ex: red, Ez: blue) versus distance 
(z) graphs. 

 
Fig. 9.  (a) Dispersion (kr: red) and absorption (ki: blue) and (b) index of refraction (nr) (c) refraction angle (θCNT) 
versus incident angle (θin) graphs. 
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Fig. 10.  Acceleration field (<Ez>max) versus distance (z) graphs with respect to (a) incident angle (θin) (s = 4.9%) 
and (b) aerial CNT-filling ratio (with θin = 50°). 

             
Fig. 11.  Energy gain (Wz) versus incident angle (θin) over (a) dephasing length and (b) CNT-implanted target (z 
= 100 µm) with respect to aerial CNT-filling ratio (s). 

             
Fig. 12.  Energy gain (Wz) versus incident angle (θin) over (a) dephasing length and (b) CNT-implanted target (z 
= 100 µm) with respect to laser power (Plaser). 
 
Figure 10 shows the maximum electric field (<Ez>max) over a tube distance under two 
various laser-plasmon coupling conditions with parametric scans of incident angles (with 
s = 4.9 %) and aerial CNT-filling ratios (with θin = 50°). The peak field reaches 60 GeV/m 
with the large filling ratio, while steeply attenuating with distance. However, the field 
modestly attenuates with a smaller filling ratio, although the peak field drops to 5 – 6 
GeV/m (over θin = 50 – 60 degree). Figure 11 shows energy gain versus laser incident angle 
for channeling particles through a nanotube in a unit area on a substrate with respect to the 
aerial CNT-filling ratio (s). The ions phase-matched with the confined field are accelerated 
by the longitudinal field until they overrun the plasma wave.  
    The Bremsstrahlung radiation loss length is  

                                      𝜆𝜆𝑅𝑅−1 = 4𝑍𝑍𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒2 𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝2𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒−3𝛼𝛼7𝜑𝜑−3𝐾𝐾0 �
2𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟
𝑏𝑏
� 𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠 �2𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑒

𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝
�,                          (14)       
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where rp = e2/mpc2 is the classical radius of a particle with mass mp (re for electron),  φ = 
b/aB (b: transverse lattice constant), a is the fine-structure constant, b is the lattice constant, 
aB is the Bohr radius, and K0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. For 
electrons, the energy loss via a CNT wall (b ~ 2 – 3 Å) is about 7 – 15 GeV/m, which is 
larger than the acceleration gradients. Therefore, the electrons moving along the carbon-
layers of the CNT walls would not gain the energy for overwhelmingly large radiation 
losses. However, CNTs are a hollow channel, which is a fairly empty space inside of the 
tube. The electrons moving along the inner space of the tube undergo a significantly lower 
Bremsstrahlung radiation loss since the tube radius (rCNT) is usually a few orders of 
magnitude larger than a crystal lattice space (b). Therefore, the acceleration in a CNT 
would not be much affected by the Bremsstrahlung radiation and it is rather limited by a 
dephasing length. 
   According to laser-plasma acceleration theory, the dephasing length along the unit 
volume across the substrate is given by  

                                                             𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑 = 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝3

𝜆𝜆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟
2                                                           (15) 

where 𝜆𝜆𝑝𝑝 = 2𝜋𝜋𝑐𝑐
𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝

 and 𝜆𝜆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟 = 2𝜋𝜋𝑐𝑐
𝜔𝜔𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟

. The energy gain is fairly limited by the dephasing 

length: the particles are too rapidly kicked up and pushed away from the plasma wave by 
the large electric field before being fully synchronized with the plasmon. The particles 
could be continuously accelerated if they remain synchronized with the plasmonic wave. 
The continuous phase-matching condition is normally established by tapering the plasma 
density. In such a designed acceleration, the only limiting factor of energy gain would be 
the target thickness. A typical range of maximum AAO-CNT target thickness is 50 – 100 
µm. Figures 11 and 12 show energy gains over the dephasing length and target thickness 
(or tube length) varying with incident laser angles (θin) with respect to aerial CNT-filling 
ratio (s) and laser power, respectively. In Fig. 11, the maximum energy gain over the 100 
µm thick target reaches 0.5 MeV with s = 3.1 % and θin = 60 – 70°. Obviously, the energy 
gain increases proportionally to the square root of the laser power (Fig. 12) in the linear 
regime. However, within a realistic scale of a femtosecond laser system, the highest laser 
power is limited within 100 – 125 GW and the most obtainable energy gain over a 100 µm 
thick target implanted with a CNT array (rc = 50 nm and s = 3.1 %) will be 0.5 – 0.6 MeV 
with that laser system (125 GW, λlaser = 1.054 µm, rlaser = 380 µm), corresponding to a 5 – 
6 GeV/m gradient. In addition, another limiting factor of the energy gain could be the 
coherent Betatron radiations occurring when a longitudinal motion of channeling electrons 
is perturbed by the plasmon-transverse field component (Ex). A fractional ratio of the 
transverse field component depends on a laser-incident angle - the radiation loss will be 
lowered as the laser-injecting angle is increased. In this condition, the electrons would be 
rather accelerated by the longitudinal field component (Ez) than undulated by the transverse 
field component (Ex). The electron-acceleration or -undulation regime can thus be 
selectively chosen by adjusting the laser-incident angle. 

    X-ray channeling acceleration was well described in Ref. [11], including a theoretical 
model of beam-wave synchronization conditions. Looking back to the acceleration system, 
Figure 1 shows that an x-ray incident to a crystal with a Bragg angle undergoes anomalous 
optical transmission (Bormann effect)34, 35 inducing x-ray diffraction among inter-planar 
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lattice spaces, obtained from Eν = hc/2a/sinθB (h is the Planck constant) in terms of a lattice 
constant, a, and Bragg angles, θB. Channeling particles coupled in the same orientation can 
be accelerated by the guided traveling waves at the mth diffraction order where they are 
synchronized with a periodicity of a superlattice with a Brillouin wave number ks = 2π/s 
where s is  the periodic length, i.e. ω/(kz + ks) = c, where ω and kz are the light frequency 
and longitudinal wave number. As channeled particles are confined to the rows of atoms 
by electric fields of the order 1 — 10 V/Å, crystals can be used in a collider not only for 
acceleration sections but also for bending sections. In the channeling acceleration process, 
the Bormann effect must occur to hold strong inter-planar fields in the crystallographic 
planes and the transmission becomes stronger with a thicker crystal. In our simulation, the 
crystal plate is modeled with a lattice constant of 3.1 Å and a Bragg angle of 2.866°, 
designed from a coupling condition of the 10th diffraction order. The incident plane wave 
slant to the crystal face forms tilt wave-fronts with respect to crystal orientation. It creates 
the longitudinal and transverse electric field components in the lattice spaces. The field 
plot depicts that transverse fields of the diffracted waves are a few orders of magnitude 
larger than longitudinal fields. Figure 13 is the normalized transmission of two crystal plate 
structures depicting 4 and 10 lattice layers. In the transmission spectrum, resonant 
diffraction peaks appear at the wavelengths corresponding to the Bragg angles. The 
simulation shows the Bormann effect occurring in the crystal for the 10-layered plate has 
a much stronger transmission than the 4-layered one. It clearly shows that the required 
photon energy for the transmission can be significantly lowered with a larger lattice 
constant and a larger angle. Increasing the size of the unit cell from 3 to 15 Å drops the x-
ray energy down to an order of 0.1 ~ 10 keV, depending upon the Bragg angle. Enlarging 
a unit cell to the nano-scale can take the energy level of the driving photon source down to 
the ultraviolet or even the visible light spectrum. With the analytic calculation on radiation 
losses and x-ray powers, we extensively examined the channeling acceleration condition 
mainly with respect to their unit cell sizes and lattice constants. 

           
(a)                                                            (b) 

Fig. 13.  (a) 2D-contour plot of diffracted electric field distribution in the Bormann effect at θB ~ 2.866° , obtained 
from EM-wave simulation (b) simulated transmission spectra of crystals with 4- and 10-lattice layers.    
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Fig. 14.  (a) Conceptual drawings of a crystal (silicon) and a CNT with dimensional parameters. Maximum 
gradients versus photon energy graphs of (b) crystals and CNTs of (c) a = 1.5 Å and (d) a = 2.5 Å. 

Figure 14 (b) is the maximum acceleration gradient (eEz) versus photon energy 
(wavelength) with respect to the lattice constant (a) that can be provided by a crystal (below 
the damage threshold). The lower cutoffs of the highest gradient curves are restricted by 
the radiation loss. The lower cutoffs are calculated with the condition that the atomic 
number, Z, is 30, the effective charge, Zeff, is 10, the superlattice constant ratio (s/a) is 20, 
the transverse mode number (N) is 2, and number of atoms in a unit cell is 1.5. Also, we 
assume that 1 TeV of particle energy is lost over the radiation loss length (total energy loss 
(El) = 1 TeV) and channeling muons (µ-) of β ≅ 0.995 and γ ≅ 10 is distributed in the 
transverse atomic space of 0 ~ a/2. With this condition, the acceleration gradients of 
crystals with a = 1.5 ~ 4.0 Å are calculated with a photon energy of 0.2 ~ 41.34 keV (0.3 
~ 62.2 Å).  Figure 3 shows the result that a smaller unit cell leads to a higher field gradient. 
Note that the smaller lattice structure increases the cutoff of the acceleration gradient as 
particles lose more energy by radiation at wavelengths comparable to the structure 
dimensions. Figures 14(c) and (d) show the maximum acceleration gradient (upper limit) 
versus the photon energy for two CNT models where a = 1.5 Å and 2.5 Å (Z = 6). The unit 
cell volume of a single-wall tube is defined as Vcnt = πR2l, where R and l is the radius and 
length of the tube unit cell respectively. These are determined by the number of c6-cells 
(honeycombs) in the circumference. In general, expressions 𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 = 𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(3𝑙𝑙)

2𝜋𝜋
and 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 = √3𝑎𝑎 describe the armchair and expressions𝑅𝑅𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧 = 𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐�√3𝑙𝑙�
2𝜋𝜋

 and 𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧 =
3𝑎𝑎 describe the zigzag, where ncnt is the number of the c6-cells along the tube 
circumference. The expressions correspond to unit-cell volumes 𝐺𝐺𝑙𝑙𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 =
9√3
4𝜋𝜋
𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝜔𝜔2 𝑎𝑎2and 𝐺𝐺𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑙𝑧𝑧 = 9

4𝜋𝜋
𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝜔𝜔2 𝑎𝑎2. Therefore, the armchairs are about 73% larger than the 

zigzags with the same number of c6-cells. The plasma density of a single-wall nanotube 
(SWNT) is given by ncnt = Ncnt/Vcnt, where Ncnt is the number of the ions and their inner-
shell electrons in a tube unit-cell. The graphs are plotted with the 3 to 15 c6-cells along the 
circumference (R = 2.15 ~ 10.75 Å with a = 1.5 Å and R = 3.58 ~ 17.9 Å with a = 2.5 Å). 
The upper thresholds of accelerating gradients with a = 1.5 Å and a = 2.5 Å are reduced to 
~ 15 % for the crystal (silicon, Fig. 14(b)). This corresponds to an acceleration gradient of 
Eacc = ~ 150 MeV/cm (a = 1.5 Å) and = ~ 70 MeV/cm (a = 2.5 Å). The reduction of the 
acceleration gradient is mainly owing to the smaller atomic number, Z, and larger unit-cell 
size of CNTs. It should be noted that the cutoff acceleration gradient significantly drops 
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with smaller radiation losses for muons owing to the larger beam tunnel and lower plasma 
density. 

                            

(a)                                    (b) 
Fig. 15.  (a) Minimum acceleration gradient (cutoff) and (b) upper limit (damage threshold) of acceleration 
gradient versus unit-cell size graphs of a crystal (Z = 30) and CNTs (Z = 6), a = 1.5 Å and a = 2.5 Å. 

Figure 15 depicts the summarized graphs of the (a) cutoff gradients and (b) the upper 
gradient threshold of the crystal and the CNTs with respect to the tube unit-cell sizes. As 
shown in Fig. 15(a), CNTs and crystals have similar levels of energy loss within the same 
range of the unit cell dimension, but the cutoff appears significantly smaller with the larger 
tube unit-cell size. Note that the upper acceleration limit from the structural damage 
threshold is also lowered with the larger unit-cells due to the lower density. It should be 
stressed that replacing a crystal with a nanotube lowers the cutoff of required power by 
three orders of magnitude, which reduces the maximum acceleration gradient from 0.36 (4 
Å) – 1.52 (1.5 Å) GeV/cm of crystal (Z = 30) to 0.15 GeV/cm (a = 1.5 Å) and 0.07 GeV/cm 
(a = 2.5 Å) of CNTs with a few nanometers of tube unit cell dimension. The analysis result 
shows that CNTs can significantly lower the power level required for x-ray channeling 
acceleration.             

4.   Experiment 

4.1.   Sample Preparation 

   One of the well-known nanofabrication techniques of 2D CNT arrays is the anodic 
aluminum oxide (AAO) template process to implement periodically aligned nano-holes in 
a few tens of micrometer thick substrate. Straight, vertical carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can 
also be implanted in the porous substrate by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) growth 
process (Fig. 16(a)). CNTs are grown in an AAO template by pyrolysis of C2H2 with argon 
gas at 750°C in a reactor furnace for 3 - 4 hours36, 37, 38, 39. Sub-100 µm long straight multi-
wall CNTs grow along the aligned nano-pores in an AAO template, which is followed by 
thermal cleaning. The length of AAO-CNTs is determined by the length of the nano-pores 
in the substrate, i.e. the thickness of AAO membranes, which can be controlled by 
anodizing time. (AAO templates with thicknesses up to 100 µm and pores with diameters 
up to 100 nm are commercially available) By selecting the anodizing voltage at different 
electrolytes during the anodizing process, AAO films with different pore sizes from a few 
nanometers to a few hundred nanometers can be readily obtained. The outer and inner 
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diameters of AAO-CNTs can be tuned by pore sizes and the CVD growth conditions, 
respectively. Channeling of the AAO and AAO-CNT with 4He+ beam was demonstrated 
in a low energy regime (2 MeV) by a Chinese group40: ~ 3° and ~ 1.6° of FWHM 
transmission angle distributions were directly measured with CNT and AAO respectively 
by angle scans, accompanied with 10 – 20 % of ion channeling. CNT samples fabricated 
with various tube sizes will be tested with the electron source and the laser system in the 
plan to find empirical relations between the beam transmission and photon-coupling 
efficiency and their geometrical parameters. 

                                 
Fig. 16.  (a) Flowchart of AAO-CNT fabrication process (b) fabricated AAO-CNT target (inset: SEM images of 
AAO-template and AAO-CNT array after chemical cleaning, Courtesy of Liu Chang [37]). 

4.2.   Outline of Feasible Proof-Of-Concept Tests 

The initial assessment of the prospective energy gains of CNT-channeled electrons was 
fulfilled with a PIC-based beam-driven plasma simulator combined with the beamline 
simulations. For the simulations, an electron linac beamline (e.g. Fermilab accelerator 
science and technology (FAST) facility - 50 MeV beamline from the chicane (BC1) to the 
imaging station (X124)) was modeled with CST and Elegant (Fig. 17(a)). The two beam 
profiles of the bunches with and without the modulation (modulation wavelength = λmb), 
which is generated by the slit-mask in the bunch compressor (BC1), are monitored at the 
goniometer position. The beam profiles are then manually imported to the effective CNT 
model41. A typical simulation result (Fig. 17(b)) showed that a 1 nC bunch (uncorrelated 
energy spread = ~ 0.01 – 0.015 %, λmb = 100 µm) is self-accelerated with a net energy gain 
(~ 0.2 %) on the tail (witness) and an energy loss (~ 0.6 %) on the head (drive) along the 
100 µm long channel with the nominal beam parameters. Our preliminary assessment with 
the full beamline model predicts that the FAST 50 MeV beam can produce ~ 1 – 2 % of 
maximum net gain with 3.2 nC bunch charge and 100 µm transverse beam size (circular 
beam, Fig. 17 (c)), corresponding to 5 – 10 GV/m gradient. For the simulations, the bunch 
charge density is about a thousand times smaller than the channel charge density (off-
resonance beam-plasma coupling). However, detecting the amount of energy gain by the 
proposed experiment can support feasibility of TeV/m acceleration in CNT channels.   

    Generally, density modulations enhance energy efficiencies or power gains of coherent 
light sources or beam-driven accelerators. A beam, if longitudinally modulated, is more 
strongly coupled with accelerating or undulating structures at a resonance condition with 
the fundamental or higher order modes. Pre-bunched or modulated beams would improve 
the longitudinal beam control in energy-phase space and furthermore strongly enhance 
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wakefield strengths or transformer ratio of beam-driven channeling accelerations. The 
modulated beam either maximizes the wakefield strength (when it is bunched with a plasma 
wavelength of an accelerating medium) or significantly increases the transformer ratio 
proportionally to the number of micro-bunches (R = M⋅R0, where M is the number of micro-
bunches and R0 is the transformer ratio of a single-bunch driver) with an off-resonance 
condition42.  

 

 
Fig. 17.  (a) Electron linac beamline model (FAST). Inset is a modulated bunch charge distribution (Elegant and 
CST) at the goniometer position and effective CNT-channeling acceleration model (VORPAL). (b) Energy 
distributions of a modulated bunch (top) without and (bottom) with a channel. (c) energy gain versus bunch 
charge. 

In principle, a beam-density modulation (or micro-bunching) corresponding to an intrinsic 
channel plasma frequency possibly offers the optimum beam-plasma coupling condition 
with maximum energy transfer efficiency and acceleration gradient. However, the crystal 
charge density with ρp ≥ 1019 cm-3 requires a very short modulation wavelength, λmb ≤ 10 
µm, which could be only produced by a short-period micro-buncher (e.g. Inverse FEL 
undulator). Our plan for the experiment is thus to generate a bunched beam of relatively 
long modulation periodicity by slit-masking the beam in the center of a magnetic chicane 
and then to couple a higher order mode of the modulated beam with an accelerating 
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medium43. The slit-mask modulation technique is relatively easy to generate a beam 
modulation. At the FAST 50 MeV beamline, while a ~ 3 – 4 mm long photo-electron bunch 
passes through the bunch compressor (BC1), the slit-mask placed in the BC1 slices bunches 
into micro-bunch trains by imprinting the shadow of a periodic mask onto the bunch with 
a correlated energy spread (Fig. 18(a)). In principle, modulation strength and periodicity 
of the modulation can be controlled by adjusting the grid period or by the dipole magnetic 
field44. The bunch-to-bunch distance (modulation periodicity) is given as,     

,  

(σz,i: initial bunch length,  h1: first order chirp = - 1/R56, σδ,i: initial uncorrelated energy 
spread, R56: longitudinal dispersion of BC1, and τ: energy ratio = Eio/Efo, Eio and Efo are the 
central energies before and after acceleration, respectively, and ηx,mask: dispersion at the 
mask). With nominal 50 MeV beam parameters (σz,i =  3 ps, R56 = ~ - 0.192 m, Eio = 50 
MeV), the analytic model showed that a slit-mask with slit period 900 µm and aperture 
width 300 µm generates ~ 100 µm spaced micro-bunches with 2.4% correlated energy 
spread. As shown in Fig. 18(c), the preliminary simulation data from Elegant and CST also 
indicated that the designed mask produces a ~ 100 µm spaced beam modulation with 
maximum RF chirp. 

  
Fig. 18.  (a) Conceptual drawing and (b) simulation model of a slit-mask micro-buncher (c) longitudinal charge 
distributions and beam signal spectra obtained by Elegant and CST simulations. 

    It is planned to test the CNT-channeling acceleration at the FAST 50 MeV beamline 
(Fig. 19(a)). A ~ 3 ps long electron bunch generated from the photo-injector is transported 
to the magnetic chicane (BC1). The bunch is compressed to ~ 1 ps by BC1, and the 
compressed beam is focused by the quadrupole triplet magnets (Q118, 119, 120). After the 
beam spot size is focused to ~ 100 – 200 µm, it is injected to a CNT target in the 
goniometer. The channeled electrons are transported to an electron spectrometer consisting 
of a dipole (D122) and a screen in the energy dispersive region following D122 at imaging 
station X124. Their energy distribution can be measured by the spectrometer before the 
beam is dumped to a shielded concrete-enclosure (beam dump).  
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 The pre-bunched beam generated by the slit-mask installed at X115 between two 
bending-dipoles (D115 and D116) can also be tested and the measured beam parameters 
can be compared with the ones of the bunched beam to check the impact of beam-
modulation on channeling acceleration. Before testing the AAO-CNT target, the beam 
parameters can be characterized first without a target, which could be a reference for the 
beam-energy measurement. An experiment can be set up to check if the measured variation 
of the projected image on the screen due to presence of the target exceeds the nominal 
deviation of the image produced by the intrinsic energy spread. The initial experiment can 
then be followed by subsequent measurements to accurately identify net energy 
gains/losses and beam emittances: the channeled beam deflected by the magnetic 
spectrometer (D122) can be projected on the screen of the imaging station (X124). The 
beam-injection angle with respect to the target axis can then be scanned. A relative change 
of projected images from one angle to another is translated into an energy gain/loss of 
channeled beam (Fig. 19(b)). 

              
Fig. 19.  (a) FAST 50 MeV beamline configuration (b) schematics for energy and emittance measurements of 
CNT-channeling experiment (dotted green box in (a)). 
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5.   Summary 

    Above we presented theoretical analysis and numerical simulations of a high gradient 
acceleration method for beam- and laser-driven acceleration in carbon nano-tubes (CNTs).  
We also analyzed parameters of CNT’s for x-ray channeling acceleration with a GeV/cm 
level of acceleration gradient. It turns out that nanotubes can significantly lower the cutoff 
of the x-ray power required for the acceleration energy gain by a few orders of magnitude. 
Our results show that the large reduction of the required x-ray power level by employing 
nano-structures turns the channeling photon interactions with heavy particles, i.e. muons 
and protons, into a more viable approach for extremely high gradient acceleration with 
power levels from currently existing coherent x-ray sources.   
   Density modulation of high brightness beams can lead to significantly improved 
performance of accelerator-based coherent light sources and high energy linacs, and here 
we also considered a simple way for micro-bunch train generation with a masked chicane. 
This approach can be tested with the bunch compressor in the electron linac beamline at 
Fermilab’s FAST facility. The linear model is derived to estimate performance of the 
designed masked chicane, indicating that the designed slit-mask produces σms = 33µm long 
micro-bunches spaced at ~ 100 µm in a σt = 3 – 4 ps long bunch with about 1 – 2 % 
correlated energy spread. 
    Numerical analysis with two simulation codes, CST-PS and Elegant, indicates that the 
beam modulation effectively appears with the slit period of 900 µm and 300 µm slit width.  
CST-PS simulations included nonlinear beam-energy distribution and space charge effects, 
and resulted in bunch-to-bunch distance of ~ 100 µm. Our simulations also indicate that 
the bunch charge density modulation would disappear when the beam is chirped with very 
small correlated energy spread (on-crest). The simulation results reasonably agree with 
theoretical analysis of the linear chicane model, which verifies a feasibility of slit-masked 
chicane to produce a bunch modulation on the order of 100 fs with the beam properly 
chirped.  

  Carbon nanotubes can enable efficient collimation/bending of intense beams and 
continuously focused acceleration in the nanochannels with exceptionally high gradients 
of the order of TeV/m. The CNT acceleration concept might have a great potential to 
advance technology for future high energy particle colliders. 
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Since 2014, a SLAC-Aarhus-Ferrara-CalPoly collaboration augmented by members of
ANL and MIT has performed electron and positron channeling experiments using bent
silicon crystals at the SLAC End Station A Test Beam as well as the FACET accelera-
tor test facility. These experiments have revealed a remarkable channeling efficiency of
about 24% under our conditions. Volume reflection is even more efficient with almost
the whole beam taking part in the reflection process. A positron experiment demon-
strated quasichanneling oscillations for the first time at high beam energy. In our most
recent experiment we measured the spectrum of gamma radiation for crystal orientations
covering channeling and volume reflection. This series of experiments supports the de-
velopment of more advanced crystalline devices capable e.g. of producing narrow-band
gamma rays with electron beams or studying the interaction of the electrons with the
wakefields generated in the crystal at high beam intensity.

1. Introduction

Channeling of protons in bent crystals has been thoroughly studied with the pur-
pose of, e.g., proton extraction at accelerator facilities1–3 and for particle-beam
collimation4–6. Until recently, much less was known about channeling of electrons
and positrons at high particle energy. Our group has been studying planar electron
and positron channeling at the SLAC End Station A Test Beam (ESTB) and the Fa-
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cility for Advanced aCcelerator Experiments and Tests (FACET) at beam energies
up to 20 GeV. The experiments were performed using a bent, quasi-mosaic (111) Si
crystal of 60 µm thickness. The (111) plane has two different lattice spacings—0.76
and 3.2 Å effectively—which is considered of advantage for electron channeling as
the highest density of channeling electrons is in the middle of the narrow channel,
thus does not coincide with the “nuclear corridor” that would increase the dechan-
neling probability. A plot of the potential for our crystal is shown in Figure 1 of
Ref.8. These experiments—which have produced a body of data important for any
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Fig. 1. Layout of the channeling and radiation experiments in the SLAC ESTB. “Counter” refers
to the SciFi gamma detector.

practical application of crystals in collimation or other manipulations of electron
beams at high energy—have enabled us to probe further and shift our experimental
program towards the radiative aspects of channeling and volume reflection. In this
overview we will first summarize the channeling data and then describe our more
recent experiments investigating the radiation generated. The experimental setup
is shown in Figure 1 which shows the recent additions of a sweeper magnet and a
gamma-ray detector (scintillating fibers, or SciFi for short) to allow the isolation
and detection of gamma rays. Not shown is a thin scintillator paddle upstream of
the SciFi counter we used as veto counter to verify the absence of charged particles
when the sweeper dipole was energized. The 20-GeV positron experiment referred
to below was done at FACET with a setup that was in substance the same even if
the detailed detectors were different.

2. Electron Channeling

Channeling efficiency and dechanneling-length measurements were carried out with
our quasi-mosaic bent crystal of 60 µm thickness and 0.15 m bending radius7. A
summary of the data is shown in Figure 2 together with simple model calculations.
The dechanneling length turns out to be roughly independent of beam energy be-
tween 40 and 60 µm, consistent with DYNECHARM++9 simulations but requiring
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Fig. 2. Dechanneling length of electrons vs beam energy in our bent Si crystal with a bending
radius of ρ = 0.15 m.

a modification of the usual theoretical model for the dechanneling length. This
initially unexpected result is important in energy scaling. The fitting function is

LD = 15.3
! µm

GeV

"
·E

#
1− kc

2Rc

R

$
(1)

with kc = 1.76 determined by the fit. More details are given in8. It is clear that the
energy dependence of the dechanneling length for electrons is qualitatively different
from that for protons.

Channeling efficiency (the fraction of the incident electrons ending up in the
channeling peak, as found by a fitting procedure) is up to 24%, which makes ap-
plication of the channeling effect in beam-collimation systems for electrons a bit
questionable. However, we found volume reflection (VR) to be effectively about
95% efficient and therefore a good candidate for collimation application.

The experiments also allowed us to assess the amount of multiple scattering,
which shows itself in the “free” direction, i.e. vertically in our setup. We found
that the rms width of the scattering angle goes up by about a factor of 2 compared
to the width of multiple scattering in amorphous orientation of the crystal—see
Figure 3. The measured angular width in amorphous orientation agrees with the
multiple-scattering formula10 to within 10%. The näıve explanation for this effect
is that the probability of a large-angle scatter from the nuclei goes up due to the
attraction of the electrons by the nuclei. This result is of interest when compared
to the measurement of the nuclear dechanneling length11.

3. Positron Channeling

An experiment with positrons at 20.35 GeV was conducted at the FACET facility.
The experimental setup was similar to Figure 1. Qualitatively different than the
electron data, the dechanneling tail with positrons is breaking up into small beam-
lets at slightly different deflection angle, see Figure 4. This was identified as the
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Fig. 3. Multiple scattering angle in the free, non-bending direction for channeled electrons vs
beam energy in our bent Si crystal with a bending radius of ρ = 0.15 m. The multiple scattering
angle was calculated using the formula in10.

quasi-channeling oscillations suggested by Sytov12 to be detectable with positrons
even at higher beam energy. It is a projection of the crystal structure on the screen
as the dechanneling probability is always higher for electrons being close to the
lower potential barrier in the periodic but also sloped potential of a bent crystal.
In that publication a relation for the deflection angle was given:

θdefl = (θb + θt)−
%

2d0 (n− 1)

R
+

2ds
R

(2)

Figure 5 shows the deflection angles together with the relation above using the

Fig. 4. Channeling of positrons at 20.35 GeV. The blob on the right is the channeled beam, on
the left is a fraction of the unchanneled beam. The beamlets in between make up the dechanneling
tail, broken up by quasi-channeling oscillations.
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parameters θb = 402± 9µrad (the crystal bending angle), R = 0.15 m (the crystal
bending radius), ds = 3.14 A (the plane separation) and d0 = 4ds (a parameter),
see Ref.13.

Fig. 5. Location of the quasi-channeling oscillation peaks for 20.35 GeV positrons together with
a model calculation. See text for details.

4. γ radiation

Electrons (and positrons) will radiate violently if deflected with sufficiently tight
bending radii. In order to detect and possibly record a spectrum of the radiation
emanating from crystals, our experimental setup in the ESTB was augmented by a
sweeper magnet to deflect the electrons away from the γ beam and by a scintillating-
fiber calorimeter (SciFi) mounted about 45 m downstream of the crystal, both
shown in Figure 1. The full opening of the SciFi of 9 by 9 cm2 was exposed to the
incoming particles. The SciFi can be moved transversely in the horizontal plane,
thus allowing to center it on the beam axis. Data was taken both with a secondary
beam of an average of 10 electrons per pulse, giving less than one photon every
second pulse and therefore allowing spectroscopy of the photons with little pile-up
contributions. The SciFi counter is about 25 cm long, sufficient to measure spectra
up to about 5 GeV photons without significant escape of the shower created in
the counter. The counter was calibrated by detecting single and low-multiples of
electrons using the secondary beam. The data were background-subtracted using
spectra from an empty run without the crystal in the beam. Figure 7 shows a
background-subtracted spectrum with the crystal rotated far out of the aligned
angle to avoid coherent bremsstrahlung (CBR), it shows the expected Bethe-Heitler
bremsstrahlung distribution. This spectrum also served for intensity normalization
of the aligned spectra.
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Fig. 6. Raw energy spectra of photons for all crystal angles. The scale labelled “Ruler” is the
uncalibrated crystal angle scale, the vertical scale is photon intensity per bin times the bin energy.

Fig. 7. Background-corrected bremsstrahlung (Bethe-Heitler) spectrum from the crystal oriented
far from channeling or CBR. The vertical scale indicates intensity/bin times energy, i.e. it is
corrected for the 1/E behavior of bremsstrahlung.

Crystal orientation was set with primary beam to ensure the crystal angle was
near alignment. Spectra were taken at a total of 9 crystal angles covering the whole
deflection triangle plus data points outside of the triangle. Figure 6 shows the raw
data collected, already indicating a strong enhancement at aligned angles. Figure 8
shows a 3-d plot of the full, calibrated data set, against crystal angle and photon
energy. The intensity enhancement in VR alignment is quite evident. The incoming
secondary electron beam had a 1σ divergence of about 75 µrad. This exceeds the
critical angle for channeling (about 60 µrad at 12.6 GeV) and therefore washes out
features in the spectrum related to channeling radiation.
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Fig. 8. Measured energy spectrum of photons vs crystal angle.

5. Modeling

To understand the nature of the distribution, the spectrum was compared to the
results from a simulation model of the spectrum14. This model determines the tra-
jectory of an electron by numeric integration of the equation of motion using the
Doyle-Turner potential in an appropriate form for our crystal. With this trajec-
tory, the Lienard-Wiechert radiation integral is evaluated using the Belkacem, Cue
and Kimball (BCK) radiation integral15,16. This calculation is then done for 1000
particles at the different crystal orientations comparable to that of the experiment.
The calculation reproduces the Bethe-Heitler spectrum at angles far enough away
from the aligned orientation; the Bethe-Heitler calculation is used as an intensity
calibration. Similar features are observed when comparing the experimental 3-d

Fig. 9. Simulation of photon energy spectrum vs crystal angle.
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distribution (Figure 8) to the simulated distribution (Figure 9). A direct compari-
son of data and model calculation between 100 and 300 µrad crystal angle is shown
in Figure 10. By“tagging” the photons in the simulation model it is found that

Fig. 10. Energy spectra of photons for three crystal angles. The data are shown as points with
error bars, the lines show the result of the modeling calculations.

the photons associated with the high intensity peak around 100 to 300 µrad are
predominantly generated by volume reflection. However, both the model as well
as the data exhibit a CBR component evident by their energy-angle correlation in
both the model as well as the data. The enhancement of the VR radiation over
the Bether-Heitler intensity is a remarkable factor of 8 at the maximum energy and
angle.

6. Future Work

With ongoing refinement of our experimental technique we will focus on radiation
detection. Our results for channeling efficiency and the efficiency of the VR process
as well as the γ rays from volume reflection suggest a number of follow-on exper-
iments to further improve our understanding of the origin of the radiation as well
as considering application of crystals in radiation generation. At FACET-II, exper-
iments with much higher intensity are possible, but if spectral analysis is desired,
a device like a Compton spectrometer would be needed, e.g. like the Los Alamos
spectrometer17.
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Crystals were used at Fermilab accelerators for slow extraction and halo collimation in

the Tevatron collider, and for channeling radiation generation experiments at the FAST
electron linac facility. Here we overview past experience and major outcomes of these

studies and discuss opportunities for new crystal acceleration R&D program.
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1. Slow extraction of the Tevatron beams

Strong interplanar fields in crystals O(10 V/Å) can be effectively used for various

manipulations over charged particles with even the highest energies1, such as 1 TeV

protons in the Tevatron2 or 6.5 TeV ones in the LHC3.

Following the 1980’s exploratory experiments with crystals in secondary particle

beams at Fermilab5, a series of slow extraction studies at the Tevatron collider, led

by R.Carrigan and organized under the umbrella of the Fermilab Experiment E853,

had taken place in the 1990s6,7. Detailed technical description, scientific results

and historical background can be found in8,9.

Luminosity driven channeling extraction has been observed for the first time

using a 900 GeV circulating proton beam (the highest energy at that time) at the

superconducting Fermilab Tevatron8 - see Fig.1 a). The extraction efficiency was

found to be about 30%. A 150 kHz beam was obtained during luminosity driven

extraction with a tolerable background rate at the collider experiments. A 900 kHz

beam was obtained when the background limits were doubled.

In the follow-up E853 development9, the beam extraction efficiency was about

25%. Studies of time dependent effects found that the turn-to-turn structure was

governed mainly by accelerator beam dynamics. Based on the results of the E853

experiment, feasibility of a parasitic 5-10 MHz proton beam from the Tevatron

collider was established.

The extracted proton flux depended strongly on the crystal alignment with

typical rms width of ±2 µrad - see Figs. 1 b) and 1 c) - and on the source of the

particle’s diffusions: e.g., it scaled quadratically with the power of the tranvesrse

dipole noise heating and linearly with the proton-antiproton luminosity in the range

(0.1-1)·1030 cm−2s−1.
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Fig. 1. Crystal assisted proton extraction from the Tevatron: a) schematic of the E853 experi-

ment; b) 39 mm long, 3 mm high, 9 mm wide bent Si crystal cut along (111) plane; c) dependence

of the extracted proton flux on angular alignment of the crystal (adapted from8,9).

2. Halo collimation by bent crystals in the Tevatron

The Tevatron Run II (2001-2011)2 employed a two-stage collimation system in

which a primary collimator is used to increase the betatron oscillation amplitudes

of the halo particles, thereby increasing their impact parameters on secondary col-

limators10. A bent crystal can coherently direct channeled halo particles deeper

into a nearby secondary absorber, thus, reducing beam losses in critical locations

around the Tevatron ring and the radiation load to the downstream superconduct-

ing magnets11. There are several processes which can take place during the passage

of protons through the crystals: a) amorphous scattering of the primary beam; b)

channeling; c) dechanneling due to scattering in the bulk of the crystal; d) volume

reflection off the bent planes; and e) volume capture of initailly unchanneled parti-

cles into the channeling regime after scattering inside the crystal. Particle can be

captured in the channeling regime, oscillating between two neighboring planes if it

enters within crystals angular acceptance (critical angle) of:

θc =

√
2U0

pc
. (1)

where p is the particle momentum and U0 is the crystals planar potential well

depth. For 980 GeV/c protons in the Tevatron, the critical angle for (110) plane
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of a silicon crystal is about 7 µrad. If the particle momentum is not within the

critical angle but has a tangency point with the bent planes within the crystal

volume, almost all particles are deflected to the opposite direction with respect to

the crystal bending - the effect is called the volume reflection (VR) which has very

wide angular acceptance equal to the crystal bend angle of the order of hundreds of

microradians (vs several microradians of the channeling acceptance). The drawback

of the volume reflection regime is that the deflection angle is small, approximately

(1.5-2)×θc. However, this can be overcome by using a sequence of several precisely

aligned bent crystals, so that the total deflection angle is proportionally larger.

Fig. 2. Bent crystal collimation in the Tevatron: a) schematic of the T980 setup; b) O-shaped 5-

mm silicon crystal with a bending angle of 0.44 mrad; c) eight strip crystal assembly for consecutive
volume reflections; d) image of a pixel detector near E03 collimator showing the channeled beam

profile (adapted from2,11).

In the Tevatron beam crystal collimation experiment T98011 both single crystals

(for vertical and horizontal deflection) and multi-strip crystal assemblies (for vertical

multiple VR) have been used. The bent crystal collimation of circulating beams

is very different from that of extracted beams because of smaller initial impact

parameter (the depth of the particle penetration at the first interaction with the

crystal) and the possibility of interplay of different effects. In an accelerator such

as the Tevatron several phenomena determine the impact parameter: diffusion due

to scattering on the residual gas and noise in magnetic field ∼4 nm/turn1/2; the
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RF noise results in the diffusion rate of ∼12 nm/turn1/2 (hor.) and ∼4 nm/turn1/2

(vert.); beam diffusion due to beam-beam or other nonlinear effects can produce up

to ∼(10-40) nm/turn1/2. Interactions with amorphous targets lead to the diffusion

rate ∼200 µm/turn1/2 for a 5 mm length of amorphous silicon, and about ∼4

1200µm/turn1/2 for a 5 mm tungsten primary target. Also, of importance transverse

orbit oscillations with amplitude of about 20 µm and frequencies of 15 Hz and the

35 Hz (1300 turns) synchrotron motion of particles near the boundary of the RF

bucket with amplitudes of some 1 mm (hor) and some 70 µ m (vert). The resulting

impact parameters are estimated to be of the order of 0.2-1 µm for transverse halo

particles and 10-30 µm for the particles in the abort gaps which have leaked out

of the RF buckets. All that makes the properties of the surface of the crystal, its

roughness and/or the miscut angle (rather than the bulk of the crystal) pivotal for

the halo collimation.

Fig. 3. The scan of the near crystal radiation counter signal (interaction probability of 980 GeV

protons with Si) vs crystal alignment angle (adapted from2).

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the T-980 experimental layout, some critical

hardware and results. During normal Tevatron operations, a 5-mm tungsten target

scatters the proton beam halo into a 1.5-m long stainless steel secondary collimator

E03, 50 m downstream of the target. For the bent crystal experiments, a goniometer

containing single or multi-strip bent crystals is installed 23.7 m upstream of the
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Table 1. Main parameters of the FAST electron beam.

Parameter FAST ILC specs. Comments

2019

Beam energy: max. 301 MeV 300 MeV 100 MeV for IOTA

low-energy area 20-50 MeV typical 34-43 MeV
electron gun 4-5 MeV typical 4.5 MeV

Bunch charge 0.1-3.2 nC 3.2 nC typical 0.5 nC, depends

on number of bunches
Bunches per pulse 1-1000 3000 typical 100, 3 MHz rate

Pulse length upto 1 ms 1.0 ms typical 0.01-0.2ms
Pulse rep.rate 1 Hz 5 Hz

Transv. emittance (n, rms) 1-5 µm 5 µm grows with intensity

Bunch length (rms) 1.2-2.4 mm 1 mm without compression

E03 collimator. Scintillation counter telescopes detect secondary particles from

protons interacting with the target and E03 collimator. An ionization chamber

(beam loss monitor LE033) also detects secondary particles scattered from E03.

A PIN diode telescope detects the secondaries scattered from the bent crystal.

Under the above configuration, channeled beam is signaled by a reduction of the

rate in the PIN telescope (channel LE033C) - as shown in Fig.3. Depending on

the angle between the incident particle’s orbit and the Si crystal plane, observed

are channeling dip with a width of 22±4 µrad (rms), volume reflection plateau and

amorphous scattering. The width of the channeling dip is a convolution of the beam

divergence, the channeling critical angle, multi-pass channeling effects and possible

crystal distortions. At the bottom of the dip, the LE033C signal is about 20% of

the signal at a random angular setting. This depth is a measure of the channeling

efficiency of 80%.

The crystal collimation had been used during many collider stores in 2010’s

with peak luminosities upto 400·1030 cm−2s−1. Since 2009, the system had push-

pull crystal goniometers in both planes and a two-plane crystal collimation has been

attempted for the first time. High-resolution pixel telescope was installed in front

the downstream collimator and allowed to measure channeled and volume reflected

beam profiles at those location - see Fig.2 d). Also, observed were multiple-volume

reflected protons (off an 8-crystal assembly in which each strip coherently adds a

8µrad bend to the same proton) and a two-fold reduction of beam losses around

the ring due to crystal channeling, specifically in the CDF and D0 collider detector

regions.

3. Crystal channeling radiation experiment at FAST

Channeling radiation (CR) can be generated when charged particles such as elec-

trons or positrons pass through a single crystal parallel to a crystal plane or axis.

The main advantage of the CR is to produce quasi-monochromatic high energy

X-rays using a low energy electron beam below 100 MeV (compare with the syn-

chrotron radiation, currently the main X-ray source that requires a few GeV electron
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beams to generate X-rays of tens of keV).

Recently constructed Fermilab Accelerators Science and Technology (FAST) fa-

cility12 hosted series of studies aimed to produce high brightness X-rays using a

low-emittance 50 MeV electron beam, and to demonstrate that CR can be used as

a compact high-brightness X-rays source13,14. The FAST injector15 (see main pa-

rameters in Table 1) which consists of a CsTe photocathode located in a 1+1/2-cell

RF gun followed by two L-band (1.3 GHz) superconducting accelerating structures

can generate a low emittance electron beam. The electron energy can reach up to

50 MeV downstream of the last superconducting cavity. A 160 µm thick diamond

single crystal (with some 1 mrad critical angle for 43 MeV electrons) was installed

and oriented so that the electron beam propagates parallel to the (110) plane of the

crystal - see Fig.4.

Fig. 4. Crystal channeling radiation experiment at FAST: a) schematic view of the experiment;
b) crystal goniometer assembly; c) crystal goniometer assembly installed in low energy electron
beamline; d) energy spectrum of emitted X-rays (adapted from16,17).

Many channeling spectra were summed together for 30-fC/pulse electron beam

in Fig.4d) indicating three peaks over the bremstrahlung (BS) background spectrum

at 75 keV, 87 KeV and 108 keV16. Originally, the peaks were expected at 51 keV,

67 keV with much higher signal above the BS background17 and the discrepancy

might be explained by the effects of nonlinear detector performance in the radiation

environment, crystal morphological changes due to aging, or the electron beamline
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energy measurement offset.

Fig. 5. Proof-of-principle CNT acceleration experiment proposal (see text): a) focusing pre-

modulated electron beam on a CNT plate, b) simulated beam image on a screen after the vertical

bending spectrometer magnet with(left) and without(right) proper CNT alignment; c) concept
of the THz microbunching of the FAST electron bunch using vertical slit-mask in the chicane

(adapted from20,21).

4. Possibilities for CNT acceleration tests at FAST

Initial outlook for ultimate future energy frontier collider facility with beam energies

20-100 times the LHC energy indicates promising potential of a compact 1 PeV lin-

ear crystal collider based on acceleration of muons (instead of electrons or hadrons)

in super-dense plasma of crystals was18. Nanostructures, such as carbon nanotubes

(CNTs) can also be used offering a number of advantages over crystals for a proof-of-

principle experiment (wider channels and weaker dechanneling; possibility to accept

broader beams using nanotube ropes, easier 3D control of beam bending over greater

lengths)19. Simulations of the proposal of such a study at FAST20 assume exci-

tation of wakefields in the CNT plasma by short intense pre-modulated electron

bunch - see Fig.5. The beam density modulation (microbunching) is needed for

resonant excitation of the wakefields at the CNT plasma wavelength λp ∼ 100µm

and can be arranged via, e.g., the use of a narrow vertical slit mask in the chicane

section of the low-energy FAST beamline, as depicted in Fig. 5 c)21. The effect
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of ∼300keV CNT acceleration will manifest itself as widening of the vertical image

size on the beam image screen after the spectrometer magnet .

Another possibility of using 300 MeV electron beam at FAST for effective muon

production was discussed in22 where efficiency of e → µ conversion was estimated

to be O(10−8). FAST beams can be used for related studies of the electron beam

filamentation (Weibel instability) in solid density plasmas, muon detection, calibra-

tion of theoretical models and integration of future experiments on acceleration in

crystals at lager facilities, such as, e.g., FACET-II.

5. Conclusions

Fermilab has a long history of research and operational use of crystals in high en-

ergy accelerators starting with employment of them in extracted and secondary

beamlines in 1980’s, followed by the pioneering E853 experiment on crystal as-

sisted proton extraction by R.Carrigan, et al. during the Tevatron Collider Run

I in 1990’s and the T980 crystal collimation studies in 2005-2011 by N.Mokhov et

al.. Recently constructed FAST 50-300 MeV electron linac hosted crystal chan-

neling radiation studies and offers opportunities for various experiments towards

proof-of-principle studies of acceleration in crystals and nanostructures. Significant

past experience and available hardware can be very helpful for future exploration

toward pre-FACET II crystal acceleration experiment (integration and tests of de-

tectors); particle channeling in CNTs; muon production and capture. Together with

other possible experiments at FACET-II at SLAC, BELLA at LBNL and AWAKE

at CERN, with high energy high-Z ions available at RHIC or LHC or with self-

modulated electron beams in the SASE FEL facilities, like, e.g. the LCLS-I and -II

at SLAC , these studies at FAST can provide new insights into the feasibility of the

concept of beam acceleration in solid-state plasma of crystals or nanostructures like

CNTs, the promise of ultra-high accelerating gradients O(1-10) TeV/m in contin-

uous focusing channels and, thus, prospects of the method for future high energy

physics colliders.
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Experimentally accessible schemes of laser muon (µ±) acceleration are introduced and
modeled using a novel technique of controlled laser-driven post-processing of cascade
showers (or pair plasmas). The proposed schemes use propagating structures in plasma,
driven as wakefields of femtosecond-scale high-intensity laser, to capture particles of di-
vergent cascade shower of: (a) hadronic type from proton-nucleon or photo-production
reactions or, (b) electromagnetic type. Apart from the direct trapping and acceleration
of particles of a raw shower in laser-driven plasma, a conditioning stage is proposed to
selectively focus only one of the charge states. Not only is the high gradient that is sus-
tained by laser-driven plasma structures well suited for rapid acceleration to extend the
lifetime of short-lived muons but their inherent spatiotemporal scales also make possible
production of unprecedented ultrashort, micron-scale muon beams. Compact laser muon
acceleration schemes hold the promise to open up new avenues for applications.

Keywords: Laser-Plasma Muon Acceleration; Muon-Antimuon Pair-plasma.

1. Laser Wakefield Particle Acceleration in Gaseous Plasmas

Laser-plasma electron accelerators1 enabled by Chirped-Pulse Amplified (CPA)
lasers2 are now capable of producing several GeV3 electron (e�) beams in
centimeter-scale gas plasmas. These widely prototyped accelerators have demon-
strated propagating acceleration structures, driven as wakefields of a CPA laser
pulse, that sustain average gradients of several tens of GVm�1 and acceleration of
a few percent energy spread e� beams in centimeter-scale gas plasmas.

Apart from this, a two-stage laser e� accelerator4 and a laser positron (e+)
accelerator5 are also under active investigation6. These advances in acceleration
techniques coupled with the rapid ongoing development of CPA lasers open up
the possibility of an a↵ordable high-energy physics (HEP) e+-e� collider7 at the
energy-frontier. Orders of magnitude increase in acceleration gradients is expected
to enable significant reduction in the size and cost of accelerator machines that
underlie a collider. Apart from high-energy physics, these compact accelerators are
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also expected to have a wide variety of applications in medical8, light-source and
imaging technologies9.

However, laser acceleration of exotic particles remains largely unexplored. Laser
acceleration of positrons in gaseous plasmas has been introduced using an innovative
model of controlled interaction of positron-electron pair plasmas or particle showers
with laser driven plasmas5. There have been recent e↵orts towards experimental
prototyping of laser positron accelerator6.

In this work we introduce mechanisms of laser acceleration of muon (µ±)10, an
exotic fundamental particle which as a second generation lepton. The mechanism
introduced here follows the same methodology as the laser positron accelerator5 and
is well within the reach of the experimental capabilities of existing laser-plasma and
RF acceleration test facilities. We propose and analyze the short-term experimental
viability of various muon production schemes and demonstrate the processing and
acceleration of the generated muons using laser-driven plasmas.

In section 2, scientific and technological applications of muons are reviewed and
the potential of a compact muon source towards novel applications is discussed. Ex-
isting and well-studied techniques of muon production using conventional methods
such as beams from traditional RF accelerators as well as techniques that utilize
novel physics of uncommon interaction processes are reviewed in section 3. The pa-
rameter regime for laser muon acceleration in gaseous plasmas is explored in section
4 and the muon-antimuon source parameters desired for matching to laser-driven
plasma acceleration structures are identified.

An evaluation of three distinct mechanisms for micron-scale muon and antimuon
production, whose source properties are matched to the laser acceleration parame-
ters as discussed section 4 and that are suitable for feeding a laser muon accelerator,
are presented in sections 5. The experimental viability of these schemes of muon
production for conversion e�ciency and matching to a laser-driven post-processing
stage is also analyzed. Preliminary Particle-In-Cell simulations are presented in
section 6, to demonstrate the trapping and acceleration of muons produced as part
of cascade showers using photo-production method. In section 7, a mechanism for
segregation of oppositely charged species of muons by selective focusing is proposed
and examined using a plasma lens.

The paper concludes by summarizing various sections and a plan for future
work. An important part of the future work and application of ultrashort, micron-
scale muon beam is for their injection into crystal wakefield accelerators such as
attosecond x-ray pulse or submicron charged particle beam driven11–13 or sub-
micron particle beam driven solid-state tube accelerators14,15. The main advantage
of using muons in solid-state particle accelerators is that being second generation
leptons with mass around 200 times that of first generation leptons, electrons and
positrons, their synchrotron radiation losses that are / (me/mµ)4 in high focusing
fields of a plasma wave are vastly reduced. Moreover, the radiative losses (including
bremsstrahlung and pair production) of muons also favorably scale as / (me/mµ)2.
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Also, muons can possibly be accelerated to very high energies in a single stage
continuous focusing system of crystal or CNT-based linacs16.

2. Significance and Applications of Muons (µ±)

A compact muon source is attractive due to the distinct properties that are inher-
ently embodied in muons. These unique properties of muons in comparison with
particles that have been conventionally accessible for various applications like elec-
trons (e±), photons (g) or protons (p, p̄), have not only been key to enable a wide
range of technologies17 but have also played a pivotal role in exploration of an
alternative energy-frontier collider design. Being a heavier lepton, the point-like
characteristic of muon despite its higher mass, mµ ' 207me provides precision of
collision point energy over p-p or p-p̄ collisions18. Moreover being heavier than
e±, muons have lower synchrotron radiation (/ m�4

µ , over e±) and radiative losses
(/ m�2

µ , over e±) even at higher energies (Eµ) which enables deeper penetration
depth in materials and greater stability of high Eµ storage-rings. The weak force
mediated µ± decay (⌧µ ' 2.2µs Eµ/mµ)19 has permitted neutrino flavor oscilla-
tion studies (⌫/⌫̄e,µ) through high-intensity (N⌫ / E>2

µ ) ⌫-production20. Muon
sources however currently demand many tens of meters of proton accelerators21

under 100MVm�1 gradient limit22.
Due to lack of a↵ordable technologies for controlled muon sources available thus

far, raw cosmic µ± flux from extensive air showers (1cm�2min�1 & 1GeV with
cos2✓ fall-o↵ from vertical) has been used in an expanding range of applications
of muography17 in nuclear threat detection23, archaeology24, geosciences25 that
require long stopping range (Eµ & 1GeV). Slow µ± with short stopping range,
from lab-based sources are also widely used in material26, molecular27 and medical
sciences28 etc. through µ± spin relaxation (µSR) spectroscopy29. Muons are also
attractive for research in areas like true-muonium30 (µ+-µ�) atomic physics and
µ�-catalyzed fusion31 etc.

Development of compact and tunable muon sources with controllable Eµ spec-
trum, ultra-short bunch lengths and micron-scale transverse properties, as studied
here, is therefore attractive not only for technological but also for HEP applica-
tions11–15 which additionally demand high average flux and ultra-low emittance.

3. Conventional µ± Sources:
Hadronic shower and Direct production

Conventionally, production of muons in a laboratory environment has been realized
using several distinct processes.

Hadronic showers32, produced through proton-nucleon reactions when hundreds
of MeV proton beams33,34 strike targets, predominantly contain ⇡±-mesons (pions
and fractionally other mesons), with large energy and angular spread, that undergo
spin-polarized decay to µ± 32.
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Hadronic ⇡±-µ± showers also produced through photo-meson reaction37 have
been modeled using & 140MeV electron beam undergoing bremsstrahlung in a tar-
get to produce MeV-scale ⇡± that decay to µ±. At electron beam energies near
⇡± mass, photo-pion production process dominates whereas contributions of other
simultaneous processes towards ⇡±-meson production such as Bethe-Heitler (BH)
µ± pair production mediated by a nuclei and ⇡± electro-production (trident-like)
process mediated by virtual photons during inelastic scattering of electrons o↵ of a
nuclei, is relatively small.

E�cient µ± production from hadronic showers demands methods for confine-
ment of the divergent ⇡±-µ± flux35,36. A high proton to µ± yield requires meth-
ods21,35 to capture and rapidly accelerate µ± from hadronic showers to many times
the rest-mass energy of muons over . c⌧µ

18 as well as to simultaneously cool the µ±

phase-space obtained from the divergent ⇡±-µ± flux. Moreover, ⇡±-decay lifetime
demands many meters long confinement channel (c⌧⇡ ⇡ 8E⇡/m⇡ m)38.

Direct µ± production processes have also been studied. BH muon pair produc-
tion using an electron beam of much higher-energy than ⇡±-µ± rest mass undergoing
bremsstrahlung is well established39. Direct µ± production using e�-photon scat-
tering40 requires head-on collision between GeV-scale e� beam and tens of MeV
photons41. But, scaling up the yield and energy spectrum of MeV-scale photon
itself relies on a high-degree of precision to make possible Compton scattering inter-
action. Breit-Wheeler (BW)42 µ± pair production (time-reversal symmetry of µ±

annihilation), as opposed to BH pair production, requires & 212MeV center-of-mass
photon-photon collision which significantly increases the complexity of simultane-
ous control over two hundreds of MeV photon sources (in contrast with BH process
which requires one photon and a heavy nuclei).

Beam mediated direct µ± production from photons interacting with a relativis-
tic nuclei43 not only requires hundred MeV-scale photons possibly being obtained
using bremsstrahlung but also a highly relativistic ion beam. Nonlinear BW pro-
cess (multi-photon) is more accessible using CPA lasers but su↵ers from ultra-low
yield. Direct µ± production using e+ and e� annihilation in a stationary target45

which requires & 43GeV e+ beam and Relativistic heavy ion collisions46 both de-
pend on kilometer-scale machines. Resonant annihilation during ring stored e+

and e� beams to directly produce µ± pairs also requires hundreds of meters of rf
accelerators47.

With the advent of advanced acceleration methods1 laser-driven electron accel-
erators have been proposed for hadronic shower production using laser-plasma accel-
erated (LPA) multi-GeV e� interacting with a target has been modeled48. Compact
and tunable µ± sources and corresponding laser muon acceleration schemes however
still remain vastly unstudied and thus yet unrealized.
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4. Laser Muon (µ±) Acceleration:
Rapid Acceleration, Ultrashort Bunches & Micron Spot-size

In this paper, compact and tunable schemes of laser muon acceleration are proposed
and studied. These schemes of laser muon acceleration are based upon the interac-
tion of controlled laser-driven plasma sustaining traveling plasma density structures
with matched laser produced cascade showers which when under external confine-
ment are also labelled as pair or exotic matter plasmas. The process of matching
of cascade shower characteristics such as its energy spectra and transverse phase
parameters is explored here.

4.1. Properties of laser wakefield acceleration structures in
plasmas

The acceleration and focusing gradients (Eplasma) inherently sustained in laser-
driven plasmas1:

Eplasma '
p

n0(1020cm�3) TV m�1 (1)

where n0 is the plasma electron density, are especially well suited for trapping
and acceleration of short lifetime (⌧⇡, ⌧µ) particles. Trapping short lifetime heavier
particles (⇡±,µ±) that are predominantly produced from the source at a small
fraction of the speed of light required that the velocity of the laser-driven structures
is small enough to allow significant interaction time. The plasma density also plays
a critical role as the group velocity of a laser (�laser

g ) and thus of the co-propagating
acceleration structure in the plasma (�acc) is:

�laser
g ' �acc '

r
1 � 1

10⇡
n0(1020cm�3) �2

0(µm) re(fm) (2)

where, �0 is the laser wavelength and re is the classical electron radius, 2.818 fm.
Rapid acceleration within the lifetime of unstable particles to many times their

rest-mass energy, using high-gradient laser-driven acceleration structures, extends
their lifetime proportional to the Lorentz factor acquired through acceleration. This
rapid extension of lifetime enabled by high-gradient laser acceleration thus increases
the e�cacy of unstable particles for applications.

While the high focussing fields are quite e↵ective for initial trapping, muons
being a heavier lepton undergo smaller transverse oscillations driven radiation losses
under o↵-axis displacement relative to electrons interacting with equivalent fields.

Moreover, the natural dimension of laser acceleration structures in plasma is of
the order of plasma wavelength (�plasma),

�plasma ' 3.3p
n0(1020cm�3)

µm ' Lbeam, rbeam (3)

which makes possible for the spot-size of the accelerated particle beams (rbeam) to
be micron scale in plasma. Similarly, the bunch-lengths (Lbeam) when using laser
accelerators is also of the order of the plasma wavelength which has a range of a
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few to tens of microns. Thus, the muon beam when accelerated within a plasma
acceleration structure is not only micron-scale transversely but also has an ultra-
short bunch-length. This inherently micron-scale dimensionality of the acceleration
structures makes possible unprecedented energy density of exotic particle beams
when accelerated using laser accelerator schemes, as proposed here, if a su�cient
number of exotic particles are e↵ectively produced and trapped.

For a Ti:Sapphire CPA laser with characteristic center wavelength, �0 = 0.8µm,
laser group velocity (�laser

g , eq.2) and plasma wavelength (�plasma, eq.3) with plasma
density is shown in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Laser group velocity (�laser
g , eq.2) and plasma wavelength (�plasma, eq.3) with plasma

density for a Ti:Sapphire (active medium) CPA laser with central wavelength, �0 = 0.8µm.

4.2. Matching of cascade showers with laser-driven plasmas

As evident from the micron-scale sizes of acceleration structure in laser-driven
plasma it is however important that the exotic particle source that couples the
particles into the acceleration structure is precisely controllable. The source should
have the ability to constrain the produced exotic particles within a small transverse
spot-size in addition to producing an energy spectrum which optimizes the capture
e�ciency through longitudinal interaction dynamics.

Therefore, it is quite critical to understand various limits under which mecha-
nisms that produce cascade shower can deliver a micron-scale spot-size to match
with the transverse size of the laser acceleration structures or at least be of the
same order of size. For further enhancement of the e�ciency of capture from these
exotic particle sources it is essential to understand and control its energy spectra
and transverse phase-space properties by varying the beam and target properties.
Through detailed characterization of shower properties over the drive beam and
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target property parameter-space the laser post-processing stage can be optimized
to match with the characteristics of the shower.

The exotic particles produced from a controlled source are post-processed using
a laser-driven plasma acceleration structure. The laser-driven plasma acceleration
structure may be a plasma wave or a slowly propagating charge separation structure.
By varying the laser-plasma properties of the post-processing stage the proposed
schemes seek to enable a match with the pair plasma properties.

In this paper, schemes of laser muon acceleration are proposed, as listed below,
and examined:

(1) Laser-driven post-processing of electron and/or positron beam driven
hadronic shower to trap and accelerate muon as well as pion pairs.

(2) Laser-driven post-processing of proton beam driven hadronic showers to
trap and accelerate muon as well as pion pairs.

(3) Laser-driven positron-electron storage ring for tunable muon pair produc-
tion through positron-electron annihilation.

Apart from the direct interaction between cascade showers and laser-driven
plasma wave, it is also possible to segregate a species of one charge state before
the interactions. To enable this indirect interaction with a conditioned cascade
shower, a plasma lens52 is proposed to be inserted between the production and
post-processing stage. In the conditioning state, the discharge current direction
(sign of the external voltage) decides the sign of the particle species that will get
focused by the plasma lens.

5. Matched Muon (µ±) Production for Laser-Plasma Muon
Acceleration

In this section, we present the underlying mechanisms and corresponding analytical
evaluation of muon-antimuon production schemes that produce muon phase-space
that are likely to be matched with the laser muon accelerator properties outlined
in section 4.

5.1. Scheme I:
Laser-driven plasma based post-processing of photo-produced
hadronic shower (e±-beam driven)

Electron and positron beams undergo bremsstrahlung radiation loss when propa-
gating in materials as they experience change in velocity due to the electromag-
netic force of the material nuclei in their propagation path. The energy of the
radiation emitted depends inversely on square of the particle mass undergoing
bremsstrahlung. The rate of energy loss of the particle is known to be directly pro-
portional to the particle energy (dE/dx = E/X0, where, E is the nominal energy
of an arbitrary particle undergoing bremsstrahlung radiation, x is the coordinate
along penetration in the material and X0 is the radiation length of the material.
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From its definition, X0 is the penetration depth at which the particle energy reduces
to 1/e of its initial value). The photon energy spectrum follows the Bethe-Heitler

(BH) function, d�g/d"g = 4
3

1
X0

F ("g , E⇤) "�1
g , where F ("g) ' 1 � "g

E⇤
+ 3

4

⇣
"g

E⇤

⌘2
.

It is to be noted that as in the discussion in Tsai (1974)39, BH formalism does not
include several e↵ects attributed to the nuclei in the material such as screening of
nuclear field by atomic electrons and the shape of the nuclei etc.

Bremsstrahlung radiation from an electron or positron beam with energies much
higher than the rest-mass energy of muons and pions (Ee± � 140MeV) trigger
photo-production reactions in the presence of the nuclei in materials:

(R.1) photo-meson reaction:
g + p ! ⇡+ + n
g + n ! ⇡� + p
g + Z1 ! ⇡⇤ + Z2, and

(R.2) Bethe-Heitler muon pair-production reaction:
g + Z ! µ+µ� + Z

These reactions result in the production of µ±(-⇡±) flux in addition to the e± elec-
tromagnetic shower (primarily through the BH positron-electron pair-production
process). The photo-meson reaction in (R.1), that produces ⇡± flux through
bremsstrahlung photon interaction with the nuclei has a di↵erential cross section
which is at least one order of magnitude higher than that of the BH muon pair-
production. But, for centimeter-scale thick targets it is expected that the ⇡± flux
component gets suppressed and de-collimated due to absorption and scattering o↵
of the nuclei after pions are produced. On the contrary, thinner targets while in-
creasing the ⇡± flux result in the suppression of the µ± flux.

These photo-production reactions, (R.1) and (R.2), dominate the production of
hadronic µ± showers. The inelastic electron scattering reaction, e+Z ! e0+Z+⇡⇤

has a di↵erential cross-section which is less than about 1% of the cross section of
above reactions when the electron energy is much higher than the threshold energy
of ⇠ 140 MeV. This considerably smaller di↵erential cross-section for the inelastic
scattering process in the eZ process is due to the extra electromagnetic vertex
associated with a virtual photon, d�eZ / ↵4Z2 as compared to d�gZ / ↵3Z2.

The cross-section of BH muon pair-production has been estimated over a wide
range of parameters. In the case where the electron or positron beam that is used is
ultra-relativistic (�e± � 1) such that the typical bremsstrahlung photon energy, "g
is much higher than muon pair rest-mass 2 mµc2, then the integrated cross-section
of the photo-production reaction, g + Z ! µ+µ� + Z can be simplified48.
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"g � 2mµc2

"g ⇠ Ee± & 3 GeV (for validity of below BH cross-section)

�gZ1!µ+µ�Z2
' 28

9
Z2 ↵ rµ 2

0

✓
ln

2"g

mµc2
� 109

42

◆

�gZ1!µ+µ�Z2
' 10�31m�2 = 0.5 milli-barn ("g ⇠ 200MeV, Z ⇠ 79)

(4)

where,

rµ
0 the classical muon radius (rµ

0 = 1.36 ⇥ 10�17m), rµ
0 = re

0 ⇥ me/mµ where re
0 =

r0 = e2m�1
e c�2(in cgs) is the classical electron radius (re

0 = 2.82⇥10�15m)
Z is the atomic number of the material nuclei
↵ is the fine structure constant = vB/c = e2~�1c�1 = r0/�̄c =

e2(mec2)�1(~m�1
e c�1)(cgs), where vB is the velocity of the first orbit of

a Bohr atom, �̄c is the reduced Compton wavelength
"g is energy of bremsstrahlung photon

The ine�ciency of the muon pair BH photo-production process using an electron
beam from a conventional rf accelerator relative to the positron-electron BH pair
production process is well known49 and is due to the smaller cross-section of the
muon pair-production process by a factor of (me/mµ)2 ⇠ 1/(207)2.

The BH muon pair-production event rate RgZ1!µ+µ�Z2
⌘ dNµ±dt�1 can be

estimated using RgZ1!µ+µ�Z2
⌘ dNµ±

dt = L ⇥ �gZ1!µ+µ�Z2
.

L =
Nbeam

�z�beam/c
ntarget Ttarget

RgZ1!µ+µ�Z2
(in 50fs) =

1nC

e
5.9 ⇥ 1028m�3 1cm 0.5 milli-barn

RgZ1!µ+µ�Z2
(in 50fs) ' 105 pairs (1nC, 50fs, �r ⇠ 20µm)

(5)

where,

Nbeam, �z�beam are the number of particles and the bunch length of the beam,
respectively

ntarget, Ttarget are the number density and the thickness of the target

The estimated number of muon pairs per 10GeV electron is thus between 10�4�
10�5/e. For nominal FACET-II parameters50 it is estimated that 105 pairs can be
produced when electron beam with Nbeam = 1nC

e ' 6.24 ⇥ 109 in 50fs bunch length
is incident on Gold target (Au) with number density ntarget = 5.9 ⇥ 1028m�3 and
target thickness, Ttarget = 10�2m. The cross-section of BH muon pair production
is 0.5 milli-barn as estimated in eq.4.

The energy spectrum of the muon pairs photo-produced by (R.2) is exponential
and it peaks slightly above 2mµc2. This implies that a large number of muons have
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Fig. 2. Photo-produced Hadronic shower with an exponential velocity distribution has the shown
muon velocity (�µ) and corresponding lifetime (�µ⌧µ) over a range of muon kinetic energy.

a low velocity. The angle of propagation of the muons is directly proportional to
their relativistic momentum or the Lorentz factor.

In Fig.2, the properties of muons and antimuons contained a photo-produced
hadronic shower are captured. The left-hand axis shows the muon (and antimuon)
velocity while the right-hand axis their corresponding lifetime.

The energy spectrum and transverse phase-space of the particles in a hadronic
shower are therefore unconstrained. In the laser muon acceleration scheme intro-
duced here, the photo-produced hadronic shower which primarily comprises of muon
pairs is coupled into a laser-driven slowly propagating acceleration structure in the
plasma. This slowly propagating laser acceleration structure traps the charged par-
ticles and accelerates them.

From a comparison of Fig.2 on hadronic shower muon properties and Fig.1 on
laser group velocity it is apparent that to trap muons with greater than 10MeV
kinetic energy and velocities around 0.5c, it is necessary to use plasma densities as
high 1020cm�3.

muon
target

plasma 2

laser 2

plasma 1

laser 1 multi-GeV
e- beam

μ∓ flux (+ π∓)
Z

Fig. 3. Schematic of laser-plasma post-processing of photo-produced (photo-meson and BH muon
pair-production) ⇡±-µ± Hadronic shower driven by e± beam in a target.
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5.2. Scheme II:
Laser-driven plasma based post-processing of proton beam
driven hadronic shower

When proton beam is shot onto a target, direct interaction of protons with atomic
nuclei dominates the interaction. The resulting proton-nucleon reaction result in the
production of pions mediated by the strong force. These reactions occur between
the high-energy protons in the beam and the nucleons that constitute the atomic
nuclei:

(R.3) protons, p + p ! ⇡+ + p + p

(R.4) neutrons, p + n ! ⇡� + p + p

Thus, the hadronic shower produced is primarily a pion shower. The threshold
proton beam energy required can be estimated from momentum four-vector of the
interaction:

Eth
p

����
⇡±

=

"
1

2

✓
2 +

m⇡±

mp

◆2

� 2

#
mpc

2 ' 0.31 mpc
2 ⇠ 290 MeV (6)

The cross-section of proton-nucleon reactions which is dictated by strong inter-
actions is,

�pp(Ep) ' 40 ⇥ 10�27 cm�2 = 40 mb, (1barn = 10�24cm�2)

�pZ(Z, A) ' �pp ⇥ A0.7 [�pZ(A > 100) ' 1 barn]
(7)

The event-rate of pion production is calculated for a hypothetical ultra-short
(< 1 ps) 500MeV proton bunch with 1nC charge (Nbeam = 6.24 ⇥ 109 protons)
incident on a 1cm thick Tungsten (AW(Z = 74) ' 184) target of number density
ntarget = 6.3 ⇥ 1022cm�3 using below,

L =
Nbeam

�z�beam/c
ntarget Ttarget

RpZ!⇡±pZ =
dNµ±

dt
= L ⇥ �pZ

=
1nC

e
6.3 ⇥ 1028m�3 1cm 1.54 barn = 6.1 ⇥ 108 ⇡±

(8)

100s of MeV
proton bunch

plasma 1 muon
target

plasma 2
π∓-μ∓ flux

laser 2laser 1

Fig. 4. Schematic of laser-plasma post-processing of proton-neutron reaction based ⇡±-µ±

hadronic shower driven by proton beam in a target.
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This pion production process is thus quite e�cient relative to the photo-
production process as it produces 0.1 pion per proton. It is also however well
known that 0.5GeV proton beams that can be focussed down to micron-scale spot-
size are not available in ultra-short pico-second scale bunches with 1nC scale charge.
Therefore, this scheme relies on a possible yet currently non-existent proton beam.

The energy spectrum and transverse phase-space of the shower pions is not
usable in any real applications. This demands capture and storage of pions in a
ring before they predominantly decay to muons.

In this laser muon acceleration scheme, the charged pions in the proton beam
driven hadronic shower are coupled into a slowly propagating acceleration structure
in the plasma. This slowly propagating laser-driven plasma acceleration structure
traps the charged pions (thus, does not trap ⇡0) and accelerates them to high
energies. Relativistic pions decay in a small forward angle and thus acceleration of
pions is essential to increase the capture e�ciency of muons produced from pion
decay. However, the meters long pion confinement channel needed after the laser
acceleration stage does not allow for a compact design.

5.3. Scheme III:
Laser-plasma positron electron mini-collider storage ring

Standalone laser-plasma electron accelerators have been shown to produce multi-
GeV beams which undergo bremsstrahlung in a metal target which results in BH
pair production of positrons and electrons. The resulting particle shower is post-
processed using a laser-driven plasma stage to trap and accelerate a positron and
electron dual bunch beam. The proof-of-principle of a positron laser-plasma accel-
erator has been demonstrated5 and is currently under active investigation6.

These beams are stored in a mini-Collider ring where at the interaction or colli-
sion point muon pairs are produced close to their resonance from electron positron
annihilation mediated by a virtual photon of the collision point energy. Energy
asymmetry between the positron and electron beams is preferable as the produced
muon pairs then have an initial kinetic energy and can thus be injected into a
subsequent acceleration stage.

e+-LPA e- e+
FD

FD

Interaction 
Point

electron-positron annihilation source

FD

Fig. 5. Schematic of a muon source using mini Collider based upon laser-plasma positron electron
storage ring .
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Positron-electron annihilation allows access to the frontiers of center-of-mass
energy and have thus been tools for discovering new physics. Advances in accelerator
physics strive to make these tools compact and a↵ordable. However, in this scheme
a mini-Collider with a tunable energy symmetry between the colliding electron and
positron beam energy enables the production of tunable energy muon beams.

During the collision of unpolarized spin electron and positron beams, the annihi-
lation di↵erential cross-section of muon pair production (which exhibits the typical
QED 1/s dependence of the cross-section) is,

d�e±!µ±
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' e4

64⇡2
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(9)
and the integrated cross-section of electron-positron annihilation during collision to
muon-antimuon pair is,

�e±!µ± =

Z ✓
d�e±!µ±

d⌦

◆
d⌦ =

4⇡

3
↵2 ~2c2

s
=

87 nbarns

s (in GeV2)
(10)

where,
�e±!µ± is the cross-section of the reaction electron-positron collision to muon-

antimuon pair production
⌦ is the solid angle in the real space
me, mµ are electron and muon mass respectively
s is the norm of the summed momentum four-vectors of electron (p) and positron

(p̃) beam at the point of collision (kp + p̃k2),
it is also the norm of the summed muon (k) and anti-muon (k̃) momentum
four-vectors at the point of collision (kk + k̃k2)

✓ is the angle between p and k
↵ is the fine structure constant

The event rate (Re±!µ± ⌘ dNµ±dt�1) muon-antimuon pair-production in
positron-electron beam (assumed to have a Gaussian spatio-temporal profile) colli-
sion which depends on the luminosity (L, cm�2s�1) parameter is therefore, and the
integrated cross-section of electron-positron annihilation during collision to muon-
antimuon pair is,
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Ne+
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where,
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�e+

r , �e�

r is the radial waist-size of radially symmetric positron and electron
bunches of spatio-temporal Gaussian profile, respectively.

Ne+

, Ne�
is the number of particles in Gaussian positron and electron bunches,

respectively.
Ŝ is the Luminosity reduction factor due to several practical considerations such

as crossing angles, Non-Gaussian profiles, Hourglass e↵ect due to tight fo-
cussing, collision o↵sets etc.

frep is the number of collision per second

For this scheme, we assume that laser-plasma accelerator produced positron
and electron bunches of 200 pC (Ne+ ⇠ Ne� ' 1.25 ⇥ 109 particles per bunch)
each are coupled to a storage ring and are made to collide at a collision point with
tightly focused beam waist-size of �e+

r ' �e�

r ' 10�10m = 0.1 nm (di�cult, if not
impossible). Assuming that the electron beam energy is Ee� = 150MeV and that
of the positron beam is Ee+ = 100MeV then the number of muon pairs produced
is only about ' 1500 with an initial kinetic energy of few 10s of MeV.

So, while the mini collider-based scheme produces beams of small spot-size,
bunch length and transverse emittance, it is quite ine↵ective at scaling the number
of muons at each collision event.

6. Particle In Cell Simulation of Scheme 1:
Controlled interaction of µ+-µ� pair-plasma with laser-driven
plasma

Multi-dimensional PIC simulations are used to validate the laser muon acceleration
schemes outlined above, especially with relevance to the Scheme I (section 5.1). The
PIC simulation reported below use the open-source EPOCH code51. In this section,
2 1

2D simulations adjusted to match 3D simulations are presented for preliminary
evaluation of trapping and acceleration of muons. In these simulations, a 2D carte-
sian grid which resolves �0 = 0.8µm with 20 cells in the longitudinal and 15 cells in
the transverse direction tracks a linearly-polarized laser pulse at its group velocity.

The photo-produced hadronic particle shower driven by multi GeV electron
beam shows a peak in its energy spectrum around muon energy of 200MeV48.
In the simulation results presented in this section, the hadronic shower (made only
of µ� particles) is initialized with transverse size of �r = 20µm and the shower
longitudinally spans the entire simulations box. Each particle species is initialized
with 4 particles per cell. Absorbing boundary conditions are used for both fields
and particles. A 1J laser with a Gaussian envelope of 30fs pulse length is focussed
to a spot-size of w0 = 5µm at the plasma and propagates in 50µm of free-space
before it impinges on a fixed-ion plasma.

The preliminary 2 1
2D PIC simulations carried out as described above provide

good understanding of the process of trapping and acceleration of muons contained
within the hadronic shower or muon-antimuon pair-plasma. Below we present a few
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Fig. 6. On-axis lineout of laser-plasma interaction parameters (in a) and muon (µ�) momentum
phase space (in b), with muon longitudinal momentum shown along the longitudinal dimension at
around 2ps and about 0.6mm of plasma length. The initialized 200MeV muons get trapped and
accelerated in laser plasma acceleration structures driven using a 1J, 30fs laser focussed to a focal
spot-size of w0 = 5µm interacting with a laser-ionized n0 = 2 ⇥ 1019cm�3 plasma.

2 1
2D PIC simulation snapshots (Fig.6 to 10) to establish the viability of laser muon

acceleration for a pre-ionized n0 = 2 ⇥ 1019cm�3 plasma.
The 2 1

2D PIC simulation snapshots presented as evidence of laser muon accel-
eration are as follows:

(1) Fig.6(a) shows the on-axis lineout of various laser-plasma parameters (laser
transverse field is normalized to mec!0e�1, longitudinal plasma field is nor-
malized to mec!pee�1, plasma electron density, n0(initial), plasma potential
is normalized to mec2e�1). Fig.6(b) shows corresponding muon longitudi-
nal momentum phase-space with longitudinal muon momentum along the
y-axis and longitudinal dimension along the x-axis. From this phase-space,
it is clear that the muons gain around 200MeV over 0.6mm.

(2) Fig.7 shows the 2D real-space simulation snapshot of: plasma electron den-
sity of the acceleration structure (in a), plasma longitudinal field (in b) and
laser transverse field (in c) corresponding to the time snapshot in Fig.6.

(3) Fig.8 shows the 2D real-space simulation snapshot of trapped and acceler-
ated muon bunch density.
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Fig. 7. Laser-plasma interaction characteristics (normalized) of laser muon accelerator corre-
sponding to the on-axis lineout in Fig.6(a) at around 2ps in a n0 = 2 ⇥ 1019cm�3 plasma: (a)
plasma electron density of the acceleration structure, (b) longitudinal electric field associated with
the plasma acceleration structure, (c) the transverse field of the evolving laser pulse.

(4) Fig.9 shows the muon momentum phase-space of longitudinal momentum
along the y-axis against transverse real-space along the x-axis. From this
snapshot it can be inferred that muons have small amplitude transverse
oscillations as they gain energy. Additionally, the accelerated beam trans-
verse spot-size can be inferred to be < 10µm.

(5) Fig.10 shows the muon momentum phase-space of longitudinal momen-
tum along the y-axis against transverse momentum along the x-axis. This
snapshot further reinforces the transverse dynamics of muons as they gain
energy. Moreover, it shows that < 10mrad opening angles are likely from a
laser muon accelerator.
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Fig. 8. Trapped and accelerated muon (µ�) bunch in real space with micron-scale transverse
and longitudinal dimensions at around 2ps of laser-plasma interaction corresponding with the
laser muon acceleration snapshot presented in Fig. 7 in a n0 = 2 ⇥ 1019cm�3 plasma.

Fig. 9. Muon (µ�) momentum phase space, with muon longitudinal momentum along the y-axis
shown against the transverse real-space dimension along the x-axis at around 2ps and about 0.6mm
of laser propagation in plasma in correspondence with the snapshots presented in above figures.
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Fig. 10. Muon (µ�) momentum phase space, with muon longitudinal momentum along the y-axis
shown against the transverse momentum along the x-axis at around 2ps and about 0.6mm of laser
propagation in plasma in correspondence with the snapshots presented in above figures.

From analysis of the simulation snapshots it can be inferred that acceleration
of ultrashort, micron-scale muon beams is viable using laser muon accelerator even
with a few tens of TW peak power CPA laser.

7. Conditioning-Stage Using a Plasma Lens:
Charge Dependent Focusing of Oppositely Charged Particles

The proposed conditioning step involves the use of a discharge plasma lens to seg-
regate oppositely charged species of a particle-shower or an oppositely charged dual
bunch configuration by selectively focusing one charge sign of the particles.

Cascade shower (electromagnetic or hadronic) that contains both the oppositely
charged particle species such as electron-positron (e±) pair or muon-anti muon
(µ±) pair, is produced for instance using an electron and/or positron beam or a
proton beam. These beams are themselves possibly obtained using a laser-plasma
accelerator. In the plasma lens based conditioning stage, the oppositely charged
species of the cascade shower are selectively segregated due to only one of the
charge sign being focused in the device while the other is de-focused.
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Dual-bunch acceleration of oppositely charged shower species
in all-optical Particle-Shower Plasma Interactions

Aakash A. Sahai
College of Engineering and Applied Science, University of Colorado, Denver, CO�

A novel laser positron accelerator model was recently elucidated the interaction of a laser-driven
electromagnetic shower and laser-driven plasma for acceleration of a quasi-monoenergetic positron
beam. This work introduces and models the acceleration of micron-scale separated dual-bunch
structure with oppositely charge particle species.

Proof of this principle using analysis and Particle-In-Cell simulations demonstrates that, under
limits defined here, existing lasers can accelerate hundreds of MeV pC quasi-monoenergetic positron
bunches. By providing an a↵ordable alternative to kilometer-scale radio-frequency accelerators, this
compact positron accelerator opens up new avenues of research.

PACS numbers: 52.27.Ep, 52.38.Kd, 52.40.Mj, 52.65.Rr

Mono-energetic positron accelerators intrinsic to
positron-electron (e+ � e�) colliders at energy frontiers
[1, 2] have been fundamental to many important discover-
ies [3–6] that underpin the Standard Model. Apart from
high-energy physics (HEP), mono-energetic e+-beams of
mostly sub-MeV energies are also used in many areas of
material science [7, 8], medicine [9] and applied antimat-
ter physics [10]. Applications have however not had ready
access to positron accelerators and have had to rely on
alternative sources such as �+-decay [11], (p,n) reaction
[12] and pair-production [13] of MeV-scale photons from
- fission reactors [14], neutron-capture reactions [15] or
MeV-scale e�-beams impinging on a high-Z target [16].

Positron accelerators have evidently been scarce due to
complexities involved in the production and isolation of
elusive particles like positrons [2, 16] in addition to the
costs associated with the large size of radio-frequency
(RF) accelerators [17]. The size of conventional RF ac-
celerators is dictated by the distance over which charged
particles gain energy under the action of breakdown lim-
ited [18] tens of MVm�1 RF fields sustained using metal-
lic structures that reconfigure transverse electromagnetic
waves into modes with axial fields. This limit also com-
plicates e�cient positron production [2, 13], which has
required a multi-GeV e�-beam from a kilometer-scale
RF accelerator [17] to interact with a target. Further-
more, the positrons thus produced have to be captured
in a flux concentrator, turned around and transported
back [19] for re-injection into the same RF accelerator.

Advancements in RF technologies have demonstrated
100 MVm�1-scale fields [20] but explorations beyond the
Standard Model at TeV-scale e+-e� center-of-mass ener-
gies still remain unviable. Moreover, the progress of non-
HEP applications of e+-beams has been largely stagnant.
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Recent e↵orts on compact and a↵ordable positron ac-
celerator design based on advanced acceleration tech-
niques [21, 22] have unfortunately been unsatisfactory.
Production of e+ � e� showers using high-energy elec-
trons from compact laser-plasma accelerator (e�-LPA)
[21–23] has been reported [24]. However, unlike e+-
“beams”, showers su↵er from innately exponential en-
ergy spectra. Moreover, the positron number in show-
ers which peaks around a few MeV [2, 25], undergoes
orders-of-magnitude drop at higher energies. Another
work which uses sheath fields driven by kilo-Joule (kJ)
lasers in metal targets has obtained quasi-monoenergetic
10 MeV positrons [26] although with inherently high tem-
peratures. Both scaling to higher energies and cooling of
positrons using this mechanism is yet unexplored. Beam-
driven plasma acceleration of positrons [27, 28] although
compact by itself, depends on kilometer-scale GeV RF
accelerators. Additionally, obtaining an appropriately
spaced drive-witness bunch pair for beam-plasma accel-
eration methods is technologically di�cult.

In this letter, all-optical quasi-monoenergetic e+-
beam production is proposed using a centimeter-scale
positron accelerator (as shown in Fig.??). This laser-
plasma positron accelerator (e+-LPA) uses the inter-
action between laser-driven e+ � e� particle showers
[25] and laser-driven plasma waves that support 100p

n0(1018cm�3) GVm�1 fields [21, 22] (n0 is the plasma
electron density in cm�3). This letter models the trap-
ping of divergent positrons that are part of laser-driven
particle showers and their acceleration into a quasi-
monoenergetic e+-beam in a laser-driven plasma wave.
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[12] and pair-production [13] of MeV-scale photons from
- fission reactors [14], neutron-capture reactions [15] or
MeV-scale e�-beams impinging on a high-Z target [16].

Positron accelerators have evidently been scarce due to
complexities involved in the production and isolation of
elusive particles like positrons [2, 16] in addition to the
costs associated with the large size of radio-frequency
(RF) accelerators [17]. The size of conventional RF ac-
celerators is dictated by the distance over which charged
particles gain energy under the action of breakdown lim-
ited [18] tens of MVm�1 RF fields sustained using metal-
lic structures that reconfigure transverse electromagnetic
waves into modes with axial fields. This limit also com-
plicates e�cient positron production [2, 13], which has
required a multi-GeV e�-beam from a kilometer-scale
RF accelerator [17] to interact with a target. Further-
more, the positrons thus produced have to be captured
in a flux concentrator, turned around and transported
back [19] for re-injection into the same RF accelerator.

Advancements in RF technologies have demonstrated
100 MVm�1-scale fields [20] but explorations beyond the
Standard Model at TeV-scale e+-e� center-of-mass ener-
gies still remain unviable. Moreover, the progress of non-
HEP applications of e+-beams has been largely stagnant.
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Recent e↵orts on compact and a↵ordable positron ac-
celerator design based on advanced acceleration tech-
niques [21, 22] have unfortunately been unsatisfactory.
Production of e+ � e� showers using high-energy elec-
trons from compact laser-plasma accelerator (e�-LPA)
[21–23] has been reported [24]. However, unlike e+-
“beams”, showers su↵er from innately exponential en-
ergy spectra. Moreover, the positron number in show-
ers which peaks around a few MeV [2, 25], undergoes
orders-of-magnitude drop at higher energies. Another
work which uses sheath fields driven by kilo-Joule (kJ)
lasers in metal targets has obtained quasi-monoenergetic
10 MeV positrons [26] although with inherently high tem-
peratures. Both scaling to higher energies and cooling of
positrons using this mechanism is yet unexplored. Beam-
driven plasma acceleration of positrons [27, 28] although
compact by itself, depends on kilometer-scale GeV RF
accelerators. Additionally, obtaining an appropriately
spaced drive-witness bunch pair for beam-plasma accel-
eration methods is technologically di�cult.

In this letter, all-optical quasi-monoenergetic e+-
beam production is proposed using a centimeter-scale
positron accelerator (as shown in Fig.??). This laser-
plasma positron accelerator (e+-LPA) uses the inter-
action between laser-driven e+ � e� particle showers
[25] and laser-driven plasma waves that support 100p

n0(1018cm�3) GVm�1 fields [21, 22] (n0 is the plasma
electron density in cm�3). This letter models the trap-
ping of divergent positrons that are part of laser-driven
particle showers and their acceleration into a quasi-
monoenergetic e+-beam in a laser-driven plasma wave.
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Fig. 11. Schematic of the conditioning stage where a discharge plasma lens52 is used to segregate
species of opposite charge sign by phasing the discharge current direction (if RF voltage is applied).

The plasma lens is based upon a discharge plasma where a high RF terminal
voltage is applied to sustain the discharge. By appropriately phasing the entrance
phase of the cascade shower and the RF voltage phase it is possible to choose the
charge sign to be focused.

With the choice of amplitude and polarity of the externally injected current,
discharge plasma dimensions, gas pressure and gas type it is possible to control the
acceptance and focusing properties of the cascade shower processing device.

In the 196552 BNL work on using plasma discharges as active plasma lens it
was also found that the focusing strength of an active plasma lens was directly
proportional to the radial distance from the axis (particles away from the axis
experience higher focusing force) and inversely proportional to the momentum of
the cascade shower particle (lower energy particles experience higher focusing force).

These focusing characteristics of the discharge plasma lens can be understood if
the problem is considered in a cylindrical coordinate system (r, z, �) as depicted in
Fig.11. The azimuthal field in plasma (Bplasma = B�) is excited due to the plasma
current (Jplasma = J0) which is driven by externally injected current, Iext along
the z direction. This azimuthal magnetic field due to the plasma current exerts a
force on longitudinally (along z) propagating charged particle beam. The Lorentz
force on the charged beam particle injected along z interacting with a magnetic field
oriented along is in the radial, r direction. The equation of radial motion of each
charged particle in the beam is governed by the lens equation above.

Cascade showers comprising of oppositely charged particle species generated
by the decay of high-energy gamma-ray photons in a metallic target have energy
spectra which has a concentration of particles at non-relativistic energies. However,
due to the randomized decay of high-energy gamma-rays, the divergence angle of
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the particle shower particles can be large. A plasma lens that is located right next
to a metallic converter target can also capture the divergent charged particles of
the cascade shower.

Depending upon the direction of the discharge plasma current one of the charged
particle species is focused and the other is defocused. This leads to the segregation
of the oppositely charged particle species of the cascade shower. Therefore, at the
output of the assembly of particle-shower target and plasma lens one of the charged
particle species is detectable whereas the species with the opposite sign of charge is
excessively defocussed and thus diluted.

8. Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, experimentally viable and a↵ordable laser muon sources have been
introduced in consideration of the numerous possibilities o↵ered for a wide-range
of applications. This paper proposes and estimates the experimental viability of
compact and tunable schemes of laser muon acceleration in gas plasmas using an
innovative technique of post-processing of muon-antimuon cascade hadronic showers
or pair plasmas through their controlled interaction with laser-driven plasmas.

The laser muon acceleration schemes introduced and investigated here are de-
signed in consideration of being well within the reach of experimental verification
using existing experimental facilities as reflected in the choice of experimental setup
and laser, plasma and beam parameters. Although the first-stage of the muon ac-
celeration schemes presented here rely on laser accelerated particles such as multi
GeV electrons, for proof-of-principle experiments may be based on more controlled
and reliable 10 GeV scale electron beams from rf accelerators, in the short-term.

In the short term, the scheme I (section 5.1) which uses direct photo-production
of muon pairs, although being limited in overall conversion e�ciency, is found to
be most suitable for the development of an experimental prototype of a laser muon
accelerator that produces ultrashort and micron-scale muon beam. A few facilities,
like BELLA at Berkeley and FACET-II at Stanford, that o↵er collocated CPA laser
and micron-scale e� and/or e+ beams of many 10s to 100s of pC charge at 10 GeV
scale beam energy, can be utilized for this prototyping e↵ort.

Preliminary PIC simulations presented in section 6 demonstrate the potential
to trap and accelerate muons in gas plasmas. In these simulations, we observe
several 100MeV gain in muon energy in less than a millimeter. Further modeling
using analysis, particle-tracking and particle-in-cell simulations will be carried out
to accurately estimate the properties of the accelerated muon beams within the
reach of an experimentally viable laser muon accelerator prototype. In future work,
we thus propose to extend the preliminary Particle-In-Cell based modeling of laser
muon acceleration schemes reported here along with substantially more detailed
modeling of muon photo-production using micron-scale electron or positron beams.

We will model the possibilities of tunable and spectrally controlled acceleration
of muon and antimuon beams, dual bunch muon-antimuon beams, spatio-temporally
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overlapped electron and muon bunch beams, increasing the total trapped muon
beam charge, segregation of oppositely charged muons prior to the acceleration
stage etc. Moreover, our experimental prototyping e↵ort will work hand-in-hand
with theoretical modeling to better understand the expected muon cascade shower
or pair-plasma properties and its interaction with laser-driven plasmas.

Compact and tunable production and acceleration of unprecedented ultra-short
(femtosecond to attosecond) micro-scale spot muon beams is essential for an ad-
vanced acceleration program using muons and suited for acceleration mechanisms
with inherently micron to nanometer spatial scale. Moreover ultrashort, micron-
scale muon beams can be injected into crystal wakefield accelerators such as at-
tosecond x-ray pulse driven11–13 or sub-micron particle beam driven solid-state tube
accelerators14,15 in order to minimize the synchrotron radiation losses (/ m�4

µ ) as
well as the radiative losses (/ m�2

µ ) in comparison with electrons and positrons.
The significance of a compact tunable high-energy muon source also importantly
lies in its multitude of technological, security and medical applications.
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Solid-state or crystal acceleration has for long been regarded as an attractive frontier
in advanced particle acceleration. However, experimental investigations of solid-state
acceleration mechanisms have been hampered by several technological limitations. The
primary limitation has been the unavailability of attosecond particle or photon energy
sources with dimensions that can resonantly excite collective solid-state modes. Secondly,
there are significant di�culties with direct high-intensity irradiation of solids, such as
instabilities of the incident beam due to crystal imperfections etc.

Recent advances in ultrafast technology with the advent of submicron long electron
bunches and thin-film compressed attosecond x-ray pulses have now made accessible
ultrafast energy sources that are nearly the same order of magnitude in dimensions
as the scales of collective oscillations in crystals. Moreover, nanotechnology enabled
growth of crystal tube structures not only mitigates the direct high-intensity irradiation
of materials, with the most intense part of the energy source propagating within the tube
but also enables a high degree of control over the crystal properties.

In this work, we model an experimentally practicable solid-state acceleration mech-
anism using collective electron oscillations in crystals that sustain propagating surface
waves. These surface waves are driven in the wake of a submicron long particle beam, ide-
ally also of submicron transverse dimensions, in tube shaped nanostructured crystals with
tube wall densities, ntube ⇠ 1022�24cm�3. Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulations carried out
under experimental constraints demonstrate the possibility of accessing average accelera-
tion gradients of several TVm�1 using the solid-state tube wakefield acceleration regime.
Furthermore, our modeling demonstrates the possibility that as the surface oscillations
and resultantly the surface wave transitions into a nonlinear or “crunch-in” regime under
nbeam/ntube & 0.1, not only does the average gradient increase but strong transverse
focusing fields extend down to the tube axis. This work thus demonstrates the near-term
experimental realizability of Solid-State Tube Wakefield Accelerator (SOTWA).

The ongoing progress in nanoengineering and attosecond source technology thereby
now o↵ers the potential to experimentally realize the promise of solid-state or crystal
acceleration, opening up unprecedented pathways in miniaturization of accelerators.

1. Introduction

Particle acceleration techniques using collective charge density oscillations in crys-
tals have been known to be an attractive possibility for the past many decades1.
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1.1. Solid-state Acceleration using Wakefields in Crystal Plasmas:
Attosecond energy sources and Crystal tubes

In solid-state or crystal acceleration mechanisms a charged particle beam gains
energy by extracting the electromagnetic field energy of collective electron oscillation
modes excited in crystals. These solid-state collective oscillations are known to
sustain propagating charge density waves of high energy densities. These collective
oscillations and the associated waves can be e�ciently excited as wakes of pulsed
energy sources of particles or photons with pulse dimensions that are resonant with
the scales of collective oscillations in solid-state. However, the theoretically modeled
solid-state acceleration gradients2,3 which are known to be orders of magnitude
higher than the time-tested radio-frequency technology as well as the emerging
gaseous plasma acceleration4,5 techniques, are yet to be experimentally verified and
further studied.

Experimental verification of solid-state acceleration mechanisms has been so far
hampered by several technological challenges such as unavailability of pulsed par-
ticle and photon energy sources that are resonant with the collective oscillations in
crystals. However, technological advances in intense particle and photon pulsed en-
ergy source compression technologies have continued to drive the pulse dimensions
towards ever shorter time and spatial scales. These technological advancements
in energy source compression techniques have made scales required to resonantly
excite collective electron modes for solid-state acceleration mechanisms experimen-
tally accessible. Especially, recent breakthroughs in attosecond scale photon6 and
particle7 bunch energy source technologies have opened up the potential for exper-
imental realization of long-sought solid state acceleration1–3.

Although attosecond energy source technologies provide an e↵ective means for
resonant excitation of collective modes in solid-state crystal media, there still ex-
ist other technological barriers. In addition to the barriers due to the scarcity of
attosecond sources, accessing solid-state gradients has also been impeded by di�cul-
ties with direct irradiation of solids at high intensities using particle or photon beam.
Advances in nano-structured materials and nanoengineering of tube-like structures
in crystals, such as nanotubes, however now o↵er the possibility of overcoming these
di�culties with direct interaction of a crystal with high-intensity energy sources.
Direct interaction of a high-intensity particle beam is reported to undergo severe
filamentation due to the deformities in the crystal structure8. Not only is a fila-
mented beam detrimental to driving a coherent wake but it also leads to a severely
uncontrolled interaction and energy dissipation.

Solid-state plasmas with electron densities n0 ⇠ 1022�24cm�3, sustain elec-
tron oscillations at superoptical time, 177(n0[1022cm�3])�1/2 attosec (⇠ !⇤�1

pe

where !pe = (n0e2✏
�1
0 m�1)1/2and me the electron mass9) and spatial scales,

330(n0[1022cm�3])�1/2 nm (⇠ �pe). Electron modes at such scales o↵er
Tajima-Dawson (wavebreaking) acceleration gradients4 of the order of, Ewb '
9.6(n0[1022cm�3])�1/2 TVm�1. By coupling with these superoptical scales, sub-
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micron particle bunches (e.g., �z < 1µm10) or intense keV photon lasers11 make
excitation of unprecedented TVm�1 average gradients experimentally feasible.

1.2. Progress of Wakefields Acceleration in Gaseous Plasmas:
Femtosecond energy sources

Over the past few decades, access to tens of femtosecond chirped pulse amplified12

0.8µm wavelength lasers (with few femtosec single cycle) and particle bunches has
enabled experimental verification of advanced particle acceleration techniques that
use collective electron oscillations in gaseous plasmas4,5. Whereas lasers have been
compressed to few cycle long pulses using the innovative chirped pulse amplifica-
tion technique12, ultrashort particle bunches have been obtained via phase-space
gymnastics13 or self-modulation in plasma14. Both these pulsed energy source tech-
nologies have enabled successful gaseous plasma acceleration experiments with many
GVm�1 gradients15,16. These experiments have used micron-scale charge-density
waves in gaseous bulk plasma.

Control over bulk plasma waves in homogeneous gases by femtosecond-scale en-
ergy sources4,5 has lead to the successful demonstration of gaseous plasma wakefield
acceleration techniques. Numerous advantages of these techniques over conventional
radio-frequency acceleration techniques has now lead to them being enhanced and
fine-tuned for real-world applications using commercially available femtosecond en-
ergy sources. Some of these enhancements include control over: (a) wakefield profile
distortions from ion motion17, (b) dark current injection and acceleration due to
secondary ionization18, (c) accelerated beam emittance growth due to scattering
o↵ of plasma ions19, (d) positron defocusing by the bared ions, (e) repetition rate
constraints due energy coupling to long-lived ion modes20 etc.

Non-homogeneous plasmas of specific shapes have been proposed to address
many of the above enhancements of gaseous bulk plasma acceleration. The earli-
est shaped plasma proposal21 for a fiber accelerator sought to keep high-intensity
laser pulses continuously focussed22. Utilizing this shaped plasma proposal, gaseous
plasma fibers that are excited using mechanisms such as laser-heated capillary23 etc.
are now regularly used for plasma fiber guided laser-plasma acceleration. Mecha-
nism of beam-driven shaped gaseous hollow plasma (later labelled hollow-channel)
acceleration has also been studied25. Experiments on beam-driven gaseous hollow
plasma using intense positron beams have observed ⇠ 200MVm�1 peak gradients
(⇠ 0.01Ewb)26. Access to higher gradients in shaped gaseous hollow plasmas is
currently under active research. Active areas of research include technological dif-
ficulties in shaping a desired channel in gaseous plasmas apart from challenges due
to the absence of any focusing force25 such as control of higher-order transverse
wakes excited by the drive beam due to its misalignment from channel axis27 and
beam-breakup resulting from these transverse wakes. Recent results have demon-
strated that beam breakup may be controllable via further shaping of the gaseous
hollow plasmas28.
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In this paper, we introduce and model a regime of experimentally realizable
solid-state acceleration that uses charge density waves of submicron scale lengths
in nanotube shaped solid-state plasmas. The acceleration modes in this regime of
solid-state tube wakefield acceleration take advantage of the developments in nano-
fabrication as well as submicron particle or attosecond photon pulsed source tech-
nology. We show using analytical and computationally modeling that the crystal
tube surface electron oscillations sustain an electrostatic “crunch-in” mode11,20,29.
This electrostatic mode supports electromagnetic surface wave modes with phase
velocity close to the driver velocity and on-axis longitudinal electric fields that ap-
proach the Tajima-Dawson gradient of the tube wall electron density. This high
phase velocity surface wave mode supported by excitation of tube wall electron
oscillations makes solid-state tube wakefield accelerator regime quite e↵ective.

Although significantly di↵erent from traveling wave modes supported by electron
oscillations in solid-state, a similar electron oscillation mode of gaseous plasma hol-
low channels has been computationally observed in a few previous works. However,
neither its structural and electromagnetic properties nor its acceleration charac-
teristics have been extensively modeled. In gaseous plasmas the “crunch-in” like
mode has been observed in simulation works that have used experimentally feasible
parameter regime such as a laser-driven shaping of a hollow plasma proposal30, a
proton beam driven shaped hollow plasma acceleration proposal in externally mag-
netized plasma31 and a electron or positron beam driven shaped hollow plasma20.

An important recent work11,40 has recently studied and modeled the excitation
of modes in crystal tubes using attosecond keV photon x-ray pulses. This work
on modeling of x-ray wakefield tube accelerator has demonstrated the potential of
using x-ray wakefield acceleration mechanism in tubes for sustaining many TV-cm�1

gradients. With the advent of a few cycle high-intensity x-ray laser using thin-film
compression technique, the crystal x-ray wakefield acceleration mechanism has the
potential to further advance the progress made by the Ti:Sapphire 800nm optical
laser based gaseous plasma wakefield acceleration technique.

However, the mechanism of beam-driven surface modes in bulk crystals and crys-
tal tubes, as opposed to those driven by an x-ray laser, has not yet been modeled
and characterized. This is especially important due to the recent opening up of the
availability of submicron particle bunches. The beam-driven crystal tube phenom-
ena investigated and the results reported here indicate that the x-ray driven crystal
tube wakefields characterized in11,40,41 are quite similar to that in the beam-driven
crystal tube case. Therefore, our work shows that crystal tube wakefields have both
longitudinal and focusing fields similar to the x-ray driven wakefields11,40,41. It
may be noted that our work on beam-driven wakefields in a crystal tube is distinc-
tive from previously modeled gaseous hollow-plasma wakefields because in gaseous
hollow-plasma the wakefields of a relativistic particle beam are proven to have zero
focusing fields42. The preliminary analysis and computational results presented
below demonstrate the experimental realizability of Solid-State Tube Wakefield Ac-
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celerator (SOTWA).
In the following sections on modeling of beam-driven wakefields in crystal tubes,

we introduce and characterize the beam-driven solid-state tube accelerator using
surface wave wakefields in crystals. The model and significance of solid-state col-
lective electron or plasmon oscillation modes is presented in sec.2. An analytical
model of the tube wall electron oscillations extending into the tube is presented in
sec.3. Preliminary proof-of-principle particle-in-cell method based computational
modeling of beam-driven solid-state tube wakefield accelerator is detailed in sec.4.
We also study the novel “crunch-in” behavior shown by the wakefields in a tube
which includes wakefield amplitudes close to the Tajima-Dawson acceleration gra-
dient for relatively small beam to tube density ratios as well as the existence of
transverse fields that extend down to the tube axis.

2. Collective oscillation in quantum mechanical systems:

oscillation modes of electron gas in Crystal ionic lattice

Collective electron oscillations in crystals have for long been established a critical
yet physically valid simplification of the many body interaction in solid-state mate-
rials. The many body problem of solid-state electrons can be either described using
an assembly of Fermions or using collective oscillation theory. The collective os-
cillation approach was exhaustively modeled in theory32–35 (phonon, plasmon and
polaritons) and experimentally proven to result in observable e↵ects36 in 1950s.

Solid-state collective oscillations were first investigated with great details in the
context of the modeling of the stopping power of an incident electron beam in metals
with an inherent crystal structure37. The predictions of energy loss of a particle
beam incident on a metal were found to be in excellent agreement with the theory
of excitation of collective electron oscillations in the crystal, driven as a wake of the
incident particles.

The terminology of excitation of collective oscillations in the “wake” of an inci-
dent particle was introduced in 1950s. Moreover, to explain quantization in beam
energy loss when interacting with a thin foil with thickness of the order of mean
free path of the bulk plasma oscillations in crystals, these oscillations where re-
ferred to as plasmons. The theoretical plasmon model of the collective oscillations
of electrons in crystals showed good agreement with experiments on energy loss of
injected beam electrons. In addition to the explanation of the quantized energy
loss of the beam, the conditions for the excitation of collective oscillations in the
wake of an incident particle were also detailed. The collective oscillations of valence
electrons were demonstrated to be quite similar to the plasma oscillations observed
in gaseous plasmas.

Bloch32 was the first to model the excitations of a Fermi gas as collective gas os-
cillations as opposed to excited states of single particles. Bloch treated the Fermi gas
collective oscillations both with and without quantum mechanics. However, when
density fluctuations were important to be considered for understanding the phe-
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nomena, then quantum aspects of the problem were critical. In Tomonaga’s work33

on collective oscillations it was demonstrated that modeling and understanding the
many Fermion interaction in solid-state electron gas in a crystal was greatly sim-
plified by the use of collective modes of many Fermion oscillations. These collective
electron oscillations were first investigated in 1D in 1950 by Tomonaga through the
use of density fluctuation method (where density if the field variable) as opposed to
the conventional quantum mechanical method of computation of expectation values
from the wave functions of the system. This was because the equations of motion
of collective oscillations are linear in field variable (density fluctuation) as opposed
to bilinear field variable terms in the conventional method. Moreover, linearity of
the field variables in the equation of motion holds irrespective of the presence or
absence of inter-particle forces (direct interaction between single particles).

Subsequently, in 1953 Pines and Bohm34 used a collective canonical transforma-
tion method to analyze the collective many Fermion (electron) oscillations in crystal
lattices in metals. They recognized the dominance of the long-range nature of the
Coulomb forces which controls the phenomena and produces collective oscillations
of clouds of electrons over spatial scale much greater than Debye length. Here the
characteristic dimension of an electron cloud is of the order of a Debye length (in
quantum mechanical treatment this characteristic dimension is modified).

The collective behavior is therefore critical to explain physical phenomena over
micron or nanometer scales. In their work the term “plasmon” was introduced to
describe the quantum of elementary electron excitation associated with this high-
frequency collective motion in bulk crystals with the dimensions of the order of one
plasmon oscillation wavelength. This is a quantum of energy of collective oscillations
of valence electrons. The energy of a plasmon was shown to be34,35,

~!pe = ~
✓
4⇡n0e2

me

◆
(1)

When the dimension of the solid-state material is below mean free path of the col-
lective electron oscillations, quantization of electron plasma frequency is observed.
Plasmon energy is greater than the energy of any individual conduction band elec-
tron. Although, these plasmonic oscillations are the quantum analog of the collec-
tive oscillations of plasma electrons in gaseous plasmas their extremely high energies
(~!pe � kBTe) and small spatial scales necessitate the consideration of the quan-
tum nature of these oscillations. Typical, valence electron density in crystals which
lies in the range of n0 ' 1022 � 1024cm�3 result in plasma energies in crystals
of ~!pe ' 4 to 30eV. As a result of this, plasmonic collective oscillation are not
thermally excitable and under normal conditions metals do not sustain plasmonic
oscillations driven by a valence electron.

The dispersion relation of a plasmon using the Hamiltonian approach of a Fermi
electron gas in the presence of an ionic lattice was derived in34,35. This approach
is essential when a quantum-mechanical treatment of the electronic motion is re-
quired, as is the case for the electrons in a metal. The particle based or density
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fluctuation approach taken in this work was argued to be a microscopic approach
to the modeling of collective oscillations. In the density fluctuation method, the
Coulomb interaction was e↵ectively split up into a long-range and a short-range
part. The conditions under which an externally injected electron beam can excite
collective electron oscillations in a crystal.

In contrast certain other plasmon models simply used the dielectric constant of
a medium to represent its plasma behavior, which is a macroscopic approach. To
model the e↵ect of electron-electron interaction on the stopping power of a metal
for high-energy charged particles, the electron gas is described as a classical fluid
with an artificially introduced coe�cient of internal friction (Kronig and Korringa).

As the collective behavior of the electron gas is essential to model phenomena
over distances greater than the Debye length (or a critical spatial scale, quantum
mechanically), cumulative potential of all the electrons involved in the oscillation
is quite large since the long range of the Coulomb interaction permits a very large
number of electrons to contribute to the potential at a given point. The higher the
density the larger is the number of electron that contribute to the potential and
thus higher is the collective field and potential.

Surface wave modes in solid-state plasmas at the interface of crystals with vac-
uum or metals have also been well modeled38. Using both microscopic as well
as macroscopic modeling, the “surface plasmon” oscillation frequency of a metal
vacuum interface is determined to be !s

p = !pe/
p
1 + ✏ , where ✏ is the dielectric

constant of the metal. The dispersion characteristics of surface plasmon and phonon
modes have been well characterized in a linearized perturbative regime39.

3. Solid-state Surface Waves in Crystal Tube:

surface electron oscillation model in tube nanostructure

Using the collective electron oscillation models described above and under the con-
dition that the dominant behavior of solid-state media is that of an ideal electron
gas, we analytically model surface electron oscillations in a tube structure driven
in the wake of an electron beam. These analytically modeled surface electron os-
cillations also sustain a propagating surface wave which propagates at nearly the
same velocity as the drive beam. Moreover, as collision-less behavior dominates it
is possible to treat the density fluctuations using a single particle oscillation model.

Because the crystal tube under consideration here conforms with a cylindrical
geometry, in our analysis we model the surface electron oscillations in a cylindrical
coordinate system. Moreover, as these surface oscillations and the surface wave
sustained by these collective oscillations co-propagate with the electron beam, the
longitudinal dimension of the cylindrical coordinates will be transformed to a co-
moving frame behind the drive beam. An preliminary analysis of a similar nature
has been previously attempted43.

Classifying the onset of non-linearity and wavelength of the density oscillations
both require understanding of the electron dynamics within the plasma. The plasma
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considered is one of density 0 for r < rtube and n0 for r > rtube. An electron or
positron driving beam of density nb and volume Vb – moving with velocity vbẑ =
c�bẑ – perturbs electrons within the plasma electrostatically. Subsequently, the
plasma electrons oscillate freely in the radial direction as a result of the electric
field that has been set up due to the no longer quasineutral plasma.

This electric field is found using Gauss’ law
Z

S
E · dS = 4⇡ Qenc (2)

where S is a closed Gaussian surface, E is the electric field, dS is the surface area
element of S, Qenc is the total charge enclosed within S, and ✏0 = 1/(4⇡) is the
permittivity of free space (in cgs units). As the plasma is cylindrically symmetric, a
cylinder of radius r and length l is used as the Gaussian surface S. dS can therefore
be simplified to dS = r d✓ dzr̂. Assuming the electric field to be purely radial,
E = Er r̂, the left hand side of Gauss’ law is simplified (after integrating) to 2⇡rlEr.

The enclosed charge is given by the integral of the ion charge density over the
volume enclosed by S (cylinder of radius, r). The ions within the plasma are of
density n0. As the plasma density n0 is constant, the enclosed charge is given by
the net volume of plasma within S multiplied by en0, Qenc = en0⇡(r2 � r2tube)l.
Gauss’ law thus gives the following form for the radial electric field set up by the
non-quasineutral plasma

Er(r) = 4⇡en0
1

2r
(r2 � r2tube) (3)

As the electric field vanishes for r = rtube, equation (3) describes the electric field
for an electron situated initially on the channel wall.

The force experienced by a given plasma electron is found by multiplying the
electric field by �e, the electronic charge. Finally, a transformation to the frame of
the driving beam ⇠ = �bct�z is made. This is to allow for direct comparisons to be
made between the model and Particle-In-Cell simulations (section 4). The equation
of motion is

me
d2r

d⇠2
+

4⇡n0e2

c2�2
b

1

2r
(r2 � r2tube) = 0 (4)

where me is the electron mass. Defining the plasma frequency !p =
q

4⇡n0e
2

me
and

⇢ = r/rtube, equation (5) is rewritten as

d2⇢

d⇠2
+

1

2�2
b

⇣!p

c

⌘2 1

⇢
(⇢2 � 1) = 0 (5)

The above equation is a non-linear second order di↵erential equation and describes
the natural oscillations of a plasma electron about the channel wall. The lack of
charge within the channel wall gives rise to an asymmetry in these oscillations.
Setting rtube = 0 returns the standard simple harmonic oscillations seen in homo-
geneous plasmas about a cylindrical axis.
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3.1. Weakly driven surface charge dynamics:
linear surface electron oscillations

Equation (4) is readily solvable when considering small displacements of the electron
from the tube wall. These small displacements are valid for very low driving beam
charges or large tube radii, when the electrostatic force of the beam acting on the
plasma electrons is small. In this limit, r ⇡ rtube, and eq.5 is linearized using

r2 � r2tube = (r � rtube)(r + rtube) ⇡ 2r (r � rtube) (6)

where the first term on the right hand side is a second order term and has been
removed. The linearised equation of motion is thus

d2r

d⇠2
= � (!p/c)2

�2
b

(r � rtube) (7)

which has the solution

r(⇠) = rtube +A sin

✓
!p

c�b
⇠

◆
(8)

where A is a constant. For an ultrarelativistic driving beam, �b = 1, and so an
immediate form for the oscillation wavelength in the linear/weakly excited case is

�linear = 2⇡
c

!p
(9)

which is the well-known result for plasma oscillations in homogeneous plasma.

3.2. Strongly driven surface charge dynamics:
non-linear surface oscillations

Solving equation (4) in general requires calculation of the plasma electron’s initial
e↵ective velocity ⇢0 for a given radial position ⇢. Three basic assumptions are made
to simplify the calculation to a good approximation.

The first is that the driving beam is assumed to be a quasi-static point charge of
total charge Qb. This assumption is valid provided the drive beam density changes
over multiple electron oscillations and its charge is conserved. Gauss’ law states
that the electric field intersecting a Gaussian surface S is the same regardless of
the shape of the charge distribution within S. Quasistaticity ensures the shape
or size of the beam do not change significantly over time such that beam-plasma
intersections do not arise.

The second assumption requires that electrons excited by the driving beam are
no longer influenced by the driving beam beyond the first collapse to the axis.
In other words, the primary electron collapse occurs at ⇠ � 0, corresponding an
electric potential of approximately zero. This assumption simplifies calculation of
the kinetic energy gained by the electron due to the driving beam, as the radial
position of the electron at collapse need no longer be determined.
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The final assumption is that the kinetic energy gained by the electron is primarily
radial kinetic energy. This simplifies determination of the electron velocity at the
crystal tube wall (section 3.2.2).

3.2.1. Transforming Surface oscillation equation to first order

As equation (4) is an autonomous ODE (i.e. an ODE with no dependence on ⇠),
the following manipulation can be made:

d

d⇠

"
1

2

✓
d⇢

d⇠

◆2
#
=

d⇢

d⇠

d2⇢

d⇠2
(10)

Using the chain rule on the left hand side of (10)

d

d⇠
=

d⇢

d⇠

d

d⇢
⇢00 =

d

d⇢

✓
1

2
⇢02

◆

where ⇢0 = d⇢/d⇠. Equation (11) can then be substituted into (4) and integrated,
resulting in

1

2
⇢02 +

1

2�2
b

⇣!p

c

⌘2
✓
1

2
⇢2 � ln ⇢

◆
= C1 (11)

where C1 is a constant of integration to be determined.

3.2.2. Surface oscillation: Initial Condition for Velocity

To find C1, one must know a value of ⇢0 for a given ⇢. At ⇠ = 0, an electron at
the surface (⇢ = 1) sees the repulsive potential (attractive potential) of the electron
(positron) beam. As the electron is pulled to the axis, its energy will be converted
from potential energy between it and the beam to potential energy from the no
longer neutral plasma. As it recoils back towards the crystal tube wall, the electron
gains kinetic energy which will become maximized at ⇢ = 1 as, beyond ⇢ = 1, the
force will be directed anti-parallel to the electron velocity. Therefore, the kinetic
energy of the electron at the crystal tube wall (after the excitation from the beam)
is e↵ectively equal to the potential energy it has at (⇢, ⇠) = (1, 0) due to the electron
or positron beam under the assumptions given at the start of this section.

By letting ⇢0(⇢ = 1) = ⇢00, i.e. some initial e↵ective velocity to be determined
later, one arrives at an equation for C1 after substitution into (11)

C1 = ⇢020 +
1

2�2
b

⇣!p

c

⌘2
(12)

Determining ⇢00 requires consideration of the energy gained by the electron using
the simplifying assumptions made in the introduction of this section. The potential
energy of an electron due to an electron or positron beam is

U(⇢, ⇠) = �e2Nb

4⇡✏0

1p
⇢2r2tube + ⇠2

(13)
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where Nb = Q/e is the total number of electrons or positrons in the beam. Due to
the conservative nature of the potential, the kinetic energy E gained by a surface
electron due to the electron or positron beam, initially at ⇠ = 0, is

E = U(⇢1, ⇠1)� U(1, 0) (14)

where (⇢1, ⇠1) defines the position of the particle when its radial velocity is zero. If
it is assumed that ⇠1 is large, then U(⇢1, ⇠1) ⇡ 0 and equation (14) reduces to

E =
e2Nb

4⇡✏0rtube
⇡ 1

2
meṙ

2
0 (15)

where ṙ0 = rtubevb⇢00 is the initial condition velocity, vb is the beam velocity, and
the final term on the right hand side assumes that the energy gain occurs primarily
in the radial direction. Rearranging equation (15) yields

ṙ20 ⇡ e2nb

me✏0

Vb

4⇡rtube

= !2
pb

Vb

4⇡rtube
(16)

where Nb = nbVb, Vb is the e↵ective volume of the beam, and nb is the beam
density. For a Gaussian beam distribution of width �r and length �z, nb is defined
as the electron or positron density at the beam’s centre (or the peak density) with
Vb = �2

r�z

p
2⇡ . Upon substituting ṙ0 = rtubevb⇢00 into the above equation and

rearranging, an approximate form for ⇢00 is determined as

⇢00 ⇡ !pb

c

1

�br
3/2
tube

r
Vb

2⇡
(17)

and, for a Gaussian beam profile

⇢00 ⇡ !pb

c

1

�br
3/2
tube

s
�2
r�zp
2⇡

(18)

3.2.3. Non-linearity parameter and radial boundary conditions

Due to the oscillatory nature of the problem, it is clear that there will exist two
solutions for ⇢ where ⇢0 = 0. After substituting expressions for C1 and ⇢00, equation
(11) reduces to

⇢2 � 2 ln ⇢ = 1 + 2
nb

n0

Vb

2⇡r3tube
(19)
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Defining ↵ = 1+2 nb
n0

Vb

2⇡r3tube
, equation (19) describes a transcendental equation with

two solutions:

⇢+ =
p
�W�1(�e�↵) (20)

⇢� =
p
�W0(�e�↵) (21)

↵ = 1 + 2
nb

n0

Vb

2⇡r3tube
(22)

⇣
= 1 + 2

nb

n0

�2
r�zp

2⇡ r3tube
, Gaussian Profile

⌘
(23)

where W�1,0(x) are the decreasing and increasing branches of the lambert W func-
tion respectively. Each solution respectively describes the amplitude of the crests
and troughs of the plasma density oscillations. Looking at the extreme cases for ↵

⇢+ !
(
1 ↵ ! 1

1 ↵ ! 1
(24a)

⇢� !
(
1 ↵ ! 1

0 ↵ ! 1
(24b)

which suggests that, for large plasma densities and tube wall radii or physically
small, low density beams, |⇢+�1| ⇡ |⇢��1| yielding a linear wave. In the opposite
case, the wave amplitudes are di↵erent and thus the wave is non-linear. It is there-
fore deduced that ↵ must describe the strength of non-linearity of the wave, and
that increasing nb, �r, �z, or decreasing n0 or rtube results in increased non-linearity.

Increasing the beam charge will correspond to a stronger driving potential ex-
perienced by the plasma electrons. As a consequence, electrons have more energy
to collapse closer to the axis. This is similar for the crystal tube radius; electrons
will initially be closer to the driving beam and thus experience a stronger potential.
Conversely, decreasing the plasma density for a fixed beam density will reduce the
number of plasma ions which weakens the restoring force allowing the tube wall
electrons to collapse closer to the axis.

3.2.4. Wavelength of surface density oscillation: analytical model

Equation (11) can be rearranged in terms of ⇢0, leading to an integral solution ⇠(⇢)
with no closed form expression:

⇠(⇢)� ⇠0 =
c�b

!p

Z ⇢

1

dxq
1
2↵�

�
1
2x

2 � lnx
� (25)

where ⇠0 is a constant of integration and x is a dummy variable.
Equation (25) is restricted to a range spanning half the wavelength of the density
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oscillation, and a domain of (⇢�, ⇢+). The wavelength is thus

� = 2
⇥
⇠
�
⇢+(↵)

�
� ⇠

�
⇢�(↵)

�⇤
(26a)

= 2
c�b

!p

Z ⇢+(↵)

⇢�(↵)

dxq
1
2↵�

�
1
2x

2 � lnx
� = 2

c

!p
I(↵) (26b)

where in the last expression 26b(c), �b = 1. The integral I(↵) converges to ⇡ as
↵ ! 1, which is consistent with the linear solution. However, the wavelength of
nonlinear surface oscillations is greater than that in the linear regime by the factor
2⇥ I(↵),

�crunch�in = 2⇥ I(↵) 2⇡c!p
�1 (27)

The !p dependence in (26b) is as per expectations that the density oscillation
wavelength is strongly a↵ected by the plasma density in the tube walls.

The parameter ↵ also a↵ects the wavelength in the model, suggesting a depen-
dence of the wavelength on changing nb, �r, �z and rtube. Thus ↵ the nonlinearity
factor provides a correction to the oscillation wavelength under linear approxima-
tion. The factor I(↵) does not include the e↵ect of relativistic enlargement of the
wavelength of radial oscillations which is a well-known additional factor.

This model therefore suggests the wavelength of oscillation may be tuneable by
adjusting the plasma density n0, keeping ↵ constant. Conversely, the model suggests
the possibility of directly controlling the strength of non-linearity while maintaining
a constant wavelength, simply by adjusting multiple parameters at once.

The dependence on the plasma density, n0, outside of the integral agrees with
simulation data that adjusting the plasma frequency results in strong changes in
wavelength. In addition, the solution suggests that the wavelength is tunable by
adjusting n0 while ↵ remains constant. Conversely, the model suggests the possibil-
ity of directly controlling the strength of non-linearity while maintaining a constant
wavelength, simply by adjusting multiple parameters at once.

4. Proof-of-Principle simulations results:

solid-state electron oscillations with Particle-In-Cell simulations

Multi-dimensional Particle-In-Cell simulations using the EPOCH code44 have been
carried out to model collective electron oscillation phenomena in solid-state or crys-
tal plasma. The use of a PIC code for analyzing collective electron oscillations at
densities, n0 > 1022cm�3 is justified under the conditions where the phenomena is
collision-less as was shown above to be the case under strong excitation of valence
electrons in crystals. Moreover, as the length of the driver particle beam is chosen
to be of the order of the wavelength of collective electron oscillations, it is possible
to sustain plasmonic oscillations of electrons without triggering phonons and other
mixed modes etc. Furthermore, crystal tube structures are known to naturally have
mean free path lengths of several hundreds of nanometers45.
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In this work we model the interaction of a crystal tube with intense sub-micron
scale electron beam, especially its bunch length being sub-micron scale. We restrict
the choice of maximum crystal tube internal diameter to 1 micron. Currently,
crystal tubes are grown by folding multiple layers of mono-atomic sheets into a
cylinder and in the process closing a sheet upon itself. The precise nano-engineering
process of growing hundreds of nanometer tube radius is yet to be fully characterized
to determine the electron density profile spanning the cross-section from the edge
of the tube wall to the axis of the tube.

Graphene based carbon nanotubes (CNT) are in recent years shown to be rela-
tively straightforward to manufacture in the sense that sophisticated machinery is
generally not required45. These crystal tubes have valence electron densities in the
range of 1022�24cm�3 and a mean free path of about ⇠ 1 micron. These tube char-
acteristics are ideally suited for supporting collective electron oscillations. However,
the extent of surface deformities and imperfections when growing tubes from atomic
monolayers is not precisely modeled or characterized here and will form a part of
the future work.

Our computational modeling e↵ort characterizes an experimentally realizable in-
teraction scenario due to the recently reported availability of sub-micron scale bunch
lengths at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center10 and possibly at other accelerator
facilities in the near future.

This computational modeling e↵ort currently serves as a proof-of-principle and
is an attempt to demonstrate the possibilities that can be opened up by the solid-
state tube wakefield acceleration technique. In our modeling we utilize the fact that
beams of several hundred nanometer bunch lengths are accessible. For experimental
relevance the modeling e↵ort is carried out under the following constraints:

(i) In sec.4.1 - an experimentally available beam density of nb = 1.0⇥1021cm�3

is considered. The beam waist-size is �r = 500nm which is also chosen to
be the tube radius rtube = 500nm. The PIC simulations indicate that a
tube wall electron density of ntube = 2.0⇥ 1022cm�3 is suitable. This tube
wall density may need customized nanoengineering.

(ii) In sec.4.2 - under an experimental constraint that the beam waist-size ex-
ceeds the tube diameter we model a beam-tube interaction scenario such
that the beam particles radially in the Gaussian wings of the tube interact
with the tube wall, �r > rtube while the most intense part of the beam
propagates within the tube.

(iii) In sec.4.3 - we assume that a beam density of nb = 1.0 � 5.0 ⇥ 1022cm�3

is experimentally accessible. In this case the suitable tube wall densities
of ntube = 1.0 � 5.0 ⇥ 1023cm�3 are known to be available commercially
o↵-the-shelf.
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4.1. Beam waist comparable with tube radius, rtube & �r

Using PIC simulations we model and make preliminary investigations of beam-
driven solid-state tube acceleration in a parameter regime where the waist-size of
the beam injected into a crystal tube is comparable to the crystal tube radius.

The electron density in the tube walls is chosen to be n0 = 2.0⇥ 1022cm�3 with
a fixed ion background. In the simulation results presented below a 2D cartesian
grid is chosen such that it resolves the reduced plasmonic wavelength of �pe/(2⇡) =
38nm with 15 cells in the longitudinal and 15 cells in the transverse direction.
Thus each grid cell in these simulations is about 2.5nm x 2.5nm (the Debye length,
conservatively assuming a few eV thermal energy is �D ' 1Å). The cartesian box co-
propagates with the electron beam. The box dimensions span 7µm in longitudinal
direction and at least 7µm in the transverse (it is wider in transverse to incorporate
wider beams). The tube electrons are modeled with 10 particle per cell of the
cartesian grid. Absorbing boundary conditions are used for both fields and particles.

The electron beam has a �b = 10, 000 (roughly 5.1 GeV) with a Gaussian bunch
profile of a fixed bunch length with �z = 400nm. Typical beam density of 1.0 ⇥
1021cm�3 is considered in this experimentally relevant modeling e↵ort. The beam is
initialized with 16 particle per cell. In order to analyze the interaction, the waist-size
of the beam, �r and the tube radius rtube are varied. The moving simulation box
tracks the particle beam. The particle beam is initialized in vacuum and propagates
into the crystal tube before the simulations box begins to move.

PIC simulation snapshots in Fig.1 correspond with solid-state tube accelerator
interaction parameters of crystal tube radius, rtube of 500nm and beam waist-size,
�r = 500nm and bunch length, �z = 400nm. From this snapshot we observe that a
surface wave is sustained by the oscillations of the electrons across the interface of
the tube wall with density, ntube = 2.0⇥1022cm�3. In Fig.1(a) the tube wall density
snapshot in real-space shows three distinct spatial oscillations of a surface plasmon
sustained by radial electron oscillations across the surface. These snapshots are at
a simulation time of 250 fs which corresponds to a beam-tube interaction length
of around 72µm (the interaction has a delayed start as the beam is initialized in
vacuum and pushed to propagate into the plasma).

Beam density profiles from PIC simulation for the drive beam with �z = 400nm
at a density of nb = 1.0 ⇥ 1021cm�3 show that the beam electrons experience
the transverse or focusing fields of the “crunch-in” wakefields of the surface wave
and exhibit betatron oscillations. This e↵ect of beam density modulation can be
prominently observed in the beam density snapshots presented in later sections
in Fig.5(b) and Fig.7(d). These coherent density modulations of the drive beam
were first modeled in an innovative plasma beam dump proposal46. This coherent
drive beam density modulation has been observed and labelled as scalloping in
some recent works. In the near-term, beam-tube interaction can be experimentally
studied by observing the small spatial-scale drive beam density modulations.

In Fig.1, the longitudinal (in b) and focusing forces (in c) are shown along with
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Fig. 1. 2.5D PIC simulation snapshot at around 72µm of beam-tube interaction showing solid-
state tube accelerator with crystal tube radius of 500nm and beam waist-size, �r = 500nm and
bunch length, �z = 400nm. The beam density is nb = 1.0 ⇥ 1021cm�3 whereas the channel wall
density of the tube is ntube = 2.0 ⇥ 1022cm�3. Solid-state tube wakefield accelerator dynamics
extracted from a 2.5D PIC simulation at around 72µm of beam-tube interaction showing the tube
wall electron density (in a, normalized to ntube = 2.0 ⇥ 1022cm�3), longitudinal electric field of
the surface wave (in b, normalized to E0 = 13.6 TVm�1) and the focusing field (in c, E0 � cB0).

the density wave in real-space. The fields are normalized to the Tajima-Dawson
acceleration gradient (Ewb = E0 = mec!pee�1 or the cold-plasma wavebreaking
limit). The Tajima-Dawson limit for the tube density of ntube = 2.0⇥ 1022cm�3 is
E0 = 13.6TVm�1.

The simulation results lead to several interesting possibilities. It is observed
that although the beam to tube density ratio nb/ntube is only 0.05, the longitudinal
wakefields approach hEacci ' 0.25E0 which is an acceleration gradient of around
hEacci ' 2.5TVm�1. Moreover, the “crunch-in” behavior results in the excitation
of focusing fields of the order of 0.1 E0 which is a focusing gradient of several
100GVm�1.

Fig.2 describes the longitudinal phase-space of beam-tube interaction at around
72µm in the “crunch-in” surface wakefields regime. From the longitudinal momen-
tum against transverse momentum is shown in Fig.2(a) and transverse real space
dimension in Fig.2(b) it can be observed that only those beam particles that are
within the crystal tube and that experience both the longitudinal as well as the
transverse “crunch-in” wakefields undergo acceleration. Longitudinal phase-space
plotted against longitudinal real space dimension in Fig.2(c) and the corresponding
on-axis field, electron density lineout in Fig.2(d) demonstrate that the longitudinal
dimension of the wakefield is such that the beam particles in the tail of the beam
undergo acceleration. This opens up the possibility of using a single hundreds of
nanometer scale bunch to observe a few TVm�1 acceleration gradients.

The energy spectra in Fig.2(e) shows some of the particles in the tail of the
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal momentum phase-space against transverse momentum (in a) and transverse
real space dimension (in b) from 2.5D PIC simulation snapshot after around 72µm of beam-tube
interaction with parameters same as Fig.1. Longitudinal phase-space against longitudinal real
space dimension (in c) and corresponding on-axis field, electron density lineout (in d) from 2.5D
PIC simulation snapshot are also shown around 72µm of beam-tube interaction.

beam being accelerated from the initial beam energy centered around 5110MeV to
5360MeV, a gain of about 250MeV in 72µm. This gives an average acceleration
gradient over 72µm of around hEacci ' 3.0TVm�1. It is also quite evident from the
snapshots in (a) and (b) that only those beam electrons that are within the tube
get accelerated in the surface wave, whereas the electrons in the Gaussian wings of
the beam undergo minimal energy change.

The possibilities of accessing high average acceleration gradients of the order of
several TVm�1 are unprecedented and being based upon a modeling e↵ort where
realistic parameters are utilized call out for an experimental verification campaign.

In Fig.3, a comparison of bulk plasma (n0 = ntube = 2⇥ 1022cm�3) and crystal
tube wakefields is presented by plotting side-by-side the electron density (in a,d),
longitudinal electric field (in b,e) and the focusing field (in c,f) profiles. It is quite
evident from the comparison of the snapshots in (a) and (d) that whereas the surface
wave wakefield amplitude for nb/n0 = 0.05 is significantly high and in the nonlinear
regime for a tube radius, rtube = 500nm, the wakefields driven in homogeneous
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plasma are almost non-existent due to the low beam to plasma density ratio.

Fig. 3. Comparison of homogeneous plasma wakefield (in a,b,c) with the crystal tube wakefield
(in d,e,f; repeated from Fig.1) from 2.5D PIC simulation snapshot after around 72µm of beam-tube
interaction with parameters same as Fig.1. The comparison of (a) and (d) shows that whereas
the surface wave wakefield for nb/n0 = 0.05 is in the nonlinear regime, the wakefields driven in
homogeneous plasma are almost non-existent due to the low beam to plasma density ratio.

In order to characterize the e↵ect of the ratio of drive beam density to tube
wall density, nb/ntube, in Fig.4 we compare the PIC simulation snapshots of tube
electron density for di↵erent nb/ntube ratio at a beam-tube interaction length of
72µm. These beam densities are: (a) nb = 0.5 ⇥ 1021cm�3 = 0.025 ntube (b)
nb = 1.0 ⇥ 1021cm�3 = 0.05 ntube (c) nb = 2.0 ⇥ 1021cm�3 = 0.1 ntube (d) nb =
4.0⇥ 1021cm�3 = 0.2 ntube.

The corresponding peak longitudinal on-axis fields or acceleration gradient over
varying beam density as extracted from PIC simulations are summarized as follows:

(a) hEacci ' 0.1E0 for nb = 0.5⇥ 1021cm�3 = 0.025 ntube

(b) hEacci ' 0.25E0 for nb = 1.0⇥ 1021cm�3 = 0.05 ntube

(c) hEacci ' 0.65E0 for nb = 2.0⇥ 1021cm�3 = 0.1 ntube

(d) hEacci ' 1.5E0 for nb = 4.0⇥ 1021cm�3 = 0.2 ntube

It is quite evident that as the drive beam density is increased in “crunch-in”
regime of solid-state tube, the surface electron trajectories become increasing non-
linear. The nonlinear surface wave results in wakefields that are not only higher (of
the order of the Tajima-Dawson acceleration gradient limit) but also result in the
excitation of stronger focusing fields within the tube.

4.2. Beam waist size larger than the tube diameter, �r > rtube

An experimentally accessible parameter regime in the short-term where the beam
waist-size is a few times larger than the crystal tube radius is investigated below
using preliminary PIC simulations. In these simulations it is assumed that the peak
of the beam density coincides with the axis of the crystal tube such that the most
intense part of the externally focussed beam travels in the low density region of the
tube. The PIC simulation setup and beam density are as described in sec.4.1.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the “crunch-in” surface wave modes in crystal nanotube for di↵erent drive
beam densities from 2.5D PIC simulation snapshot after around 72µm of beam-tube interaction
in a crystal tube with wall density, ntube = 2.0⇥ 1022cm�3. The drive beam densities are nb =:
(a) 0.025 ntube (b) 0.05 ntube (c) 0.1 ntube (d) 0.2 ntube.

From the PIC simulation results that are summarized below in Fig.5 and Fig.6,
it is quite clear that surface wave wakefields in the “crunch-in” regime are sustained
within the tube even when �r > rtube. From the results in this section we observe
that when the beam density is retained same, spatial profiles of the wakefields
and the acceleration gradient of the order of 2.5TVm�1 sustained in the case of
�r > rtube being studied here are nearly equal to the case where �r  rtube.

This excitation of near Tajima-Dawson acceleration gradient (0.1Ewb) limit in
a crystal tube is quite interesting because the peak drive beam density of 1.0 ⇥
1021cm�3 is much smaller than the tube wall density of 2.0 ⇥ 1022cm�3. The
simulations show an energy gain of about 50MeV in around 23.5µm which is an
average acceleration gradient of hEacci > 2.0TVm�1.

Moreover, the “crunch-in” regime wakefields observed in this work show that
strong coherent focusing fields are also excited within the tube of the order of
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several 100GVm�1. It is evident from the beam density snapshots in Fig.5 that
only those beam particles that are within the tube and which as a result experience
the hEacci ⇠ TVm�1-scale fields of the surface plasmon wave undergo significant
density perturbation.

From comparison of the density and wakefield chacracteristics of crystal tube
wakefields in Fig.1 for the case of �r ⇠ rtube and the same in Fig.6 for the case
of �r � rtube, it can be observed that the wakefield characteristics, amplitude and
spatial profile, are quite similar. As the drive electron beam density in the case
of Fig.1 and Fig.6 are equal, nb = 1.0 ⇥ 1021cm�3, it is possible to postulate that
drive beams of a given density are equally e↵ective at the excitation of crystal tube
wakefields irrespective of their transverse properties (given that the peak of the
beam spatial distribution is aligned with the axis of the tube).

Fig. 5. 2.5D PIC simulation snapshots comparing the electron beam density at initialization and
after around 23.5µm of beam-tube interaction.
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Fig. 6. 2.5D PIC simulation snapshot at around 23.5µm of beam-tube interaction showing solid-
state tube wakefield accelerator with tube diameter of 500nm and beam waist-size, �r = 2.5µm
and bunch length, �z = 400nm. Here nb = 1.0⇥ 1021cm�3 and ntube = 2.0⇥ 1022cm�3.

4.3. Scaling to o↵-the-shelf tube wall densities: ntube ⇠ 10
23
cm

�3

Crystal nanotubes45 that are currently available o↵-the-shelf have mass densities
in the range of 1.3� 2.0 g-cm�3. For purely Carbon atom based nanomaterial this
mass density translates to ionic and electron densities in highly ionized states of
between ntube ⇠ 1023�24cm�3. In this section we present our examination of the
scaling of the “crunch-in” modes in crystal tubes when the crystal wall densities are
around ntube ⇠ 1023�24cm�3. The PIC simulation setup and beam density are the
same as described in sec.4.1. These simulations show that if certain beam densities
may be experimentally within reach of existing electron beam facilities, then it may
be possible to excite beam-driven solid-state tube surface wave wakefields using
o↵-the-shelf nanotubes.

In the previous sections, sec.4.1 and sec.4.2, we have presented proof-of-principle
PIC simulation results under the constraint that the beam densities are limited to
around nb  2 ⇥ 1021cm�3 whereas the beam bunch length is characterized by
�z ' 400nm. Under this constraint on the beam density, the “crunch-in” regime
was observed to be accessible only for tube wall densities, ntube ⇠ 10⇥ nb.

In this section, we assume that beam densities as high as nb ⇠ 5.0⇥ 1022cm�3

are experimentally accessible using currently available accelerator facilities. With
these range of beam densities, using PIC simulations snapshots presented below,
we observe that coherent “crunch-in” wakefields supported by collective oscilla-
tions of crystal electrons are accessible using nanotube structures that are available
o↵-the-shelf. Therefore, if beam densities of the order of nb ⇠ 1.0 ⇥ 1023cm�3
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Fig. 7. Density snapshots for o↵-the-shelf solid-state tube parameters from 2.5D PIC simulations
showing tube electron density (in a,b) with fixed background ions and drive beam electron density
(in b,d) after around 36µm of beam-tube interaction. From (a,c) it follows that “crunch-in” mode
is excited and that the beam evolves as it experiences the transverse fields of this mode.

are experimentally accessible, then proof of concept experimental verifications of
SOTWA mechanism can be carried out in the near term.

In the simulations presented in this section the electron density in the tube
walls is chosen to be n0 = 3.0 ⇥ 1022cm�3 with a fixed ion background. A 2D
cartesian grid is chosen such that it resolves the reduced plasmonic wavelength of
�pe/(2⇡) = 10nm with 20 cells in the longitudinal and 20 cells in the transverse
direction. Thus each grid cell in these simulations is about 500Å x 500Å (the Debye
length is �D  1Å).

The crystal tube of radius, rtube = 100nm is here is modeled to have a finite
thickness of 250nm, with the outer radial extent of the tube thus terminating at
350nm from the axis of the tube. The cartesian box co-propagates with the electron
beam. The box dimensions span 5µm in longitudinal direction and at least 3µm in
the transverse. The tube electrons are modeled with 4 particle per cell.

The electron beam has �b = 10, 000 (roughly 5.1 GeV) with a Gaussian bunch
profile of a fixed bunch length with �z = 400nm. In the simulation snapshots
presented below the beam density is 5.0⇥1022cm�3 which is experimentally relevant.
The beam is initialized with 9 particle per cell. A comparison of the PIC simulation
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Fig. 8. 2.5D PIC simulation snapshot of the tube wall electron density (in a), longitudinal field
(in b) and focusing field (in c) at around 36µm of beam-tube interaction with exactly the same
beam and tube parameters as in Fig.7. From (b,c) both the longitudinal as well as transverse
wakefields are of the order of the Tajima-Dawson acceleration gradient limit, 52TVm�1.

results in sec.4.1 and sec.4.2 provides enough confidence that the critical parameter
in beam tube interaction is the beam density, nb with the �r to rtube ratio being
relatively insignificant. In consideration of this we use a beam with �r = 250nm,
with a good and previously justified approximation that a beam of higher waist-size
(for example, �r ⇠ 2.5µm) but the same density will have the same characteristics
of beam tube interactions and excite considerably similar wakefields.

From these simulation snapshots summarized in Fig.7,8 it is possible to conclude
that if beam densities as high as nb ⇠ 5.0⇥ 1022cm�3 are experimentally accessible
at current accelerator facilities, then it may be possible to excite strong “crunch-
in” wakefields in o↵-the-shelf crystal tubes of nominal tube dimensions. In our
simulations, the tube has a radius (rtube) of 100nm and a wall thickness (�rtube)
of 250nm. The beam density is initialized to nb = 5.0 ⇥ 1022cm�3 and tube wall
density is initialized to ntube = 3.0 ⇥ 1023cm�3, with the nb/ntube = 0.17. The
beam properties are: �b = 10, 000, �z = 400nm and �r = 250nm.

From 9 we can infer that a few 10 TVm�1 acceleration gradient may be ex-
perimentally realizable using current accelerator facilities. The accelerated energy
spectra shown in 9(d) shows the acceleration of a small fraction of the drive beam
from the initial beam energy centered around 5110 MeV to 7570 MeV, a gain of
about 2.46GeV in 36µm gives an average gradient of around hEacci ' 70.0 TVm�1.
It is quite evident from the transverse real-space vs longitudinal momentum snap-
shot in (a) that only those beam electrons that are within the tube (rtube = 100nm)
get accelerated in the wakefield. This increase in the acceleration gradient simply
follows the electron density scaling of the Tajima-Dawson acceleration gradient.

It is quite attractive to have the possibility to accelerate a part of the 5GeV par-
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Fig. 9. Longitudinal momentum phase-space against transverse real space dimension (in a), the
same against longitudinal real space dimension (in c) and the corresponding on-axis field, electron
density lineout (in b) from 2.5D PIC simulation snapshot after 36µm of beam-tube interaction.

ticle beam by around 2.5GeV in sub millimeter-scale crystal tubes while sustaining
unprecedented many tens of TVm�1 acceleration gradients.

5. Discussion and Future Work

In this work we have presented a preliminary analytical and computational model
of beam-driven solid-state acceleration mechanism in crystal tubes. The solid-state
tube wakefield acceleration or SOTWA mechanism presented here utilizes collec-
tive electron oscillation modes on and across the surface of a crystal tube. These
plasmonic oscillations sustain propagating surface waves driven as the wakefield of
a charged particle beam of submicron bunch length (and, ideally submicron waist-
size). A tube shaped nanostructured crystal is not only found to o↵er the possibility
to minimize the direct high-intensity interaction of the beam with bulk crystal but
also the possibility of excitation of significantly higher wakefield amplitude com-
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pared to the direct interaction of same density particle beam with bulk crystal.
The experimentally available submicron scale bunch length (for instance, �z =

400nm10) is shown to have the potential for resonant excitation of collective electron
oscillations in crystal tube. The resonant excitation of a surface mode in a crystal
tube driven by the beam at a given density is shown to be experimentally realizable
within a range of tube wall densities. A preliminary analytical model of the crystal
tube wall surface electron oscillations has been presented based upon the seminal
works on modeling many body crystal phenomena as collective modes of collisionless
Fermi electron gas. Our model currently assumes minimal ion motion over the
relevant attosecond timescales (from our preliminary mobile ion simulations) but
crystal lattice ion motion e↵ects will be a major part of the future work.

In the computational models presented in sec.4 using beam densities of the order
of nb ⇠ 1021cm�3, as some of the electrons in the tail of the drive bunch experience
strong wakefields of the tube surface wave, they are shown to rapidly gain energy.
The average acceleration gradients experienced by the tail particles are shown to
be of the order of several TVm�1 as per the expectations of the Tajima-Dawson
acceleration gradient limit for crystals. The particles in the tail of the beam gain
several hundred MeVs in a few hundred microns under the influence of surface
wakefields (sec.4.1 and sec.4.2). The possibility of accessing average acceleration
gradients that are at least two orders of magnitude higher than the gaseous plasma
wakefield acceleration techniques will pave the way forward in accelerator research.

It is further demonstrated that if experimentally accessible beam densities may
be of the order of nb ⇠ 5.0⇥ 1022cm�3 with other beam properties being the same,
then o↵-the-shelf crystal tubes of a few hundred nanometer diameter can be utilized
(sec.4.3). With the densities of the these o↵-the-shelf tubes being of the order of
1023cm�3, the accessible Tajima-Dawson acceleration gradients are of the order of
10 TVm�1. Our simulations suggest the possibility of SOTWA fields being at least
three orders of magnitude higher than gaseous plasma acceleration technology.

The possibility that an increase in the drive beam density allows access to a
nonlinear surface wave “crunch-in” regime has been demonstrated. In the “crunch-
in” regime both strong transverse fields of the order of many 100GVm�1 as well as
longitudinal wakefields of the order of many TVm�1 are excited. Thus, this regime
using a crystal tube is useful to control the accelerated bunch transverse properties
while the accelerated particles do not directly experience high ion density in their
propagation path resulting in the minimization of associated instabilities.

Controlled crystal tube photon source: Moreover, the strong transverse
fields of the crystal tube wake make controlled and tunable generation of gamma-ray
photons as an electron or positron beam particle trajectories undergo oscillations
during their interaction with “crunch-in” transverse fields of the order of many
100GVm�1. The use of specifically structured crystal tube such as with a super-
lattice, allows significantly higher control of the gamma-ray flux as opposed to the
uncontrolled filamentation driven interaction in a metal8.
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Nano-modulation of drive beam: In the very near-term, beam-tube interac-
tion can be experimentally investigated by the observation of coherent density mod-
ulations of the drive beam46 which may be related to the e↵ect of beam scalloping
observed in some gaseous plasma studies elec-Beam-Wakefield-Expt. Beam-tube
interaction can be experimentally diagnosed by observing the small spatial-scale
beam density modulations after the interaction.

In future work, we will extend the analytical and computational modeling of
the SOTWA mechanism presented here. Moreover, we will determine the optimal
conditions for the excitation of strong many TVm�1 acceleration (and in-tube focus-
ing) gradients under various tube and beam parameters by modeling the plasmonic
surface wave in crystal tube. It is also critical to understand non-ideal conditions
of the interaction, such as misalignment of the beam and tube axis, e↵ect of lim-
ited thickness of tube wall and electron density profile of tube, secondary high-field
ionization of the channel walls, ion motion processes, modification of tube density
profile due to ablation of the crystal tube to beam irradiation etc. The extent and
time-scales of damage caused to the crystal tube structure by the drive beam, the
possibility of reuse in consideration of e↵ects such as atomic stabilization as well as
the e↵ect of these non-ideal structural properties on collective electron oscillations
will also be carefully modeled.

Laser Wakefield Accelerator injector for SOTWA: Our future work will
also study the external injection of the inherently micron-scale electron and positron
beams47 that are accelerated using laser-driven wakefields in gaseous plasmas and
are thus likely to be more accessible. Furthermore, it is well known that the ra-
diation from muons interacting with the high transverse or focusing field of the
tube and undergoing oscillations is significantly smaller than electrons or positrons
(/ (me/mµ)4), we will also model the injection and acceleration of muons. Laser
acceleration of muons48, also put forth and investigated as part of this XTALS 2019
workshop, is modeled to be able to produce ultra-short micron-scale muon beams
that are suitable for injection into crystal tube wakefields.

Through the proposed extensive modeling e↵ort, our work will seek the parame-
ter regime and feasible diagnostics for demonstration of an experimental prototype
of possibly many TVm�1 average acceleration gradient of the SOTWA mechanism.
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The high energy electron experimental platform∗ at ELI-Beamlines will give to the users

high energy tunable electron beams with low energy spread and divergence, by employing
laser-wakefield-acceleration scheme (LWFA) driven by PW-class laser system working at

10 Hz. The platform will offer great flexibility over electron beam parameter space and

is foreseen to exploit different targets, acceleration and laser-guiding advanced schemes.
In this paper we summarize about more compact accelerators that can be envisioned

by the use of really short (near single-cycle) fem-mJ-level laser pulses interacting with

nanoparticle and solid targets, as well as with specific near-critical density targets.

Keywords: LWFA; laser-driven electron acceleration; ultrashort lasers; high-density tar-

gets; nano-structures; ELI-Beamlines.

1. Introduction

Laser-plasma acceleration1 is a technique capable of producing very high-energy

particles bunch (GeV-level) with short time duration (down to 1 fs) and in rela-

tively short distance compared to conventional accelerator systems2–4, thanks to

high accelerating gradients well beyond 100 MV/mm5. This opened the way to

generate ultra-relativistic particle beams for different applications in smaller size

research infrastructure such as ELI-Beamlines6,7. Moreover, due to its versatility,

Laser Wakefield Acceleration (LWFA) is an attractive technique for many applica-

tions because of the possibility to tune within the same configuration the electron

beam parameters (energy, charge, and emittance) throughout different orders of

magnitude.

Nowadays, laser-accelerated electron beams are produced with table-top laser sys-

tems from TW to PW peak power thus accessing a broad energy range up to the

multi-GeV level8–10. The use of an ultrashort laser pulse driver, made available

by the pioneering work on Chirped-Pulse Amplification (CPA) by Strickland and

Mourou11, enables at the same time the possibility to pump and probe a sample

with secondary laser or particle beams, thus offering ultrafast temporal resolution in

the 10-fs range. These features are extremely interesting for several potential mul-

tidisciplinary applications12. However, the not yet optimized electron beam quality

in terms of pointing stability, average energy and energy spread, compared to con-

ventional accelerators, impose severe limitations to the usability of such beams. At

∗originally developed as H.E.L.L., within the Particle acceleration by Laser program (RP3).
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the same time, such challenging requirements have increased the number of test

experiments aiming to improve the beam reliability for applications.

It has been shown that different injection mechanisms can help to stabilize the aver-

age electron energy and to reduce the energy spread to less than 1%13, the electron

beam pointing however is showing a stability 2 to 3 orders of magnitude worse than

top-class laser systems (few µrad). These recent achievements for electrons parame-

ters are paving the way for further improvement to extend the acceleration with, for

example, multiple stage accelerators14,15; anyway, at the same time, they already

appear at a useful level for specific applications15, as emerged in the detailed user

workshop.

In trend with this workshop topic, to accelerate beams in solid-state plasmas that

promise very high accelerating gradient toward the final goal to reach TeV/m to build

future particle colliders much more compact. A step in this direction can be, for

example, to use compact size laser system to drive relativistic particles, or contin-

uous focusing of single-cycle laser pulses (eventually X-ray lasers to further reduce

the wavelength and so the accelerator plasma-cavity volume) inside solid nanostruc-

tured targets as crystals, carbon nanotubes (CNT)16, or in between metasurfaces

to exploit the metasurface laser accelerator (MLA) scheme in the NIR spectrum17.

Usually compact lasers can work at higher repetition rate compared to big PW-class

laser system but, even if more stable and reliable, bring very low energy for every

laser shot, resulting in an intensity not enough to generate good quality beam, for

example through the so-called blowout regime18,19. For this reason solutions to this

problem are:

(i) drastically reduced the pulse duration to single-cycle by pulse post-compression

(for example in gas-filled fibers as shown in20,21 or by the new thin film com-

pression approach proposed by G. Mourou et al.,22),

(ii) tight focusing by small f# off-axis parabola (OAP) together with a deformable

mirror (DM) and automatic wavefront curvature correction software,

(iii) by exploiting higher density targets like solid-plasma or near-critical plasma.

By using combinations of said points it has been shown the possibility to pro-

duce MeV-pC electron beam with mJ-class laser systems, which can operate at high

repetition rate (kHz)23–26. Two different regimes have been used to produce such

beams, one based on an improved laser driver, compressed near single-cycle (3.4

fs)24; the second consists in increasing the plasma density close to critical value

(nc = 1.7× 1021 cm−3 for 800 nm driving laser) to enable relativistic self-focusing

for longer (> 30 fs) laser pulses26.

In this work it is considered and shown the possibilities to implement some of these

schemes in the platform at ELI-Beamlines; as well the first demonstrations, both

experimentally and theoretically, that could pave the way toward the goal of realiz-

ing a compact high-repetition rate (few Hz) ultra-relativistic (MeV to GeV) particle

accelerator with pointing, divergence and energy spread good enough to use elec-
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trons as secondary source for further experiments.

The paper is structured in the following way. In the second section is given an

overview of the ELI-Beamlines research center and the available lasers for particle

acceleration. Sections 3 and 4 give a general overview of the LWFA idea and typical

setup of a laser-plasma acelerator, together a brief discussion on laser pulse opti-

mization.

In section 5 we summarized few aspects of the high energy electron platform and

related diagnostics. Section 6 is discussing recent trends towards the realization of

kHz electron acceleration.

Finally, in the last two sections are presented recent theoretical results obtained by

considering what happens when a single-cycle laser pulse travels a) inside a single

nanoparticle (NP), by resolving the E-field dynamics in the fs-timescale, and b) in-

side an over-dense plasma, to study wake-field modulations either analytically and

numerically.

2. Electron acceleration possibilities at ELI-Beamlines

The ELI-Beamlines project† main mission is to deliver laser-produced secondary

sources to the scientific community, both for applied and fundamental research in

different fields of plasma and ultrashort laser-matter interaction physics. For this

reason, different user-oriented beamlines are being implemented with the goal of de-

livering high repetition-rate highly synchronized laser-driven sources of particle and

radiation with unique features, especially when compared to conventional facilities.

Practical applications are medical and bio-molecular research (i.e. radiotherapy,

pulse radiolysis), new material research, and the development of new technologies

including high rep-rate DPSSL pumped PW-systems. The building has been con-

structed in 2015 and, since then, four lasers and many different beamlines have been

or are under installation and commissioning.

What is unique of ELI-Beamlines, other than having unique laser as the 10 Hz PW,

it is the possibility to combine in different experimental rooms multiple lasers with

dedicated beam transport (as shown in Fig. 1), to be used synchronized in complex

experiments. This is possible thanks to the fact that the lasers have a common

timing system for referencing and there is a centralized beam distribution control

system.

Different unique lasers (parameters in Tab. 1) are available at ELI-Beamlines,

and for experimental platforms like Plasma Physics (E3), Ion Acceleration (E4) and

Electron Acceleration (E5) is foreseen the possibility use in combination different

laser beams with dedicated beam transport and diagnostics.

The first laser to be ready is the L1 Allegra laser system27, designed and built by the

ELI-Beamlines laser team. This is based on picosend Optical Parametric Chirped-

Pulse Amplification (OPCPA) pumped Yb:YAG thin-disk lasers and provides < 20

†https://www.eli-beams.eu/
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Fig. 1. Experimental building scheme at ELI-Beamlines: 4 main lasers are located in separate

rooms at the ground floor, and are transported underground to different experimental halls. In

violet is L1 laser 100 mJ, 1 kHz; in green the PW-class laser working at 10 Hz and in red the 55
cm diameter 10 PW, 150 fs laser. The experimental hall (E5) is dedicated for high-energy electron

acceleration can allow future-proof scheme of acceleration with long focusing optics, extendable to

100 m, as originally planned into the former Particle Acceleration by Laser program (RP3).

fs compressed pulse at a wavelength 830 < λ < 860 nm, with an energy up 100

mJ (upgradable to 200 mJ in the future). The unique feature of this system is the

high-repetition rate of 1 kHz. This is used for all the experiments that do not need

high energy or intensity but rather good stability and repetition rate to increase

the data statistics and the signal-to-noise ratio. This is mainly used to generate

secondary sources as High-Harmonic Generation (HHG) in the range 10-120 eV

and Plasma X-ray source (PSX) station for the generation of incoherent ultrashort,

high brightness, hard X-ray. Applications in the Atomic, Molecular and Optical

fields are coherent diffractive imaging, sub-ps VUV ellipsometer and time-resolved

scattering, diffraction and spectroscopy imaging.

The main working laser is the L3 HAPLS (High-Repetition-Rate Advanced Petawatt

Laser System) laser system based on Ti:Sa crystal with record breaking peak power

pumping diode arrays, developed by LLNL, US‡. This provides PW pulses with

energy of at least 30 J and duration < 30 fs at 820 nm central wavelength, at a

repetition of 10 Hz. It also provides very high contrast and a high degree of real-

‡More info at: https://www.llnl.gov/news/lawrence-livermore-developed-petawatt-laser-system-
installed-eli-beamlines.
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time control and timing synchronization.

Last more powerful laser is the L4 Aton laser system developed by a consortium

of ELI-Beamlines, National Energetics and EKSPLA. It will provide up to 2 kJ

pulses with duration < 150 fs, therefore a peak power of 10 PW and the highest

possible intensity on focus at ELI-Beamlines, with a repetition rate of 1 shot/minute

due to the Nd:glass slabs amplification technology. This laser will be intrinsically

synchronized with a 0.5 to 5 ns (chirped) pulse laser with programmable temporal

shape, just by by-passing the final compressor in the same distribution chain.

Table 1. Lasers available at ELI-Beamlines6

Laser name Pulse energy Pulse duration Wavelength Repetition Rate Peak Power
[J] [fs] [nm] [Hz] [PW]

L1 - Allegra 0,1 (up. to 0,2) 30 830-860 1000 0.005 (0.01)

L2 - Amos 10-20 15 810 10 1
L3 - HAPLS 30 30 820 10 1

L4 - Atos 1500 150 810 < 0.02 10

3. LWFA experimental diagnostics

The idea of laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) come out originally as a theoretical

possibility in 19791, and the first proofs showing high quality relativistic beams

accelerated by laser in short distance were given only more than 16 years later

by different groups2–4,28. It consists in a short duration laser pulse from CPA

system that drives plasma waves in a medium by the ponderomotive driving force,

proportional to the variation of the laser intensity:

FNL = −∇Ilaser. (1)

These waves, referred to as the wakefield, are basically plasma oscillations that

can produce very high E-field by electrons-ions displacement. The longitudinal elec-

tromagnetic plasma wave (EPW) are responsible for the acceleration of electrons,

where the final gain is proportional to the E-field and the displacement (e.g. the

acceleration length). The biggest advantage of this acceleration scheme, compared

to the conventional linear accelerators based on radio-frequency (RF) cavities, is the

extreme reduction in dimensions. Indeed, the limiting factor for RF accelerators

is the electric breakdown of the material that limits the accelerating gradients to

around 100 MeV/m, this does not happen in an ionized plasma. The E-field re-

sponsible for the particle energy gain is dependent both on the laser intensity (that

means are needed really short pulse duration lasers) and on the plasma electron

density ne, and can be higher than the so-called cold non-relativistc wave-breaking

field29:
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E0[
V

m
] =

cmeωpl
e

≈ 96
√
ne[cm−3] (2)

ωpl =

√
4πnee2

me
(3)

where me and e are the electron rest mass and charge, c the speed of light, and

ωpl the plasma frequency. This implies that working with few tens of fs laser at

a plasma density ne ≈ 1018cm3 is possible to get accelerating field > 100 GV/m.

When the plasma perturbation length is equal to the plasma wavelength

λpl =
2π

ωpl
= cτlaser (4)

with τlaser the pulse duration, resonant high amplitude wake-fields are produced

and the electrons, if injected in phase inside these waves, can be accelerated to very

high energy. By using PW-class laser it has been recently shown a record electron

energy gain up to 8 GeV10 by extending the acceleration length over 20 cm inside

a channel formed in a plasma discharge capillary.

Electrons can be injected in the accelerating part of the wake-fields by different

methods5, as for example by self-injection, ionization-injection or even external in-

jection when a pre-formed beam is sent with proper timing after the main laser

driving the wake. To get good quality electron beam is critical to tune the laser-

plasma interaction to assure good excitation of waves and timed injection of elec-

trons, dependent on the plasma density (e.g. type of gas, backing pressure, height

of laser focal spot compared to gas target). To do so usually the gas-target, that can

be a sub- or super-sonic nozzle, a gas-cell or a small-diameter capillary, is moved in

3D to find the best position compared to the focal spot of the laser, given by the

off-axis parabola (OAP) optimization at a previous stage.

During this process the laser-plasma interaction is monitored by different diagnos-

tics techniques, the most basic setup consist in a side-view probing beam to get

lateral shadowgraphy (or interferometry) images from which is possible to know

height and longitudinal position of the focus, a high-magnification top-view color-

CCD to view the Thomson scattered light from plasma (visible to IR by laser) to

infer the laser propagation into plasma, and eventually a laser spatial profile and

spectrum monitoring before and after the plasma propagation. The electron beam

spectrum is typically recorded by a deflecting B-field and an imaging Lanex screen,

imaged off-axis by a CCD. From this signal is also possible to estimate the beam

divergence, charge and pointing at every shot.

4. Laser pulse optimization

In order to boost the acceleration gradient inside the plasma cavity it is important

to have a high intensity of the laser concentrated inside a very small focal spot (as
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can be understood by Eq. 1). Indeed to drive highly relativistic electron motion

the normalized (Gaussian) laser vector potential amplitude, defined as:

a0 = (
2e2λ2I

πm2
ec

5
)1/2 ' 8.6× 10−10λ[µm]

√
I[W/cm2] (5)

must be a0 ≥ 1, that means an intensity on spot I > 1018W/cm2 for a central

laser wavelength at 1 µm. The focal spot can be dependent experiment by experi-

ment on the different acceleration techniques, as for example if the laser pulse must

be coupled into a guiding channel with acceptance aperture (radius) similar to the

laser spot.

However, other than generating a small laser waist in focus w0 (eventually close to

the optical diffraction limit wlimit = 1.22λf#), it is crucial both (i) to maximize

the energy encircle in the spot size 2w0 and (ii) to reduce to the minimum the pulse

duration in time.

To accomplish the first goal (i) usually a deformable mirror (DM) is used as one

of the last optics in the path before the final focusing element. This is composed

by a very thin membrane behind which different actuators are moved to deform

the surface in a way to correct for optical aberrations and guarantee flat wavefront

curvature, measured by a wavefront sensor device (WFS) optically conjugted with

the DM surface. An additional step would be to re-optimize the wavefront at the

real focus of the OAP, to further correct aberrations introduced by non-perfect al-

ingment or coating imperfections of the OAP itself.

For the second goal (ii) it is important to fine-tuning the laser final compressor

(in particular the relative distance of the two gratings) measuring as reference the

pulse duration on target. This can be done either in-air or in-vacuum by consid-

ering the additional B-integral due to the vacuum-air optical window. To measure

really compressed laser pulse in the fs-domain it is needed a self-reference technique.

Commercial devices are available for this scope as the Wizzler, based on single-shot

Spectral Interferometry30 to reconstruct the spectral phase and intensity, and the

D-Scan31, based on ultrafast dispersion-scan setup.

5. High-energy platform scheme

Since the capability to produce secondary beams using ultra-high-power laser sys-

tems is still in a fast development phase, the high energy electron platform available

at ELI-Beamlines (developed within the Particle Acceleration by Laser program

RP3 and reviewed in detail in T. Levato et al.,32) is geometrically organized to be

flexible and modular to offer the possibility to arrange advanced optical setups for

future development of the source and for the preparation of complex fundamen-

tal physics experiments that require a high-power super-stable counter-propagating

laser33,34. All the optics have been designed to work with the (250 mm clear aper-

ture) PW-laser and having optimized coating for said laser.
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(a)

(b) (c)

(b)

Fig. 2. (courtesy of T. Levato) The High-energy Electron by Laser Light (H.E.L.L.) experimental

platform: optical scheme (a) of the two chambers composing the beamline and (b) the User station
equipped with an high-precision positioning system. The beamline is designed to host the PW-

class laser (indicated here with orange arrow), offering a high-degree of experimental flexibility

thanks to the possibility to move the interaction (big) chamber with respect to the (first) laser
focusing one. To optimize the interaction the platform will provide in-air and in-vacuum shot-

to-shot diagnostics for the laser and its propagation in the plasma. Moreover, is considered the

possibility to have a PW-class counter-propagating laser beam to generate high-energy γ–ray by
laser-particle collider33. Adapted reprint from32.

The first laser-driver vacuum chamber consists of all the optics for focusing down

the large diameter to a spot size of ≈ 15 µm (33 µm) in the case with an OAP of

focal length f = 4.4 m (10 m), plus all the online in-air diagnostics (pulse energy,

contrast, pointing, near-field distribution) and the in-vacuum ones (pulse duration

and wavefront curvature measurements). The two OAP allow to work in two dif-

ferent regimes of LWFA, respectively the self-injection regime18,35,36 that requires

a high intensity, and the guided regime2 by increased focal length and, therefore,

increased accelerating region inside the channel. The DM is needed to compensate

diffraction and phase-front aberrations effects (that limit the minimum focal spot

size and so the maximum intensity reachable) due to multiple reflections on optics

and long propagation.

For lower energy applications (100-MeV-range), users can benefit of a dedicated

user-station§ (shown in Fig. 2a and 2b) designed to work at 10 Hz and to host up

to 5 kg target (in air), offering both a high-precision positioning system and the

possibility to monitor online the electron beam characteristics before and after the

interaction with the target.

6. Towards high-repetition rate accelerators

In the view to use nanostructures either for direct particles acceleration or for laser

pulse guiding, it is critical to have a LWFA system with very good pointing stabil-

ity (ideally tens of µrad) and reliability over time, working at high-repetition rate

§developed in the Particle Acceleration by Laser group (RP3) together with Elettra-Sincrotrone
Trieste.
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(tens to hundreds of kHz). The first requirement will assure a good focusability

of the laser pulse to be guided or matched to nanostructures as carbon nano-tubes

(CNT) or plasma channels that can have a matching opening aperture from tens to

sub-µm. The second point will assure the enhancement of the particle beam current

(needed in many applications), a better signal-to-noise ratio, and the possibility to

introduce a live feedback control and beam optimization37.

Most Laser Plasma Accelerators (LPA) rely on 100 TW-class or PW-class laser to

generate GeV-range high-charge electron bunches, however these systems usually

work at low repetition rate (≤ 1 Hz) or at best at 10 Hz (L3-laser project). Increas-

ing the repetition rates bring a series of advantages as: more stable acceleration

process because kHz laser reach thermal steady operation state, it is possible to

average over many shots increasing both the statistics and the signal-to-noise ratio,

it is possible to introduce very fast active or passive feedback control and optimiza-

tion, and finally can increase by few orders of magnitude the current brought within

the fs electron bunch26,38. Nowadays few-mJ range compact lasers working higher

than kHz are commercially available.

One of the technical challenges to work with such systems to drive LWFA is the fact

that, being available only low energy per pulse, it is needed to work in tight focus-

ing regimes shooting very close to super-sonic (high-Z) gas targets (that means very

high-plasma density). In this way is possible to have shorter plasma wavelength to

be in resonance with the laser pulse in the so-called bubble regime, that leads to

the generation of high-quality relativistic electrons with narrow energy spread and

small divergence18,19. The direct consequence of this is the fact that by scaling

down the spot waist, also the Rayleigh length zR, the accelerating cavity radius

R and the dephasing length Ldeph ∝ ω2
0

ω2
p
R (limiting the acceleration process) are

reduced. This is clearly visible by scaling laws with requirements for LWFA in

bubble regime highlighted in the Tab. 2. This makes the optimal condition more

difficult to find and it is usually required a very careful fine-scanning of the focal

spot compared to the gas target.

Table 2. Scaling laws for LWFA in the blowout regime37, considering a driving pulse of 800 nm
wavelength.

Laser class a0 EL τL w0 zR ne Ldeph ∆E

0.5 PW 4.8 30 J 60 fs 26 µm 2.6 mm 6.6 × 1017cm−3 4.5 cm 4.2 GeV
30 TW 3.5 1 J 25 fs 10 µm 400 µm 4.2 × 1018cm−3 2.8 mm 500 MeV

1 TW 2 3 mJ 5 fs 2.1 µm 18 µm 1020cm−3 25 µm 10 MeV

Another technical experimental issue working at high-repetition rate is the syn-

chronization of the gas valve opening time with the laser and the gas release into

the chamber, a too slow evacuation could result in an increase of the vacuum level

over the working threshold of 10−3 mbar, potential harmful for the optics especially

if the target chamber is in close proximity with the laser compressor gratings.
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To mitigate these problems it is possible to perform hydrodynamics simulations, as

shown in39, in order to get the gas density profile and to find the best interaction

position for of the focal spot compared to the target.

7. Theoretical considerations

In the view to use nanostructure with solid-density plasmas in which to drive

LWFA by reduced wavelength (eventually from X-ray lasers), in our group at ELI-

Beamlines we are focusing the attention on two points we consider relevant and

not fully explored from a theoretical point of view. The first consists of analysis of

the interaction and response on the fs-timescale of a single nanoparticle (NP) to a

ultra-fast broadband driving pulse. The second point to mention here is the study

of the propagation of a single-cycle laser pulse in a near-critical density plasma,

useful to analyze eventual laser self-modulations when working at high-repetition

rate at densities > 1020 cm−3.

7.1. NP response to broadband pulse on the fs-timescale

Optical properties of plasmonic nanoparticles, such as their large optical cross sec-

tions and the enhancement of the optical near field in subwavelength regions, are

well known in the literature40 and the first theories of light interacting with small

objects (called later on plasmonics) based on classical electrodynamics go back more

than a century41–43. However in the recent years the development of advanced

nano-fabrication techniques, high-sensitivity single-particle optical characterization

techniques,fast numerical modeling tools, and the availability of compact size of

fs-laser pulse have led to an increasing interest of the scientific community in the

so-called ultrafast nanoplasmonics world due to huge number of applications44,45.

In the latter, the key point is the control of the strong-field enhancement localized

in space on the nanometer scale and in time on the fs and sub-fs scale, either in

the linear or nonlinear regime. For many plasmon-based applications in the visible,

because of the very narrow resonance, silver and gold are the usual choices how-

ever, plasmonic excitation can be also obtained in the far-infrared zone using doped

semiconductors and in the ultraviolet zone using aluminium or silicon.

Most of these studies on plasmonics and magnetic light are limited to the monochro-

matic, continuous-wave regime. The work by C. M. Lazzarini et al.46, developed

into the Particle acceleration by Laser research program (RP3), presents a fur-

ther step into the research field unifying the areas of nanoplasmonics and ultrafast

high-power lasers. The key point here, still not clear even in the linear case, was

the time-response of the near-field excited inside a single NP placed in the focus

of a broadband Fourier-limited Gaussian laser pulse in the long wavelength limit,

in the cases its duration is longer, comparable or smaller than the NP resonance

lifetime (as shown in Fig. 3 for a sub-wavelength Ag NP). The enhancement and

decay have been resolved on a fs-timescale both analytically and numerically for a
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40 nm-diameter Ag NP (e.g. plasmonic resonance in metal) and for a bigger 460

nm-diameter Si one (magnetic resonance in high-index dielectric). Similar delayed

near-field enhancement and decays have been observed for the metal and dielec-

tric NPs, by considering respectively a modified Drude-Sommerfeld model47 in the

dipole-limit and the exact Mie theory48 needed for bigger particles.
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Fig. 3. (a) Scheme of the idea from C. M. Lazzarini et al.46: a 40 nm diameter Ag nanoparticle
placed in the beam waist of an incident Fourier-limited Gaussian pulse in the long-wavelength

limit (λ � d) under the paraxial approximation. In the beam waist the electric field is polarized

along the x-axis. (b) Plane wave extinction efficiency for the NP computed considering radiative
correction effect. (c), (d), (e) Normalized spectra of the laser pulse (Einc in red) centered at

λres = 369 nm having a bandwidth bigger, similar, or smaller compared to the plasmon resonance
one, considering a pulse duration respectively of 0.5 fs, 5.4 fs, and 50 fs.

We started by solving the Helmholtz equation in the paraxial limit (neglecting

spatio-temproal couplings):

∇2E + k2E = 0 (6)

E(r, τ) = Espace(r)Etime(τ) (7)

with k = |k| = ω/c. Solutions of above equations are a Gaussian (mode TEM00)

propagating along the x-axis and a Gaussian function in time:

Espace(r) = E0e
ikzx̂ (8)

Etime(τ) = e−αpτ
2

e−iω0τ (9)
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where ω0 is the central pulse frequency and αp is related to the pulse duration

by αp = 4ln(2)/τ2p . The pulse duration range here considered (0.5 to 250 fs) covers

from the state-of-the-art laser pulses for pump-probe experiments to study collective

charge excitation and dephasing (1–10 fs), the non-thermal electron distribution

effects, up to the the e-e (or e-h in a semiconductor) scattering regime (100 fs

range).
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Fig. 4. Left: Color maps showing the normalized E-field enhancement inside the 40 nm Ag sphere
on an ultrafast time scale. The incoming pulse is a Gaussian Fourier-limited pulse centered at λ0
with a pulse duration of (a) 0.5 fs, (b) 5.4 fs, and (c) 50 fs. The dashed lines represent the plasmon

resonance wavelength λLSPR = 369 nm, while the solid white lines show the pulse bandwidths.
Right: Semi-log plots of the respective induced E-field for a laser pulse centered at λLSPR (solid

black lines) compared to the incoming one (dashed red) having a pulse duration of (d) 0.5 fs, (e)

5,4 fs, and (f) 50 fs. Data and reprint from46.

To calculate the broadband response, the incoming pulse temporal part has

been Fourier-expanded and for each frequency the incident field on the small sphere

becomes

Espace(r) = E0e
ikzx̂ (10)

and the solution can be calculated solving the Laplace equation

∇2Φ = 0 (11)

E = −∇Φ (12)

giving a near-field for single frequency:

E1(ω) = E0

√
π

α
e
− (ω−ω0)2

4αp
3ε2

ε∞ + 2ε2 −
ω2
p

ω(ω+iγ)

x̂. (13)
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In this we consider air as background (ε2 = 1), a dielectric function at infinite

frequency ε∞ = 5, a plasma frequency }ωp = 8.9 eV and a relaxation (electron

scattering) rate γ = 17−1 fs.

By inverse Fourier transforming this equation is possible to get the NP response in

time, results are shown in Fig. 4 for three different cases. A rich physics has been

observed for a pulse duration shorter than the NP resonance lifetime (of 5.4 fs for

Ag). That is a delayed retarded Lorentz mode decay with parameter Γ/2 = 0.186

fs−1 and we observed that by increasing the pulse duration the response delay

saturate at the exact value of the plasma resonance τdelay ' τres = 5.4 fs. A similar

scenario happen for bigger Si particle, where the resonances mode are magnetic

resonances centered in the NIR spectrum (λ > 1100 nm).

Extension works on these findings will look at the non-linear NP and multi-particle

interference response, the far-field dynamics resolved in time, and could lead to

new mechanisms for time-shaping ultra-fast laser pulses or be used for laser-plasma

diagnostics and direct particle acceleration in nano-structured targets.

7.2. Single-cycle laser propagation in near-critical plasma

Since as explained above LWFA at high repetition rate is possible with mJ-class

lasers but requires very high-density plasma targets and really short pulse dura-

tions, the dispersion and the carrier envelope phase (CEP) effects of few-cycles

pulses must be taken into consideration when considerating the generated wake

waves and their effect back on the driving pulse. Indeed, usually in this scenario

the laser pulse driving the wakefield is longer in space than the plasma wavelength,

meaning that self-modulation effects can occur to eventually split the pulse into

different waves. In this last chapter is presented an analysis49 showing Particle-In-

Cell (PIC) simulations to study the propagation of the pulse in near-critical plasma

(where ncr = 1.8× 1021 cm−3 for a 800 nm laser).

Starting from the dispersion relation for a small amplitude E.M. wave in a collision-

less plasma:

ω2 = k2c2 + ω2
p (14)

with ωp =
√

4πnee2/me the Langmuir frequency, c the speed of light in vacuum,

e and me the electron charge and mass and ne the electron density, the phase and

group velocity of laser pulse are:

vph =
ω

k
=

cω√
ω2 − ω2

p

(15)

vgr =
∂ω

∂k
=
c
√
ω2 − ω2

p

ω
. (16)
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Fig. 5. Data from P. Valenta et al.49. Laser field normalized (left column), transverse E-field

on the y = 0 axis (center) and the corresponding on-axis spectrum (right) for three different time
moments after the laser entered the uniform plasma: (a),(b),(c) t1 = 106 fs, (d),(e),(f) t1 = 160

fs, and (g),(h),(i) t1 = 212 fs.

The simulated laser pulse, characterized by angular frequency ω0 = 2πc/λ0,

where λ0 is the vacuum center laser wavelength, is Gaussian in both spatial and

temporal profiles. The pulse contains one optical cycle only, thus its duration is

τFWHM = 2π/ω0 (2.66 fs for 800 nm laser). The laser is focus to w0 = 4λ0, with

a corresponding normalized amplitude at focus of a0 = 2, at the beginning of a

cold, collisionless, uniform hydrogen plasma with electron density ne = 0.1 ∗ nc
through a smooth density ramp in the front vacuum interface to mitigate the wave-

breaking that could occur from a too sharp plasma edge. The resolution of the

2D Cartesian grid is 100 cells per λ in both directions. The electromagnetic fields

are calculated using the standard second-order Yee solver50 by applying absorbing

boundary conditions for both fields and particles. Results are presented in Fig. 5,

where is clear that the laser entering the density plateau undergoes self-focusing

exciting high-amplitude waves and, consequently, a substantial red-shift happens in

the front part of the pulse.

Due to the dispersion, the lower frequencies propagate through plasma slower than

the higher frequencies, that by consequence remains in the front part of the pulse.

This effects can ends in a separation of the pulse in two parts (as evidenced in Fig.

5) traveling at different velocities. During this event the group velocity vg of the
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laser keeps decreasing and, therefore, the excitation of the wake waves becomes less

efficient since their phase velocity is proportional vg. The on-axis electron density

ne composing the decelerating waves is also showing periodic localized modulations

in time with a period that is reducing proportionally to the wake wave phase veloc-

ity.

Starting by considering a single-cycle driver wave-packet propagating in a collision-

less plasma, and resolving the generated wake equations below the wavebreaking

limit (γ < 1), it is possible to calculate the dispersion time

tdisp =
πk0c

χ
(17)

where the dispersion effects result in a space-time modulation with a modulation

period determined by the parameter

χ =
vgr
c
− c

vgr
. (18)

By such calculations and simulations can be inferred that laser pulse dispersion

of a small amplitude single-cycle laser can be responsible for strong wake-field mod-

ulations, presenting a period related to the laser vg. These modulations are in turn

responsible for the observed modulations in the plasma density of the waves behind

the pulse and can limit the propagation of the driver pulse and so set an additional

limit to the acceleration length. Further studies are needed to better understand

how these modulations could be useful in the acceleration process itself or in the

particle injection in separated wave packets.

8. Conclusions

All the laser sources and experimental possibilities available at ELI-Beamlines, to-

gether with the challenges to be solved framed in the general goal to better under-

stand the laser-driven acceleration process in near-solid-state plasma targets and

potentially reach accelerating gradients as high as TeV/m, have been summarized.

Firstly, it has been presented a general overview of our User Research facility, the

available lasers for particle-acceleration and, in more detail, the high electron plat-

form scheme32 with related challenges to achieve very energetic and good quality

particle beams. Secondly, it has been discussed the importance of high-repetition

rate accelerators and relevant challenges to be solved in an experiment.

Finally two theoretical results have been discussed concerning the description of a

nano-particle time-resolved response to very short laser pulses and the propagation

of a single-cycle pulse in a near-critical density plasma. These could result poten-

tially useful for improved diagnostics to monitor and to improve the propagation of

ultra-short pulses in sub-µm nano-structures.
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Plasma-based accelerator technology enables compact particle accelerators. In Laser
Wakefield Acceleration, with an ultrafast high-intensity optical laser driver, energy gain

of electrons is greater if the electron density is reduced. This is because the energy gain

of electrons is proportional to the ratio of laser’s critical density to electron density.
However, an alternative path for higher energy electrons is increasing the critical density

via going to shorter wavelengths. With the advent of Thin Film Compression, we now
see a path to a single cycle coherent X-ray beam. Using this X-ray pulse allows us to

increase the plasma density to solid density nanotube (carbon or porous alumina) regime

and still be under-dense for a Laser Wakefield Acceleration technique. We will discuss
some implications of this below.

Keywords: LWFA in Solid, Nanotube, X-ray Laser, TFC

1. Motivation

The proposed technique of Thin Film Compression (TFC)1 combined with the Rel-

ativistic Compression (RC) technique2 could generate a coherent single cycle X-ray

pulse. TFC technique could be used to compress a commonly existing short (< 100

[fs]) optical pulse to near a single cycle pulse. The spectrum of the pulse is broad-

ened via Self Phase Modulation (SPM) as the pulse travels in a thin film. This

pulse can then be compressed down to a shorter duration due to its now broader

spectrum with > 50% efficiency1. If this few cycle optical pulse is focused onto an

overcritical solid target, it pushes the surface electrons inward setting up a large

electric field. As these electrons bounce back toward their parent ions, the reflected

pulse is relativistically compressed to X-ray wavelengths. Therefore, the optical

pulse from a TFC stage could be up-converted to an X-ray pulse via interacting

with an overcritical target by RC at ∼ 10% efficiency2. This X-ray pulse could

potentially have Joule level energy and duration of a few attosecond or even zep-

tosecond translating to 1-10 keV energy photons1. This is potentially a way to

reach the ExaWatt regime in the future. If we are able to focus this pulse to its

much smaller diffraction limited spot size (on the order of nm), we could achieve

unprecedented intensities3 in the Schwinger regime of 1029 [W/cm2]. This evolution

is shown in Figure 1 by a dashed black line. Thus the combination of TFC and

RC techniques beautifully paves the path to a coherent single cycle X-ray pulse as

shown in Figure 2.

There is interest in using such a pulse for the purpose of accelerating electrons
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Figure 1. Evolution of Focused peak intensity is shown as a a function of time. The λ3 shortcut

to the Nonlinear QED regime via pulse compression is also shown by a black dashed line. Image

credit4

to ultra-high energies in micron to millimeter distances for the future TeV/cm accel-

erators. In Laser Wakefield Acceleration (LWFA), electron energy gain is approxi-

mately given by ε = 2a20mec
2(nc/ne), where a0 is the normalized vector potential of

the laser and it relates to the intensity according to a0 = 0.85
√
Iλ, where intensity

is in units of [1018W/cm2] and wavelength is in [µ]. nc = meω
2
l /4πe

2 ∝ 1/λ2l is the

critical density of the laser and is inversely proportional to the laser wavelength.

An X-ray pulse has a critical density 6-8 orders of magnitude higher compared to

currently existing optical lasers. This matches the much higher electron density

provided by solid materials and amounts to an energy gain increase by 3 orders of

magnitudes compared to LWFA with optical lasers and gaseous materials as sum-

marized in Table 1. These X-ray photons have energies on the order of 1-10 keV.

To these photons, weakly-bound electrons with smaller binding energies would be

considered effectively free although they are bound to an atom in reality. These

electrons may be regarded as plasma-like in the timescale of the X-ray pulse, while

more strongly bound electrons remain intact. Thus, solid material may be con-

sidered as a metallic plasma to this X-ray pulse. Further, material is not ionized

during the interaction as the timescale for the above threshold ionization is long

compared to the few attosecond timescale of the passage of the X-ray pulse. Elec-

trons oscillate a relatively small distance, on the order of an angstrom, about their

original location to produce a wakefield. If the amplitude of wakefield reaches the

wave-breaking limits, some electrons will get ripped from the atoms and will be

accelerated. Electrons can also be injected into this structure.

In order to minimize collisions between the accelerated electrons and electrons
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Figure 2. Demonstration of the two-stage single cycle coherent X-ray production scheme. TFC
setup is shown on the left side where a 20 [fs] short pulse travels through a thin piece of material

and is chirped and spectrally broadened as a result. Dispersion compensation mirrors are used to

undo the linear chirp and compress the beam to it’s now shorter duration due to broader spectra.
This results in a single cycle optical pulse. The scheme for Relativistic Compression is shown

on the right where this compressed optical pulse is focused onto a solid target. Surface electrons

are pushed in and bounce back toward the positive charges. This relativistically compresses the
optical pulse to an X-ray pulse. Image Credit5

Table 1. Comparison of acceleration gradient
with optical and X-ray laser

Optical (1000 [nm]) X-ray (1 [nm])

nc 1021 [cm]−3 1029 [cm]−3

ne 1018 [cm]−3 1023 [cm]−3

nc/ne 103 106

ε 1 GeV 1 TeV

within the solid, it is suggested to use fabricated nanotubes7. Nanoporous alumina

structures can be fabricated on quartz crystals6. The pore density and diameter of

this highly regular pore structure can be controlled during the fabrication to match

the laser parameters and produce an optimized wakefield structure. Figure 3 shows

an example of this regular honeycomb channel structure and it’s dimensions.

A point to note is that an X-ray laser pulse can couple with ionic motions

in solid material through optical phonon modes. Tajima and Ushioda have worked

out the dispersion relation for polaritons in phonon-plasmon coupled systems8. The

equations for this derivation are the continuity and momentum equations for both

species and Poissons equation:
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Figure 3. SEM image of the top surface of a porous alumina fabricated on a QCM. Image Credit6

∂ne
∂t

+∇ · (ne(vD + ve)) = 0,
∂ni
∂t

+∇ · (nivi) = 0, (1)

mene(
∂ve
∂t

+ (vD + ve) · ∇ve) = neqeE −∇Pe, (2)

mini(
∂vi
∂t

+ vi · ∇vi) = niqiE −Ki(xi − xi0), (3)

∇ · E = 4πe(ni − ne), (4)

ξe =
eE

meω2 −mekxvDω − k2xγTeω
ω−kxvD

, (5)

ξi =
−eE/mi

ω2 − Ki

mi

, (6)

where vD, ve and vi are the drift velocity of electrons, thermal velocity of electrons

and ions respectively. E and Pe represent the electric field and electrons pressure,

Ki is the effective spring constant for the lattice force of the neighboring ions and

ξα(α = e, i) are the displacements of charged particles. The dispersion relation

where ε(k, ω) is the relative permittivity is then given by:

ε(k, ω) = 1−
ω2
pi

ω2 − ω2
TO

−
ω2
pe

ω2 − k2xv2e
. (7)

Therefore, this model is capable of including the important effects of ionic motions

such as the polaritons and collective modes at solid densities by including the trans-

verse optical phonon frequency, ωTO =
√
Ki/mi, in the dispersion relation8.
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Figure 4. Comparison between the x-ray regime and optical regime. Distributions of (a) and (b)

the longitudinal wakefield and (c) and (d) electron longitudinal momentum γvx induced by (a)

and (c) the x-ray laser pulse and (b) and (d) optical laser pulse in a tube when a0 = 10. Image
Credit9

2. Verification by simulations

X-ray LWFA in solid density nanotube has previously been investigated by Zhang

et al.9. Two-dimensional (2D) EPOCH10 Particle in Cell (PIC) code was used to

simulate this interaction and study the appropriate scaling laws. These simulations

compared LWFA driven by an X-ray pulse, λl = 1 [nm], in a nanotube with wall

density of ne = 5 × 1024 [cm−3]; with LWFA driven by an optical pulse, λl = 1

[µm], in a nanotube with wall density of ne = 5 × 1018 [cm−3]. The later case is

not a physical nanotube since it has a lower density than solid material but for the

purpose of a fair comparison, it was modeled as a nanotube with a central vacuum

channel. In these simulations a0 = 10 was kept constant. This translates to an in-

tensity of 1.4×1020 [W/cm2] and 1.4×1026 [W/cm2] for the optical and X-ray pulse

respectively. Diameter of these nanotubes were chosen to be 5 × λl corresponding

to 5 [µm] and 5 [nm] for the optical and X-ray case. These simulations confirmed

an accelerating gradient of TeV/cm when wakefield is driven by an X-ray pulse in

solid density compared to GeV/cm when it is driven by an optical pulse in gaseous

material as shown in Figure 4.

An additional set of simulations compared the X-ray, λl = 1 [nm], driven

LWFA in a uniform solid density with a nanotube case modeled with a central

vacuum channel and solid density walls9. In this case, ne = 5 × 1024 [cm−3] and

a0 = 4 corresponding to 2.2× 1025 [W/cm2]. Diameter of the nanotube was 5× λl
= 5 [nm]. The simulation results are shown in Figure 5 where the nanotube is seen

to have a higher quality wake formation and the additional advantage of guiding
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Figure 5. Comparison of X-ray laser in a hollow tube with a uniform system. Distributions of

(a)(b) the laser field, (c)(d) electron density, and (e)(f) wakefield in terms of a (a,c,e) tube and
(b,d,f) uniform density driven by the X-ray pulse. Image Credit9

(a)
(b)

Figure 6. Wakefield scalings in the X-ray regime with (a) tube radius, (b) tube wall density when

the tube radius is fixed σtube/σL = 1. Image Credit9

the laser. Laser was guided for 4500λl in the nanotube case versus 2000λl in the

uniform density case9. The effects of the nanotube size were also studied9 and are

shown in Figure 6 (a). Here, σtube refers to the radius of the nanotube and σL is
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Figure 7. LWFA evolution with ωTO = 0 is shown at t/[λpe/2c] = 8 (panels a and b), t/[λpe/2c] =
14 (panels c and d) and t/[λpe/2c] = 20 (panels e and f). On the left, electric field of the laser

pulse, Ey , is shown in red (right axis) and longitudinal electric field, Ex, is shown in blue (left

axis) normalized by Ecr
L = meωpec/e. On the right, the phase space is shown for each species.

Figure 8. Comparison of different lattice force strength is shown at t/[λpe/2c] = 14 for

ωTO/ωpe = 0.34 (panels a and b), ωTO/ωpe = 1 (panels c and d) and ωTO/ωpe = 3.46 (panels e
and f).
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Figure 9. 2D LWFA simulation with lattice force turned on in the x direction, the direction of

laser propagation. Here λl = 10 [nm] and a0 = 3, ne = 1023 cm−3, ωTO/ωpe = 3.46. Electric

field of the driving laser is shown in (a), electron density distribution is shown in (b) and wakefield
is shown in (c). Lineouts of the laser and wake fields are shown in (d) and phase space for both

species is shown in (e).

the laser pulse width. When the ratio of σtube/σL is small, wakefield evolution is

nonlinear and approximated as wakefield in a plasma column. If the tube radius is

matched to the pulse width as is the case in these simulations9, wakefield evolution

is still qualitatively similar to a uniform plasma case but it is more organized. As

this ratio increases, the effective density and thus the wakefield strength is reduced.

If it is increased even more, laser pulse interacts less with the walls and eventually

approximates a laser pulse travelling in vacuum. Figure 6 (b) shows the variation of

wall density when σtube/σL = 1. Wakefield strength is increased as the wall density

is increased as expected. However, exciting a wakefield becomes more difficult as

the density is increased further since laser and plasma parameters no longer match.

In these simulations, the solid state effects have not been included. Simula-

tions have since been performed with the addition of these polariton effects through

modification of EPOCH source code and including the ionic lattice force in the
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Figure 10. The energy spectrum and spatial distribution of photon emitted from the wakefield
driven by x-ray laser and optical one. (a) and (b) Photon energy distributions and (c) and (d)

photon energy spectrum in the (a) and (c) x-ray driven case and (b) and (d) 1 eV optical laser

driven case in a tube. Image Credit9

solid medium11. This was modeled by including the transverse optical phonons,

ωTO =
√
Ki/mi, and addition of the spring-like force of lattice. In this case an

X-ray pulse, λ = 10 [nm], with a0 = 3 is traveling through a uniform plasma with

a density of ne = 1023 [cm−3]. Figure 7 shows the usual evolution of the wakefield

when ωTO = 0, at approximately t ∼ 1, 2 and 3 [fs]. Electrons are seen to be

gaining energy at a rate of ∼ 80 [MeV] /800 [nm] = 0.5 [TeV/cm] as predicted by

wakefield theory and in agreement with Zhang et. al. results.

Effects of lattice force and variation of it’s strength was studied for three cases

when transverse optical phonon frequency is greater than, equal to and less than

the plasma frequency. The result of each case is summarized in Figure 8 at t ∼ 2

[fs] showing the fundamentals of the LWFA, wake formation and acceleration gra-

dient, are unaffected. A noticeable difference in these cases compared to the base

case, Figure 7(b), is the presence of an ion mode related to the lattice frequency.

Thus, we conclude that the fundamentals of wakefield is not affected by this lattice

addition although ionic phonon modes are now present.

Further modification to the 2D EPOCH code confirms these phonon modes do

not have a deleterious affect on electron acceleration as shown in Figure 9 for t ∼ 2

[fs]. In this simulation an X-ray pulse, λ = 10 [nm], with a0 = 3 is traveling through

a uniform plasma with a density of ne = 1023 [cm−3]. The ratio of ωTO/ωpe = 3.46

and lattice force is only acting in the x-direction (direction of propagation of laser).

Figure 9 (d,e) can be compared to Figure 8 (e,f) to see that in both 1D and 2D cases

with the addition of lattice force in x-direction, we observe TV/cm wake formation

and an acceleration gradient of ∼ 0.5 [TeV/cm].
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3. Applications

Acceleration in a crystal channel was studied previously12, although at that time

it was purely a theoretical consideration. In the light of recent realization of TFC

and RC, we are reconsidering this novel regime with a technology-based new entry.

The generation of a coherent X-ray pulse2, which is well suited for this acceleration

scheme, is now enabled via TFC and RC. In fact experimental pursuit of this route

to X-ray laser pulse has already begun13,14. Further, we can visualize solid state

fabrication technology of these nanostructures as well. We note that beam-driven

solid-state tube acceleration is currently being studied as well15.

The X-ray driven LWFA in solid nanotubes described here is a scheme for an

ultra-compact accelerator with an acceleration gradient nearly 6-7 orders of mag-

nitude larger compared to traditional accelerators. This is an improvement of 3

orders of magnitude compared to the current LWFA with gaseous targets, a route

toward a “TeV on a chip”. Multiple stages of this TeV/cm chip can result in an

even larger energy gain in a table top accelerator. This could be an alternative and

compact route to a TeV linear collider in the future. It is worthy to consider a

conceptual scheme of collider path based on this concept.

It is well known that accelerated electrons in a wakefield structure oscillate in the

transverse direction and produce X-ray and gamma radiation16–18. While electron

acceleration is scaled from optical to X-ray case, the radiation generated in these

different regimes are quite different as QED effects need to be considered. Photon

emission is scaled with the real electric field and can be 2-3 orders of magnitude

higher in the X-ray case. Previous simulations9 show photon emission of hundreds

of keV to MeV for the optical case and hundreds of MeV in the X-ray case as

shown in Figure 10. Nanotubes with periodic characterizations (in the direction of

propagation of the laser) could also serve as nano-undulators to control the pro-

duced radiation. For example, we can envision a specific superlattice period for a

particular electron energy to produce a certain energy γ-photons as designed. Such

a design may be employed to test the hypothesis of 17 MeV observed γ-photon to

be part of the “fifth force” investigation19,20. These nanostructures with additional

periodicity may be possible by methods such as superlattice of nanomaterial. It

should be noted that present day semiconductor technology enables the fabrication

of these structures layer-by-layer as specified by design. In this case, the nanotube

is doing both the electron acceleration and undulation and there is no need for a

superconducting magnet or it’s cooling systems. Therefore, X-ray driven LWFA

could be a new X-ray or gamma radiation source, far more compact in size and

greater in photon energy compared to Free Electron Lasers (FELs).

We are fascinated by a broad range of future applications beyond the high en-

ergy physics collider and high energy X-ray FELs on a compact chip or chips. These

include: (i) the “non-luminosity paradigm” not resorting to the colliding beam to
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detect high energy physics phenomena; (ii) a candidate for muon source and ac-

celeration21; (iii) compactification of the LWFA cancer radiotherapy using nanos-

tructures as the accelerating medium22. For example, one of the “non-luminosity

paradigm”23,24 has been proposed to test the texture of the vacuum in ultra high

energy γ-photon. In that paper it was assumed to employ the largest energy laser

available (Mega Joule lasers) for electrons to be accelerated by LWFA toward PeV.

High energy (PeV) γ-photons from these electrons may be used to probe a possible

deviation of photons in it’s ultrahigh energy limit due to the superstring theoretic

prediction of the vacuum texture being “stringy”. Now that the present X-ray

acceleration in nanostructures allows “TeV on a chip” conditions, we imagine the

proposed scheme may become more affordable.

4. Conclusion

TFC technique alongside RC, if realized, make a single cycle X-ray pulse a possi-

bility. This pulse can match a much higher solid density for the LWFA technique.

The energy gain in this regime could be 3 orders of magnitude higher than LWFA

with optical lasers and gaseous materials, thus this is an attractive route to “TeV

on a chip” accelerator. Simulations performed in this regime verify a TeV/cm ac-

celeration gradient compared to GeV/cm in the optical regime. Further, effects

of ionic motions were investigated, explicitly studying the possibility of the lattice

force coupling with the wake formation, and it was observed that ionic motion do

not interact with the wake formation. This scheme has a wealth of applications in

addition to producing high energy electrons from a super compact accelerator such

as muon accelerators21 and endoscopic oncology22. Photon emission in this regime

is in a much higher energy range and could amount to a compact and specifically

designed radiation sources as well.
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China

The emerging intense attosecond X-ray lasers can extend the Laser Wakefield Accelera-
tion mechanism to higher plasma densities in which the acceleration gradients are greatly

enhanced. Here we present simulation results of high quality electron acceleration driven

by intense attosecond X-ray laser pulses in liquid methane. Ultrahigh brightness electron
beams can be generated with 5-dimensional beam brightness over 1020 A ·m−2 · rad−2.

The pulse duration of the electron bunch can be shorter than 20 as. Such unique electron

sources can benefit research areas requiring crucial spatial and temporal resolutions.

1. Introduction

Free Electron Lasers (FEL) have opened new scientific frontiers for chemistry; biol-

ogy; soft matter; atomic, molecular and optical physics; condensed matter physics;

plasma and warm dense matter physics1. With the advance of FEL physics and

engineering, more powerful and shorter FEL pulses will offer new opportunities to

investigate sciences that have never been explored before. The emerging terawatt

attosecond X-ray laser pulses2–6 can extend the optical Laser Wakefield Accelera-

tion (LWFA)7 to liquid or solid density plasmas in which the acceleration gradients

are greatly enhanced8. LWFA in gas density plasmas has attracted many research

interests in the past few decades9,10. The maximum output energy of LWFA in gas

density plasmas has been enhanced to 8 GeV11. Laser accelerated electron beams

have been used to probe electromagnetic fields with micrometer spatial resolution

and femtosecond temporal resolution12,13. Duration, emittance and brightness of

electron beams are essential parameters in such applications. The temporal resolu-

tion is determined by the duration of the electron beams, which is typically a few

femtoseconds in gas density plasmas14,15. The spatial resolution is determined by

the emittance of the electron beams, which is about a few microns in gas density

plasmas16,17. The signal-to-noise ratio depends on the beam brightness, which is

about 1015-1016 A·m−2·rad−2 in gas density plasmas18,19.

In principle, decreasing the laser wavelength can improve the beam qualities.

The critical plasma density for reflection depends inversely to the square of the

laser wavelength:

nc(λL) =
4π2ε0mec

2

e2λ2L
≈ (1.1× 1027 [cm−3])/(λL [nm])2, (1)

where λL is laser wavelength, ε0 is vacuum permittivity, me is the rest mass

of electron, c is light velocity in vacuum, e is elementary charge. Normalized

plasma density np/nc and normalized amplitude of vector potential a0 = eA/mec

are the two key parameters in laser plasma interaction10. A is the amplitude

of vector potential. a0 is related with laser intensity I0 and wavelength λL by

a0 ' 8.55×10−13(λL [nm])(I0 [W/cm
2
])

1
2 . When radiation reactions, collisions and

atomic processes like ionization and recombination are neglectable, laser plasma in-

teractions are self-similar if np/nc and a0 are the same and all characteristic lengths,

such as laser pulse waist and longitudinal length, scale as the laser wavelength,
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L ∝ λL. The plasma density increases as laser wavelength decreases, np ∝ nc ∝ λ−2L .

For FELs with wavelengths of a few nanometers, liquid or solid density (1023-1024

cm−3) plasmas can be witnessed as underdense plasmas. As the plasma frequency

ωp is proportional to the square root of plasma density np, ωp =
√
npe2/ε0me,

increasing plasma density can increase the plasma frequency and reduce the plasma

oscillation period. The duration of the bunch τ is proportional to the initial bunch

length, which is proportional to laser wavelength, τ ∝ λL. Shorter electron bunch

can be generated with smaller laser wavelength. Optical lasers with wavelengths

above 100 nm are difficult to be focused down to a spot size below 1 µm due to

the diffraction limit20. FELs with wavelengths of a few nanometers can be effi-

ciently focused down to sub-100 nm foci with optics like Kirkpatrick-Baez Mirror

pairs21,22. Emittance is proportional to phase space area occupied by the electron

beam, εn ∝ ympym, where ym is the maximum transverse position, and pym is

the maximum transverse momentum. ym is proportional to the initial transverse

position of the electron, ym ∝ λL. The transverse focusing force is proportional

to the plasma density and transverse position, F⊥ ∝ npL
10,23. The maximum

transverse momentum is proportional to the product of focusing force and initial

transverse position, pym ∝ F⊥L ∝ npL
2 ∝ λ0L. Then emittance is proportional to

the laser wavelength, εn ∝ λL. The injected charge decreases as laser wavelength

decreases, Q ∝ npL3 ∝ λL. The peak current I is not related with laser wavelength

as I ∝ Q/τ ∝ λ0L. The 5D brightness B5D is inversely proportional to the square

of laser wavelength as B5D ∝ I/ε2n ∝ λ−2L . With reduced laser wavelength, electron

beams with shorter duration, smaller emittance and much higher brightness can be

generated.

Here we report Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulation results of ultrahigh brightness

attosecond electrons beams generated by intense attosecond FEL pulse interacting

with liquid methane targets. The simulation setup is illustrated in Figure 1. The

wavelength of the FEL pulse is 2.5 nm, corresponding to a photon energy of 495.93

eV, which is above the K-shell binding energy of carbon atoms. The pulse contains

about 9.38 mJ energy with a pulse duration of about 100 as. The peak power is

88.08 TW with a gaussian temporal profile. With focusing optics like Kirkpatrick-

Baez Mirror pairs, the FEL pulse is focused down to a 100 nm spot, reaching an

intensity of 5.61×1023 W/cm2. For the given FEL parameters, a0 is about 1.6. The

cryogenic liquid methane has a density of about 0.4 g/cm3. If carbon and hydrogen

atoms are fully ionized, the electron number density is around 1.51×1023 cm−3. The

FEL pulse can propagate in the liquid target as the normalized plasma density is

ne/nc =8.47×10−4, where nc ≈1.78×1026 cm−3 is the critical density for reflection.

2. Results

2.1. Refluxing Electron Injection.

Due to the ultrafast photoionization process, the cryogenic liquid target can be

ionized and isochoric heated by the X-ray pulse to form very uniform plasma1.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of an intense attosecond free electron laser pulse (red) propagating through
liquid methane jet (green) and generation of ultrahigh brightness electron beams (white). The

inset shows the spatial distribution of X-ray pulse (red), plasma acceleration cavity (green) and

injected electrons (white) from a 3D PIC simulation.

Sharp vacuum-plasma transition can be formed and electron dynamics in density

discontinuities can leads to electron injection24. For coherent X-ray laser drivers,

the longitudinal equations of motion averaged by laser cycles can be given as10

dpx
dt

= −E + Fp,
dx

dt
= px/γ. (2)

t is time normalized by ω−1p , where ωp =
√
nee2/meε0 is the plasma frequency, ne is

plasma density, e is elementary charge, me is electron mass at rest and ε0 is vacuum

permittivity. px is the longitudinal momentum and is normalized by mec, where c

is the light velocity in vacuum. x is longitudinal position normalized by k−1p , where

kp = ωp/c is the plasma wavenumber. E is the longitudinal electric field and is

normalized by meωpc/e. Fp = − 1
4γ

∂a2

∂x is the ponderomotive force of a linearly po-

larized laser driver, normalized by meωpc, a is the laser vector potential normalized

by mec/e and γ =
√

1 + a2/2 + p2x is the Lorentz factor. All the physcial quan-

tities are in SI units. Before sheet crossing happens, the order of electron sheets

is not disturbed and the electric force can be obtained from Poisson’s equation as

E =
∫ x
−∞[ni(x) − ne(x)]dx =

∫ x
x0
n0(x)dx, where ni(x) is the positive charge den-

sity, ne(x) is electron density and n0(x) is the initial undisturbed electron density24.

Here ions are assumed to be fixed and all the density values are normalized using

n0(x = 0). For simplicity without losing generality, the density profile of a vacuum-

plasma transition (locates at x=0) can be written as n0(x) = H(x), where H(x)

is the unit step function, and the electric force for electrons intially at x0 can be

written as E = xH(x)− x0. Equations (2) can be integrated numerically for a lin-

early polarized gaussian laser pulse with a = ay = a0 exp [−(t− x/vd − tdelay)2/τ2],

where a0 is the peak vector potential, vd is the velocity of the driver, tdelay is the

time delay of the pulse peak and τ is the 1/e half pulse duration. For drivers
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with small amplitudes (a0 ∼1), vd ≈
√

1− n0/nc, where nc is the critical plasma

density10. Fig. 2(a) shows the numerical solutions of equations (2), where the

rainbow-colored wavy lines are particle trajectories moving in the laser and charge

separation fields, with colors being the initial positions of the particles, x0, given

by the color bar on top. Some particles (like red ones in Fig. 2(a)) oscillate and

remain approximately the same region in the plasma while the laser moves forward

into the plasma. Electrons near the boundary (the blue ones in the back) are ejected

into the vacuum, and sheet crossing happens shortly after they re-enter the plasma.

Electrons initially deep inside the plasma are oscillating with constant amplitudes

and by neglecting the ponderomotive force term in equations (2), one can obtain a

constant of motion for the oscillation, i.e. H =
√

1 + p2x − Ψ, where Ψ is the elec-

trostatic potential and ∂Ψ/∂x = −E. An approximate solution for small amplitude

oscillation can be obtained as

px(t, x0) = −pm cos [ωγ(t− x0/vd − t0)],

x(t, x0) = x0 − δm sin[ωγ(t− x0/vd − t0)].
(3)

pm is the maximum oscillation momentum, γm =
√

1 + p2m is the maximum Lorentz

factor after the driver and δm =
√

2(γm − 1) is the maximum displacement of the

oscillation. t0 is the time electron with x0 = 0 enters the vacuum. For gaussian

drivers with a0 ∼ 1, τ ≈ π/2 and vd ∼ 1, we found γm ≈ 1.005 + 0.166(a0 − 0.5)2.

ωγ is the relativistic oscillation frequency, and can be fitted as ωγ ≈ γ−0.44m . For

electrons have initial positions 0 < x0 < δm, they follow the same oscillation motion

until they reach the plasma boundary and then enter the vacuum (x < 0), where

they experience constant positive electric forces as E(x) = −x0. By this force, they

will return to the plasma with a maximum momentum equal to pm, as shown in Fig.

2(a). The refluxing time, which is defined as the time from the refluxing electron

leaving its initial position with negative velocity to its returning, can be written as

tre = 2 arccos(p0/pm)/ωγ + 2p0/x0, where p0 =
√

(γm − x20/2)2 − 1 is the electron

momentum at x = 0. As one can see, the refluxing time tre is a function of the

initial position x0 and its value ranging from π/ωγ to +∞. For refluxing electrons

with proper refluxing time, their trajectories will intersect with the trajectories of

oscillating electrons (Fig. 2(a)). The trajectories of refluxing electrons inside the

plasma and the trajectory of the outermost oscillating electrons (x0 = δm) will cross

on condition that

x0 + δm sin[ωγ(tsc − x0/vd − tre − t0)]

= δm − δm sin[ωγ(tsc − δm/vd − t0)].
(4)

Solving equation (4), one can obtain the sheet crossing time tsc = t0 +x0/vd+ tre+

arcsin[A/
√

2 + 2 sin(B)−C]/ωγ , where A = 1−x0/δm, B = ωγ [(δm−x0)/vd− tre],
C = arcsin[cos(B)/

√
2 + 2 sin(B)].

Sheet crossing will always happen near the vacuum-plasma transition, but only

when the plasma waves are strong enough can refluxing electrons be trapped. After

sheet crossing, due to the disordering of the electrons, it will be difficult to obtain
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the electric fields analytically. To find out the injection condition and injection

threshold, we neglect the beam loading effects of the refluxing electrons after they

cross with the outermost oscillating electron, i.e. they do not contribute to the

electric field and disturb the motions of oscillating electrons. We can make this as-

sumption because near the injection threshold, the injected charge is small and the

beam loading effects are not significant. With this assumption, the electric force of

the refluxing electrons can be obtained using the quasistatic theory10 and their tra-

jectories can be computed after sheet crossing as shown in Fig. 2(b). As a reference,

the trajectories obtained from a 1D PIC simulations with the same parameters are

shown in Fig. 2(c), and one can see the dynamics of the injected electrons are much

alike despite the approximations we have made. Refluxing electrons can be injected

into plasma waves if they are above the separatrix of injection when they cross with

the outermost oscillating electron10,25. The momentum of the outermost oscillating

electron at sheet crossing moment is pos = −pm cos[ωγ(tsc− δm/vd− t0)], the sepa-

ratrix of injection can be written as psp =
[
vdD −

√
D2 − (1− v2d)

]
/(1−v2d), where

D =
√

1− v2d −
√

1 + p2m +
√

1 + p2os + vd(pm − pos). The momentum of refluxing

electron at sheet crossing time tre is pre = pm cos[ωγ(tsc − x0/vd − tre − t0)], and

the injection condition can be thus written as

pre − psp > 0. (5)

The sheet crossing time tsc and momentum difference pre− psp against different

initial position x0 are plotted in Fig. 2(d). As one can see, there are several sepa-

rated injection areas with pre− psp above zero, and according to the corresponding

tsc, we can tell that electrons from these injection area are loaded into different

acceleration buckets of the wakefields. In 1D theory, REI can not load electrons

into the first acceleration bucket. The second acceleration bucket has the longest

injection length and highest injected charge. Theoretical injection length of the

second bucket as a function of normalized laser amplitude a0 is shown in Fig. 2(f)

together with numerical results from 1D PIC simulations. The injection threshold,

or the minimum a0 required for injection, is about 1.05 according to the theory and

1D PIC simulations. The 1D PIC injection length is smaller than the theory for a0
larger than the injection threshold.

2.2. Electron beam evolution.

Injected electrons are trapped by the quasilinear plasma wakefields, in which they

experience longitudinal acceleration and transverse focusing. Electrons exhibit

transverse oscillations in the focusing electric and magnetic forces, known as be-

tatron motions. The amplitudes of betatron motions decrease as γ−1/4 during ac-

celeration, while the betatron frequency decreases as γ−1/2, where γ is the Lorentz

factor of electrons23. The transverse bunch sizes in y and z directions are oscillat-

ing and gradually decreasing over time due to the acceleration as shown in Figure

3(a). The acceleration fields experienced by the electron bunch are not uniform.
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Fig. 2. Trajectories of electrons with different initial positions marked with different colors. (a)

Numerical solutions of equations (2) without modifications after sheet crossing. (b) Numerical

solutions including quasistatic theory after sheet crossing. (c) Trajectories obtained from a PIC
simulation with the same parameters. (d) Refluxing time tsc and momentum difference pre − psp
as a function of electron initial position x0. (e) Injection length of second bucket for different laser
peak amplitude a0. The filled contours in subfigure (a)-(c) show the spatiotemporal profiles of the

driving laser and the dashed lines indicate the initial plasma boundary. The laser is incident from

left to right, and plasma initially locates in the x > 0 area. a0=1.2 are used in subfigure (a)-(d)
and n0/nc=0.004 are used in all subfigures.

The positive longitudinal acceleration gradient imprints a positive energy chirp on

the electron bunch. The head of bunch moves slightly faster than the tail, and

the longitudinal bunch size is slowly stretching over time as shown in Figure 3(a).

The root-mean-squared (RMS) emittances in y and z directions are increasing ini-

tially and saturated around 5 nm as shown in Figure 3(b). The main cause of

the emittance growth is transverse phase mixing induced by the energy chirp26.

The electron bunch initially have relatively large transverse size as shown in Fig-

ure 3(c). In the focusing fields of wakes, the transverse size decreases as shown

in Figure 3(d). The betatron frequencies are different for electrons with different

energies, and the betatron phases begin to diverge after injection. The emittance is

proportional to phase space area occupied by the electron beam, formally defined

as εn =
√
〈∆x2〉〈∆p2x〉 − 〈∆x∆px〉2/mec, where ∆x = x − 〈x〉, ∆px = px − 〈px〉,

〈·〉 represents the ensemble average over the electron phase space distribution and

x can be x, y or z for each direction. After mixing of the betatron phases, the

electron beam occupies the whole phase ellipse as shown in Figure 3(e) and the
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emittance saturates as shown in Figure 3(b). Electrons with larger radii (marked

by red color) have larger betatron amplitudes and larger transverse momenta as de-

picted in Figure 3(e). It indicates that reducing the initial size of the electron bunch

can reduce the saturated emittance. The longitudinal phase space distribution is

shown in Figure 3(f). The slice energy spread of the bunch head is much smaller

than the bunch tail. The increasing of slice energy spread in the bunch tail is due

to the longitudinal phase mixing. The velocities of electrons are all close to light

speed, electrons with larger transverse momenta will have smaller longitudinal ve-

locities. Figure 3(c) shows the electron real space distribution before phase mixing,

electrons with different radii are marked with different colors. After propagation

about 1.8 µm in plasma, electrons initially with larger radii slip backwards with

respect to bunch head as shown in Figure 3(d). Due to the longitudinal gradient of

the acceleration field, electrons with larger initial radii have slightly higher energy

than those initially behind them with smaller radii.

After propagating for about 6.0 µm in plasma, the electron beam parameters

are stabilized after transverse and longitudinal phase mixings. The detailed param-

eters that are of interest in applications of the electron beams are shown in Table 1.

The nominal case has simulation parameters described above, notably with a0=1.6

and FEL beam waist w=100 nm. The electron beam energy is about 100 MeV

and the acceleration gradient is about 16.7 TV/m, which is two orders higher than

that in gas density plasma. The 5D-brightness B5D ≈ 2Ip/(εnyεnz) = 5.42 × 1020

A ·m−2 · rad−2, which is several orders higher than the state-of-art linac sources.

The averaged transverse emittance εn =
√
εnxεny is 5.03 nm. The RMS bunch

duration is only 17.4 as. The energy spread of the accelerated beam is changing

during the acceleration. The longitudinal gradient of the acceleration field changes

the energy chirp of the injected electron beam27,28. Electrons are trapped near

the end of the acceleration bucket where the acceleration field gradient is posi-

tive. Electron beam becomes positively chirped and the absolute energy spread

increases during acceleration. As electrons are faster than wakefields, they advance

to the acceleration region with negative acceleration gradient. The energy spread

decreases in negative acceleration gradient and reaches minimum after propagation

of about 10 microns in plasma. If the diameter of the liquid methane jet can be

controlled around 10 microns, electron beams with percent level energy spread can

be generated.

3. Discussion

Electron beams generated by X-ray laser pulses interacting with liquid or solid den-

sity plasmas are unprecedented radiation sources combining ultrahigh brightness,

ultralow emittance and ultrashort duration. The generated electrons beams can be

used to probe microscopic electric and/or magnetic fields with ultrahigh spatial and

temporal resolution. Such electron beams can also be injected to conventional linac

or plasma based accelerators29,30 and accelerated to higher energies for different ap-
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Fig. 3. (a) Electron bunch size evolution. (b) Electron beam transverse emittances as a function
of time. (c) Electron real space distribution at t = 1.00 fs. (d) Electron real space distribution at

t = 7.00 fs. (e) Electron transverse phase-space at t = 7.00 fs. (f) Electron longitudinal phase-

space at t = 7.00 fs. Electrons with different initial radii are marked with different colors in (c),
(d), (e) and (f).

plications like Thomson/Compton scattering sources23, FELs31 and colliders32,33.

With shorter and brighter FELs driving acceleration in higher density plasmas, even

shorter and brighter electron beams can be generated and zeptosecond physics can

be explored with such unique sources34,35.
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4. Methods

4.1. Particle-in-cell simulations.

Quasi-cylindrical 3D particle-in-cell code FBPIC are used to investigate the dynam-

ical propagation of X-ray pulse, generation of wakefields and relativistic dynamics

of electrons. The computational domain has a length of 0.4 µm in longitudinal di-

rection and a width of 0.2 µm in radial direction. The computational grid consists

of 4000 cells in longitudinal direction and 50 cells in radial direction. The time

step for field solver and particle pusher is 0.334 as. Two azimuthal modes are used

to model cylindrical asymmetry. The total macroparticle number is 1.6×107 for

electrons, and ions are assumed to be uniform positive charge background. The

vacuum-plasma transition is numerically modeled with step function.
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Coherent Optical Transition Radiation Imaging                                              

For Compact Accelerator Electron-beam Diagnostics* 
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    Application of coherent optical transition radiation (COTR) diagnostics to compact accelerators has 

been demonstrated for the laser-driven wake field accelerator (LWFA) case recently. It is proposed 

that such diagnostics for beam size, beam divergence, microbunching fraction, spectral content, and 

bunch length would be useful before and after any subsequent acceleration in crystals or 

nanostructures. In addition, there are indications that under some scenarios a microbunched beam 

could resonantly excite wake fields in nanostructures that might lead to an increased acceleration 

gradient. 

Keywords: Compact accelerators; electron diagnostics; microbunching 

1.   Introduction 

       Interest in the development of compact electron accelerators for a variety of 

applications including as the driver for free-electron lasers (FELs) has increased in the 

laser-driven wake field accelerator (LWFA) [1] community in the last few years [2,3]. A 

recent development in this field has been reported involving coherent optical transition 

radiation interferometry (COTRI) for beam divergence measurements as well as near field 

imaging for beam size measurements just at the exit of the LWFA [4-6]. These diagnostic 

techniques reveal few-micron size transverse structures that have ~1% microbunching 

fraction longitudinally at beam energies of 215 MeV. It is suggested here that the 

techniques could be used to evaluate beams before entering, and after leaving,  crystalline- 

or nanostructure-based accelerator configurations presented in this Workshop.  The 

microbunched electrons may also resonantly excite wake fields if matched to the plasma 

wavelength in this kind of compact accelerator.  At our present state the microbunching is 

at visible wavelengths in the LWFA so the nanostructures may be more relevant than the 

crystals. A brief discussion of the LWFA diagnostics and a COTRI model will be presented 

with the possible extension to other compact accelerators described in this Workshop.  
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2.   Imaging Techniques for LPAs and COTR Basics  

2.1.   Example LPA diagnostics 

A recent example of imaging diagnostics for an LWFA at Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden- 

Rossendorf (HZDR) [4,5] is shown in Fig. 1. In this case a 150-TW laser interacts with a 

He gas jet (with 3% N2)  with a plasma density ne = 3 x 1018/cm3  [7] resulting in electrons 

at about 215 MeV in the quasi-monoenergetic peak. Due to the LWFA process transversely 

localized (few-micron size) electron distributions are microbunched in the visible 

wavelength regime resulting in COTR enhancements of ~105. The optical signal is then 

split over several paths to cameras to provide single-shot, near-field (NF) and far-field (FF) 

images of the beam at the exit of the LWFA as shown in Fig. 1b. It is suggested that similar 

diagnostics would be applicable to crystalline- or nanostructure-based accelerator 

configurations, particularly if microbunched beams are employed. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

               

  

       

Fig. 1. Schematic of LPA with laser, gas jet, foils and mirror (L) and optical diagnostics 

configuration with NF and FF optical setups (R) [4]. 

 

2.2  COTR basics 

 

Optical transition radiation (OTR) is generated with the transit of a charged particle beam 

through the boundary of two media with different dielectric constants as schematically 

shown in Fig. 2. For a vacuum-metal interface the approaching charge induces surface  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic of OTR generation at boundaries of vacuum and materials for a) normal 

incidence and b) oblique incidence [8]. 
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currents in the metal that result in the emission of OTR. There are forward and backward 

radiation cones emitted at the two interfaces with opening angle of 1/γ (where γ is the 

relativistic Lorentz factor) around the angle of specular reflection for the backward OTR 

and around the beam direction for the forward OTR. 

 

The number W1 of OTR photons that a single electron generates per unit frequency ω per 

unit solid angle Ω is  

     

 

 

 

where ħ is Planck’s constant/2π, e is the electron charge, c is the speed of light, and θx and 

θy are radiation angles [9]. The addition of the interference term I(k) and the coherence 

function J(k) as shown in Eqs. 2-4  include the effects of the microbunching fraction NB.  
This formalism has been described in detail previously [6, 9] and thus will not be given in 

detail here. The base COTRI equations are: 

 

𝑑2𝑊

𝑑𝜔𝑑𝛺
=  |𝑟∥,⊥|

2 𝑑2𝑊1

𝑑𝜔𝑑𝛺
 𝑰(𝒌)𝑱(𝒌)                             (2) 

                            𝑰(𝒌) = 4 sin2[
𝑘𝐿

4
(𝛾−2 +  𝜃𝑥

2 + 𝜃𝑦
2)]                   (3) 

                            𝑱(𝒌) = 𝑁 + 𝑁𝐵(𝑁𝐵 − 1)|𝐻(𝒌)|2                       (4) 

where k is the wave number, L is the foil separation, and H(k) is the Fourier transform of 

the charge form factors given in Ref. [9].  For a nominal case of 215 MeV, a foil separation 

L= 1.85 cm, a wavelength of 633 nm, and a beam divergence of 0.2 mrad, one obtains the 

single foil (black curve) and two-foil angular distribution patterns as shown in Fig. 3. The 

fringe visibility decreases with larger divergence values, and this dependence then can be 

used for a divergence measurement. The coherence function is angle dependent for NB>0. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Calculated angular distribution patterns for single foil and a two-foil interferometer.  
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3.   Example Images of an LWFA Beam in a Compact Configuration 

 

As an example of the imaging of LWFA generated electrons, Fig. 4 shows the NF and FF 

images for E=215 MeV and λ= 600 and 633 nm, respectively. In the NF vertically polarized 

image, the 2.5-µm beam size was dominated by the coherent point spread function lobe 

structure. The two beamlets are about 6 µm apart along the x axis (laser polarization axis). 

In the FF image at the right, the number of interference fringes observed are indicative of 

sub-mrad divergence. Comparison to the COTRI model curves for different divergences 

from 0.1 mrad to 1.0 mrad leads to an estimated value of σθ= 0.5 ± 0.2 mrad. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Examples of NF and FF images from the same shot on an LWFA at a beam energy 

of 215 MeV [6]. 

4.   Possible Extension to Crystalline- or Nanostructure-based  Accelerators 

The LWFA diagnostics case for its compact accelerator configuration appears to lend itself 

to potential other compact configurations based on crystals or nanostructures as presented 

at this Workshop. The spatial resolution at the few-micron level using the coherent point 

spread function signature in the NF images, and the sub-mrad divergence information 

carried in the fringes observed in the FF seem sufficient for anticipated beams in the next 

several years. The 1% scale of microbunching in the LWFA beam localized transversely 

to a few microns suggests potential for a short transport to a crystal, or more likely a 

specially designed nanostructure since such microbunching might resonantly excite wake 

fields.  

5.   Summary 

In summary, the demonstration of high-resolution, COTR-based electron beam diagnostics 

on existing LWFAs should make them relevant to future compact accelerator 

configurations based on crystals or nanostructures. In one simple extension, one might use 

the microbunched LWFA beam to excite wake fields in appropriately designed 

nanostructures. Experimental demonstrations are needed to help benchmark present and 

future simulations. 

5 µm   <   > 

10 mrad 
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Fiber laser technology and related performance and maturity are surveyed with the perspectives of laser 
acceleration.  Advantageous fiber attributes allow high efficiencies in energy-conversion and heat removal 
and superior performance in high repetition.  Wide utilization in the industries has led to high reliability 
and cost effectiveness in fiber laser technology.  With coherent combination of fiber amplifiers, average-
power and peak-power levels are targeted for practical laser-driven plasma acceleration applications. 
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1.   Introduction 

This survey and study on fiber laser technology is intended to provide perspectives to the 
particle accelerator community in applying fiber lasers within the laser acceleration scheme.  
Reviews on laser-driven plasma accelerator development since the genesis of the concept1 can 
be found in literature2.  Intensive laser pulses are used to excite wake field in plasmas for 
acceleration of electrons, protons and charged ions.  Therefore high peak-power laser is a 
foundation of the laser acceleration field.   

As the push continues for ever higher peak-power in ultrafast laser systems, a necessary 
additional dimension – significantly increasing repetition of the intensive pulses which is 
associated with higher average power - is proposed for more practical laser acceleration 
application3 and development is underway4,5,7,9-13.  High repetition rate can deliver beam current 
in laser plasma accelerator to approach levels of conventional RF accelerator.  In reference 3, 
proposed targets of such systems are 100 TW peak power with >100 kW of average power at 
>10 kHz.  These targets lay out the goals and stimulate plans and actions to realize the dual 
requirements of high average power and high peak power.   

Fiber laser is identified as the candidate for this new dimension, to overcome the limits of 
laser-crystal based systems due to thermal dissipation constrain and low wall-plug efficiency.  
It is worthwhile to survey the general real-world applications, as fiber lasers are becoming the 
mainstream of laser technology today thanks to their advantageous characteristics.  In a number 
of ways fiber lasers have surpassed or are surpassing laser-crystal or solid-state lasers in 
performance, power efficiency and cost efficiency.  This study will attempt to review the 
current state of fiber laser industry as a measure of technology progress and maturity, and also 
to survey basic attributes of fiber lasers to identify its advantages in performance as well as the 
limits in ultrafast amplification.  With the understanding of the constraints but at the same time 



recognizing its scalability, we can view individual fiber amplifier as the building element for a 
larger, coherently combined system.  We then can remark the new window of development for 
scaling up peak power and average power towards the targets of practical laser accelerators. 

The angle of study in this paper is more from an industrial standpoint.  The survey is mostly 
aimed at examining the fiber laser/amplifier element regarding the practical factors leading to 
high efficiencies, the underlying technology maturity, considerations of reliability and 
modular-ability.  Coherent combination is the next frontier of fiber laser or even laser-in-
general technologies and the subject is covered by another paper in this workshop.  Here it is 
briefly described so that we come to a more complete picture on using fiber for laser 
acceleration. 

2.   Industrial base of fiber lasers 

2.1  Fiber amplifiers in telecom 

A major drive for optical fiber development, passive or active fibers, has been in the telecom 
industry.  Today’s internet infrastructure employs erbium-doped fiber amplifiers as one of the 
basic building blocks and owns the largest base of active fiber components.  The emphasis of 
engineering in the telecom is to transmit data signal with best quality and photon economy.  
Fibers are operated in the linear regime, engineered with low noise and dispersion 
compensation.  One watt of power in a fiber can deliver huge data speed almost uncomprehend-
able.  Reliability is another key factor.  In trans-oceanic fiber systems, fiber and pump laser 
components have mean-time-between-failures over 100 years.   

2.2  Industrial fiber lasers for metal processing 

While telco fiber design focuses on the delicate side, industrial fiber lasers for metal processing 
thrive on sheer light power.  Fiber laser systems on roller wheels, including all its elements 
such as laser diode pumping, cooler and power supply can deliver continuous-wave (CW) 
power up to 100 kilo-watt.  With breakthrough engineering in component damage control and 
heat removal, these fiber lasers are replacing or expanding what other lasers can do and cannot 
do.  A fiber laser with a few kilo-watts can cut sheet metals in high processing speed 
unparalleled by conventional tools.         

2.3  Industrial ultrafast fiber lasers  

A third class of fiber lasers in industrial use produces ultrafast pulses at high repetition rates.  
This class of fiber laser or amplifier is the element for the coherently combined system aiming 
at laser acceleration application.  Ultrafast (referred to picosecond, sub-picosecond and 
femtosecond) fiber laser is a very active research field since 1990’s and continuing on at 
present.  Concurrently we are seeing commercialization from academic research in a time span 
from 5 to 10 years.  Within the last five years or so, many companies had offerings in ultrafast 



fiber lasers with 100 micro-joule pulse energy at MHz repetition rate.  With single transverse-
mode beam quality which facilitates tight focusing, these pulses have electric field strength 
greater than molecular bonding force, causing (cold) ablation even in the hardest material such 
as glass or diamond.  A new field of precision micro-machining has found many industrial 
usages.  Developments from commercial companies make ultrafast fiber lasers turn-key 
systems, ruggedized under wide environmental conditions and highly reliable over tens of 
thousands of hours of continuous operation.     

2.4  Current state of commercial fiber lasers   

A summary of current commercial CW and ultrafast fiber lasers can be further illustrated in 
figure 1.  Axis parameters are in pulse energy, repetition and average power (diagonal lines, 
CW operation only in average power).   

1) CW fiber laser operating at kW levels and above is a common place.  These lasers 
require large-core fibers to stay below damage intensity thresholds and operate in 
high-order spatial modes.  The resulting beam quality is adequate for bulk metal 
processing, but rather poor compared to single transverse mode (or single mode or 
SM in short).  Beam quality is measured by the M2 parameter, which can be viewed 
as focus-ability of the beam.  Single mode has M2 = 1 at diffraction limit. The data 
point of 1 kW at SM with 15-μm core speaks of the high sustaining intensity of this 
fiber laser under continuous operation.   

2) Nano-second (ns) pulse lasers can operate from hundreds of watts to 1 kW.  With ns 
pulses, fiber medium starts to see nonlinear effects.  Peak power is still relatively low 
compared to picosecond (ps) and femtosecond (fs) pulses.  Dispersion effect is 
tolerable given narrow bandwidth and the relatively long duration of ns pulses.  This 
class of laser can be viewed as the intermediate regime between CW and ps/fs 
operation in average power, peak power and beam quality.   

3) Ultrafast lasers are seen to have a ceiling in pulse energy, regardless the repetition 
rate.  Pulses with ps and sub-ps duration have 3-4 orders of magnitude higher in peak 
power over ns pulses, causing large nonlinear detrimental effects.  Pulse broadening 
is subject to large bandwidth and the relative effect of shorter pulse.  Overcoming 
nonlinearity and managing dispersion is the central engineering design in ultrafast 
fiber lasers.  Pulse energy ceiling is related to nonlinear effects but it is also affected 
by the choice of fiber due to the trade-off between mode quality, manufacture-ability, 
and assembly handling.      



 
Figure 1. Survey of commercial fiber laser performance operating in continuous wave, nanosecond, picosecond and 
femtosecond regimes.  

3.   Basic fiber attributes 

The purpose here is to provide a quick overview of fiber attributes.  Fiber technology is a 
large-body engineering field with broad subjects, thus brief discussions here can only touch on 
some practical aspects of optical fiber and fiber laser regarding mode guiding, nonlinearity, 
thermal management, electrical efficiency.  Laser diode as the pump source is discussed since 
it is an integral part of the fiber laser.  

3.1  Mode guiding 

Light guiding in optical fiber can be viewed as total internal reflection using Snell’s law.  Even 
with this simple view, one can come to recognize the underlying design accessibility of light 
guiding in the optical index structure in Figure 2a and 2b.  The sensitivity of guiding angle to 
index contrast gives rise to many design varieties towards diverse applications.  Index control 
in fiber glass material is precise but also limited to a few percent of index contrast within 
compatible materials.  



 
Figure 2a.  The optical fiber is defined by the core with a higher refractive index n1 and the cladding with n2.  The 
working mechanism of total internal reflection is quantified by critical angle θc while light ray guiding is defined by 
guiding angle θ = 90° - θc. 

 
Figure 2b.  Guiding angle of light ray vs. index contrast using Snell’s law.  Curvature of sinusoidal function towards 
90° produces leverage from small index contrast to significant guiding angle.  An index contrast of 1% between the 
core and the cladding results in 8° guiding angle, enough for single-mode guiding in most transmission fibers. 

A major design merit for ultrafast fiber laser is to make the fiber core as large as possible 
to minimize nonlinear effect while maintaining single transverse mode.  Multi-modes are 
associated with different wave propagation constants resulting in modal dispersion that cannot 
be compensated.  Coherent combination of fiber amplifiers, whether in CW or short pulse 
operation, requires uniform phase front of each element thus single-mode is necessary.    

Single-mode fiber designs with step-index or graded-index profiles are limited to 15 to 20 
μm.  Photonic crystal fibers6 (PCF) is an important breakthrough in recent fiber technology and 
become one of the key components for short pulse lasers.  PCF employs special design using 
periodic index modulation in the fiber to achieve single mode at much larger core sizes.  
Commercial PCF fibers up to 50 to 60 μm core diameters are now available.  Note scaling of 
fiber power (more so on peak power since fiber is more limited by peak rather than average 
power) is proportional to core area so for example increase of diameter from 10 μm to 50 μm 



results in 25 fold increase of area.  Core diameter of PCF as large as 105 μm is reported and is 
a key element for the record peak power above GW7.     

3.2  Double clad fiber  

The invention of double-clad fiber enables high output power and  high efficiency in fiber-
based lasers and amplifiers.  Figure 3 illustrates geometric structure of a double-clad fiber and 
exchange between pump light and signal light.  Signal is amplified in the single-mode core 
surrounded by the inner cladding.  This inner clad to the signal is in-turn the core of the pump 
light which is confined with the outer clad.  Both signal and pump are guided along the entire 
length of this double-clad structure, allowing long interaction length for signal to extract pump 
power at a high fraction from 80% to 90% or even above.    

The larger pump core, 100 μm and above, is significant in collecting broad-area laser 
diodes for pump power up to hundreds of watts.  The double clad fiber is seen as a brightness 
up-converter that the core delivers single-mode diffraction limited output from lower intensity 
pump light.   A fiber laser can further scale power by utilizing multiple of such fiber-coupled 
pump modules with pump combiner.   

        
Figure 3.  Illustration of double clad fiber and pump-signal exchange 

Another source of high efficiency for fiber laser is the high quantum efficiency of active 
laser ion in the host material.  Most of the high power fiber lasers operate at 1030 nm or 1050 
nm using ytterbium-doped glass fiber.  Yb3+ ion absorbs pump light at 940 nm yielding 
quantum efficiency at 90% level.  

3.3  Laser diode as pump source, fiber laser integration 

The overall high wall-plug efficiency in fiber lasers are also attributed to semiconductor 
laser technology.  The technology has matured that an active emitter of a few micron wide and 
less than a micron thick can produce a few watts of power, reliably for tens of thousands of 
hours.  Reliability can be prolonged at de-rated power levels.  Due to monolithic fabrication 
process, elements can be aggregated for power output can be fabricated economically.  Volume 
production has allowed a cost factor around $5 per watt or less for multi-mode pumps which 
are used as most fiber laser sources.  Bandgap engineering of semiconductor laser has yielded 
electrical to optical efficiency at 60% to 70% level, including fiber coupling loss.    



Fiber laser completely removes free-space optics thanks to the availability of all other fiber 
components such as fiber pump combiners, fiber Bragg gratings, dispersion compensators etc.  
Assembly employs only fiber splicing procedure.  This allows stable, compact operation in 
modular form which can then be used for next level scaling, the necessary arrangement of the 
proposed large system by coherent combination.    

3.4  Fiber laser efficiency of power conversion and heat dissipation  

It is important to note that high extraction and quantum efficiency in active fiber greatly 
reduce the thermal generation in the laser amplification process.  The unit-length thermal load 
is further reduced by the long fiber length that is typically 1 meter to 10 meters.  Heat 
dissipation is facilitated by the large surface area to volume ratio with fiber.  Fiber diameters 
are typically 100 μm to 500 μm, compared to laser crystal of millimeters or centimeters.  
Favorable geometrical factors for heat remove in fiber allows fiber laser to operate at much 
higher average power than laser crystal counterpart.       

Overall wall-plug power efficiency of fiber laser is around 40%, the composite of the 
various parts as discussed above.    

3.5  Nonlinearity in ultrafast fiber lasers 

Fiber is a double-sided sword as its application in short pulse amplification is concerned.  
Guided structure allows concentration of intensity and long interaction length between the 
signal and pump to drive high efficiency and favorable thermal management.  But ps and fs 
laser pulses peak up power many orders of magnitude and so is intensity.  Ultrashort pulses 
will accumulate nonlinear phase quickly even with small nonlinearity index n2 in silica glass 
(~3 x 10-16 m2/W). 

The dominate nonlinear effect here is the phase accumulation φnl due to self-phase 
modulation (SPM) which can be expressed as, 

φnl = γ P L 
where γ relates to fiber parameters including n2 and mode area Aeff by γ = 2π n2 /λAeff, and 

P is instantaneous power or peak power and L is fiber length.    
Certain fiber length, typically from 1 meter to 10 meters, is needed to take the advantages 

of the fiber scheme.  Also there is certain doping level limit of the active ions without adverse 
effects.  Fiber length contributes proportionally to SPM. 

Peak power can be reduced by chirped pulse amplification8 (CPA) by 3 to 4 orders of 
magnitude in stretching the pulses up to a few ns long. 

Geometrically γ can be decreased by larger effective area Aeff.  Large mode area fibers 
(LMF) are possible with the advent of photonic crystal fibers as mentioned before.  Increase of 
Aeff can be 1 to  2 orders using LMF compared to standard fiber.        



Figure 4 provides a snapshot of the research works on state-of-the-art ultrafast fiber lasers.  
The vertical axis is peak power, and the horizontal axis is effective area of fiber core.  While 
peak power can be increased with larger effective area, data points show results are along an 
intensity line at 10 GW/cm2.  This trend indicates the nonlinear limiting factor imposed from 
SPM.  Further increase of fiber diameter is getting more difficult at 1 μm;  For example, 100 
μm is already 100 times of the wavelength because it is hard to discriminate higher modes at 
this size.  In addition, more complex design in PCF  has to deal with delicate fabrication and 
assembly.     

 
Figure 4. Research works on femtosecond fiber lasers.  While peak power can be increased with larger effective area, 
data points show results are along an intensity line at 10 GW/cm2 

3.6  Fiber summary 

Advantageous fiber attributes allow high efficiencies in energy-conversion and heat removal.  
However,  ultrafast amplification with individual fiber device is more restrained due to its peak 
power limit than average power.  This barrier to reach fiber laser potential can be overcome by 
combining individual elements coherently in a large assemble.  The coherent combination 
scheme enables the next window for extending peak- and average-power performance of 
ultrafast fiber lasers.      
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4.   Coherent combination 

4.1  Scheme and progress 

An in-depth review and the state-of-the-art of the subject is provided in a presentation in this 
workshop5.  A brief description is provided here.  Coherent beam combination (CBC) scheme 
gathers a large number of elemental amplifiers spatially and synchronize each element in 
optical phase.  Coherently combined beams act like a single laser and the constituent element 
is part of a large wave front which has a simple phase structure.  With such property, the 
combined beams can focus at or near diffraction limit, enabling multifold increase of intensity 
over individual element proportionally to the number of beams.   

As phase coherence is the key factor in CBC, each element must have a uniform phase 
front.  This requires individual fiber element operate in single mode as discussed earlier.  

Progress of this research frontier is impressive.  The latest result was presented in this 
workshop on successful coherent combination of 61 lasers, successively from previous 7, 19, 
34 beam combinations.  Optical phase of each beam is actively lined up with the phase of a 
reference beam.  The advanced control loop is capable of controlling optical phase variation 
due to fiber length fluctuation far less than operating wavelength at 1 μm.          

4.2  System engineering 

Considering engineering aspects in system integration of a (large) coherent system, there are a 
number of areas that can be foreseen based on known fiber laser attributes.   

First, light guiding in fiber leads to fast build-up of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) 
if not handled properly.  ASE is accumulated in the background and fills in the lapse between 
pulses, decreasing contrast ratio between pulse and noise.  This also deteriorate detector system 
for control feedback.  ASE can be reduced by inserting isolator and band-pass filter between 
amplification stages but at the expense of system complexity.    

Secondly, as CBC requires sub-optical-cycle precision, temperature has a large effect due 
to the long length of fiber, even though temperature coefficient of optical index is only a few 
ppm per °C.  Optical path variation is given by Δn(T)·L/λ which produces a few optical cycle 
for 1 meter of fiber over 1°C of temperature variation.  Temperature stabilization is helpful at 
least in easing feedback control.  Given the sealed fiber structure, water-cooling of fiber does 
not interfere optical path and can be used with well-controlled chiller.  

Last but not least, any large system has different characteristics in reliability from 
individual element.   Convolution of reliability between element and system needs to be well 
understood and engineered.  Fiber components and pump diodes have in high reliability only 
when free from fabrication defect or faulty process.  Reliability engineering and control can 
ensure successful system integration.  There are well-established industrial processes that can 
be utilized.     



5.   Towards CAN targets for laser particle acceleration 

The call3 for femtosecond laser systems of having both high peak power and average power 
presents opportunities and challenges.  This survey study aims to provide an analysis of fiber 
laser as the promising candidate.  To put the analysis in a larger reference frame, following 
diagram depicts the various steps of technology and research towards the target levels that are 
suitable for laser-driven plasma acceleration and to summarize this study.   

The diagram is presented in peak power measures.  Average power is the natural result 
when peak power stacks up, since fiber lasers are more constrained in peak power.  
Requirement of single-mode beam quality is assumed in the discussion.          

 
Figure 5. Pathway to laser systems with high peak and average power. 

There are 11 orders of magnitudes of peak-power increase, starting from nonlinearity limit 
1 kW level when a standard single-mode fiber is used.  These leaps are listed as followed: 

(1) By enlarging the core size of the fiber while maintaining single-mode, 2 to 3 
orders of magnitude increase can be obtained on fiber design.   

(2) Chirped pulse amplification is applied to gain 3 to 4 orders.   
(3) Divided pulse amplification8, a temporal coherent method, can advance another 

1 order. 



(4) Coherent beam combination4,5, 9-13 of amplifying elements is projected to lift 3 to 
4 orders.   

Target level 100 TW can be approached when these techniques are collectively used.  Even 
with 1 TW of power such system can deliver intensity level greater than 1018W/cm2 that can 
accelerate electron to relativistic speed, at the desired higher repetition rates.    

Further compressing output pulses from the system output by an order or more can increase 
peak power by the same magnitude5. 
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Thin film compression to the single-cycle regime combined with relativistic compression
offers a method to transform conventional ultrafast laser pulses into attosecond X-ray

laser pulses. These attosecond X-ray laser pulses are required to drive wakefields in solid

density materials which can provide acceleration gradients of up to TeV/cm. Here we
demonstrate a nearly 99% energy efficient compression of a 6.63 mJ, 39 fs laser pulse

with a Gaussian mode to 20 fs in a single stage. Further, it is shown that as a result of

Kerr-lensing, the focal spot of the system is slightly shifted on-axis and can be recovered
by translating the imaging system to the new focal plane. This implies that with the

help of wave-front shaping optics the focusability of laser pulses compressed in this way

can be partially preserved.

Keywords: thin film compression, nonlinear optics, wakefield acceleration, relativistic

compression

1. Introduction

In the past few decades, the Nobel Prize winning technology chirped pulse amplifica-

tion (CPA)1 has enabled the physical realization of plasma wakefield acceleration2

at gaseous plasma densities culminating in electron acceleration gradients on the

order of GeV/cm.3 Recently, new developments in laser technology such as thin

film compression (TFC)4 and relativistic compression5 provide a route6 to gener-

ating the X-ray laser pulses needed for driving wakefields in solid density plasmas

which have the potential to generate acceleration gradients as high as TeV/cm

.7–10 In order to generate the X-ray pulses needed for solid state wakefield acceler-

ators, relativistic compression requires conventional laser pulses with durations in

the single-cycle regime. TFC has been proposed for the compression of 25 fs laser

pulses to the single-cycle limit without a restriction on pulse energy.6

Similar to conventional pulse compression techniques11–14 TFC utilizes self-

phase modulation (SPM) and chirp compensation to compress laser pulses. SPM

arises from the Kerr effect where the index of refraction is modified by the local

intensity of the laser pulse where n(r, t) = n0 + n2I(r, t). Here n is the index of re-

fraction, n0 is the linear index of refraction, n2 is the nonlinear index of refraction,
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and I(r, t) is the local intensity as a function of space and time. SPM broadens

the laser spectrum resulting in a new Fourier transform limit (FTL) and imparts a

spectral phase which is roughly quadratic in the case of a Gaussian temporal pro-

file. Chirp compensation can then be used to remove the roughly quadratic spectral

phase, bringing the laser pulses to the FTL.15,16

Unlike conventional pulse compression techniques such as that of gas-filled cap-

illaries, TFC allows for the compression of pulses with energies far beyond ∼ O(1

mJ). TFC proposes using intense ∼ O(1 TW/cm2) flat-top laser pulses which en-

ables one to utilize a thin medium to induce uniform spectral broadening across the

beam profile. Furthermore, since the process is unguided, there is no restriction on

beam diameter and the nonlinear material can be placed at Brewster’s angle thus

allowing this technique to be very energy efficient.

In this work TFC pulse compression as well as the focusability of a Gaussian

beam after nonlinear broadening is investigated. Section 2 briefly describes the

experimental layout. Section 3 presents the spectral broadening and pulse compres-

sion results. Finally, Sec. 4 investigates the focusability of the compressed laser

pulses.

2. Experimental setup

A 1 kHz, 6.63 mJ, 39 fs, 800 nm laser with 1/e2 diameter of 11.7 mm and a Gaussian

mode is used in this experiment. These laser parameters represent a peak intensity

of ∼ 0.3 TW/cm2. The pulse duration of the laser output is continuously variable

by means of a grating compressor which allows varying amounts of group delay

dispersion (GDD) to be added or removed from the laser pulses. An overview of

the experimental layout can be seen in Fig. 1.

The laser pulses first travel through two pieces of 4 mm thick fused silica windows

on flip mounts to broaden their spectrum. Then the laser pulses are attenuated by

means of a wedge where the front reflection is sent to two chirped mirrors (Ultrafast

Innovations - HD58) compensating -275 fs2 each. A second removable mirror then

sends the laser to a second wedge for further attenuation before sending the laser

to the diagnostics. The front reflection of the second wedge is sent to a home

built scanning second-harmonic generation frequency resolved optical gating (SHG

FROG) device to measure pulse duration, while the reflection from the back surface

is sent to a focal spot camera to monitor changes in wavefront. The laser is focused

by a f = 122 mm achromat and a 40x PLAN achromat objective is used to collimate

the beam to re-image the focal spot onto the surface of a silicon CMOS camera with

a second f = 122 mm achromat.

3. Pulse compression

Laser pulses are broadened in 2 x 4 mm fused silica (FS) windows oriented at

Brewster’s angle such that they compensate each others Snell shift, providing ∼ 9.7
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Fig. 1. Experimental layout of the pulse compression experiment and beam path leading to the

laser diagnostics. Dotted lines encompass optics that are on flip mounts or kinematic bases and
are therefore removable. All steering mirrors except for wedges and chirped mirrors have gold

(Au) coatings.

mm of refracted path length. In this regime the fused silica thickness required for

significant SPM also leads to the accrual of non-negligible amounts of GDD due

to the relatively thick material. Therefore the condition under which maximum

spectral broadening occurs is found by adjusting the initial GDD to maximize the

spectral broadening. With the fused silica windows in the beam, the compressor is

adjusted to provide the broadest spectrum as measured by a spectrometer (Ocean

Optics - Flame) shown in red in Fig. 2 (a).

The fused silica windows are then removed from the beam and the initial spec-

trum is measured as seen in blue in Fig. 2 (a). The spectral broadening represents

a decrease in the FTL from 29 fs to 18 fs. Further, the energy throughput of the

Brewster window pair is measured to be 6.55 mJ out of an initial 6.63 mJ (∼ 99%)

which is a significantly more efficient spectral broadening than offered by other pulse

compression schemes using fibers or gas-filled capillaries.17

The compressed laser pulses were found to have a FWHM duration of 20 fs as

seen in red in Fig. 2 (b), which is very close to the FTL of 18 fs. The red-dotted

line in Fig. 2 (b) shows that the remaining phase is largely quadratic, implying that

further compression toward the FTL is possible.

Initial laser pulses were measured by removing the FS Brewster windows and

removable Au mirrors. After tuning the compressor to the shortest pulse possible,

the initial laser pulses are simply reflected by the first and second wedge and sent

directly into the SHG FROG. The FWHM duration of the initial pulse was found

to be 39 fs. An energy efficiency of ∼ 99% and a laser pulse compression from 39 fs

to 20 fs represents a power amplification of nearly a factor of 2 of the central part
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Fig. 2. The laser spectrum (a) before (blue) and after (red) nonlinear spectral broadening, and

the laser pulse duration (b) before (blue) and after (red) pulse compression. The red-dotted line

in (b) represents the measured phase of the compressed pulses showing that further compression
is possible by tuning GDD compensation. The FTL of the laser spectra and the FWHM of the

laser pulse duration is noted in (a) and (b) respectively.

of the beam where the intensity is roughly constant.

4. Focusability

When utilizing the Kerr nonlinearity in an unguided medium for pulse compression,

one must also consider wave-front effects. SPM of a laser pulse with a Gaussian

temporal intensity profile leads to a broadened spectrum with a largely quadratic

spectral phase. This allows for compression using optics that provide quadratic

phase of the opposite sign (i.e. chirped mirrors) as demonstrated in Sec. 3. How-

ever, if there are beam-scale intensity gradients in space (i.e. a Gaussian mode) one

must also contend with radial changes in the index of refraction (i.e. Kerr-lensing).

This complication is avoided in the initial TFC proposal4 by requiring that the

mode be flat-top, which would minimize the effect of Kerr-lensing and induce uni-

form spectral broadening across the laser profile. Other recent efforts using concave

optics have also demonstrated that uniform spectral broadening can be achieved

with a Gaussian beam profile.18–20 The scope of this section is to address the ef-

fects of induced wave-front deviations when using a Gaussian beam in TFC pulse

compression.

In this experiment, the focal spot is measured before and after nonlinear pulse

compression. To characterize the initial focal spot, the FS Brewster windows are

removed from the beam and the laser pulses are sent through the rest of the optical

system depicted in Fig. 1 with the removable Au mirrors in the path. The 40X

PLAN achromat is aligned and translated to the focal plane of the first f = 122 mm

achromat. The focal spot is then imaged onto the camera after being attenuated
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Fig. 3. Average horizontal focal spot line-out at the max pixel value (a) for initial (blue) and
compressed (red) pulses and sample focal spots of the (b) initial and (c) compressed pulses in the

initial focal plane. The shading in (a) represents the standard deviation of all compressed (light

red) and initial (light blue) focal spot line-outs. A second set of plots (d), (e) and (f) show a
similar comparison after the 40X objective was shifted on-axis to the new focal plane after Kerr

lensing. The overlays of the line-out location on the initial focal spot (b),(e) and the spot after

compression (c), (f) are indicated by dotted lines.

by an OD2 filter. Five image acquisitions were taken of the unbroadened focal

spot with a gain of 1, and an integration time of 180 ms without the FS Brewster

windows. These camera settings were then used for all subsequent measurements. A

typical image can be seen in Fig. 3 (b). The FS Brewster windows are then inserted

into the beam and the beam is probed in the same plane, showing apparent focal

spot degradation which can be seen in Fig. 3 (c). Figure 3 (a) shows the average

horizontal line-out at the maximum pixel value (as indicated by dotted lines in

Figs. 3 (b) and (c)) of the integrated beam profile before and after nonlinear pulse

compression. Here the light colored shading represents the standard deviation of

the 5 camera images. The peak counts are seen to decrease from ∼ 152 to ∼ 79 (∼
52% of it’s initial value).

However, by simply translating the objective closer to the first achromat we can

image the new focal plane to the camera. Again, an example image of the focal

spot in the original focal plane before the FS Brewster windows were inserted and

an image of the focal spot in the new focal plane can be seen in Figs. 3 (e) and

(f) respectively. As before, a line-out of the integrated beam profile at the peak

pixel value before and after nonlinear pulse compression can be seen in Fig. 3 (d)
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showing that the peak counts of the focal spot actually only decrease from ∼ 152

to ∼ 119, which is ∼ 78% of its initial peak counts.

5. Conclusion

TFC pulse compression of 6.63 mJ, 39 fs laser pulses to 20 fs with ∼ 99% energy

efficiency has been demonstrated which represents a power amplification of the

central part of the Gaussian beam by nearly a factor of two. Further, it has been

demonstrated that TFC on laser systems with a Gaussian mode can be optimized

by taking into account the Kerr-lens induced by the nonlinear interaction. Further

improvements on focal spot quality using Gaussian laser systems will likely come

from the use of wave-front shaping optics such as deformable mirrors. The high

efficiency pulse compression demonstrated here showcases the the utility of TFC in

approaching the single-cycle regime for the generation of X-ray laser pulses needed

to drive laser wakefields at solid densities.
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Recent developments in fiber lasers and nanomaterials have allowed the possibility of
using laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) as the source of low-energy electron radiation

for endoscopic and intraoperative brachytherapy, a technique in which sources of radia-

tion for cancer treatment are brought directly to the affected tissues, avoiding collateral
damage to intervening tissues. To this end, the electron dynamics of LWFA is examined

in the high-density regime. In the near-critical density regime, electrons are accelerated

by the ponderomotive force followed by an electron sheath formation, resulting in a flow
of bulk electrons. These low-energy electrons penetrate tissue to depths typically less

than 1 mm. First a typical resonant laser pulse is used, followed by lower-intensity,

longer-pulse schemes, which are more amenable to a fiber-laser application.

Keywords: Brachytherapy, fiber lasers, laser wakefield, electron beams, critical density,

sheath physics

1. Introduction

The treatment of cancer remains one of the most pressing concerns of medical re-

search. One promising avenue of cancer treatment is brachytherapy, in which a

source of radiation is brought inside the body close to the tissues requiring treat-

ment1. This technique localizes the radiation dose to source of radiation, limiting

collateral damage to surrounding healthy tissue. In contrast, more conventional ex-

ternal sources of radiation can cause significant damage to intervening tissues. Typ-

ically, small quantities of radioisotopes provide the dose source for brachytherapy,

but such sources suffer from decay, which lengthens treatment times, and shielding

costs. The use instead of an electron beam as the radiation source would eliminate

the first challenge and greatly mitigate the second.

A potential means for generating such an electron beam is Laser Wakefield

Acceleration (LWFA)2, a compact method of accelerating electrons to high energies

which was first proposed by Tajima and Dawson3 in 1979. While conventional

linear accelerators (LINAC), relying on large and costly wave-guide cavities, are

limited in acceleration gradient by the breakdown threshold of metals, the strong

electric fields accessible in plasmas (which are already broken-down) allow much
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higher accelerating gradients: GeV per cm or higher. Such a high acceleration

gradient reduces the necessary machine size and also increases their availability

through reduction in cost. Typical electron energies needed for brachytherapy lie

in the range between 100 keV and 5 MeV, and thus LWFA can accelerate electrons

to these energies in micron to millimeter scale lengths. LWFA was demonstrated

experimentally4,5 after the invention of Chirped Pulse Amplification (CPA)6, which

allowed access to the necessary high intensity laser regime. Since then, many more

experiments have demonstrated this technique in different regimes, and the field

has been growing steadily.

Research in the use of LWFA to generate electron beams for medical applications

has proceeded for at least two decades now. Initially, these efforts focused on

generation of high-quality electron beams with energies roughly in the range 6-25

MeV, as would be applicable for conventional, external sources of radiation for

cancer therapy7–13. Recent innovations in the field of fiber lasers has offered a new

leap forward in this effort: the Coherent Amplification Network (CAN)14, in which

many individual micron-scale fiber lasers are coherently combined and amplified to

provide both high-rep rate and high power. This innovation allows medical LWFA

to proceed into a new regime of applications, though a CAN laser certainly is

applicable as well to the traditional medical effort at producing an external electron

beam.

As we see below, we find that even at very modest intensity, LWFA can produce

electrons that are relevant for tissue penetration and delivery of beams of ionizing

radiation. With this insight, in combination with the compactness afforded by the

recent developments in fiber lasers, we are led to consider the new situation of in

situ radiation sources (of electrons). In this vision, we see three chief schemes in

which the wakefield electron source could be brought directly to the cancer. First,

the laser-wakefield accelerator could be inserted in an intraoperative fashion10,11,

which involves surgically opening the intervening tissues and can presently be used

for LINAC sources in some instances. A surgeon may also use such an operation

to remove any residual cancer or clean affected tissues by hand. Less invasive is

brachytherapy, where the laser is injected discreetly into the body, such as through

a blood vessel or directly through tissue. Finally, it may be possible to carry the

laser into the body in a endoscope, whereby the surgeon could potentially both

diagnose and treat the cancer simultaneously. It is our goal here to devise a way in

which any or all of these methods might be possible with LWFA.

In each of these cases, the electrons beam need only have shallow penetrative

power, as they need not traverse the body before reaching the tissues to be treated.

The desirable energy for an electron beam then reduces to the order of 102 keV.

We thus seek a means of producing low-energy electrons. The electron energy gain

from LWFA is given by ∆E = 2g(a0)mec
2(nc/ne), where a0 is the normalized laser

intensity, g(a0) represents the function dependence of energy gain on a0, nc is the

laser critical density, and ne is the plasma density3. This relation suggests a path
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to low-energy electrons through a high plasma density and modest laser intensity,

parameters that are also favorable to fiber lasers, as will be discussed. To provide a

target material near the critical density of an optical laser (nc = 1.11×1021 cm−3 for

a laser wavelength of 1 micron), it may be best to use a porous nanomaterial15–17,

such as porous alumina or carbon nanotubes, as is the main focus of this workshop.

Such a target material for irradiation by the laser would also avoid the presence of

ionized gas inside the body.

While the low-density, high-energy regime of LWFA has been studied extensively,

the high-density, low-energy regime has been less explored in detail18. Indeed, the

expression for electron energy gain given above was established by studying the

low-density regime. As a foundation for these applications, the physics of the

high-density regime of LWFA has been recently studied in Nicks et al., 201919.

This work studied first the scaling laws of the electron energy gain for nc/ne and

a0. It was found that g(a0) is well-represented by the ponderomotive potential

g(a0) =
√

1 + a20 − 1. Additionally, it was found that ∆E ∝ nc/ne, the proportion-

ality predicted by low-density wakefield theory, was obeyed in the regime nc/ne & 1

for the highest-energy electrons. Next, the mechanics of electron acceleration in

the regime nc/ne ∼ 1 were studied, revealing sheath acceleration20 that generates a

peculiar stream-like distribution of bulk electrons in phase space. This bulk accel-

eration by sheath contrasted significantly with the trapping and acceleration seen

in low-density wakefield. This work then attempted to quantitatively distinguish

this high-density, sheath regime from the more typical wakefield physics seen at

low densities. Finally, this work briefly examined the penetrative power of such an

accelerated spectrum of electrons in water, approximating biological tissue.

2. Acceleration in the High-Density Regime

To study laser-wakefield physics in the high-density regime, we use the 1D particle-

in-cell (PIC) code epoch. An optical (λ = 1 micron) laser is injected from vacuum

into a uniform slab of plasma with a temperature of 100 eV. First, we seek to

understand the wakefield physics at high density with an approach that may be

impractical with regard to fiber lasers but more easily understood in the context

of typical wakefield physics. We first use a flat-top resonant laser pulse, which has

a pulse length equal to half of the wakefield wavelength, and the plasma density

is taken to be the laser critical density. The laser intensity is taken to be the

somewhat powerful value of a0 = 1. A resonant laser pulse in a plasma near the

critical density (nc/ne ≤ 2) must necessarily be sub-cycle, or at most single cycle.

While sub-cycle lasers have been demonstrated experimentally21,22, such a setup

would be generally difficult to implement, particular in a fiber laser14. Instead, a

long, self-modulating pulse would be much more practical a fiber laser application,

as is discussed in section 3. It will be shown that with a longer pulse the essential

physics remains unchanged.

The interaction of the laser with the plasma in the two contrasting regimes
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of high and low density has a convenient analogy in tsunami waves in a certain

property of the wave dynamics. The phase velocity of the wake field matches the

laser group velocity in the plasma (vg = c
√

1− ne/nc), much as sea-floor depth

determines the phase velocity of an ocean wave. In the open ocean, where the

water depth is great, tsunami waves propagate with a fast phase velocity and thus

do not couple to stationary objects. Boats in the ocean, for instance, may move

slightly in the transverse direction (vertically), but are not otherwise affected. The

waves in this regime also do not couple to the sediment on the sea floor, and so

remain “blue”. An object such as a surfer could only be trapped and accelerated by

these waves by exerting a great deal of effort to approach the wave phase velocity.

So it is with wakefield: in the low-density regime, the wake phase velocity is near

the speed of light, and while a small number of elections may be accelerated to high

energies, the wake does not couple to the bulk motion of the plasma. The wake and

accelerated electrons form a clean and coherent train.

Near the shore, however, the increasingly shallow water causes the phase velocity

of the wave to slow down, which leads to amplification and steepening of the wave

until breaking occurs. The slow velocity of the wave near the shore then causes

catastrophic “trapping” of stationary objects. Additionally the slow wave velocity

couples with turbulence created by wave breaking to create anomalous transport

on the sediment bed. Significant amounts of sediment quickly pass into the wave,

creating a visibly “black” tsunami from the clean, “blue”, off-shore starting wave

and leading to momentum transport of the sediment19,23. Similar physics occurs in

wakefields near the critical density. The laser couples strongly to the bulk motion of

the plasma, creating a qualitatively distinct regime that features sheath acceleration

and bulk flow of electrons.

The typical approach to LWFA, which seeks to generate high-energy electrons,

is to use a low-density plasma (nc/ne � 1). In this regime, which we may call the

“blue wave” case (vg ≈ c), a train of coherent wake waves follows the laser pulse.

This wake then accelerates a regular train of electrons. The wakefield, which is a

longitudinal electric field, reaches a saturation value on the order of the Tajima-

Dawson field3,24: ETD = meωpc/e, where ωp is the plasma frequency. This state

of affairs reigns until the laser has traveled either the dephasing length, at which

electrons begin to decelerate, or the pump depletion length, at which the laser has

lost significant energy to the plasma and can no longer excite a robust wakefield.

The high group velocity of the laser leaves the bulk plasma intact and creates a

“blue” wakefield.

In contrast, the case of ne = nc, the “black wave”, shown in figure 1, exhibits

quite different behavior. Here, vg = 0, restricting the laser-plasma interaction to

within one plasma wavelength. The long train of trapped electrons in the low-

density case becomes replaced by streams of low-energy (∆E ∼ 100 keV) electrons

ejected from the site of laser entry roughly every plasma period. These electrons are

accelerated by an oscillating sheath that is formed by the laser at the initial bound-
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ary of the domain. This behavior is somewhat reminiscent of laser interaction with

a solid target and previous sheath acceleration efforts20. However, some diminished

part of the laser is still able to propagate through the target, and the ions have es-

sentially no response. The “blackness” of the wave derives from its strong coupling

to the bulk electrons, which occurs because vg = 0 for the laser, much as an ocean

wave that slows down near the shore becomes turbulent and dredges sediment from

the sea-floor. As ne is decreased from the critical density, a transition between the

“black” and “blue” regimes is seen, as is shown in figure 2 for the “grey” case of

nc/ne = 1.7, which shows elements of the bulk flow of high-density wakefield as well

as elements of more typical, low-density wakefield. These sheath mechanics may

also be useful for the understanding of related ion acceleration dynamics2,25.

The maximum electron energy in the phase-space distribution shown in figure 1

is roughly 1 MeV, which is encouraging for the medical aims in this study. A näıve

next step to increase the electron dose and alleviate the difficulty with a sub-cycle

pulse might then be to increase the length of the laser pulse to produce a larger

dose of electrons. Such a case is shown in figure 3 for nc/ne = 1 and a laser pulse

length of λlp/λp = 8 for a snapshot at time t/τp = 96, where τp = 2π/ωp is the

plasma period. At this time the laser interaction has finished, as well as most of the

electron acceleration, and thus this snapshot represents the near-final behavior. The

overall interaction with the plasma is much more violent. For x/λp & 32 a large

body of overlapping electron streams is seen, which originate in the initial laser

interaction. For x/λp ≈ 2 a longitudinal oscillation similar to that in the resonant

pulse case is formed which generates subsequent electron streams. This scheme

is also more energetically efficient than that of figure 1, indicating that both the

quantity and quality of low-energy electron production is improved. However, this

case relies on the relatively strong intensity of a0 = 1, which is likely untenable for

fiber lasers.

3. High-density LWFA in Fiber Lasers

Fiber lasers, particularly in coherent networks, offer the potential for high-power

and high-rep rate lasers. Yet, individual fibers are also subject to a number of

constraints not shared by large, conventional lasers. Perhaps most importantly, the

material properties of fibers, which are typically made from silica, place a much

more stringent limit on the intensity of the transmitted laser pulse26. Certainly for

any fiber application inside the body, it is paramount that material damage to the

fibers be avoided, as this damage would then harm the surrounding tissue as well,

with potentially severe consequences. In addition to the requirement of avoiding

ionization of the fiber, an even more restrictive condition may be the level of toler-

able accumulation of nonlinear phase in the laser pulse, the severity of which grows

with laser intensity. Given this background from the field of fiber optics, a accept-

able order of magnitude for laser intensity that safely avoids these issues may be

1014 W cm−2. We take this value as a starting point, but subsequent technical and
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Fig. 1: A snapshot of the electron phase space px vs. x (heat-map, with warmer col-

ors representing higher density) and longitudinal Ex (green) and laser Ey (translu-

cent blue) fields for high-density (“black”) case nc/ne = 1 with laser intensity

a0 = 1. The plasma wavelength is given by λp = 2πc/ωp. The time step is

t = 14.4τp, where τp is the plasma period. (Similar run in Nicks et al., 201919).

Fig. 2: The electron phase space and field structure of the intermediate (“grey”)

case of density nc/ne = 1.7 at the laser intensity a0 = 1. The time step is t = 16.0τp
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Fig. 3: The electron phase space and field structure of the critical density case

nc/ne = 1 for a laser pulse of length 8λp at the laser intensity a0 = 1, showing

the “black tsunami” regime. At this snapshot (t = 80.6τp) most of the electron

acceleration is concluded and most of the laser has exited the domain. (Similar run

in Nicks et al., 201919).

material efforts may require a more conservative value. This intensity corresponds

to a0 ≈ 0.01, which is far below the relatively powerful value of a0 = 1 considered

thus far. The expression for electron energy gain ∆E = 2g(a0)mec
2(nc/ne), where

g(a0) = a20/2 for a0 � 1 if g(a0) takes the form of the ponderomotive potential,

suggests that one means of compensating for this low individual fiber laser intensity

to attain 102 keV electrons is simply to use a coherent network of ∼ 100 lasers,

though in a endoscopic application this number may be difficult to achieve. Phase-

matching each fiber would also be technically difficult, but may be possible making

use of the partial reflection of the laser pulse at the boundary between the fiber and

high-density material to be irradiated. However, by lowering the target material

density, one can use fewer coherent lasers, such as with ∼ 10 lasers at nc/ne = 10.

Another alternative is the use of a hollow fiber, which can have a diameter of order

102 times larger than that of a typical fiber, thereby accommodating much more

pulse energy.

Another chief concern with fiber lasers is the pulse length. While thus far the

simulations in this work at nc/ne ≈ 1 have used resonant laser pulse lengths of

∼ 2 fs (a difficult, sub-cycle pulse in its own right), the shortest pulse practically

achievable for a fiber laser is likely around 100 fs. Letting λl be the laser pulse

length, a resonant pulse has λl/λp = 0.5, where in contrast at the critical density,

a 100 fs pulse has λl/λp ≈ 30. An attractive alternative is provided by the phe-
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Fig. 4: A demonstration of the self-modulation of a laser pulse into resonant pieces

in the “blue” regime of nc/ne = 10. Here λlp/λp = 5. The time step is t = 9.2τp.

(Similar run in Nicks et al., 201919).

nomenon of self-modulation5,27–30, where a large laser pulse (λl/λp � 1) becomes

spontaneously broken into units of length λp and reproduces the desired wakefield

behavior. This regime is called self-modulated LWFA or SM-LWFA, and is likely

much more amenable to fibers than the resonant pulse case. Stated simply, fibers

generally prefer a longer, low-amplitude pulse to a short, intense pulse.

To demonstrate the onset of SM-LWFA, a low-density plasma of nc/ne = 10 and

a0 = 1 is injected with laser pulse with length (λl/λp = 5), as is shown in figure

419. As progressive peaks pass a point in the plasma, the wakefield is strengthened,

and ultimately the strength of the wakefield is enhanced in the self-modulated cases

compared to that of the resonant case. Electron acceleration is also seen following

the wakefield.

Applying this technique to a fiber laser case, figure 5a shows the case of 15

coherently added fiber lasers at a0 = 0.01 with nc/ne = 10. The pulse is now

Gaussian, also for practical considerations, with FWHM a pulse length of 100

fs. For self-modulation, it is desirable that the laser power be greater than the

critical power24, while in this case, without considering laser guiding conditions,

this condition may not be satisfied. (A rough calculation using a laser spot

size of πλ2p gives a laser power of 7.5 GW, while the critical power is given by

Pc = 17(nc/ne) GW = 170 GW.) Nonetheless, substantial acceleration in figure 5a

is seen up to nearly 1 MeV.

Many low-energy electrons are accelerated as well. This coupling to bulk

electrons may be caused by the generation of lower-frequency laser components
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(a) Self-Modulation

(b) Beat-Wave

Fig. 5: The electron phase space and field structure (left) for the case of a 100 fs

pulse at nc/ne = 10, as well as the laser (Ey) frequency spectrum (right). Fifteen

lasers each contributing intensity a0 = 0.01 are coherently added, demonstrating

practical parameters for fiber laser applications. In 5a, the laser pulse undergoes

self-modulation, while in 5b, each of the five laser contributions is further divided

into two components that beat at ωp, thus resonantly seeding the wakefield (beat-

wave acceleration). Note that here the laser field Ey is normalized with respect

to the initial combined amplitude E0 of all the fiber contributions. For the fre-

quency spectra, solid vertical lines indicate the nominal laser frequency (ω0/ωp)

while dashed lines indicate harmonics, which differ from the nominal frequency by

some integer multiple n of the plasma frequency ωp.

through Raman forward scattering, which is expected in the presence of a long laser

pulse31–33. A spectral analysis of the laser field in figure 5a reveals the presence of
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down-shifted frequency components at ω = ω0 − ωp and ω = ω0 − 2ωp, as well as a

small up-shifted component at ω = ω0 + ωp, where ω0 is the nominal laser frequency.

These components arise almost immediately after the laser enters, and begins in-

teracting with, the plasma. With nc/ne = 10 in this case, ω0/ωp =
√

10 ≈ 3.2. A

frequency down-shifted from this value in multiples of ωp thus becomes very close to

resonance with ωp; the two down-shifted components ω = ω0 − ωp and ω = ω0 − 2ωp

are equivalent to a laser with nominal density ratios of nc/ne = 5 and nc/ne = 1.25,

respectively. The latter of these values is firmly within the “black tsunami” regime

of figures 1 and 3. Further down-shifting is suppressed because frequencies lower

than ωp would not be able to resonantly excite the Raman forward scattering in-

stability and would be immediately absorbed by the plasma.

Another approach using practical fiber laser parameters is the laser beat-wave

accelerator3,34, which was used historically in the early years of LWFA. In this

scheme, two lasers with frequencies differing by ωp create a modulation at the

plasma frequency and resonantly excite the wakefield. Exploration of this possibil-

ity at nc/ne = 10 with a 100 fs Gaussian pulse and 15 a0 = 0.01 lasers, each divided

into two equal components separated in frequency by ωp, shown in figure 5b, yielded

slightly more efficient acceleration, with electrons reaching energies slightly in excess

of 1 MeV. This relatively clean acceleration is expected given the seeded plasma os-

cillation and provides a confirmation of the physics of the pre-modulated laser field.

As in the self-modulating case, here a lower laser harmonic equivalent to nc/ne = 4

is seen, as well as harmonics higher than the nominal frequency, the former per-

haps aiding bulk acceleration of electrons and the latter pulling the highest-energy

electrons past the energies reached in self-modulated case (figure 5a).

In these examples, an initially “blue” wave is converted into a “black” wave

that can efficiently accelerate low-energy electrons even at very low laser inten-

sity. Together with a variable number of coherently added fibers, this effect may

provide substantial practical flexibility for a medical fiber laser application. For in-

stance, if an optimized setup required an even lower individual laser intensity than

1014 W cm−2, the target density could be modestly lowered, preserving the bulk

flow of electrons in the desired energy range. Furthermore, if a beat-wave laser is

possible, a potentially cleaner electron beam can also be produced if desired. It is

remarkable that these benefits derive from the requirement of a long laser pulse,

which can be considered one of the “limitations” of fiber lasers.

4. Electron Tissue Penetration

We may now consider more closely the interaction of an electron population like

those in figures 3 and 5 with human tissue for radiation therapy. Conventional

radiation therapy typically relies on exposing the body to an external source of

radiation, whether X-ray, gamma-ray, protons, or electrons. In this process, the

radiation passes through a significant depth of healthy tissue, causing collateral

cellular damage. Three techniques to avoid this collateral damage include intra-
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6: Electron penetration in the high-density LWFA regime. (6a) shows the nor-

malized electron energy distribution for setup in figure 5a, which models a bundle of

15 fiber lasers each with a0 = 0.01 coherently added with plasma density nc/ne = 10

and a pulse length of 100 fs. (6b) shows the resulting normalized distribution of

electron penetration depth in the continuous slowing-down approximation (CSDA).

operative radiation therapy (IORT)10, where the source of radiation is surgically

brought to the tumor, brachytherapy, in which the laser is injected into the body, or

endoscopic radiation therapy (ESRT), where a small endoscope is internally brought

to the tumor site. Consequently, in all of these cases, the radiation produced need

only penetrate a short distance, perhaps millimeters or less. In such a scheme, the

distribution in figure figures 3 and 5, possessing a large spread of low-energy elec-

trons, may be particularly fitting. The recent development of coherent networks

of fiber lasers (CAN)14 has allowed LWFA to branch into this new and distinct

application.

The penetration depth in human tissue can be approximated by integrating the

stopping power of electrons in water, giving the stopping distance in the continuous

slowing-down approximation (CSDA)35,36. At the critical density, the distribution

of low-energy electrons in figure 5a has the energy distribution shown in figure 6a.

This distribution f(E) corresponds to a maximum penetration depth xCSDA in wa-

ter of about . 1 mm, as is shown in figure 6b as a function of xCSDA. Tuning the

plasma density allows control of the penetration depth. By changing the density of

the irradiated material, the penetration depth can be tuned to the desired value;

lower material density will give deeper penetration. The laser intensity a0 or num-

ber of fibers can also be tuned for the desired electron energies produced. As an

additional benefit, near the critical density, a significant acceleration of the bulk

population of electrons occurs, potentially creating a far larger overall dose of radi-

ation than would occur for more typical wakefield acceleration. This combination of

a large dose and shallow, yet tunable, penetration may be ideal for intraoperative,

brachytheraputic, and endoscopic medical applications.
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5. Conclusions

We have studied the dynamics of LWFA in the high-density regime. In this domain,

where nc/ne ∼ O(1), sheath dynamics emerges with an important role, producing

a large flux of low-energy electrons (the “black tsunami” regime). Furthermore, we

have found that the self-modulation or Raman forward-scattering process allows a

conversion of the “blue” or “grey” regimes into the “black” regime, providing ef-

ficient generation of a bulk flow of low-energy electrons despite the presence of a

density ratio nc/ne greater than unity. Along with the invention of the Coherent

Amplification Network (CAN)14 fiber laser technology, these dynamical character-

istics in the appropriately chosen regime of operation open a pathway to creating

far more compact electron radiation sources through LWFA and thereby a radically

new radiotherapy using compact electron sources.

Regarding the material to be irradiated by the laser, nanomaterials with an

open structure, such as carbon nanotubes15 or porous alumina, present an attrac-

tive means for achieving the critical density of a 1-micron laser (approximately

1021 cm−3) while avoiding the presence of ionized gas inside of the body. Such a

medium would also provide the benefit of guiding the laser. It might also be possible

to tailor the design of the nanomaterial to suit the desired plasma density.

One potential challenge of this approach is that the population of accelerated

electrons generated by LWFA at high density is non-monoenergic and probably

of high emittance. We may also strive to further increase the efficiency. Toward

such a purpose we may wish to employ a graded density of plasma to control the

phase gradation of the wakefield37,38. Nonetheless, interesting physics has already

emerged from these efforts, and the richness of a new regime is evident. Within the

last decade, the technology needed to realize endoscopic electron therapy through

LWFA has come of age, and serious endeavors for implementation may now proceed.
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1.   Prelude 

 

The field of high energy particle physics started with the discovery of very high 

energy particles and radiation from ‘cosmic rays’, explored via balloon and mountaineering 

expeditions, exposing specially designed emulsion plates to the cosmic rays in the first 

decades of the twentieth century. The discovery of the positron, an antiparticle of the 

electron, owes much to cosmic ray explorations in the 1920s and 1930s. In parallel, with 

the discovery of the atomic nucleus by Rutherford at the turn of the twentieth century, 

establishment of the quantum structure of the Bohr Atom, invention of the ‘Cyclotron’ by 

Ernest Orlando Lawrence in Berkeley in 1920s and the ‘splitting of the atom’ by Cockcroft 

and Walton in 1932 [1], it became increasingly attractive to consider creating in the 

experimental laboratories terrestrial scale experiments that could produce accelerated high 

energy particles for  detailed fundamental investigations of subatomic physics, without 

relying on costly and challenging cosmic ray explorations --- and so started the present 

paradigm of charged particle accelerator-driven high energy particle physics. This was 

further advanced by the possibility of colliding beams in storage rings in 1950s and 1960s, 

leading to GeV- to TeV scale electron-positron and proton-proton collisions in the 

laboratory. 

 

The paradigm of laboratory accelerator-based high energy physics depends on 

creating the necessary ‘high energy’ and ‘high energy density’, luminous collisions in the 
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laboratory itself, that could penetrate ever deeper into the shorter and shorter distance 

scales of ordinary matter, the resolving power limited only by the energy of the colliding 

particles. In the conventional paradigm, the experimental approach depends critically on 

two important concepts: (i) the penetration and  resolving power into subatomic structures 

depends on the energy reach of the particle accelerator; (ii) while the rate ‘R’ of production 

of relevant and interesting subatomic processes depends on the associated geometric cross-

section ‘a’ of the process under investigation, enhanced by the ‘luminosity, L’ of the 

collisions, which is a measure of how luminous are the colliding beams to start with: 

 

                                                R = L. a  

 

There are two fundamental limitations of such an approach: as the energy goes up, it 

is nature’s revenge that the corresponding cross-sections tend to either go down or go up 

much slower with energy with a certain scaling, barring occasional most interesting 

‘resonances’, which of course we want to observe. This often means that along with 

increasing energy, one must increase the luminosity to reach the physics potential. 

Currently, the energy and luminosity reach of state-of-the-art particle colliders (electron-

positron or proton-proton) are limited to scales of TeVs in energy and 1034 cm-2s-1 in 

luminosities [2,3]. The beam dynamics and ‘radiative’ physics of the luminous collisions 

have been studied in detail in earlier studies [4,5], as well as in a paper by Nakajima et al 

in these proceedings. Extending beyond these values is proving to be technically limited 

by conventional technologies demanding significant resources and real estate (e.g. tens of 

billions of dollars and hundreds of kilometers, as envisioned for the 100 km-scale, 100 TeV 

colliders in the FCC and CepC programs at CERN, Switzerland and China). The challenges 

of future high-energy colliders are captured also in reference [6] and a paper by Shiltsev in 

these proceedings. 

 

I propose below two alternate paradigms of experimental research below. 

 

A. COSMIC ARCHAEOLOGY: The Energy Reach: Exploit Signals from the 

Early Universe via Precision Sensing: Quantum Sensors in the Laboratory:  

 

Our energy reach, in the first instance, can never compete with mother Nature’s 

original design ---- the highest energies and energy densities were already created 13.8 

billion years ago during the beginning of the ‘hot big-bang’ universe, the presently 

accepted cosmological model of the universe. So why bother working so hard, spending 

such resources on creating such extreme energies in the laboratory rather than exploring 

the relics, fossils and left-over signals --- no matter how “weak” they may be -- by 

development of laboratory-scale specially sensitive detectors that can ‘see’, ‘sense’ and 

‘listen’ to very weak signals from the big-bang? Such detectors can be based upon novel 

techniques exploiting quantum mechanical ‘entanglement’ process, involving “quantum 
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squeezing and interference”. Many promising techniques have emerged in the last decades 

using cavity electrodynamics, superconducting ‘Qubits’, atomic beam interferometers, 

novel NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) materials, quantum ‘correlated’ or ‘entangled’ 

states in solids (e.g. nitrogen vacancies in diamond) and topological states in condensed 

matter (e.g. ‘Dirac’ and ‘Weyl’ semi-metals and semi-conductors), that offer us laboratory 

investigations of the high energy frontier --- especially its ‘dark’ sector involving ‘dark’ 

matter and ‘dark’ energy [7,8]. Crystal channeling and acceleration may play a role here. 

 

B. COHERENT QUANTUM VACUUM vs Luminosity: Exploit ‘Coherent’, 

‘Condensate’ Nature of Quantum Vacuum vs Incoherent Scattering: 

 

The Luminosity argument on the other hand is based upon the geometric and 

kinematic concept of an ‘incoherent’ albeit deep and inelastic scattering of the constituents 

of matter. There is no reason to believe the ‘Standard Model Vacuum’ – that is whatever 

is left over when one removes the Standard Model constituents of quarks, leptons, force 

carrier Bosons and even the ‘Higgs’ Boson – is an ‘incoherent’ state, amenable to 

penetration via incoherent scattering and not a ‘condensate’, coherent state, that can simply 

be penetrated by individual highly energetic single particles. It is quite possible that a PeV 

or higher energy particle or beam, even with very low luminosity, can penetrate and 

polarize the ‘Standard Model Vacuum’ effectively. Hence, one must consider available 

techniques of reaching very high energies alone, independent of luminous colliding beams. 

It is in this context that current advanced accelerator techniques using laser-driven 

wakefield acceleration, nanostructures and metamaterials and crystals/carbon nanotubes -

-- many of which are discussed in these proceedings are relevant topics, offering alternates 

to current paradigm of experimental approaches to high energy particle physics. Table 1 

below summarizes some of the strengths and parameters of experimental high energy 

physics explorations. 

 

2.    Single Particle Acceleration and Focusing Limits in Structures: Laser-

driven Plasma Wakefields, Structured Nanomaterials and Crystals 

 

      Typically, highest achievable accelerating fields in plasmas, nanostructures and 

crystals, depend on the available ‘polarized’ participating electric charge densities, n0, 

roughly according to the following scaling law: 

 

                                       E (GV/m) = 100 [n0 (1018 /cm-3)]1/2, 

 

while available strong electrostatic electric field between crystal atoms are: 

  

                                   E = 100 V/Angstrom = 1 GV/cm 
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       Various innovative techniques using lasers, plasmas and particle beams [9-15] have 

been progressed and continue to be developed that have the promise of generating beams 

reaching up to PeV energies, the significant energy where the ‘knee’ in the ‘cosmic ray’ 

spectrum occurs. Even without a luminous beam, such tenuous beams or even a few 

energetic particles should be able to penetrate Standard Model Vacuum and tell us 

something about nature at extreme high energies. These proceedings contain much 

material on reaching higher energies with structured materials under various settings, 

including lasers, plasmas, particle beams, nanostructures and crystal structures. 

3.   Quantum Sensors of the “Dark” Universe and Weak Processes 

 

       In the emerging ‘quantum science’ initiative around the world and in the US in 

particular [7,8] in terms of developing innovative quantum sensors to probe ‘dark matter’, 

‘dark energy’ and primordial cosmic gravitational wave background, one senses fields and 

their fluctuations with extreme sensitivities. For example, superconducting Qubits, 

embedded in superconducting microwave cavities, can sense low-mass ‘axion-like’ dark 

matter particles in the meV mass range with sensitivities of one oart in 1025. Similarly, 

atomic interferometers over long baselines of 100 meters to kilometers scale, including 

eventually space-based experiments, will reveal much information about the fluctuations 

and energy-matter-space-time emergence in the early universe with unprecedented 

sensitivity. Such techniques will complement accelerator, energetic charged particle- or 

beam-based investigations, in addressing both the ‘discovery’ and ‘precision’ frontiers. 

 

4.   Outlook 

 

As I tried to argue qualitatively, with appropriate adjustment of our paradigm of 

experimental high energy physics research, there is plenty of room of gaining information 

about the physical world and early universe at extreme energies and energy densities via 

either penetrating the ‘coherent quantum vacuum’ by one single or a few energetic single 

high energy particles without having recourse to luminous collision or sense extremely 

weak fundamental signals via ultra-sensitive quantum sensors. The former aspect can be 

easily addressed by various structure-driven particle acceleration schemes e.g. laser-

plasma, structured materials including crystals discussed in these proceedings, while the 

latter will be addressed by development innovative detectors and quantum sensors using 

exotic topological materials and exploiting engineered control of ‘entangled’ quantum 

states. 
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Table 1  
Physical 
entity 

Associated Strength 
Units 

Particle 
energy (real 

or ‘dark’) 
1 meV - TeV 

Accelerating 
Gradient 

GV -TV m-1 

Collider 
Luminosity 

1034 cm-2s-1 

Collider 
center-of-

mass 
energy 

10-100 TeV 

Equivalent 
Dark Matter 
Field 

10 4 [mass density = energy density/c2] V/m 

Equivalent 
Dark Energy 

Field 
10  V/m 

Quantum 
Sensor 

Sensitivity 
10-25 

Probability of 
a signal in the 
‘dark’ sector 

Early 
universe 

Space-time 
cosmic 

background 
tremor 

10-22  

Dimensionless 
relative strain 
of space-time, 

dl/l, in the 
band 100 mHz 

to 1 Hz    
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We consider that electromagnetic pulses produced in the jets of this innermost part of the accretion 
disk accelerate charged particles (protons, ions, electrons) to very high energies via wakefield 
acceleration, including energies above 1020 eV for the case of protons and nucleus and 1012-15 eV for 
electrons by electromagnetic wave-particle interaction. Thereby, the wakefield acceleration 
mechanism supplements the pervasive Fermi’s stochastic acceleration mechanism (and overcomes 
its difficulties in the highest energy cosmic ray generation). The episodic eruptive accretion in the 
disk by the magneto-rotational instability gives rise to the strong Alfvenic pulses, which acts as the 
driver of the collective accelerating pondermotive force. This pondermotive force drives the wakes. 
The accelerated hadrons (protons and nuclei) are released to the intergalactic space to be ultra-high 
energy cosmic rays. The high-energy electrons, on the other hand, emit photons to produce various 
non-thermal emissions (radio, IR, visible, UV, and gamma-rays) of active galactic nuclei in an 
episodic manner, giving observational telltale signatures. 

Keywords: wakefield acceleration, blackhole, accretion disk, jet, cosmic-rays, gamma-rays, neutrinos 

1.   Introduction 

In space physics and astrophysics the established known mechanism of high energy 
particles (hadrons in particular and often electrons as well) has been the nearly almighty 
(in astrophysics) and venerable Fermi’s stochastic acceleration ever since his epoch making 
paper [1]. (He was also visionary to suggest his PeV accelerator, which encircles the entire 
Earth by the accelerating rf tube). This can explain many observed features, while there 
emerge several difficulties (as discussed below in more details), in particular the tail of the 
highest energy cosmic rays beyond 1019 eV, at which energy even protons would begin to 
lose energy by synchrotron radiations through bending their orbits that are inevitable in the 
stochastic multiple magnetic bendings that necessitate in Fermi’s mechanism. On the other 
hand, the wakefield acceleration is basically straight acceleration, readily alleviating this 
severest difficulty.   

 In the present paper, we consider that electromagnetic pulses produced in the jets of 
the innermost part of the accretion disk accelerate charged particles (protons, ions, 
electrons) to very high energies including energies above 1020 eV for the case of 
protons[2,3] and nucleus and 1012-15 eV for electrons by electromagnetic wave-particle 
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interaction (figures 1, 2, and 3). The episodic eruptive accretion in the disk by the magneto-
rotational instability [4,5] gives rise to the strong (super-relativistic, i.e., the electron 
momentum far exceeding 𝑚𝑚e𝑐𝑐, where 𝑚𝑚e is the mass of electrons) Alfvenic pulses, which 
acts as the driver of the collective accelerating pondermotive force [6]. This pondermotive 
force drives the wakes (both bow and stern wakes [2,3]). As investigated in the present 
super-relativistic pulse case, the bow wake far exceeds the conventional (stern) wake 

 
Figure 1 Gas clumps are formed around the inner edge of the accretion disk. When they fall down to the 
blackhole during its transition, magnetic field penetrating jets are strongly shaken and electro-magnetic 
disturbances propagates along the jets as bursts of the Alfven/whistler waves. 
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acceleration (see the comparison of the bow and stern wakes in s.a. [7]; figure 2). The 
accelerated hadrons (protons and nuclei) are released to the intergalactic space to be ultra-
high energy cosmic rays. The high-energy electrons, on the other hand, emit photons in the 
collisions of electromagnetic perturbances to produce various non-thermal emissions 
(radio, IR, visible, UV, and gamma-rays) of active galactic nuclei. 

The conditions for this strong acceleration by wakefield are:  
(i) the acceleration structure (wave) is very close to the relativistic propagation 

velocity (phase velocity), i.e. the speed of light; and  
(ii) the wave has a relativistic amplitude (i.e. the particles in the wave have a 

relativistic momentum 𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗𝐸𝐸/𝜔𝜔 > 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗𝑐𝑐 in one photon cycle). Where 𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗 and 𝑚𝑚𝑗𝑗 are 
the charge and the mass of the particle 𝑗𝑗, and 𝐸𝐸 and 𝜔𝜔 are the electric field and 
angular frequency of the wave.  

The condition (b) came from the fact that the significant acceleration by a pondermotive 
force of the electromagnetic wave takes place only in the nonlinear case: This term 
becomes significant only if the amplitudes of the electromagnetic waves become 
relativistic [6,8,9]. If these two conditions are satisfied, as shown by a number of ground 
experiments, [10], this acceleration mechanism overcomes some of the difficulties of  
Fermi acceleration [1], in which charged particles gradually gain energy as they are 
scattered many times by magnetic clouds. for the following reasons. 

(1) The pondermotive force provides a very high acceleration field. 
(2) No deflection of the particles is required which causes energy loss due to 

synchrotron radiation. 
(3) The acceleration field is parallel to the direction of movement of the particles and 

has the same velocity (speed of light). The result is a robust built-in coherence in 

 
Figure 1. The structure of bow wake. An electron cloud is formed at the front top of 
the wave pule and a proton cloud follows. The resultant electric field accelerates 
protons in the back side and electrons in front side of the bow wake (taken from [2]). 
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acceleration systems, which is called as relativistic coherence [11]. In such cases, 
the energy spectrum takes the form of a power function of the exponent -2 (𝐸𝐸−2; 
see [12,13]) due to the phase difference between the particle and the acceleration 
field. On the other hand, Fermi acceleration based on a large number of scattering 
is incoherent, it is an extended, and has no specific temporal structure. 

(4) There are no escape problems [14]. 
(5) The acceleration field dissipates spontaneously so that the particles are free to 

escape from the field after the acceleration.  The wave has such coherent dynamics 
as long as it is excited, with a sufficiently high frequency. On the other hand, in a 
mechanism that accelerates with an electrostatic structure [22], the acceleration of 
the charged particles is not possible unless there is a special reason to overcome the 
plasma and maintain the structure since the plasma itself has a strong tendency to 
destroy the electrostatic field. Also, there is no reason to have a low spectrum power.  

This new acceleration mechanism, therefore, seams to solve a long-standing enigma of the 
origin of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (Ultra-High Energy Cosmic rays: UHECR) with 
energy of 1020 eV (e.g., [14]), in which have been discussed primarily in the framework of 
the Fermi acceleration [1]. The candidate astronomical objects of ULHECR were neutron 
stars, active galactic nuclei, gamma-ray bursts, and cosmological accretion shock waves in 
the intergalactic space. However, even in these candidates, the acceleration to 1020 eV by 
the Fermi mechanism was difficult because of : (1) very large number of scatterings is 
required to reach high energy; (2) energy loss due to the synchrotron radiation is not 
negligible at the time of scattering; and (3) adiabatic energy loss takes place when particles 
escape from the acceleration region.  

The idea that electromagnetic waves accelerate charged particles is not new. For 
example, Takahashi et al. [15] and Chen et al. [13] showed that strong Alfven waves, 
produced by a neutron star collision were able to accelerate charged particles to energies 

Table 1 Time Scales, Maximum Energy, and Luminosities[35] 

quantities scaling law Units 

2π/𝜔𝜔 8.2 × 10−5 𝛼𝛼1/2�̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚 s 

1/𝜈𝜈 7.3 × 10−5  α−1/2 𝑚𝑚 s 

𝐷𝐷3/c 1.7 × 102 𝛼𝛼5/6�̇�𝑚5/3𝑚𝑚4/3 s 

𝑊𝑊max 2.4 × 108 [erg] 𝑧𝑧Γ𝛼𝛼2/3�̇�𝑚4/3𝑚𝑚2/3 
1.5 × 1020 [eV] 𝑧𝑧Γ𝛼𝛼2/3�̇�𝑚4/3𝑚𝑚2/3 

erg 
eV 

𝐿𝐿rad 1.5 × 1038  �̇�𝑚𝑚𝑚 erg s−1 

𝐿𝐿w 2.8𝛼𝛼1/2𝐿𝐿rad erg s−1 

𝐿𝐿TCR 2.8κα1/2𝐿𝐿rad=𝐿𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 erg s−1 

𝐿𝐿UHECR 2.8𝜅𝜅𝜅𝜅α1/2𝐿𝐿rad erg s−1 

𝐿𝐿𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 2.8𝜅𝜅α1/2𝐿𝐿rad = 𝐿𝐿TCR erg s−1 
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above 1020 eV. Although it is believed to be associated with such short gamma bursts [16], 
the direct collisions of the two neutron stars are not very likely. This requires exactly the 
same masses, for the binary neutron stars because otherwise the more massive neutron star 
destroys the lighter stars into an accretion disk. Chang et al. [17] performed one-
dimensional numerical calculations of the propagation of whistler wave emitted from 
AGNs and found that a wakefield accelerates particles to UHECR.  

An accreting supermassive blackhole is the main engine of AGNs, in which Ebisuzaki 
and Tajima [2,3] considered wakefield acceleration to take place. Accretion disk has been 
shown to repeated transitions between a strongly magnetized (low 𝛽𝛽) state and a weakly 
magnetized (high 𝛽𝛽) state [18]. In fact, O’Neil et al. [19] shows that the transition takes 
place every 10-20 orbital periods in the three-dimensional simulation. The amplitude of the 
distortion in the magnetic field becomes resulting in a very large amplitude at the innermost 
portion of the disk. At this transition from the strongly magnetized state to the weakly 
magnetized state, strong pulses of electromagnetic disturbance are excited in the accretion 
disk. This disturbance converted into strong pondermotive field by nonlinear effects in jets 
made of plasmas ejected from accretion disk with relativistic velocities. It is shown that 
this pondermotive force can spontaneously accelerate protons and nuclei to ultimate 
energies exceeding ZeV (1021 eV; figure 3 and table 1). Mizuta et al. [20] performed three-
dimensional MHD simulations of accretion disk and found that accretion disk exhibited 
strong fluctuations and that intermittently produced strong electromagnetic pulses and 
matter out of equilibrium was injected toward the rotational axes. The pointing fluxes 
agreed with those assumed by Ebisuzaki and Tajima [2,3].  

On the other hand, the Telescope Array (TA) team suggested that there is a hotspot 
in the northern sky where the directions of arrival of the UHECRs above 57 EeV [21]. In 
fact, some anisotropy is expected to be observed at energies of 1020 eV because protons 
deflect only a few degrees even in the galactic magnetic field [14], and only about 100 Mpc 
can propagate as a result of collisions with microwave background radiation (GZK-effect 
[22,23]). In fact, In addition, the Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO) team also reported that 
a hotspot in the southern sky above 57 EeV, although it is less statistically significant 
[24,25]. These are signs of the anisotropy of charged particles and are key clues to reveal 
the origin of cosmic rays.  

He et al. [26] divided the events belonging to the northern hotspot into two by energy, 
and found that there was a systematic deviation between them. Assuming that this is due 
to the deflection by the magnetic field, the position of the true source was estimated. While 
the estimated position, though extended to 10 degrees, included several high-energy 
celestial objects such as M82 and Mrk 180, only M82 was located within the GZK-horizon 
(~100 Mpc) that the UHECR could reach. M82 is a starburst galaxy and contains many 
supernova remnants and high-energy objects. It also emits intense gamma rays (1-100 
GeV) [27].  
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Furthermore, PAO team re-analyze the data in a bit lower energy and found additional 
enhancements of 4σ above 39 EeV toward two starburst galaxies (NGC253 and NGC4945) 
in the southern sky, too [28]. This is confirmed by Telescope Array team[29]. These 
starburst (and Seyfert) galaxies with only less massive blakoholes, 103 − 106 𝑀𝑀⊙ but not 
supermassive > 107 𝑀𝑀⊙), however, have a difficulty to accelerate up ~1020 eV in the 
framework of Fermi acceleration. For example, Anchordoqui and Soriano [30] found that 
acceleration is limited to at most 1019 eV for proton in M82 even if they took into account 
of extensive shock and strong magnetic field in the nuclear region of starburst galaxies. It 
is not enough for northern hot spot, in which proton dominant composition was obtained 
by TA team[31].  

 
Figure 3. The lines for the maximum energy gain, 𝑊𝑊max = 1018、1020、1022 eV, 
are plotted in 𝑚𝑚 − 𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 diagram. M82 X-1 is located well above the line of 1020 eV 
so that be a good candidate for northern hot spot [29]. Other nearby AGNs, such as 
M87, Cen A and B, and typical ULXs are also possible candidates of UHECRs (>
3.9 × 1019 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒) Grey area (𝑊𝑊𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚 > 3.9 × 1019 eV and �̇�𝑚 < 0.1) represents possible 
acceleration region of UHECR. Three dashed lines are for �̇�𝑚=10-5, 10-3, and 10-1. 
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Unlike Fermi acceleration, the bow wake acceleration theory [2,3] can explain that 
even less massive black holes (103 − 106 𝑀𝑀⊙) in the starburst (Seyfert) galaxies can 
accelerate protons to 1020 eV and be possible sources of high energy neutrinos (1015 -1020 
eV) as well as nearby radio galaxies with supermassive (> 107 𝑀𝑀⊙) blackholes in the local 
supercluster.  

Furthermore, the bow wake acceleration theory can explain the astronomical 
neutrinos in the TeV to PeV energy range, observed the IceCube Neutrino Observatory at 
the South Pole, which is presently the most sensitive [32-34]. The recent data set consisting 
37 events corresponding spectral excess with respect to the atmospheric background with 
a significance more the 5σ [34]. The spectral excess is consistent with the diffuse neutrino 
flux with 𝑊𝑊𝜈𝜈

−2spectrum and isotropic distribution. The observed flux for each neutrino 
species is well described with 𝑊𝑊𝜈𝜈

2𝐹𝐹𝜈𝜈 = (0.95 ± 0.3) × 10−8 eV  cm−2 sr−1 between 30 
TeV and 2 PeV. 

In the present paper, we will discuss how the bow wake acceleration theory explains 
the multi-messenger observations, including UHECRs, gamma-rays, and neutrinos, based 
on the scaling equations (table 1) of the bow wake acceleration theory deduced by Tajima, 
Yan, and Ebisuzaki[35] in section 2. We also discuss the possibility of a similar wakefield 
acceleration, which accompanies the formation of accretion disk and jets, even in the 
coalescence process of neutron star detected by gravitational wave detectors. They can 
clarify the origin of cosmic rays by multi-messenger astronomy as well as neutrino 
detectors (IceCube and POEMMA), gamma-ray detectors (Fermi gamma-ray astronomy 
in section 3, Cherenkov Telescope Array), visible-infrared ray telescopes, and radio 
telescopes. In section 4, we conclude the emergence of new mechanism of charged particle 
acceleration beyond the conventional framework of Fermi acceleration. 

2.   Possible UHECR sources: multi-messenger approach 

The Telescope Array (TA) team suggested that there is a hotspot in the northern sky where 
the directions of arrival of the UHECRs above 60 EeV [23]. In addition, the Pierre Auger 
Observatory (PAO) team also reported that a hotspot in the southern sky above 60 EeV, 
although it is less statistically significant [24,25]. These are signs of the anisotropy of 
charged particles and are key clues to reveal the origin of cosmic rays. He et al. [26] divided 
the events belonging to the northern hotspot into two by energy, and found that there was 
a systematic deviation between them. Assuming that this is due to the deflection by the 
magnetic field, the position of the true source was estimated. The estimated position, 
though extended to 10 degrees, included several high-energy celestial objects such as M82 
and Mrk 180, only M82 was located within the GZK-horizon (~100 Mpc) that the UHECR 
could reach. M82 is a starburst galaxy and contains many supernova remnants and high-
energy objects. It also emits intense gamma rays (1-100 GeV) [27]. Furthermore, PAO 
team found additional enhancement of 4σ above 39 EeV toward two starburst galaxies 
(NGC253 and NGC4945) in the southern sky, too [28,29]. 
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2.1.   Starburst galaxy M82 

M82 is a nearby (approximately 3.6 Mpc; [36]) edge-on galaxy. M82 is in a starburst 
state in which a large number of stars are formed at a same time as a result of strong 
disturbance of the low-temperature gas in the galaxy by the event of the collision with a 
M81 galaxy. As a result of this starburst, the supernova rate is at least one order of 
magnitude high compared with a normal galaxy; it is as high as once every 5-10 years [37-
40]. In addition, massive and compact young star clusters are seen [41]. Furthermore, many 
Ultra-Luminous X-ray Sources (ULXS), which have very high luminousity (LX>1039 erg/s) 
been discovered as in other starburst galaxy.  

The M82 X-1 is the brightest ULXS in M82, located about 200 pc away from the 
dynamic center of the galaxy [42-45]. In general, the maximum luminosity of a star bound 
by gravity is limited by the Eddington luminosity, defined by: 

 
𝐿𝐿Edd = 1.26 × 1038 [erg s−1]𝑚𝑚. 

(31) 
Thus, it can be concluded that M82 X-1 with an X-ray flux of 2 × 1041 erg/s or more 
[42,44,45] must have a mass of at least around 103 𝑀𝑀⨀  and most likely ~104 𝑀𝑀⨀ . In 
addition, the mass of the M82 X-1 estimated from the frequency of the Quasi Periodic 
Oscillation (QPO) observed in the X-ray luminous intensity as to be 100-1300 𝑀𝑀⨀ [46-50]. 
Such a blackhole with mass of 102 − 105 𝑀𝑀⊙is called an intermediate mass blackhole 
[51], and is considered to be an important key for solving the mystery of formation of the 
super massive by connecting a stellar mass blackhole (~10 𝑀𝑀⨀ ) and a supermassive 
blackhole (≥ 106 𝑀𝑀⨀) in a galactic center [51]. 

2.1.1.   UHECR flux 

Applying the bow wake acceleration theory to the M82 X-1, it has been shown that 
acceleration to 1020 eV is well feasible (Figure 3) in the accreting blockhole system. The 
UHECR flux, 𝐹𝐹UHECR: M82, of M82 at the Earth is estimated as:  
 

𝐹𝐹UHECR: M82 = 6.7 × 10−1  �
UHECRs

100 km2 yr
� �

𝜅𝜅
0.1

�  �
α

0.1
�
1
2 �

ln (𝑊𝑊max/𝑊𝑊min )
30

�
−1

× 

× �
𝑑𝑑

3.6 Mpc
�
−2

�
𝐿𝐿rad

1042 erg s−1
�, 

 (30) 
 
where we assume isotropic emission for UHECRs. On the other hand, the TA team 
acquired 72 cosmic rays of 57 EeV in 5 years, and observed 19 events (4.5 events of which 
were expected from uniform arrival) within the hotspot [23]. Since the effective area of TA 
is 700 km2, the observed excess flux in the hot spot direction is about 0.4 
UHECRs/100 km2/yr, which is consistent with the equation 30. 
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Two other nearby starburst galaxies, NGC253 and NGC4945 are also suggested to be 
possible UHECR sources [28,29]. It is worth noting that long gamma ray bursts are shown 
to be related to the explosions of Walf-Rayet stars undergoing Ic supernovae, which take 
place in high frequency in starburst galaxies[52].   
 

2.1.2.   Gamma-ray flux 

The Fermi Gamma Ray Observatory detects gamma rays of 0.1-100 GeV from M82. The 
flux is measured as (15.4 ± 1.9) × 10−9 ph s−1 cm−2 [27,53,54], which corresponds to 
the gamma-ray luminosity of  1.2 × 1040 erg s−1. In bow wakefield acceleration theory, 
on the other hand, electrons are accelerated as well as protons and nuclei. The energies 
obtained by electron acceleration is converted into photons (gamma-rays) by some 
electromagnetic interaction. It’s luminosity, 𝐿𝐿𝑇𝑇 , is considered to be equal to be 𝐿𝐿TCR at the 
highest cases. In other words, 

 

𝐿𝐿𝑇𝑇~𝐿𝐿TCR = 8.7 × 10−2 �
𝜅𝜅

0.1
�  �

α
0.1

�
1
2 𝐿𝐿rad 

 (31) 
 
The expected gamma-ray flux from M82 X-1 at the Earth can be calculated as (0.4 −
1.8) × 10−9 erg s−1 cm−2 depending on the variation of 𝐿𝐿rad  (5-20) × 1040  erg s−1, as 
shown in Table 1. This expected luminosity is consistent to the observation by Fermi 
Gamma-ray Observatory, if we take into account of the contributions from the numerous 
numbers of supernova remnants in the galaxy [55]. It is worth noting the gamma-ray flux 
from M82 may show a significant enhancement at the luminous phase of M82 X-1, though 
any significant variation in gamma-ray flux have not observed yet [27,53,54]. 

2.1.3.   Deflection by the magnetic field 

If the hot spot in the northern sky comes from M82, the total deflecting angle is 17.4 
degrees [26]. If it is due to the deflection by intergalactic magnetic field, we get: 
 

𝜃𝜃 = 0.5°𝑧𝑧 �
𝑑𝑑

Mpc
� �

𝐵𝐵
n
�, 

 (32) 
 

which takes the value of 17.4°. M 82 (𝑑𝑑 = 3.6 Mpc) is the source of a proton (z=1), each 
requires a magnetic field of the order of B=9.7 nG. In ordinal intergalactic space, the 
magnetic field strength is expected as low as 0.1 nG [56]. Therefore, the large deflection 
angle given by equation 76 cannot be explained.  

However, Ryu et al. [57] carried out the simulation of the local large-scale structure of 
the universe and found that the magnetic field of about 10 nG can be expected in the 
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filament structure. The distribution of galaxies represents the network (filament structure) 
of the local supercluster to which our galaxies belong. Our Milky Way Galaxy and M82 
are in the same filament structure. Therefore, the magnetic field of the UHECR propagating 
path from M82 to the Milky Way Galaxy can be expected to be about 10 nG, which is 
higher than that of the ordinary intergalactic space [57]. It is expected that the UHECR 
propagating through at distances of 3.6 Mpc is deflected by nearly about 18 degrees. 

2.2.   Nearby AGNs in the local supercluster (M87 and Cen A and B) and 
Background components of UHECR 

Nearby AGN in the local supercluster, such as M87, Cen A and B can be considered 
possible sources of UHECRs. First, M87 is difficult to accelerate UHECR above 
3.9 × 1019  eV, since 𝑊𝑊max  is less than 3 × 1019  eV even for the flaring phase. 
Furthermore, a branch of the filaments different from that toward M82 extends towards 
M87 from the Milky Way Galaxy. Therefore, the path of UHECR from M87 to our galaxy 
is also considered to be within the filament structure. In fact, galaxies in this direction, and 
our galaxy, is “falling” towards M87 [58]. The distance to M87 is 16.7 Mpc [59], which is 
about four times larger than that of M82, the deflection due to the magnetic field would 
exceed 80 degrees and the spot would spread at least several tens of degrees. Thus, any 
excess flux from M 87, even if it exists, is difficult to detect with current ground-based 
detectors without all-sky observable ability.  

Cen A and B are capable to accelerate UHECR during flaring phase. Another filament 
extends toward the Centaurus direction (direction of Cen A, B and NGC4945). The 
distance to Cen A is about 3.4-3.8 Mpc [60-62], which is comparable to M82, so that Cen 
A, as well as NGC4945 can contribute to the excess flux. In fact, the Pierre Auger 
Observatory teams reported that there may be excessive fluxes towards the Centaurus 
region [24,25]. However, the contribution from Cen B, which is much far [56 Mpc; 63] 
compared to the Cen A, is difficult to form a confined hot spot. The components from Cen 
B would contribute background component of UHECRs.  

2.3.   Background (isotropic) fluxes of UHECR and neutrinos 

The cosmic ray spectrum averaging the contributions of such numerous numbers of 
UHECR sources (starburst galaxies and AGNs) over the entire sky is estimated as follows. 
First, the cosmic-ray flux 𝐽𝐽CR per unit energy, area, time, and solid angle of cosmic-ray 
particle is calculated as: 
 

𝐽𝐽CR = 𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝛾𝛾𝜏𝜏CR
4𝜋𝜋

𝑊𝑊−2 = 1.8 × 10−28 [particles (eV  cm2 s sr)⁄ ] × 

× � 𝑊𝑊
1019 eV

�
−2
� 𝑙𝑙𝛾𝛾
1038 erg s−1 (Mpc)−3

� � 𝜏𝜏(𝑊𝑊CR)
3.4×109 yr

�,  
 (32) 

 
where 𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇  is the local gamma-ray luminosity function of blazers, estimated as 1037 −
1038 erg s−1 (Mpc)−3, taking into account of the beaming effect of the relativistic jets 
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[64,65] and 𝜏𝜏CR  the lifetime of the cosmic-ray particles, which is consistent to the 
observational flux of UHECR. For the case of UHECRs, it is determined by GZK process 
[21,22] 

On the other hand, the IceCube Neutrino Observatory at the South Pole, which is 
presently the most sensitive instrument in the TeV to PeV energy range, reported evidence 
for the extraterrestrial neutrinos, after the observation of three PeV neutrino cascades with 
three-year operation [32-34]. The recent data set consisting 37 events corresponding 
spectral excess with respect to the atmospheric background with a significance more the 
5σ [34]. The spectral excess is consistent with the diffuse neutrino flux with 𝑊𝑊𝜈𝜈

−2spectrum 
and isotropic distribution. The observed flux for each neutrino species is well described 
with 𝑊𝑊𝜈𝜈

2𝐹𝐹𝜈𝜈 = (0.95 ± 0.3) × 10−8 eV  cm−1 sr−1  between 30 TeV and 2 PeV. This 
neutrino can be explained by the bow wake acceleration. Furthermore, they reported that 
one 290-TeV neutrino event towards Blazer TXS 0506 + 056 [66]. At that same period, 
the Blazer was flaring gamma rays (1-400 GeV).  

At the center of active galactic nuclei, there is a supermassive blackhole (𝑚𝑚 = 108−9). 
It is thought that the surrounding accretion disk undergoes transitions from a strongly 
magnetized state to a weak magnetic field state (on a time-scale of 1 month to 1 year)[18], 
and the associated electromagnetic disturbances propagate through the jets to form a bow 
wakefield. This bow wakefield accelerates electrons and protons simultaneously. Both 
have E--2 spectra (see [11,12]). The electrons interact with the local magnetic field to emit 
synchrotron photons, which collide with the electrons to form an inverse Compton peak. 
That produces, a typical double-peak spectrum of the synchrotron self-Compton emission 
process [66]. In addition, they have found that the spectral index of 100 GeV gamma rays 
and the high degree of inverse correlation seen in many Blazars can be explained. At the 
same time, the accelerated protons become UHECR and collide with the protons in the 
surrounding material to release neutrinos. If a fraction 𝑓𝑓  of the cosmic rays lose their 
energies through p-p interaction in the galaxies, resultant pions produce neutrinos through 
their decays. According to Waxman and Bahcall [68], the total background accumulated 
flux of neutrinos through the entire history of the universe can be calculated as: 

 

𝑊𝑊𝜈𝜈
2𝐽𝐽ν = 𝑓𝑓𝜏𝜏𝜈𝜈

𝜏𝜏CR
𝑊𝑊CR

2 𝐽𝐽CR = 𝑐𝑐𝑓𝑓𝑙𝑙𝛾𝛾𝜏𝜏𝜈𝜈
4𝜋𝜋

  

= 2.7 × 10−7 [neutrinos eV  (cm2 s sr)⁄ ] × 

× �
𝑓𝑓

0.5
� �

𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇
1038 erg s−1 (Mpc)−3� �

𝜏𝜏𝜈𝜈
1.5 × 1010 yr

� 

 (33) 
 
where 𝜏𝜏𝜈𝜈 is the neutrino accumulation time, which is thye order of Hubble time (~1010 yr). 
The background flux of neutrino is consistent to the observation by IceCube in the energy 
range of 104 − 106 GeV (IceCube Collaboration, [32-34]. Here, we assumed neutrinos are 
produced with the average energy of 𝑊𝑊𝜈𝜈 = 0.05𝑊𝑊p by one p-p collision. In other words, 
the bow wakefield acceleration model can explain the IceCube Collaboration observations 
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that flares of gamma rays and neutrino radiations occurred nearly simultaneously, because 
acceleration of electrons and protons inevitably takes place simultaneously. In the future, 
the accumulation of similar cases will be awaited. 

3.   Astrophysical Implications 

In the present paper, we clarify that an accretion disk around a blackhole emits into 
electromagnetic bursts propagating along jets, and charged particles are accelerated to 
energies exceeding ZeV (1021 eV) in the electric field in a bow wakefield propagating 
through the jets. It was shown that the wave luminosity, 𝐿𝐿w, is comparable to the radiation 
luminosity, 𝐿𝐿rad  as shown in table 1[35]. The results are applied to the intermediate 
blackhole M82 X-1 in starburst galaxy M82. This object can explain the excessive fluxes 
of hot spots in the northern sky discovered by the Telescope Array-team[21].  

In addition, since the space connecting the M82 and the Milky Way Galaxy was 
almost within a filamentary structure of the local supercluster, the magnetic field could be 
strong enough to explain the deflection of 20 degrees and even in the case that the main 
component of the chemical composition of the UHECR was protons. Other nearby starburst 
galaxies (NGC253 and 4945) are also the origins of UHECRs of the arrival direction 
enhancement obtained by PAO collaboration in the southern sky[28,29].  
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In the rest part of the section, we discuss astrophysical implications, such as roles of 
intermediate mass blackholes, such as M87 X-1 and gravitational wave burst from the 
merging neutrons star event. 

3.1.   Intermediate blackholes as the building blocks of the supermassive blackholes 

The ULXS is considered to be an intermediate mass blackhole of 100-10000 M. 
Intermediate mass blackholes (IMBH) cannot be made by stellar evolution (e.g.,[69]). 
However, Portegies-Zwart et al. [70,71] numerically showed that in a dense stellar cluster, 

 
Figure 4. Wakefield acceleration produced by electromagnetic pulses by neutron star merging events are 
first discussed by Takahashi et al. [23] in terms of quark-gluon plasma (QGP) phase transition (taken 
from [23] and modified by here). 
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massive stars of tens of solar mass successively fall to the center of the cluster in the 
timescale of millions of years due to the of frictional effects acting between stars called 
dynamical friction, and grow to 100-1000 solar masses by later coalescence with each 
other. The resultant supermassive star becomes an intermediate mass blackhole through a 
supernova explosion. Massive stars in the cluster continue to fall down to the center to 
accrete to the IMBH. It is considered that the ULXS including the M82 X-1 was made in 
the high-density star clusters in this way.  

This is consistent with the fact that starburst galaxies are rich in both dense star cluster 
and ULXS [72-74] is consistent with the fact that ULXS and super clusters in starburst 
galaxies. In fact, many ULXS have been found in super clusters.  

Also, such super clusters with intermediate mass blackholes fall towards the center of 
the galaxy over hundreds of millions of years due to dynamical friction in the galaxy. The 
blackhole components coalesce with each other and grow, eventually, to a central 
blackhole of about 1 million solar masses, and evolve into the central core of the Seyfert 
galaxy. Indeed, many Seyfert galaxies are often difficult to distinguish from starburst 
galaxies (e.g. [75]). Conversely, the star ingredient is discharged to the outside of the star 
clusters by the reaction and tidal action of the sedimentation of the blackhole component. 
They are believed to form the so-called galaxy bulge [76]. The idea that a galaxy bulge can 
be a byproduct of the formation of a central blackhole can explain the correlation between 
the size of the galaxy central blackhole and the size of the galaxy bulge [77-79] is 
successfully explained.  

 
Figure 5. Gamma-ray emission detected by Fermi and Integral satellites from the neutron star merging 
event (GW178017) delayed by 1.7 seconds compared with gravitational wave burst[79]. This time 
difference may be explained by the time to build-up the system for the acceleration of charged particles, 
described in the present paper, in other words, accretion disk and jets. Credit: LIGO; Virgo; Fermi; 
INTEGRAL; NASA/DOE; NSF; EGO; ESA 
(https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/objects/heapow/archive/transients/gw170817.html) 
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Because of the presence of a blackhole of 4 × 106 M⨀ in the center of the Milky Way 
Galaxy, the same process from Starburst to Seyfert Galaxy in the past seems to take place 
in the Milky Way Galaxy. At present, there is still star clusters in the central region, which 
are the remnant of the activity, and the presence of the intermediate mass blackhole is 
suggested in a star cluster [80]. Thus, intermediate mass blackholes such as M82 X-1 and 
UHECR acceleration are an inevitable process of space evolution of the universe, i.e., the 
growth of galaxies and the formation of central blackholes.  
 

3.2.   Neutron star merging event 

Takahashi et al. [15] first discussed neutron star merging event as an origin of UHECRs in 
terms of quark-gluon plasma phase-transition (figure 4). Takahashi et al. [15] and Chen et 
al. [13] showed that strong Alfven waves, produced by a neutron star collision were able 
to accelerate charged particles to energies above 1020 eV. 

On August 17, 2017, for the first time, gravitational waves (GW170817), which seem 
to be due to neutron-coalescing events, was observed by Advanced LIGO and VIRGO 
detectors, and at the same time, the Fermi Gamma Ray Observatory detected the 
GRB170817A of gamma-ray bursts (figure 5)[81]. The latter was about 1.74 seconds 
behind the former. It demonstrated that the coalescence neutron star was associated with 
short gamma-ray bursts (e.g., [16]). The neutron stars gradually approach each other with 
the emission of gravitational waves, and when the lighter stars reach their Roche limits, 
they are destroyed by the tidal force of the heavier star, to form an accretion disk. This 
accretion disk becomes a neutrino-cooled accretion disk, NDAF (Neutrino Dominated 
Accretion Flow [82], rather than electromagnetic wave because of the high temperature 
(~109-10 K). Such accretion disk is present for about 1-3 seconds until the heavier neutron 
star plus the lighter mass is absorbed into the center blackhole of the 2-3 solar mass. If a 
mechanism similar to the bow wake acceleration does work in  𝐿𝐿w~1044−45 erg s−1 , 
which is 6-7 orders of magnitude higher than that of radiation-cooled accretion disk (table 
1), the UHECR can be expected to be formed by acceleration by stronger wakefield. On 
the other hand, the coalescence of neutron star should be accompanied by the dispersal of 
a large amount of materials processed in the star interior. When a beam of accelerated 
particles enters the materials, ultra-high energy (1020−22 eV) neutrinos are emitted by the 
interaction of the beam and the materials. Since most of the energy used to accelerate 
electrons is emitted as gamma rays, there is also a possibility that a burst of gamma rays is 
produced. The delay of the gamma rays to gravitational waves is consistent with the time 
required for the NDAF disk and jets to form. The formation of the NDAF disk and the 
formation of the acceleration field due to the coalescence of the neutron stars will be 
discussed in a separate paper. 
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4.   Conclusions 

As discussed in the present paper, the bow wake acceleration theory well explains the 
observational facts related to UHECRs so far. The further verification of the existence of 
acceleration of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays by bow wake in the universe should be 
conducted by multi-messenger observations including gravitational wave detectors, such 
as Advanced LIGO, the VIRGO, and KAGRA [83] and neutrino detectors, such as IceCube 
and POEMMA [84].  

There are two camps of acceleration mechanisms. The first camp is the conventional 
acceleration of particles by the individual force, including the Fermi stochastic acceleration 
[1]. The second is the collective force of the plasma through the coherent force (∝ 𝑁𝑁2, 
where 𝑁𝑁 is the number of participating particles, as opposed to the individual force [7-9]). 
Via using the plasma collective acceleration, we find a new path of particle acceleration 
that may be more intense and more compact that may suit for variety of astrophysical 
circumstances, some of which have been discussed above. 
      The origin of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (Ultra-High Energy Cosmic rays: UHECR) 
with energy of 1020 eV remain an important puzzle of astronomy, though they are 
commonly referred to as extragalactic origin, (e.g., [14]). So far, their acceleration 
mechanisms have been discussed primarily in the framework of the Fermi acceleration 
mechanism [1]. In the Fermi acceleration mechanisms, it is assumed that charged particles 
gradually retain energy as they are scattered many times by magnetic clouds. One of the 
necessary conditions for Fermi acceleration is magnetic confinement [85]. The candidate 
astronomical objects are neutron stars, active galactic nuclei, gamma-ray bursts, and 
cosmological accretion shock waves in the intergalactic space. However, even in these 
candidates, the acceleration to 1020 eV by the Fermi mechanism has the following 
problems: (1) very large number of scattering is required to reach high energy; (2) energy 
loss due to the synchrotron radiation is not negligible at the time of scattering; and (3) 
adiabatic energy loss takes place when particles escape from the acceleration region. Some 
of these issues may be addressed by the present mechanism. 
      In this corridor of the Fermilab we are standing on the shoulder of Enrico Fermi, who 
had started both the cosmic accelerating mechanism of the Fermi’s stochastic acceleration 
[1] and his Erath-strapping PeV vision. It is also remarkable to observe  that the wakefield 
acceleration may be both a key mechanism that helps alleviate some of the difficulties that 
Fermi’s stochastic acceleration encounters in cosmic acceleration, while the wakefield 
accelerators now based on thousands of aligned chips, the “TeV on a chip” x 1000,  (which 
have been discussed also here at this Workshop as seen in [Zhang, 2016; Hakimi, 2018; 
Hakimi in this Book]) might provide an alternative realization to reach PeV that Fermi 
dreamed of (see the picture in [9]).  Wakefields may become relevant also to muons and 
neutrinos here at Fermilab. 
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